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Introduction; 
It is generally felt that while other aspects of 
Islam have received comparatively greater attention from 
the researchers, its educational aspect has remained 
largely neglected. / The present study is an attempt to 
present, analyse and evaluate the Islamic concept of 
education in the idealogical background of Islam. It 
includes, among other things, the aims and objectives of 
education, the place and role of the teacher, the nature 
of curriculum, and the methods of teaching in the Islamic 
system of education./in view of the Researcher's lack of 
command over Arabic language, he has mostly used the 
authentic sources available in English and Urdu languages. 
Findings: \ ^^^J ^"'^^^ 
According to Islam, God is the Cause of the creation 
of the Universe, and the universe was created for the man. 
Man is God's vicegerent on earth. Equality of man is an 
important article of Islamic faith.) Islamic concept of 
individual responsibility gives to man the freedom of 
choice and action. Man's dignity^ in Islam, lies in the 
fact that he should completely surrender to God. Islam 
2 
urges the believers to lead collective life. In its social 
order Amir supervises both the mundane and the 
supra-mundane affairs. Fahsha, Munkar, Baghy, Sukhriyya, 
Lamz, Tanabuz bil alqab, Zann, Tajassus and Ghibah are the 
major causes of disintegration of Islamic society. 
Equality, fraternity, justice, promotion of virtue and 
suppression of vice, moderation are recognised as 
characteristics of the Islamic society. Parent's, 
relative's, non-Muslim's and neighbour's rights are fully 
protected. Nikah is considered the bond of family life in 
Islam. 
In Islam the beginning and the end of all knowledge, 
in fact of everything, is Allah, and Wahy (revelation) is 
the most reliable source of knowledge. Morality, likewise, 
is rooted in the fundamental beliefs of Islam and in the 
ultimate analysis, in God Himself. Islam has its own 
theory of beauty and art. 
Education, in Islam, aims at developing and 
harmonising the physical, mental, emotional, moral and 
spiritual aspects of life for enabling men and women to 
shoulder the responsibilities of Khilafat (Vicegerency of 
God on earth). Their role in life is, therefore, seen as 
apparently human but essentially divine. 
The teacher in Islamic society is regarded not as a 
mere seller or dispenser of knowledge but as the prophet's 
heir. In this exalted position, he is expected always to 
be mindful of the covenant taken by God from the whole of 
the human lot at the beginning of the creation. His role 
is to revive and refresh this covenant. He is the 
non-conformist and the precedent-setter for his students. 
His kindness, compassion and consideration etc. are to 
encourage the students in the process of learning. He is 
to honestly accept his ignorance about the facts unknown 
and not to flaunt his ignorance as knowledge. 
Islamic curricula is not confined only to religious 
information. It is, rather, to cover the whole gamut of 
life, mundane as well as supramundane, material as well as 
spiritual, individual as well as social. It gives no way 
to segregation of knowledge into the sacred and the 
secular. It has a unified visualisation of life herein and 
hereafter. The Islamic principles come and serve as 
principles of curriculum construction as well. 
4 
The Islamic method of teaching includes every item 
considered essential for the tfeaeh'tag-learning process. 
Motivation, creation of interest, raising of level of 
aspiration, presentation of the subject matter in the 
graded form, continuity of instruction, drawing of 
inferences, evaluation, home assignment, etc. are all 
taken care of as essentials in the Islamic methadology. It 
is also believed that with the application of this 
methadology the evil influences of anti-Islamic theories 
can be kept under check, if not rule out. 
The Islamic sources, including its Holy scriptures, 
are believed to be containing all the necessary provisions 
required for building a sound system of education. The 
system of education based on the Islamic concept of 
education, if put in force, is believed to be well 
equipped to serve the Islamic idealogy, conserve the 
Islamic society and enrich the Islamic Culture. 
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I N T R O D U C T I O N t 
Islam is claimed to be a rational religion.There is no other 
revealed Book which lays so much stress on reason and reflection as 
does the Holy Quran.Hadith "literature also inspires to apply reason 
and intellect.These have always led the Muslims to make scientific 
enquiries.The scientific approach which the Quran calls and advocates 
as hikmah( wisdom) has been praised by the believers and others alike. 
It has been said that whoever is given hikmah has been given much 
yood.in modern days too this Quranic approach of scientific investi-
gation is being welcomed.The echo of Islamisation is at a high pitch 
these days.lslamisation of the state on the political plane and 
Islamisation of knowledge on the academic plane are being stressed 
simultaneously.Apart from receiving attention at the regional and 
national levels in different countries,Islam is being projected as 
a powerful force even at the international level.The international 
Islamic conference is an international organisation of the islamic 
countries.During the meetings of the General Assembly of the U.N.O., 
this organisation also holds its separate meetings every year.Like 
the u.N.Cit also tries to fulfil its objectives by means of its 
twenty subsidiary institutions.The most important among them are: 
the Islamic Development Bank; the islamic scientifice and Cultural 
organisation?the Islamic chamber of commerce;the islamic Solidarity 
Fund; the statistical EconOTiic and social Research; the Research 
centre for islamic History, Art and Culture; the islamic centre 
for Development of Trade; the Islamic centre for Technical and 
vocational Training and research; the islamic Foundation for Science 
and Technology.These are doing remarkable work in their respective 
fields, exploring new dimensions of Islam and,thereby, providing 
lead to the muslim community in the fast-changing world. 
It is generally felt that while other aspects of Islam 
have received comparatively greater attention from the researchers, 
its educational aspect has remained largely neglected.Effects are, 
therefore, t>eing made to overcome this neglect.Moved,perhaps by this 
kind of a feeling,the Government of the S^udi Arabia has announced 
the grant of laisal Award for the year 1986 on a scholarly work 
produced in the field of the islamic system of education,Iran claims 
that after introducing islamic order, it has made remarkable progress 
in the field of education,Recently,the Iranian Embassy in India has 
made it out that what the islamic Government in Iran has achieved 
in the field of education in a very short period has surpassed the 
entire development of education made by the pahlavi regime in more 
than fifty years.* Even in countries where Muslims are in minority. 
Islamic system of education is in practice in varying degrees.There 
are institutions, though not many,v*iich cut across the boundaries 
of the secular and the sacred education,Hence they are not wholly 
theological in nature.in our own country the educational system 
evolved by jamat-E-Islami,Hind, is an example in point.jamat•s 
educational institutions are known as Darsegah-i-Islami and are 
run throughout the country with uniform courses of studies,such 
new developments about islam and Islamic education taking place 
both at the national and international levels may well inspire a 
student of education to explore the islamic concept of Education, 
* The Times of india,New Delhi, Feb. 12,1985. 
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Education has throughout human history been taken as 
something closely related to life and running parallel to it. 
Islam,too, takes education to be a life long process.The prophet 
instructs that the search for knowledge should continue from the 
cradle to the grave,This approach to education suggests and 
emphasises the taking up of a study of the Islamic Concept of 
Education in the context of the Islamic world-view.Ihe prophet 
is also reported to have advised his followers to seek God* s 
refuge from useless knowledge or the knowledge not applied to 
life and its problems.lt becomes evident that without an insight 
into the Islamic ideology and civilization it may not become 
possible to evolve and understand the concept of Education in 
Islam.The present study,therefore,attempts a study of the Islamic 
Concept of Education in the ideological background of Islam.it is 
precisely,"A study of the islamic Concept of Education in the 
light of the concepts of Man and Society in Islam," 
This study disapproves the view that the educational 
system of Islam is,in fact, the product of the intellectual 
development attained in the period long after the period of the 
Prophet and his pious Caliphs,particularly during the period of 
the Abbasids.lt is quite possible that in the later period the 
various aspects and subjects of education might have been re-
organised to meet the demands of the time.But in fact,it became 
possible only because islamic ideology had the necessary provisions 
for it already,in my M.Phil.Dissertation an attempt was made to 
present some important points of the system of education under 
the prophet and his caliphs.* The present study is an attempt 
to understand the islamic concept of Education,It includes,among 
other things,the aims and objectives of education in islam,the 
teacher in the islamic system of education,the nature of curriculum 
and the method of teaching in islam. 
The subject of study is mainly theoretical,Hence it is 
a library based study.in view of the Investigator* s lack of pro-
ficiency in the Arabic language, only the authentic sources of informa 
-ion available in Urdu and english have been used.However,wherever 
needed and possible Arabic texts have also been consulted with 
the help of dictionaries.The researcher has tried to consult 
relevant material avciilable in journals, magazines, encyclopaedias 
and other documents. 
Apart from the Researcher* s lack of command over the Arabic 
language,the other limitation which made him somewhat handicapped 
was paucity of time and funds.This study, therefore, suffers from 
many ximitations and shortcomings,in more favourable circumstances, 
perhaps this study could have been much better than what it is now. 
* zafer Alam: "A Study of the Educational Institutions in 
Early Islamic period," M.Phil,Dissertation, 
Deptt.of Education, A,M.U,Aligarh, 1987. 
ONTOLOGICAL BELIEFS AND POSTULATES OF ISLAM. 
(a) Cause of creation. 
(b) Concept of Man. 
(c) Concept of Society. 
CAUSE OF CREATION. 
1. The s t o r y of Adam and Eve. 
2 . The u n i v e r s e . 
3 . Guidance. 
4 . Ibadah ( w o r s h i p ) . 
5 . • I lm (Knowledge), 
12 
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According to the teachings of Islam God is the creator^ 
rather originator^ of the whole universe.There was a tiae when 
there was nothing except God, neither universe nor matter not 
spirit.He created everything and in this act of creation no 
one was His associate in anyway.*'.He also created the first 
A 
man to act as His vicegerent (Khalifah)., 
1. Al-i-lmran : 47 
2. Baqara; 117 
Mishkat, Bab Badaul Khalgue wa zikril Anbiyya, 
Matba Ahmadi,Delhi, 1271 A.H.,p.497 - There are 
differences of opinion about what thing God 
created first.Some say that it was wisdom( • Aql); 
some say it was pen (galam) while others believe 
that it was the soul (Nur) of the Prophet.See 
Abul Mohsin Hasan, Tafrihul Azkia Fi Ahwalil Anbiyya, 
Matba Nawal Kishore, i26i A.H., Vol.I,p. 15. 
Baqar: 30; Many believe that God appointed Adam 
as the successor of Jinn. But Quran only says that 
God created Jinn before the creation of Adam.see 
Hij r; 27. Therefore, the idea that Adam was sent as 
the successor of Jinn is incorrect.see Amin Ahsan, 
Tadabbur-'i-Quran, Delhi, 1977, vol,I,p. 113. 
13 
The story of Adam and Eve; 
When God decided to create man as His vicegerent, 
the angels were surprised because as per their apprehension 
man was to do nothing except disturbing the system on which 
the universe was running smoothly.^ They assumed th^t the 
sons of Adam would cause disorder and shed blood on earth. 
They could not understand how an independent and wilful 
creature would adjust himself in the universe governed by 
Divine law.They realised from the word Kh&lifah (Vicegerent) 
that Adam would be given freedom of action.^ This confusion 
that Adam would only cause disorder was however, removed by God, 
The Quran soys that before the creation of Adam,God in Alam-i-
Ghaib (the world unseen), had collected the whole of Adam's 
posterity to take the oath of obedience,"^ Maulana Ameen Ahsan 
Islahi believes that in the very general convention of the 
entire human beihgs, the angels were introduced to those noble, 
pious and God-fearing sons of Adam who would not only follow 
the Divine Law but would also enforce it on earth. Before the 
creation of man there was one more species other than angels. 
They were the jinn^, whose leader Iblis strongly objected to 
5. Al»Baqara: 30 
6. Ameen Ahsan I s l a h i , o p . c i t . , p , i i 4 . 
7 . A' raf; 172 
8 . Ameen Ahsan I s l a h i , o p , c i t . , p . 117. 
9 . Al-Hij r; 27; Raghib is fahani wr i tes in his Mufradatul Quran 
tha t the word J inn(P lura l j inna tun) i s used for those s p i r i t u a l 
e n t i t i e s tha t are beyond human senses . in t h i s sense both the 
dev i l s and the angels are j i n n but every j i n n i s not angel 
because j i n n i s a p a r t i c u l a r - s p e c i e s of which some a re r igh te -
ous and some are mischievous.See Mufradatul Quran , t r . b y 
Muhammad Abduhu,Maktabatul Qasimia, Lahore, 19 63, pp. 188-89 • 
14 
God's order for p ros t r a t ion before Adam.Ibn Abbas says that 
the Jan i s the name of the f i r s t J inn tha t God created.some 
scholars on the other hand, be l ieve tha t I b l i s has been ca l l ed 
by t h i s name.But the view of ibn Abbas i s supported by the 
majority of the commentators of the Quran.^^This suggests tha t 
I b l i s was not the f i r s t j i n n and tha t there were some others 
before him^ Iblis by iDature, was naughty and by notheadlng God's 
order to p r o s t r a t e before Adam he disobeyed Him.He thought 
himself super ior to Adam, ^^ because he was created from the 
flame of f i r e , ^2 ^.-hile Adam was created from the ro t ten ea r th . 
From the very f i r s t day of Adam' s c rea t ion enmity between Adam 
14 
and I b l i s s tarts ."^ Thus the Ouran present? two of i t s chara-
c t e r s , cont ras t ing with each other.The one i s represented by the 
angels, obedient to God, and the o ther by I b l i s and h is Zurr ia t 
( fol lowers and s u c c e s s o r s ) . i t appears tha t by t h i s performance 
Adam was honoured,but in f ^ c t , i t was a t e s t for the angels and 
a l so for Ib l i s .Both ,wi th respect t o the mater ia l used for t h e i r 
creat ion,were superior to Adam.,who was created from ear th while 
the «ngels were created from Nu_r ( l i g h t ) and the j i n n from Nar 
( f i r e ) . B u t the angels r ea l i sed the fact tha t the real greatness 
10. Taf seer-i-Haoaani, vo l . S. P . &. 
11. Al-Hijr: 33. 
12. Al"Hij r; 27. 
13. Al-Hijr; 26- Hadith a l so confirms tha t Adam was created 
from the ea r th . s ee Trimidhi,Kitabul Manaqib & Abu Daud, 
Babut Tdfakhur b l l Ans^b, vide s h i b l i . s i r a t u n Nabi,1341 
A.H. ,Vol . I ,p . 153. ~ • 
14. To ha: in, Baqaraj 36, 
15 
and superiority lay in God* s obedience and they, therefore, bowed 
down before Adam as ordered by God.But Iblis refused to-do so 
15 
and went against the commandment of his Lord. There is,however, 
one difficulty with this story.The Quran says that the Angels 
were ordered to bow down before Adam.But why was Iblis,who 
was not an angel but rather a jinn as a punishment to his 
refusal to prostrate before Adam, cursed and disgraced by 
God. Qazi Baizawi has solved this problem.He says that the 
Jinn were also included in the order given to the angels but 
there was no need to particularly mention their names in it. 
The Angels are after all superior to the jinn and when an order 
is given to the sxiperior creatures, the inferior ones( Jinns) are 
17 
also expected to follow suit. 
Objection is raised that if islam prohibits making 
of sajada (prostration on knees and forehead) to anyone other 
than God, then why were the angels ordered to perform it before 
Adam 7 There are many statements of Islamic scholars in this 
regard.One view is that Adam was given the knowledge of things 
so he becetme superior to the Angel and the jinn.Consequently 
these two species showed respect and reverence by making saj ada 
before him.It is said that this sajada was not the type which is 
performed for the God Almighty.lt was only to be a mark of respect 
15. Al-Baqarat 34,cf.Tadabbur-i»Quran ,vol.I,pp. 119-120 
16. Hijr: 34-^ 35 
17. Vide Tadabbur-i-Quran, vol.I,p.122. 
16 
not worship to Adcim.It is also claimed that Adam was not the 
real object of worship,for this Sajada was made on the order 
18 
of God and was actually for Him and not for Adam. The second 
view is that the Angels were ordered to bow down, because they 
have to co-operate with Adam in his duty of Vice^erency of God. 
It is believed that the management of the whole universe,of 
which the earth is only a small part,is run by the angels of 
different catei,ories,Every angel is discharging his duty accor-
ding to the will and order of God.Thus their bowing down was 
a symbol of co-operation in their respective departments.lt is 
said that the angels were instructed to co-operate with man 
irrespective of whether he used or abused his power;in both the 
cases they had to help man in evecy type of activity until God 
ordered them to do otherwise,It is also said that Sajada may be 
symbolic or may be a real task performed by the Angels. ^ ^ The 
third view that the order to make sajada was a test both for 
the angels and the Iblis, appears convincing, it also suggests 
that it was only after testing the angels and the iblis first 
that God would have necessarily planned to test Adam and his 
20 posterity. 
It appears from the study of the Quran that the 
21 process of Man's creation consisted of three stages i.e.planning, 
18. Tafseer-i-Haqqani, v o l . 2 « p . 148» 
19. Mawdoodi» Taf himul Quran, v o l « I . p . 65. 
20 . Ameen Ahsan i s l a h i , Ta^bbur-i-Quran, v o l . I . , p. 119. 
21 . J^JifJi 11. 
17 
shapiny^^, and breathing.^-^ First of all,God made the plan 
then collected materials and then He shaped human being, giving 
him a suitable form^^, and lastly He breathed His spirit into 
him,Afterwards, the angels were ordered to bow down before the 
new creation, Ad«m, who was to be appointed on a very high rank, 
the rank of God' s vicegerent on earth,^^ God delegated His 
power to man to work as His deputy and not like the master. 
This is why mctn has no moral justification to enforce his own 
will ,because it would be against the requirement of the office 
to which he has been appointed,^ 
As far as the creation of Eve (Hauwa) is concerned, 
it is generally believed that she was created from the rib of 
Adctm.This view is supported by the Biblical traditions. Bible 
narrates the story of Eve' s creation that when God felt the 
loneliness of Adam,He planned to create his mate.God caused Adam 
to sleep deeply and when he was in profound sleep He took out one 
of his ribs and therefrom made another creation,Being taken out 
from man this was called woman.^° She was Adam's wife and was 
called by the name of Eve and became the mother of Adam' s 
22. Ibid,also see sad; 71-72. 
23. Sad:7l-72; Al-Hijr; 28-29; Bible s^ys-And the Lord God 
formed man of the dust of the ground, and breathed in 
to his nostrils the breath of life;and man became 
living soul".The Holy Bible, King james version. 
Genesis chapter 2/p.2. 
24. Tito: 4. 
25. Baqaras 30. 
2 6, cf .Mawdudi, Taf himul Quran, vol. I, p ,62. 
27. Mawdudi, Tafhim, vol,I,p.319, also see Tafseer-e-Haqqani, 
vol. 3, p, 162, — — — ^ — — _ _ _ _ 
28. The Holy Bible, containing old and New Testaments, King james 
version,Genesis, chap,2#The National publishing Co.,U.S.A,,p.2. 
18 
29 
posterity. some scholars are of the opinion that rib is a 
poor translation and the real meaning of the word used in the 
original text of the scripture is nature,Thus they try to 
prove that Eve was created on Adam's nature,-^ 0 However, Quran 
does not say anything clearly in this regard,Nothing can, there-
fore, be said on this subject with certainity,what Quran says 
in this regard is :•* O mankind Be careful of your duty to your 
Lord who created you from a single being and from it created 
its mate and from them twain hath spread abroad a multitude of 
men and women*,^ Thus Quran only says that Eve was created 
from Adam but does not endorse the statement of the Bible and 
32 
of Talmud on how Eve was created. It is,however,admitted 
that man and woman have the same origin, and of not belong to 
two different species,This is why Ali shariati refutes 
Nietzsche's assumption that "man and woman were initially two 
different creatures; then they became similar, and through the 
years they got together*,^^ 
It is evident from the study of the Quran that 
Adam and Eve were kept in the paradise where they were free to 
29. I b i d . , chapter 3 , p . 3 . 
30. Ali S h a r i a t i , Is lamic View of Man,Eng.tr.by Ali A.Behzadnia 
(Place and year ot publ ica t ion i s not p r i n t e d ) , p . 5 , 
31 . An-Nisa; 1 Eng. tr ,by Marmaduke p i ck tha l . 
32. Talmud says more pointedly than Bible tha t Eve was created 
from the t h i r t e e n t h r ib of Adam, vide Tafhim, vol .1 ,p .319, 
33. Is lamic View of Man,p.5. 
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eat whatever they liked except the fruit of one forbidden tree-
they were forbidden even to go near it.This condition was made 
to test them as to how far they were faithful and ocedient to 
34 
God.But Satan temp.ted them and they ate the forbidden fruit. 
The result of disobedience to God became evident to them and 
they found themselves naked in the garden of Eden, The name 
of the forbidden tree has not been disclosed in the Quran so 
nothing can be said with firm conviction about it ar.i also 
3 6 
about its fruit which had been forbidden. Bible,however, 
37 
contains some detailed information but these are r.ot endorsed 
by the commentators of the Quran. The Quran only says that 
34. Taha; 120:12. 
35. "Then they twain (Adam and Eve)ate thereof so that 
their shame became apparent unto them,and they began 
to hide heaping on themselves some of the leaves of 
garden." Taha: 121, Eng. tr.by Pickthal. 
36» Imam Ibn Jarir, vide Tfeidabbur, vol.I»p«122« 
37. Bible says,"But the fruit of the tree which is in the 
midst of the Garden,God hath said ye shall not eat of 
it,neither shall ye touch it,lest ye die.For God doth 
know that in the day ye eat thereof ,then your e/es 
shall be opened and ye shall be as gods, knowing ^ood 
and evil.And when the woman saw that the tree was good 
for food, and that it was pleasant to the eyes and a 
tree to be desired to make one wise,she took of the 
fruit thereof, and did eat and gave also unto her hus-
band with her and he did eat.And the eyes of them both 
were opened and they knew that they were naked and they 
sewed fig leaves together , and made themselves aprons 
•Genesis chapter 3,p.3. 
38. Ameen Ahsan Islahi, T^dabbur, vol,I ,p.i22. 
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The Quran only says that Satan tempted Adam by saying, "shall I 
show thee the tree of immortality and power that wasteth not 
39 
away. This verse suggests that Satan knew Adam' s desire to 
lead an immortal life so he took advantage of this weakness 
of Adam and beguiled him.in fact,it was the same type of test 
40 
as had been put before the angels and the jinn, Adam was 
deceived but soon realised his mistake and prayed for being 
forgiven which was accepted.'^^ in presence of this evidence, 
it appears a wrong notion that Adam and Eve were sent on earth 
as the punishment of disobedience to God.Quran confinris that 
Adam was created for the vicegerency of God and his real place 
was earth,where he had to dwell and where he was sent after 
1 
passing}through a trail and training.As far as the sin committed 
by him is concerned there is a clear information in the Quran 
that God forgave him and accepted his repentance.Fronr. this inci-
dent it is also evident that Islam rejects the theory of inevi-
table consequences of sin.The Arabic word taubah means to return 
47 
back so when a man m.akes taubah he actually returns back from 
rebillious attitude to submissive attitude and such was Adam' s 
attitude,for when he felt his sin he atonce turned back to the 
submission of God. 39. Taha: 120#Eng.tr .Pickthal , 
40. Cf.Ameen Ahsan I s l a h i , o p . c i t . , p . 122. 
41. Baqara;37;The prophet a l so confirms the fact tha t a f t e r 
making a sin of any person turns back to God and begs His 
pardon then God forgives him,vide Bukhari and Muslim,vide 
1^ f seer-i-Haqqani, vo l ,11 , p . 155. 
42. Raghib Asfahani^Mufradatul Quran,p. 150. 
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The story of Adoin and Eve has been narrated in the 
43 Quran at several places. But v/e cannot understand the 
process by which Adam and Eve were created because Quran dees 
not provide clear information in this regard.we do not know 
how clay was used,how Adam was moulded into human shape with 
proportionate limbs and faculties and how the spirit of God 
was breathed in him - all these can not be understood.However, 
this story is in sharp contrast to Darwin* s theory of Man* s 
evolution.some modern commentators of the Quran have tried 
to prove this theory from the verses of Quran but such attempts 
appear futile and contrary to the declarations of the Quran.'*'* 
Darwin's theory confirms that man was developed from the sub-
human being,while the Quran confirms that Adam was the first 
man on earth and he was endowed with knowledge.'^^ 
43. see, Baqara: 30-39? Aaraf; 11-25; Hij r; 2 6-43; 
eani Israil; 61-65; Kahf ; 50 , Taha; 116-126; 
Sad:71-80; Al-i-lmran: 47, Baoara: 117. 
44. It is very strange that a scholar like Maulana Abul 
Kalam Azad is influenced with the explanations made 
on Darwinian theory of Man* s evolution and tries to 
comment on Quran in its light,see Tarjumanul Quran, 
Malik sirajuddine and Sons, Lahore, 1931, vol. I, p. 123. 
45. Baqara; 30-31. 
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The universe; 
when Adam opened his eyes on earth,he found a well-
managed world full of all necessities and luxuries of life.The 
Quran does not clearly state how this world came into being, 
however from the scanty inforniation in the Quran some idea, 
about the process of the creation of the universe can be formed. 
Time and again the Quran pronounces that God is the 
ultimate reality.*^ He is not confined to any particular place 
or direction but is omnipresent, omnipotent,^ invisible and 
beyond the comprehension of the human mind.^ He is a living 
50 
reality and not static.He created the world in order to express 
Himself,-^ For the work of creation he needs no matter or means, 
only His will and command is enough,-^ whatever is in the heavens 
and on the earth belongs to Him.^ "^  As far as the specific nature 
of His creations are concerned, the Quran says that God created 
heavens and the earth on the stable foundation of Truth(Haq). 
The word Hag has been used in the Quran in various senses.Qiamat 
46. Baqara; 18 6; luqman: 3o. 
47. Baqara; H 5 , 
48. Nisa; 62;Taha; 111. 
49. An' am; ip 3. 
50. Baqara; 255. 
5 1 . I was a hidden t r e a s u r e , I wanted t o be known, t h e r e f o r e , 
I c r e a t e d t h e w o r l d . H a d i t h - i - Q u d s i . s e e Mulla Al i Qar i , 
Mauzuaat - i -Kabir ,Matba Amera, 1289/A.H. ,p . 62. 
52. Al ' i - Imran ;47 . 
53 . Anbiyaa; i g , 
54. An« am; 7 3 . 
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(the Day of Resurrection) has been termed as Ha<g because its 
occuranee, according to the Quraji is a must,-^ The Quran itself 
is Hag for it contains the criterion which distinguishes truth 
from falsehood.^^ There are a number of verses in the Quran 
which explicitly speak that God has created the heavens and 
the earth and what is between them on truth(Haq). These verses 
disclose the fact that God has not created anything for mere fun 
and as a pastime,^^ Creation itself is a very serious affair 
c;g 
and reveals a sericsus purpose.-^ This purpose has been mentioned 
at various places in the Quran. The word Kaq if it is taken 
in the meaning of just it would appear that everything which is 
in the heavens and earth has been created according to laws and 
it functj.ons under these laws. 
There is no systematic and stagewise description of 
the creation of the universe.information in this regard is 
scanty and scattered throughout the Quran .So it is inevitable 
to make a survey of the relevant verses of the Quran. This will 
help to form the Quranic idea of the universe in a systematic 
•• 
way.The Quran presents God as the creator of everything existing 
61 
in the universe. The further explanation of this creative 
55. Naba; 39. 
56. Al-i-Imran: 3-4. 
57. Kij r ; 8 5 ; Nahlt 3; J a t h i y a ; 22; Dukhan: 391 Ankabutt 44; 
Zumar: 5; Ahqaft 3; Rttm; 8 . 
58. Dukhan: 38 
59. cf.Ameen Ahsan i s l a h i , Tadabbur-e-Quran, v o l . l . , p . 2 0 4 . 
60. Anbiya : i6;Muminun; i i 5 . 
61 . An* em: i p i , R* ad: 16, Zumar: 62,^tumin: 62. 
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work is evident from the verses which show that God created 
everything in measure and proportion and not disorderly and 
abruptly.62 Before the creation of the heavens and the earth 
and whatever existed therein,there was something like smoke 
(Dukhon).6^ God separated this gaseous mass and created the 
64 heavens and the earth. This shows that in the beginning the 
universe was a formless,disordered, gaseous mass.in this connect-
ion the Quran uses two words ratc^  and fatq. Rata denotes the 
action of binding elements into an unified whole i.e.the universe 
in the beginning stage was in the form of unified whole of gaseous 
mass.The word fatg denotes the action of diffusion and separation 
i.e.God made from this unified and formless mass a diversified 
universe with innumerable creations.^^ 
The time consumed in the creation of the heavens and 
the earth as pointed out by the Quran was six Yaum. The Arabic 
world Yaum is generally used for the day,but the Quran also uses 
this word in the sense of a period of time, ' Though this meaning 
appears more relevant but it would not be entirely incorrect to 
interpret the word Yaum in the sense of a day, an interval of 
time between two sunrises or two sunsets, because the Quran does 
not give the period of time consumed in the creation in an 
62. Qamar: 49 Furaan-2 , A* l a : 2-3 
63. Anbiyya; 3o. 
64. Ham Mim Sajada : n cf .Waududi^ Tafhim, v o l . i y . , p . 445. 
65. Anbivva; 3n. cf . i b i d . . v o l . TTT^ p . ]«;A, 
66. Kud:7 
67. Sajada; 5 
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explict way.^ Hence on the basis of inforiretion collected 
from the Quran nothing can definitely be said about the time 
actually spent in the creation of the universe.*^ 
The idea of the cosmos- a self-operating, self-govern-
ing and self-existing system is not found in Islam,islam does 
acdept the world as an ordered system and as a harmonious whole 
worKing orderly not by itself but because of the will of its 
creator. ^ ° 
The Qurcin, after giving some redimentary information 
in connection with the creation of the universe,confirms that 
the whole of the universe with its resources has been created 
for the purpose of the creation of mankind which is the end 
7 1 product and the arch product. * 
Guidance;- ^t the time of departure from paradise God instructed 
.^dam and Eve that He will send His guidance to mankind and who-
soever will follow it and lead his life according to it will 
neither have sorrow nor fear,'^ Thus, it appears from this and 
also from many more verses that out of His infinite mercy God 
has made arrangements to guide mankind to the right path from 
68. Kawdudi; jafhim, vol.II,p.3 6. 
69. Bible says that God ended the work of creation on the 
seventh day,It gives the day-wise description of the 
creation made by God and also discloses that after ending 
the entire work of creation, cod rested on the seventh day, 
see The Bible, Genesis,chapter 1-2,pp.1-2. 
70. Yunust 3 
7 1 . Hudt7/Cf.Mawdudi,Tafhim, v o l . I I , p . 3 2 5 . 
72 . Baqara: 38 . 
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73 
the very beginning of man's existence on earth. This arran-
gement of showing the right way and providing guidance,was made 
possible through the institution of Prophethood( Risalah). under 
this arrangement from among human beings,He choses persons whom 
He thought suitable for this task.^^ This is why the Quran 
claims that the teaching given by the earlier prophets,is quite 
75 
similar, in its essence and spirit, to that of the last prophet, -^  
All of them had one and the same source of knowledge.There is one 
more Quranic thesis in this regard that God is the knower of 
all thing.He knows better about the nature of mankind because He 
is the creater and He only is entitled to guide mankind.The Qu£an 
again claims that it is the Benevolent God who shapes man from 
the very beginning stage of his creation. v;hen mother conceives 
him. He provides all the needs of the unborn during all the diff-
erent stages of the pre-natal period,The Quran emphasizes this 
phenomenon ana infers the fact that God would have not neglected 
the most important need to guide man in the midst of innumerable 
problems related to different aspects of his life.when He filled 
the earth from the resources inevitable for the biological needs 
of man,He must have provided him moral guidance as well,^^ Thus 
it is confirmed from the sources that God Himself has taken 
upon Him the responsibility to show the Right path, 
73. Nahl:9 
7 4. Anam: 124 
75. Baqara;28 5 
7 6. Al-i-lmran: 5-7 / cf.Mawdudi, Taf him, vol. I» p. 233. 
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Test»-r 
one very interesting question that arises at this 
stage Is that when God Is Himself responsible for guiding the 
Right path why did He not endow man with Inborn Instincts so 
that he might get the right path without going astray, but this 
appears to be against the will of God.There are a number of 
verses in the Quran which suggest that God wants to see who 
among the mankind chooses the way of His obedience and who 
deviates from His commands.This Is why He granted man a free 
will and he is free either to accept or to reject the message 
of God pronounced by His Prophets.with this free will,the Quran, 
time and again says that God has endowed man with different 
means of knowledge and given him the sense organs to use them 
77 for the search of the Right path. if God made everyone 
righteous compulsorily then His scheme to test mankind would 
have not been fulfilled. 
on the basis of the above-mentioned information, 
it is evident that having delegated the power of vlcegerency 
and given freedom to use or abuse the delegated powers, God Intends 
to bring man under moral trail,The Quran has described this in 
the context of natural phenomena.At one place it depicts the 
77. Dahr: 2-3. 
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occurrences taking place in the nature and then comments 
that at their meaningful signs of God, believers cry out, 
• Our Lord You haye not created these in vain,so save us from 
the torment of Hell-fire.^® Thus the purpose of the life of 
a Muslim appears to save himself from Hell-fire,while positi-
vely he tries to achieve the pleasure of jannah,the place of 
entemal bliss. 
The most important thing which prompts .a Muslim to 
be patient and considerate ig that even God does not want to 
crush non-believers and disbelievers by dint of His limitless 
powers and resources as He w^nts to test rrtankind in this worldly 
life,The Quran warns even the prophet that he has not been 
appointed ds the keeper of and the guardian over mankind but 
only as the messenger to transmit God' s word. God has granted 
man the freedom of choice between Truth and falsehood,while the 
prophet has been assigned the duty to present the truth and 
deny every thing against Truth.Now it remains for man whether 
he accepts or rejects the message of the prophets. 
78. Al-i-lmran; 190-19 1 
The following verses of the Quran also disclose the 
fact that the creation of Man and universes is not purpose-
less: "Deemed ye then that we had created you for naught, 
and that ye would not be returned to us" Muminun: 115. 
"we created not the heaven and the earth and all that is 
between them in play," Anbiyaa: 16 English tr.by Pickthal. 
79. An* am: 107, Ghashiya; 22. 
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Ibadah (worship) : -
Although Islam c a l l s upon everyone to worship God 
80 
without making anyone His partner but those who accept its 
ir-essage are expected to be devout to God. The Quran says that 
ran and Jinn have been created to worship God.^^ But God 
does not intend to take such service from His bondsman as the 
worldly masters take,They use their servants for every possible 
cain and advantage they can obtain from them .servants are the 
source ot wealth and power.The master manage to make material 
progress and to raise their social status by exploiting them. 
For the protection of the lives and properties of masters they 
shed their blood and sometimes scorifice themselves for their 
cause,But God is above all such worldly needs.The worship 
performed by man is by no m.eans advantageous for God,It is 
rather in the interest of man himself.But at the same time God 
wishes that Kis bondsman might achieve His pleasure through 
His worship.62 
The Arabic word Ibadah is generally taken in the meaning 
80. Eaaara; 21,TQha: i,Anam.: i3,Maryam.: 4 
61. Zariatt 56 
6 2. Ham.eeduddine Farahi^Majmua Tafaseer-i^Farahi^ 
Karkazi Maktaba jamat-E-Islami, Pakistan, p. 222. 
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of worship,But i t has a wider connotation,^ I t i s claimed 
tha t ibadah covers the whole l i f e of human being and i s not 
confined to prayer( Salah) , f asting( Saum) payment of poor-due 
{ Zakah) and pi lgrimage to Kaba (HajJ) only,Even the common 
p r a c t i c e s of dai ly l i f e l i ke ea t ing , sleeping, walking,are brought 
under the coverage of Ibadah, provided these ere f u l f i l l e d by 
l eg i t ima te means,® Hence i t would be useful to evalua te t h i s 
view in the l i g h t of the information col lec ted from the o r ig ina l 
sources of islam.Here the relevant verses are quoted to get the 
correc t idea of Ibadah,which Quran declares as t h e purpose of 
Kan« s creation,®^ The Quran says,»And ver i ly we have raised in 
every nat ion a messen^jer (Proclaiir.ing)* serve Al3ah and shun 
fa l se Gods".®^ Here ibadah includes the meaning of obedience 
a l s o . In the t ex t of t h i s verse the word • Taghoot(false god) 
has been used which means an au thor i ty that passes orders against 
that of God.®® Thus the verse quoted above proves tha t whosoever 
obeys Taghoot,defies God "Did I not charge you,o ye, son of Adam, 
63, Mustafa Ahmad a l -zarqa . Islamic concept of worship, I_slam_i_ts_ 
meaning_jind_jneEsa^e, ed,by Khurshid Ahmad, The is lamic Found-
a t ion London, 197 6/pp. 111-12. 
6 4. cf.Hawdudi,islam! Ibadat per tahqiqi nazar^Maktaba Islemi 
Delhi, 1982, pp .7 -8 . 
8 5. z a r i a t t 56 
8 6, Nahl: 36, Eng. tr .by P ick tha l . 
67. cf.Mawdudi, Quran ki char Buniadi Is te laheen, Kaktaba Islaitii, 
Delhi, 1981, p .8 6. 
88, cf. Taf hiir., vo l , I , p , 367. 
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that ye worship not the devil- LO, he is your open foe.^^ 
.This verse also makes it clear that the islamic concept of 
worship includes obedience,There is not even a single person 
who would like to worship) the Devil,what the Quran stresses 
here is that people should not obey the Devil.If one chooses 
the man having devilish character as one' s leader and goes 
the way he invites, according to the Quran,such one worships 
the DevU.^° 
The above mentioned verses and many others^^ confirm 
that Ibadah has wider meaning.Besides worship it includes 
obedience also,.The Quran exhorts man to worship God because 
it is He who can help m the most adverse situation.^^ only 
He can fulfil the desires of man so man should call and pray 
to Him,^^ only He listens to the calls of His servants and 
besides Him there is no one who has the power to control the 
occurrences of the world and make them congenial for man.^^ 
89 . Ya seen; 60 t r . b y p i c k t h a l . 
90 . Mawdudi,Quran k i cha r Buniadi I s t e l a h e e n , p . 8 7 . 
9 1. Taubah: 31 , Sa faa t : 22-29 . 
9 2. Yunus; 18 
9 3 . Momin: 66 
9 4. Karyam; 48-49 . 
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•Ilnj (Knowledge) : -
NO doubt the purpose of Man's c rea t ion i s t o worship. 
But t h i s purpose i s not poss ib le t o be a t t a ined in the absence 
of a sound and correct knowledge.Ibn Abdul Bar wr i t e s on the 
author i ty of Mujahid tha t the Quranic ve r se , " I have created the 
J inn and the man so tha t they may serve Ke"^^ i s bas ica l ly r e l a -
" 97 
ted t o knowledge, Ghazali a l so i n t e r p r e t s t h i s verse in the 
same sense.He says tha t I r fan- i -Nafs ( gnosis or the knowledge 
of se l f ) i s the key of a l l knowledge.^® The serv ice or the 
worship of God i s not f u l f i l l e d i f His servants do not know 
what pleases Him and what d i sp leases Him.Besides the Quran, 
Hadith l i t e r a t u r e i s a l so fu l l of such exhor ta t ions tha t Ilm 
i s superior to Ibadah. Some scholars l i k e imam Zuhri ,has s t ressed 
acqu is i t ion of ki^owledge so much tha t according to him there i s 
no b e t t e r method of God* s worship than the acqu i s i t i on of 
knowledge. 59 
I t i s evident from the present study tha t the cause of 
the crea t ion i f the universe i s God.He i s the cause not only in 
9 5. Zariat; 56 
9 6. Ibid.Eng.tr.b,^ Abdullah Yusuf Ali, 
97. Ibn Abdul Bar,jamiu Biyanil Ilm,lTdu t r . by Abdur Razzaq 
Malihabadi/Nadvatul Musenifin,Delhi,1953,p.155. 
98 . Ghozali,Kimia-e-saadat, Iksir-e-Hidayet ,Urdu t r . b y 
Fakhruddine Ahmad,Katba Nawal Kishore, 1866,p.8. 
99 . Ibn Abdul B a r , o p . c i t . p , 4 8 . 
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the natural,scientific and philosophical sense but also in 
the sense of being primordial,wilful and spiritual in nature 
and character,He created universe with its infinite resources 
and placed iT>an in it.The creation of the universe was for the 
purpose of creation of man.N'an is a unique piece among all 
God* s creation,He has been endowed with various faculties for 
God intends to test him whether or not he selects for himself, 
by applying the faculties given to him, the Right path shown 
by His messengers,Before passing this test the progenitor of 
the human race,Adam, was kept in the paradise for trial and 
training. 
This study also discloses that the story of Adairi 
and Eve is in sharp contrast to Darwin* s theory of Man* s 
evolution, I si air says that the first man on earth was in the 
complete civilized fonr. and was endowed with knowledge.He did 
not start his joum^ of life in the darkness of ignorance, 
Islam proclaims that the very purpose of man' s creation is 
that he should worship his creator,But at the same time it 
also suggests that worship is not posrible in the absence 
of sound knowledge. 
C O N C E P T O F M A N I N I S L A M . 
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Man is the most mysterious being of this world and 
occupies a very honourable and dignified place on earth.The 
scientific discoveries and inventions, schemes of industriali-
sation and ayricultural development , declarations of war and 
treaties of peace,voyages of Appollo and Soyuz- in short all 
steps of advancement are claimed for the betterment of human 
life,But man is still unknown,Alexis carrel observes: " The 
sciences of inert matter have made immense progress while those 
of living being remains in a rudimentary state... Kan should 
oe measure of all, on the contrary, he is stranger, he is stranger 
in the world that he has created,He has been incapable of orga-
nising this world for himself,because he did not possess a 
practical knowledge of his own nature"^, carrel feels it the 
real cause of social disintegration and cultural lag of the 
r.jdern civilization.Hence he suggests to develop a science 
of man as the remedy of the problem.The science under which 
he proposes to collect e profound and systematic knov.-ledge of 
ran' s physiological capabilities, the causes of his mental tensions 
and the reasons of moral imbalances,^ 
1. Alexis carrel, Kan the unknown, Hamilton, London, 19 3 5, ?. 38. 
2. Ibid.,p.39 and p.50. 
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The need to understand Man,his nature and skills 
his limitations and inborn potentialities are realised by 
all sections,irrespective of the divergent conflicting ideals 
and beliefs. As far as Islam is concerned,it takes this problem 
in the light of its world view deeply rooted in its fundamental 
beliefs, in this connection, it is here proposed to study the 
following, points with a view to develop a thesis relating to 
the concept of ^^ an in islam:-
( 1) Struggle between ^pn and Satan- an islamic belief. 
(2) unity of Mankind (wa ha da t-i-Adam ). 
(3) Man,a responsible being. 
(4) Is Kan totally free ? 
(5) Divine characteristics in Kan. 
( 6) Human Nature. 
(7) Kan* s Dignity. 
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struggle Between Man and S^tan; 
3 
in the Quran we find the dashing character of Iblis 
who has also been called s=»tan.^  Kis annoyance and enmity 
with man was evident from the day of Man* s creation.He strongly 
objected while God w^s bestowing Adam with excellence and 
superiority over His other creatures,^ S^ t^an raised this 
The great Urdu poet A^ qb^ l ^^ his poem "jibril-o-Iblis" 
appears very much impressed bythis character.This is 
because he believes in the purposive theory of life 
and when he observes that iblis ia constantly involved 
in the purpose he had chosen for himself the poet spon-
taneously admires him. 
The Quran says,"And-v.'hen '-.-e said unto the angels, 
prostrate yourselves before Adam,they fell prostrate, 
all save Iblis ... And we said? " o Adom,Dwell thou 
and thy wife in the Garden and eat ye freely(of the 
fruits) thereof where ye will,but come not nigh this 
tree lest ye become v;rong doers.But Satan caused them 
to deflect therefrom and compelled them from the (happy) 
state in which they were" .Bagerat 34-36, Eng.tr,by PicVthal, 
also see Mawdoodi,Tafhiro vol.I,p.65. 
A' raf: 12. 
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objection by saying that he is superior to Adam because he 
was made of fire while Adam was created out of mud.But Adam 
was exalted and by breaking God' s order Satan himself selected 
to relegate himself to ignominy.Being desperate and violent 
he challenged God that rren does not deserve to be appointed 
on the high ranJC of vicegerency of God, He sought respite 
from God to prove his estimate of man,This was granted but 
it was stated that Satan had no power over the true servants 
of God,in this way Satan choose his task which was to beguile 
man.His determination to fulfil his mission has been quoted 
in the Quran as follows: "I shull lurk in ambush for them 
on Thy Right P^th.Then I shall descend upon them from the 
fore and from the rear, from their right and from their left, 
and Thou will not find most of them beholden."^ Shah Abdul 
Qader,Commenting on these verses, writes that Satan will 
remain as a long as man lives on earth.According to him 
Satan attacks man from all sides.v.'hen he comes upon man from 
the front he tries to delude him in the matter of the most 
important articles of Islamic faith, namely, the D&y of Resu-
rrection, paradise and the Hell,when he attempts from behind 
he tries to make worldly lite attractive by creating allurements 
6. Tafhimul Quran Vol.II,p.13. 
?• Ban! Israil; 65. 
8. A' raf; 16-17, t r .by Pickthal,with a l i t t l e change. 
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and lusts,when attacks man from the right sides he entraps 
him in the pride: in a feeling of righteousness and piety 
and when he aims at man from the left side he makes evils 
fair looking and delightful.By means of all these techniques 
he approaches man to beguile him from the Right Path and to 
9 
prove him to be ungrateful to God, 
It is commonly accepted that Iblis ( Beelzebub)was 
from amongst the Angels, ^  but in fact,it is a misunder-
standing, Accordi ng to Abdul Majid Dariabadi this idea became 
popular among Muslims following of Jewish and Christian trad-
itions. The Quran itself declares that Iblis was from amongst 
the jinn-^^. As far as Angels are concerned, the following 
verses of the Quran confirm that they are inherently obedient 
to God:"They do ail that they are commanded, who(angels) 
flinch not(from executing ) the comments they receive from 
God,Dut do(precisely) what they are commanded.^ About the 
Jinn there are divergent views.Some scholars say that the 
Jinn are actually the wild folk living in the hills and dense 
forests.^^ Some say that they represent abstract power, ^ ^ 
9. Tafseer Mozahul Quran,Matba Muj tabai,Lucknov;,p. 190, 
10«Aqbal. also appears to be influenced by this view: 
^^ ' Al so ' see Mawdoodi, T& f him, vol. I, p. 65 
11. Abdul Majid Dariabadi, TafsirvMajidi, vol,I,p.75. 
12. Kahf: 50 
13. .Nohl: 50# t r . b y A. YUsuf A l i . 
14. Tahrim: 6. t r . b v A Yusuf A l i . 
15. S i r Syed Ahmad K b ^ , Taf s i r u l Quran, Matba Mufid-e-Aam, Agra, 
190 4, v o l . I l l , p . 8 8 . 
16. Abdullah Yusuf Ali. The Holy Quran, p.319» 
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while others believe that they are a separate creature with 
their own personalities and possess the freedom of will and 
choice.^'' ^t is however evident from the above quoted verses 
that Jinn are rather like men and have been given freedan to 
obey God or to disobey Him.Mawdoodi says that Arabic text of 
the Quranic chapter Baqara; 34, suggests that Iblis was not 
alone to refuse to bow-down before Adam but with him there 
was a group of jinn who were bent upon the disobedience of 
God. 
It is evident from the study of the Holy Quran that 
among the countless creatures of God only three have been 
entrusted with responsibility .They are Angels,jinn and Human 
beings.Satan is not a separate and independent creature,But 
those of the jinn and of the Hum<in beings'who deliberately 
chose the way of disobedience to God are included in the 
zurriyat (Progeny) of Iblis and are known as Satan. ^ ^ The 
literal meaning of the Arabic word shaitan is violent, furious, 
enraged,wicked and hasty.These characteristics may be found in 
Jinn and also in Kan.20 <phe Quran at places uses this word 
for the jinn-devil^l and at others for man-devil,22 
16. Abdullah Yusuf Ali, The Holy Quran, p. 319. 
17. Mawdoodi, Taf himul Quran, vol. VI, p. 1]8. 
18. Ib id , v o l . I , p . 66, 
19. Ameen Ahsan I s l a h i , Tadabbur-i-Quran, v o l . I , p . 121. 
20. I b i d . , p . 7 6 . 
2 1 . Kahf t 50 
22. Baqara: 14, a l so see Nas: 6 
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The story of the enmity between Adam and Satan has been 
narrated in the Quran with a view to warn hurran beings and to 
make them cautious and vigilant of Satanic fraud and trickery. 
The attack of Jinn-devils is of course more dangerous because 
they are invisible to and beychd the perception of human beings, 
whereas they themselves possess such powers as enable them to 
perceive hurrian beings.23 
According to the Quran the enmity between Kan and Satan 
was first demonstrated in the heavens where Adam was kept for 
trial and training.From the heaven,5=tan started his mission 
tD beguile Adam and his progeny.Being the prey of his tempta-
tions Adam broke the commandment of God,while God was sending 
Adam and Eve to earth. He made it clear that Kan and Satan are 
enerdes of one another. Satan is man's enemy in the sense 
that he tries to deviate from the Right path and wants to 
prove man ungrateful to God,while man who consciously adopts 
Islam., aims to be obedient to God.Thus the struggle betv^ een 
the two continues,in this struggle some times Satan is defea-
ted and some times man.The spectacular example of man* s defeat 
is the mistake ccanmitted by Adam, 
23. Ahmad Reza Khan,Syed Naeemuddine, 
K^nzul Iman Fi Tarjumstil Quran Kaa Khazainul I r fan Fi 
'ta'"tsiril Quran, pe lhi^pate of publ ica t ion i s not mentioned, 
p . 182. 
24. Baqara; 36, The Quran, a t many p laces , repeats tha t Satan i s 
an open foe of Kan, see Baqara; 208, 
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There is information in the Quren which throws 
light on the causes of man's defeat from Satan.The Quren 
says one who withdraws himself from zikr ( remembrance) of 
25 God becomes an easy prey to Satan, The significance of 
zikr has been discussed in the Quren at many places.It has 
been made clear that " remembrance( zikr) of God is the greatest( 
thing in life) without any doubt.^ The Quren says that zikjr 
leads to forgiveness and to the vast reward in the life here-
28 
after . It also makes clear that Zikr is not something which 
detracts people from mundane pre-occupaticns. ^  Zikr,in fact, 
is a very comprehensive word and includes all those things 
and activities which remind t^n that God is his real master 
and that he would be recalled to Him.The Holy Quran itself 
is the highest form of zikr because it enjoins man to obey 
25 . Zukhruf: 36 . 
26 . ^Jikabut; 45, t r . b y P i c k t h a l . 
27 . ^ refs 20 5. 
28 . Ahzab: 3 5 
29 . "And when t h e p r e y e r i s f i n i s h e d , then may ye 
d i s p e r s e through t h e land ,and seek the Bounty 
of God: and c e l e b r a t e the p r a i s e s of God o f t en 
(and wi thout s t i n t ) : t h a t ye m.ay p r6spe r* , 
Jumat 10 t r . b y A.Yusuf A l i . i n t h i s ve r se t h e 
Arabic word fa2 l ( bounty )rr,eans l i v e l i h o o d ; cf . 
Mawdoodi, T= f him. v o l . V, p . 497. 
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God and to shun temptations of the satan.Formal worship like 
obligatory prayers (Salat ) and fasting(saum) are also kinds 
of Zikr."^ ^ Besides, there are some formal methods and formulas 
of Zikr. Hadith literature is full of its description and the 
place which it occupies in Islam,only a few are quoted here 
to give an idea of the importance it occupies in islam.Abu-
Huraira reports a Hadith that one who daily recites hundred 
times the formula: y / 
will have vast revjards in the Hereafter and will be protected 
from the temptations of the Satan,-^ 1 Among the different 
formulas of zikr the one which is very commonly practised 
by Muslims particularly just after finishing obligatory 
orsyers( Salat) is to say: ei^^ CL>\.^PT' thirty 
three times, - ^-^l c^ ^  ' thirty three times, 
thirty four times and ^V'i^X^y^'c^iJ^^^lS^y>J^\-:^\^\)^ 
^s^-^i>-^ 1^& i<-']»^l^ once,32 The importance of these Azkar is 
evident from the Hadith reported by Abu Kusa Al-Ashaari in 
which it has been stated that those who remember their Lord 
are living beings whereas those who are away from His zikr 
are the lifeless persons."^ "^  
30. Mawdoodi, Tafhirn, v o l . I V , p , 5 3 8 . 
3 1 . Bukhari^Muslim v ide Reyazus S a l e h e e n , B a b , F a e l i z Z ikr wal 
H a s a - i - A l a i h , Muslim we l fa re S o c i e t y , S r i n a g a r , Vol, I I , p . 207« 
32 . Bukhari,Muslim v ide I b i d . p p . 2 1 0 - 1 1 . 
3 3 . Bukhari,Muslim , v ide , i b i d . , p . 2 1 6 
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There is one more important verse in the Quran which 
makes it clear that when man becomes doubtful about the belief 
in the hereafter,Satan gains victory over him,But at the same-
time Quran declares that Satan has no power to beguile man, 
he only invites him to disobey God and makes this practice 
35 
attractive for him. Itiis he achieves by raising false hopes 
in man's heart. Thus,it is evident from the study of the 
sources that when man enjoys worldly life and for the transi-
tory pleasures and he overlooks the life hereafter, S^ tan over-
powers him.^bu sayeed Khudhri transmits a Hadith that the 
worldly life is very attractive and that man has been put 
37 
under trial in this life. The Quran also says that those 
worldly things which man is using for his betternrient are not 
mere luxuries of life but are the items of test and have been 
given to him to examine him and on the Day of judgement,God 
will question about their use and abuse,This creed makes man 
responsible and keeps him alert about the man of all those 
things which are given in his possession,^^ 
34. Saba; 21,Hijr; 42. 
35. For the detail study please see, Nisa: 117-120, Araf: n-17 
Ibrahim: 22, Hijr; 3o-42,Nahlt98-100, 3ani Israil: 61-65. 
36. Nas: 4-5, cf. Taf sir-i-Mazhari, Qazi Mohammad Sanaullah Osmani, 
Syed Abdul Dayem jaleli,Nadvatul r.usanefeen, Delhi, I9 61,p. 59 5. 
37. Muslim,vide Reyazus Salehin,vol.1, p.287. 
38. Takasur:8. 
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unity of Mankind (wahdat-i-Adam)t 
The most important article of the islamic faith is the 
principle of equality among men.This principle has been thoroughly 
discussed by the scholars.Hammudah says that the Islamic principle 
of equality should be terrried as the principle of equity.since all 
men are not equal,it is required to maintain justice and equity 
amongst them,Analysing the principle of equality he observes that 
it is an article of Islamic faith and is developed through the 
fundam.ental teachings of Islam,namely,men are created from one 
hurran entity; they sprang up from Adam and Eve,God's justice and 
kindness pervade each and oil and He judge? rren on the basis of 
their actions Hammudah' s view in this regard suggests that all 
men are equal in the sight of God and whatever difference appear 
39 
cirr.onL; them are accidental. But Abu Aali also speaks about the 
equality of Muslims in the broader context of the unity of man-
40 kind. ^-^  /-ili Shariati has given a nevj dimension to the subject. 
in place of the equality of mankind he speaks about universal 
crotherhood.Differentiatinvj between the two he points out that 
equality is a legal term,ana argues that the relations between 
ma.i and man are not cemented by law.These have to be established 
on the oasis of love and affection and this is best expressed by the 
39. Kammudah Abdalati, Islam in Focus,p. 35. 
'±0. S.^. Abu Aali, Islamic Education as means towards 
self~actualisation. Curriculum and Teacher Education, 
p. 58. 
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concept of brotherhood.This thesis appears more convincing 
particularly in the light of the fact that men are not equal 
to one another in various aspect of life,^^ 
The first verse of the Quranic chapter Nisa runs: 
" 0 mankind Be careful of your duty to your Lord, who created you 
from a single soul,and from it created its mate, and from them 
twain hath spread abroad a multitude of men and women.^^ Though 
all men are equal in the sight of God, islam does not hold that 
they are identical also. There are individual differences in 
aoilities and potentials which cause differences between human 
beings. This point has been discussed in the following Hadith 
of the prophet: "Men are of different origins just as gold and 
silver are; the best among them tn the pre-Isiamic period are 
the best among them in islam when they are versed in religion."*^ 
No doubt,individual abilities play an important role 
in the affairs of life but what pleases God is piety.He makes 
it the criterion of goodness.The Quran is very emphatic on this 
point,"0 mankind,we created you from a single (pair) of a male 
and female aad made you into nations and tribes that ye may 
know each other(not that ye may despise each other)verily,the 
41. Ali Sharlati, Islamic View of Kan, p. 6. 
42. Nisa: 1, tr.by Marmaduke Pickthal. 
43. Kishkat al-Kasabih, Eng.tr. by James RoDson,Keshr,iri Baser, 
Lahore, 197 5, Vol. I, p. 50. 
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most honoured of you in the sight of God is (he who is) the 
most righteous of you." . 
This verse clearly shows that differences of nations 
and tribes are for the sake of recognition and not to raise 
the status in superiority.in the sight of God all are alike 
and He maintains the same standard of justice for the whole 
mankind irrespective of the differences of colour, race, natio-
nality and language. 
This view of man* s equality has been confirmed by 
the prophet when he ente^ red Mecca as the conquror and delivered 
a serman in the courtyard of the Holy Kaba wherein he declared 
that men are basically of two kinds :the righteous and the wicked, 
45 
otherwise there is no difference betvjeen man and man. He 
proclaimed this more explicitly in his last (F^rewel) Haj 
address (Khutba-i-Hajjatul wida) that there is no superiority 
for an Arab over a non-7.rab or the white over the black except 
on the basis of richteous. 
44. Hujurat; 13 tr.by A.Yusuf Ali. 
45. Eaihaqi,Fi Shuabil Iman,Trimldhi vide,Tafhimal Quran 
vol.v/p.97, also see shibli Nunanl,Siratun Nabi, 
Azamgarh, 1339 A.H.Vo,I,p. 473. 
46. Baihaqi,ibn jarir, vide Tafhimul Quran Vol. v, p.97 
Also see siratun Nabi, Azamgarh, 13 41 A.H., vol. I, p. 153. 
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There are nore Ahadlth of the prophet which make it clear that 
the differences of race, nationality languac,e, social status, 
economic status and colour are only accidental matters and 
are not the basis ot superiority or inferiority. 
When all men,as claimed by Islam,sprang up from the 
same origin how did the various kinds of differences crop up 
amony them.The Quran takes this question in quite a different 
way,It asserts that in the beginning mankind was one single 
community and followed one way of life and afteirwards when men 
differed in ideas <^n6 behaviour God sent down prophets with His 
clear instructions for the reformation of their thought and 
practices.^' The Quran rejects the thesis that man,in the 
Deginning History,was polytheist and after a very long time 
he adopted monotheism. Commenting on the versev^b^^i O^^'^^^^ 
(mankind were one community)^^ Ibn-i-Abbas and Qitadah say that 
man started his life under Divine Guidance and followed the way 
of life based upon obedience of one God.^O The same view is 
supported by the other commentators of the Quran.^^ Now the very 
natural question which has also been discussed in the preceeding 
pages,again arises as to why God permitted these differences in 
H1 . Baqara; 213, cf. Ameen Ahsan Islahi, Tadabbur, vol.I,p. 459 
48 . Baqara; 213 
H9 . T r . b y p i c k t h a l . 
50. I b n - i - j a r i r vide T a f s i r - i - M a j i d i , v o l . I , p . 3 9 4 . 
51. Tafsir-i--Kabir ,vide Ib id . , a l so see MawdQodi,Tafhimul Quran 
vo l . I , p .162 -63 . 
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mankind to appear while they were basically one community, 
followed one way of life and accepted one religion.in answer 
to this question the Quran says that even though God is 
powerful enouiyh to force people to follow His commands it 
is not His will to force mankind as He has sent man on earth 
for test and trial^^ and this is possible only when man is 
granted full freedom of action and freedom to chose his own 
path. 
Man a Responsible Being. 
The Quran instructs the Prophet that God has not 
53 
appointed him the Keeper of men. His duty is simply to 
present the message of Islam truly and to invite themto the 
way of God.From the study of the Quran it is also clear that 
the Islamic creed cannot be thrust upon people against their 
54 
will and consent. God has granted man freedom of action on 
his own responsibility.^ This is why the Quran declares: 
"Whoever works righteousness,it benefits his own soul,whoever 
works evil, it is against his own soul,nor is thy Lord ever 
unjust (in the least) to His servants". This verse also 
makes it clear th^t God is not an oppressor that he might 
waste the right deeds of His servants.He reserves the 
52. Baqara;253;Hud:7 
5 3 . Anam: 107 
54. Baqara; 256 
55. cf . Ameen Ahsan I s l a h i , Tadabbur, v o l . I , p . 548 
56. Ham Kin Sajda: 46, t r . b y A.Yusuf A l i . 
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prerogation to punish them for their evil deeds.This has been 
57 
explained in the Quran at many places. An other important 
article of islamic philosophy of life is the concept of personal 
responsibility.According to this principle everyone is respon-
sible for his own conduct and no one will share the burden of 
another in the life hereafter.^^ This makes man responsible 
towards his moral conduct and prompts him to follow the tenets 
of Islam in his personal life.But this does not mean that man 
would be called to account for a responsibility the performing 
of which is beyond his capability.^^ Moreover,man* s respon-
sibility is not restricted to his individual life.The virtues 
and vices initiated by him influence other persons and orga-
nisations dlso.Sometimes they influence countless persons and 
tor Q long time,Thus the man who initiates such a practice 
naturally becomes liable to share their burdens. The prophet 
is reported to have said that the first son of Adam who 
killed his brother will also share the charge of every murder 
committed by mankind to the Day of Resurrection,because it was 
he who was first to initiate this cruel practice"^.The full 
reward and punishment for these rirtues and vices,are possible 
57. jathiya; 15 
58. Bani Israil; 15 
59 . Baqara; 28 6 
60. Muslim,vide Reyazus Salehin, vol.1,p.134. 
61. His name was Qabil,Bukhari and Muslim vide Ibid.p.135. 
62. Bukhari Muslim vide Ibid. 
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wily ,in the life after death.This creed makes man conscious 
and alert about his individual and social obligations. 
It is also evident from the study of the Holy Quran 
that man has been granted freedom of choice, freedom of will 
and freedom of action.other creatures of God have not been 
given such freedom,"we did indeed effer the Trust to the 
Heavens and the Earth and the Mountains but they refused 
to undertake,being afraid thereof: cut man undertook,^^ This 
trust which God has given to man depends on his own will.He 
is free to misappropriate it.Although justice demands that 
the trustee should use the trust according to the direction 
64 
of the giver. 
Thus it becon.es clear from the above discussion 
that man is a responsible being and has been endowed with 
the power of will.This quality makes him able to work against 
his own desires,nature and biological and psychological needs, 
He cctn pursue both the good and the bad way and is free to 
obey or to disobey God, 
63. Ahzao: 72,tr.by A.Yusuf Ali. 
64. cf.Ali Shariati, Islamic view of Man,p. 6. 
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Is Man Totally Free ? 
Man has been made God* s viceroy and has been 
authorised to manage the worldly affairs on his own accord. 
The heaven and the earth and whatever lies between them has 
been created for the sake of man.^- This high position of 
man sometimes leads to misunderstanding in comprehending his 
real position.lt is said "in Islam man is not weak and dis-
abled before God since he is His representative. His friend 
and His trustee on earth.^^ Aqbal's view in this regard 
appears to be extrimist,rather dangrous, "Catch the God with 
a noose,0 manly courage" .Let us examine this view in the 
light of the information collected from the sources. 
It is evident from the study of the Quran that the 
freedom man has been granted is very limited.Although the 
Quran clearly states that God hos potentially given to man 
all that is in the heavens and on the earth.^ But it is also 
a fact thtt man does not possess the power to achieve all that 
he wishes.The Quran says God allows hirr. some latitude and 
whatever control he has on his environment is due to the mercy 
of God. Have they not observed what is before them and v;hat 
is behind them of the sky and the earth ? If we will,we can 
65. cf .Hamrr.udah Abdalati, Islam in Focus, p. 51. 
66. Ali Shariati, Islamic View of Man, p.9, ^ 
67. Aqbal: Pb^C-<.:^ jy^ TyC-COi-VT-
cf.M.K.Sharif, Islamic and Educational Studies, 
institute of Islamic culture,Lahore, 1964,p.23. 
68. Jathiya: 13 
69. cf .Mawdoodi, Tafhirriul Quran, vo l . IV , p . 178. 
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make the earth swallow them, or cause obliteration from the sky 
to fall on them^°. How man is helpless before God is evident 
from the following statement of the Quran:"if it had been our 
will,we could surely have blotted but their eyes;then should 
they have run about groping for the path,but how could they 
have seen ? And if it had been our will,we could have trans-
formed them(to remain) in their places, then should they have 
71 been unable to move about,nor could they have returned". These 
verses show that the plan of God is to grant man a limited 
freedom of choice and will.If it was not His plan He would not 
17 
have created man as a responsible being. 
The Quran,on the one hand,shows the helplessness of 
n>an,and on the other, it states the infinite power of God and 
His full control over the entire universe.This appears with a 
view to instruct man that for him the best way of life is to 
obey God in every individual and social act.The absolute power 
of God and the helplessness of man can best be realised from 
the Hadith in which the prophet is reported to have said that 
if the people were acquainted with the reality of which they 
are unaware then out of its gravity they would have laughed 
73 less and wept more . This also suggests that Islam accepts 
70. s aba :9 , t r . by P ick tha l . 
7 1 . Ya-Sin; 66-67, t r . by A.Yusuf Al i . 
72. cf.AiDdullah Yusuf Ali , o p . c i t . , p . 1185. 
73. Bukhari and Muslim vide Reyazus Sa leh in ,vo l . l , p .2eQ. 
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man' s freedom of action but persuades him to restrain his 
freedom and cultivate some Godly traits in his personality. 
Divine characteristics in f^ nt 
According to the Quran God created man from the 
rotten mud''^  and oreathed His spirit into him'^ .^The prophet 
is also reported to have said that though Adam vi^s made from 
mud, God created him in Kis own image. This shows that 
although the materials used in man* s creation was lowly whai 
God breathed Kis spirit into him,man became supreme amongst 
God' s creations and was raised to the high position of God' s 
vicegerent. Man is supposed to "consist of body and soul. 
7R The Quran gives very little information about soul. But has 
revealed that soul is the word of God.Like God,it is unseen, 
indivisible and oeyond the limits of time and space.No idea 
can ue fornted about its quality, quantity, colour, size, weight 
and dimiensions, etc. 
According to the Quran man* s perfection lies in the 
cultivation of Godly traits. The Quran explicitly exhorts to 
imbibe the Divine colour.^ It appears from the study of the 
Quran that God Kimself wanted to extend His Nur( light)®°.Though 
7 4. Hi j r; 28 
7 5. Hij r: 29 
7 6. Sanih Bukhari, Kitabul Istizan, Tibrani, Adabyl Mofarrad, sahih 
Muslim Kitabulbir, vide Siratun Nabi 4th edn. 1959, vol.I,p. 
77. Baqara: 30 483. 
78. Bani Israil; e 5. 
79. Baqara; 138;Abdul Majid Dariabadi writes that Divine colour 
means the colour of that religion which has been sanctioned 
by God. see Tafsir-i-Maj idi, p. 243. 
80. Taubai32. 
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the Divine light is perfect in itself when it penetrates the 
heart of man it leads him to perfection.^^ Thus by gradual 
acquisition of Godly attributes man is expected to achieve 
perfection. Ninety nine of the attributes of God are commonly 
known and those include l»Lfe^^, power^^^Mercy^"*, Justice , 
creation^ , and knowledge" and these are very significant. 
These can not be acquired by rr.an in their highest form nor it 
is possible that all men may acquire them equally,but each 
can acquire according to his individual capacity^S, And to 
imbibe these there is no way other than to follow Divine 
guidance.At this stage one very important point has been made 
quite clear by the scholars of Islam that to cultivate Divine 
attributes does not mean to be associated with the Godhead 
as Godliness is the prerogation of God above and can not be 
attributed to any of His creatures^^.It is a well known pos-
tulate of the Islamic faith that God created man for His 
90 
worship and not to be Kis equal or rival .AH idea of Godly 
attributes can be had from the Hadith in which the prophet -
81. cf. Abdullah Yusuf Ali.op.cit.^p. 449 . 
82. Baqara; 255; id-i-Imran; 2; Furqan; 58. 
83. Baqara: 28 5; Haj j; 40 
BH, Fatiha;27Kahf; 58. 
^^* ^l-i-If"can;e2;Qaf; 29 . 
8 6. Baqara; 117; /ur^airi: i 
67. Baqara; 29; Araf; 200 
88. cf.Syed Sulaiman Nadvi, siratun Nabi, 4th edn. 19 59, vol. IV, 
p. 483, also see K.h.Shorif ,op.cit.,p.2 4. 
89. cf .Mawdoodi, Tafhimul Quran, vol.II,p. 505. 
90. Hammudah Abadalati,Islam in Focus,p.32. 
^9 
has mentioned Mercy to be one of the Divine a l t r i b u t e s and 
sa id , -Al lah divided Mercy in to cxie hundred pa r t s : then He 
reserved ninety nine p a r t s for Himself and sent down the 
remaining one p a r t to the E=irth.It i s because of tha t one 
par t tha t His c rea tures show mercy to one another .so much so 
tha t i t i s due to t h i s that an animal re f ra ins from placing 
i t s hoofs on i t s young ones".^^ 
Human Nature; 
Islam does not divide l i f e in to various canpartm€.t»ts 
but takes l i f e as a whole . i t i n s t r u c t s i t s followers to give 
due place t o every aspect of l i f e , t h e mater ia l as well a s the 
s p i r i t u a l aspects .The Quran says/''And there a r e men who say, 
•Our Lord, Give us( Thy bounties) in t h i s world' and they w i l l 
have no por t ion in the hereafter , / j id there are men who say 
'Our Lord, Grant us good in t h i s world and in the hereaf ter ' 
To these vjill be a l l o t t e d what they have earned" .^^ Thus Islam 
encourages man to deal with both, the puniya (This world) and 
the /ikhirah( the world hereaf te r ) .93 
9 1 . Reyazus Salehin, v o l . l , p p . 2 65*64, Eng. t r .of the Hadith 
was quoted from The Meaning of Quran,Maktaba Is1ami, 
Delhi, 198 2, vol . I l l , p . 2 47. 
9 2 . Baqara; 200-20 2, t r . by A.Yusuf A l i . 
93 . cf.y-.li Sha r i a t i , Is lamic View of Man,p.e. 
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Since man i s compounded of body and soul he needs a 
way of l i f e t ha t may f u l f i l the demands of both.The Quran 
claims tha t islam i s such a way of l i f e as has balanced the 
requirements of both body and soul.^^ I t i s n e i t h e r l i k e the 
humanistic philosophy which ignores everything except the 
l iater ial .Nor i s man e s s e n t i a l l y wicked.Both these views about 
human na ture appear to be one-s ided ,pa r t i cu la r ly when we study 
human nature from the i s lamic point of view.Islam does not 
take man as a per fec t being free from every flaw and weakness. 
The Quran says,"And ver i ly we made a co^lvenant with Adan, but 
he f otyot , and we found no constancy in him".^^ This shows that 
forget-fulness(nisyan) i s an adjunct of human nature.Man lacks 
firm resolve .This weakness of human nature i s proved by the 
story of Adam i t s e l f . ^ The other aspect of human na ture 
i s obedience ( taah ) about which the Quran says,"So set thy 
purpose ( 0 Muhammad) for re l ig ion as a man by na ture upr igh t— 
the nature (framed) by Allah,on which He hath created man.^'^ 
on account of t h i s qua l i ty of human nature man i s ca l led God's 
representa t ive ,5^ His servant^^ and His Trustee ,^°° Thus 
according t o Islam man i s not s inful by b i r t h ; on the contrary 
he i s submissive to God.If he deviates from t h i s norm i t i s 
due to unfavourable environment which influences him and 
de t rac t s him from Islam( the way of submission of His w i l l ) 
9 4. Al-i-Imrant 19 
95. Ta-Hat 115, t r . by P i c k t h a l . 
9 6. Ib id , a lso see Baqar=: 35-3 6, 
97. Rum; 30, t r . b y P ick tha l , 
98. Bagrat 30 
99. Baqara;257 
100.Ah2ab:72 
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Man' 8 Dignity: -
The way Islam dignifies man is unique.it claims 
that complete surrender to God raises man' s status in worldly 
life.This thesis is supported by the argument that after acc-
epting the supermacy of the Almighty God man becomes free 
from the slavery of innumerable false-gods.The well-known 
Islamic poet Aqbal also supports such a view.^^^ Man occupies 
the most important place in this universe- what is in the 
heavens and the earth is for man' s service.Man is the master 
of all.If he bows before the sun,the moon, the stars,the 
rivers the mountains, the tree, the stones or any other article 
which is in fact at his disposal, he actually dishonours and 
disgraces himself,islam declares that these should not be 
worshiped.Moreover, in connection of false-gods it should 
also be noted that these are not only idols and statues. 
Sometimes they appear also in abstract forms,one of these 
is the concept of narrow nationalism,which always creates 
obstacles in the way of universal brother-hood Aqbal the 
philosopher poet holds that such a concept of nationalism 
is a false-God of the modem times, ^'^ ^ He also claims that 
10 1. A,.aif ^ i/^ '^;-^^^*^^^ ? L k ^ 7 r ^ ^ ^ ^ 7 
102. Syed Sulaiman Nadvi, s i r a t u n Nabi , 4th e d i t i o n , 19 59, 
v o l . I V , p . ^ 8 1 . 
103. Aqbal: ^ fc>!> ^ =^T^J^^(^*j V'^J t ^ / 
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such a concept of n a t i o n a l i s m i s not i n harminy wi th 
104 
patriotism. According to Islam,it is quite against 
human dignity that man should bow low for another man or 
to things inferior to him.The Quran says that man is supreme 
among the creatures of God.^°^ Even angels, one of the. most 
venerable creatures of God,were ordered to bow down to man. 
This is the most glorious proof of human dignity.This honour 
was grdnted to man because he is infused with the spirit of 
God.^^^ The significant aspect of the subject under study is 
that the dignity of man is not specific to any particular 
race and nation.on the ccxitrary it is the characteristic of 
the entire human race. 
Capital punishment is not eschewed in Islam 
rather it has been given great importance. The Quran says, 
"whosoever killeth a human being for other than man' s stau-
ghter or corruption in the earth, it shall be as if he had 
killed all mankind and whose seveth the life of one,it shall 
be as if he had saved the life of all mankind."^^° This shows 
that life in the eyes of Islam , is very sacred and must be 
protected at all cost.If one takes one single life without 
a right cause,he proves himself to be the enemy of the whole 
— — — — — — — — — — . ^ - . — — — • — — _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ^ ^ _ ^ _ - . ^ L _ _ - . _ — _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
104. /^qbal: 'T^jit(j7^^^M'^V^.''^^'~^j:,^Ci^ch^^^ 
105. Bani I s r a i l : 7 0 ' : ^"^ ^ ^- > 
105. K i j r ; 30; Boaara: 3-i, Bani I s r a j l ? 6l,Kahf; 50, T^ha; 116. 
107. K I ] T : 2 9 
108. Arafi 189 
109 . Furqan; 68 
110. Maida:32 
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of the mankind and proves tha t he lacks mercy for o t h e r s . 
Likewise i f one p r o t e c t s a s ing le l i f e he demonstrate t h a t 
he cares for the whole of the human race. 
C o n c l u s i o n a 
The present study shows tha t man, inspi te of the 
progress in the f i e ld of science and technology has seldom 
t r i e d to understand his own nature and p o t e n t i a l i t i e s , h i s 
capacity to follow na tu ra l laws.As far as Islam i s concerned 
we find tha t i t s concept of Man i s deeply rooted in i t s world-
view comprising of i t s fundamental b e l i e f s . 
I t becomes c l ea r from the study of the Quran tha t the 
strui^gle between man and S^tan( devi l ) continues from the very 
inc^jetion.when man was kept in the paradise to be t ra ined to 
assume the off ice of God's vicegerent on earth, Satan beguiled 
him.There a re some ind ica t ions in the Quran tha t Satan i s not 
j u s t one person, h is whole generation i s ac t ive to take man from 
the path of God.The motive behind t h i s Satanic mission i s to 
prove tha t man i s ungrateful t o God.To be safe from Satanic 
a t tacks , the Quran i n s t r u c t s man to take recourse to Zikr .This 
Quranic term i s very comprehensive.in addit ion to the formal 
types of prayers i t includes perpetual remembrance and f o l l o -
wing. The method by which one remembers tha t he i s a fu l l time 
servant of God and to Him he would be withdrawn,is z i k r . 
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The principle of equality of man is an important 
article of Islamic faith.According to it the differences of 
colour,race and nationality are for the sake of recognition 
and identification and not to establish superiority.Islam 
confirms that the v/hole of mankind sprang up from Ad°m who 
was made from the earth and hence all are equal.In the beginn-
ing, mankind was one single community and followed one way of 
life, based upon the belief of Tawheed ( oneness of God).Later 
on men differed in opinion and adopted different ways of life. 
Then God sent His messengers to refoirm their thought and 
practices. 
The Islamic concept of individual responsibility 
gives to man the freedom of choice and action.It makes man 
responsible for his own deeds and informs him that no one 
would shoulder his burden in the life hereafter.This tenet 
of iaith produces strong will-power and makes a man able to 
stand against his natural biological and psychological demands. 
Even though man is responsible he is not totally free to do as 
he likes.He is in the grip of God.God possesses infinite power 
and absolute control over the entire universe and man is simply 
powerless.Man can achieve a lofty position and can be able to 
discharge the duties of God' s Vicegerent only if he cultivates 
the Divine virtues in himself.some of the most important Divine 
virtues and qualities are life, mercy, justice, creation, and 
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Imowledge.But cultivating these virtues does not mean asso-
ciation in-the Godhead.Godhead is absolutely reserved for God 
only,and no one can share it. 
• Islam takes human life as an unity and does not 
permit it to be divided into several compartments.Both the 
spiritual aspect and the rraterial one is guided by the same 
teaching as were revealed to the prophet.lt does not consider 
that man is free from flaws and weakness nor that man is bom 
wicked.on the one hand it points out that man lacks constancy 
and is forgetful and, on the other, it elevates him to be God's 
vicegerent on earth who is expected to confirm to and to 
oiforce the Divine will. 
According to Islam dignity of man ^ies in the fact 
that he should completely surrender to God.This will make him 
free from the boundage of other men their customs and tradi-
tions. Islcim wants man to be universal in attitudes and not 
to be confined in the narrow coteries of the race and natio-
nality.Human life is sacred and valuble in the eyes of Islam, 
This is why it explicitly declares that if a person takes a 
single life without a right justification he proves himself 
to be the enemy of the whole mankind and if he protects single 
life it means he cares for the entire humanity. 
Thus,it is evident from the present study that the 
T.slamic concept of Man is based on the belief that God created 
and hence man should obey Him in every walk of life. 
CONCEPT OF SOCIETY IN ISLAM. 
A. Significance of Society in Islam. 
B» Idealogical Foundation of Islamic Society. 
C. Social change in Islamic Society. 
D. Causes of disintegration of £ociety-the islamic view: 
(a) Fahsha (b) Munkar (c) Baghy 
(d) Sukhriya (e) Lamz (f)Tanabuz-bil-alquab 
(g) zann (h) Tajassus (i) GhiLah 
E. Characteristic of Islamic Society: 
a. F r a t e rn i t y . 
b. J u s t i c e (Adl) 
c. Encouraging virtues suppressing vices. 
d. Moderation. 
e. Nikah, the bond of family l i f e . 
f. Parent* s r i g h t . 
g. s i l a - i - r a h m i ( r i g h t of r e l a t i v e s ) , 
h. Neighbour' s r i g h t . 
i . Relation with non-Muslims. 
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Significance of society in Islam; 
Islam gives prime importance to Man* s dignity and 
grants him freedom to act according to his own choice,it add-
resses Man individually and persuades him to shoulder various 
types of responsibilities.Man is born alone and according to 
Islam he will be accountable to God in his own person,But at 
the same time Islam does not ignore the importance of Society. 
The Quran enjoins the believers to be united and organised as 
an unit.Any type of disintegration among the believers is to 
be avoided; "And hold fast altogether, by the Rope,which God 
(stretches out for you),and do not get disintegrated.* 
The Social structure islam desires to form looks very 
organised.lt is based on a well disciplined social behaviour and 
social relationships.we find the statement of the prophet in 
which he enjoined to lead social life and to obey the command-
ments of the authorities appointed to maintain social order.^ 
In this connection so much emphasis has been laid that those 
who disobey their Amir (leader) while he enjoins them to do 
right deeds are deemed as transgressors.-^ Islamic social order 
is so tight that it does not allow its followers to lead 
1. Al-i-lmran; i03 Eng.tr.by Abdullah Yusuf Ali. 
2. ShaiKh waliuddine Mohammad b,Abdullah Al-Khateeb al-Tabrezi, 
MishKatulmasabih, Kutub Khana Rahimia,Deoband, 1955, p.3i9, 
3. Ibid.,p.320. 
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unsocial l i f e in fo r e s t s where conununity l i f e i s hardly p o s s i b l e . 
There i s a t r a d i t i o n of the prophet tha t when th ree be l i eve r s 
gather in a fores t or in any deserted p lace , they must s e l ec t 
t h e i r Amir( leader) among themselves and should act under h i s 
guidance,* The same ru le has been framed for journey,when 
three Muslims are t r a v e l l i n g and t h e i r des t ina t ion i s common 
they must se l ec t t h e i r Amir .from among themselves,^ Though 
t r a v e l s take very short span of time,even for t h i s short per iod 
Islam does not allow Muslims to be d i s i n t eg ra t ed . 
Prayer i s the means t o e s t a b l i s h the r e l a t i onsh ip 
between God and Man,According to i t s na ture , i t i s , undoubtedly,a 
personal and individual p r a c t i c e r e l a t ed to the inner feel ing 
of man.But the e t t i q u e t e s and the outer forms of prayer p r e s -
cribed by Islam c rea te soc ia l consciousness and c o l l e c t i v e 
feel ing among Muslims,Salat, commonly known as Namaz, i s the 
g rea tes t formal type of p r a y e r . I t s performance i s obl igatory 
for every Muslim.^ Though the Quran declares tha t God i s not 
7 
confined t o a p a r t i c u l a r p lace or d i r ec t ion , for s a l a t turning 
face t o a p a r t i c u l a r place (Kaba) i s qu i t e e s s e n t i a l for the 
Muslims.This i s very s ign i f i can t from socia l point of view. 
4. Muntaqa,p,33o vide Sadruddine I s l a h i , Islam Aur I j t emia t 
MarKazi Maktaba, Delhi, 19 62, p . 28 . 
5. Abu paud,Sunan-i-Abi i^ud,Matba Majidi,Kanpur, 1345# A.H.vol , ! 
p .351 , 
6. Baqara; 238-239/Dahr: 26,Maarij:23 
7. Baqara; 142, Nisa; i08. 
8 . Baqara; 144. 
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Through this injunctioO/the entire Muslim population of the 
world is integrated with one point.Moreover, sa 1 at is not per-
mitted individually but it should be congregational.The social 
aspect of obligatory Salat is expressed in a well-disciplined 
and organized form,particularly when a dignified person( imam) 
leads it.The gravity of the obligatory Salat is imagined from 
the statement of the prophet who one proclaimed that he inten-
ded to set ablaze the houses of those Muslims who,without genu-
Q 
ine cause,did not attend congregational prayers in the mosque.^ 
The discipline maintained in the obligatory Salat of five times 
is an example of unity and cohesiveness.The distinction of rank 
and status,of caste and creed get no place in the rows of salat 
formed to worship one God. The other formal type of prayers 
namely ^akat (poor due),saum (Fasting) and jjajj(pilgrimage to 
kaba) also have social aspects and indicate the importance that 
Islam attaches to society.^^ The present study shows that even 
the religious aspect of life which is considered a pure personal 
matter between God and Man has been socialised by Islam, 
9. Abul Husain Muslim b.Hajjaj, As s°hibo-le-Kuslim, 
Asahhul Mutab-i-Delhi, 1349 A.H.vol. p.232. 
10. For detail discussicai please see sadruddin Islahi, 
Islam Aur Ijtemaiat, Markazi Maktaba Delhi, 19 62/p.35, 
11. For details see Ibid,p.39-43. 
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IdeoloQJcal Foundations of the Islamic Societyt 
Islam does not classify society by the limitatic«is 
of race, colour,naticxi, language, geographical areas and political 
boundaries.The most important thing which is above all other 
12 factors is iman (Faith), The Quran says: 
"The Believers are but a single brotherhood: so make 
peace and reconciliation between your two (contending)brothers* ^  
This verse shows that islamic brotherhood is based 
on faith.Even blood relationship is meaningless if not followed 
by faith.The Quran cites the example of Prophet Abraham who 
dissociated himself from his father who had no faith in the 
Almighty.^ Thus it seems that Islamic society is like an 
ideological group in which all types of relationship are based 
on faith,The believers appear to have one purpose and one goal 
for which they strive,If the blood relationship becomes a hind-
erance in the way of their mission, they break it in the interest 
of their faith. 
The Quranic chapter Baqara records a number of 
informations about the Jewish community of the prophet* s time. 
The jews, according to the Quran, v;ere the inheritors of the 
Prophets but gave up the Prophetic missicn assigned by God. 
12. Syed Qutub shaheed,Maalim Fit-Taricrue Urdu Translation by 
Khalil Hdmidi, The Holy Koran publishing House, Damascus, 1977. 
13. Huj rat: IQ, Eng.Tr,Abdullah Yusuf Ali. 
14. Taubaht 114. 
15. Baqarat 87. 
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They indulged in moral degradation and mal-practices. 
17 Consequently they became victim of God' s wrath. in the 
very chapter of the Quran we find the declaration that the 
new community founded and fostered by the Prophet has been 
chosen for the same purpose that the children of Israil(jews) 
in the past had been raised for. ^ ^ The Quran at the follow-
ing three different places gives sufficient information of 
the purpose for which the new Islamic community was brought 
into existence: 
"Thus have we made of you an ummat justly 
balanced that ye might be witnesses over the nations'! ^  
"Ye are the best of peoples,evolved for mankind 
enjoining what is right and forbidding what is wrong and 
believing in God.««^ ° 
•The same religion has He established for you as 
that which He enjoined on Noah- Abraham,Moses, and jesusi 
namely that ye should remaib steadfast in Religon and make 
no division therein.*21 
I 
I 
16. Ibid. 
17. Baqara; 61 
18. Ibid.143 
19. Ibid: l43,Eng;tr.by Abdullah Yusuf Ali. 
20. Al-i-Imran; llp^Eng. tx-.ijv Abdullah Yusuf Ali 
21. Shura: 13 tr.Ibid. 
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in the above quoted verses though different terms have been 
used^^ but they all are similar in their meaning and spirit.The 
first verse says that the community,the prophet established is 
Ummat-i-was&t,This Quranic term is very conprehensive in meaning 
and can hardly be translated into English.However,to some extent 
it can be known as the community with the middle course.A commu-
nity which,on the basis of justice and truth, establishes rela-
tions with other nations of the world.* This verse also 
explains that as uirimat-i-wasat this community should present 
an examplary character and should bear witness to the truth 
revealed to the prophet.24 The second, above,quoted verse, 
shows that the Muslims are the best community(Khair-i-ummat) 
but with the provision that they should advocate what is good 
and eradicate what is wrong.Thus the true Islamic society is 
the guardian of virtue and enemy of vice,The role of individual 
in an Islamic society is very crucial.vfhen he sees something 
wrong in the society he tries to rectify it by his power and, 
if unable to utilise power, he contradicts it by word of mouth, 
if this too is not possible,he hates the evil in his heart.^^ 
The third above quoted verse shows more explicitly that 
Iqamat-i-peen (establishing islam) is incumbent on Muslims both 
individually and socially. 
22. In the first verse islamic community (ummat-i-wasat) has 
been marked as the witness of Truth( shahid-i-Haque), in 
second it has been said the best community( Khai']^a-ummat) 
in the third, the members of the community have been urged 
for lqamat-i-Deen( establishing islam), 
23. cf.Mawdudi, Tafhimul Quran, vol.I,p«119. 
24. Baqara; 143. 
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The above discussion proves that Islam does not found its 
society on the basis of race^ nationality, locality, occupertion or 
kinship.Islamic society is not confined to the limitations of 
national borders and political boundaries.Its foundation is on 
the submission to the will of God,obedience to His laws and 
commitment to His cause.in short,it is an ideal group based on 
taith in one God.The purpose of this society is to bear,witness 
for Islam before the nations of the world, to enforce right to 
suppress evil,and to establish islamic way of life.This is 
because the Quran claims that out of all ways the best way of 
life is Islam. 
Social Change in Islamic Society: 
It is unduly claimed that the social change taking place 
in a modern society bears quite a different nature from that of 
an Islamic society,in fact, the man of the so-called modem 
society wants an outer change while the Islamic society does 
its utmost to bring a change in the inner world of Man.The outer 
change somewhat modifies the prevalent social, political and 
economic systems.Life of the metropolitans is influenced first 
of all then these changes get propagated on a larger scale 
throughout the society,These changes which are rapid in nature 
and wide in sccpe are due to scientific inventions and disco-
veries, and which give us a variety of ways and means to lead 
26. Al-i-Imrant 19 
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a comfortable life in society.As far as Islam is concerned, 
it does not ignore the inportance of scientific and techno-
logical development, but decides the ends for which technology 
should be used.It takes man as a moral being and orders that 
all his activities should be within the framework of morality 
prescribed by Islam.^ According to Islam scientific enquiry 
is also a moral enquiry.This is to evolve something in the 
interest of hunan beings.For this purpose islam brings a change 
in the inner world of Man.Eut this change is not for all.The 
people who, according to the Quran, have hearts, but understand 
not with them; have eyes but perceive not with them, have ears 
but hear not with them, they are like cattle, the heedless 
ones, - are not affected by this inner change brought by 
Islam.This is further to explain that the change islam brings 
in the inner world of Kan is not confined to the personal life 
of an individual,This influences the society also and its 
various institutions are also benefitted by it,The Quran 
confirms it that while the wise people are loyal to their 
Lord and fulfil the covenant they made with Him,they at the 
same time shoulder the social responsibilities assigned by 
29 God to them. we have also historical evidence that the 
27. A detail separate discussion on "Islamic theory of Morality* 
has been made in this thesis.see p. 136. 
28 . Aarafi 179. 
29. Raad: 19-21 
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clarion call of Islam first influenced the inner feeling of 
man as a result of which the operative values of Arabian 
Society of J«*hiliyya period changed and a cultural transfor-
mation took place. 
Like every human society Islamic society also wants 
to fulfil the fundamental needs related to body, mind and spirit 
of man.This society encourages its followers to take an active 
part in economic and political affairs.But all such activities 
are restricted to a particular direction.progress and development 
are the results of the rapid changes taking place in the society. 
But all changes are not progress.Imbalanced growth should not 
be considered as progress.For progress a constiructive direction 
of social change is essential.The Quran provides the same 
direction-^ ^ and enjoins us to strive for the betterment of 
society.The puran is also emphatic to explain that God does not 
change the fate of a society until and unless its members strive 
for the eradication of evil and the establishment of a healthy 
society.^1 
society is a web of social relationships and for 
the development and progress of society a variety of occupations 
and skills are essential.All members of a society are not alike. 
The individual differences and distinctions are conducive in the 
30. Jathiyat n 
31. Raadt n 
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enrichment of culture and civilizaticn.But these diisparities 
sometime cause envy and jealousy among the members of society. 
This makes a society disintegrated and creates obstacles in the 
way of social progress.in this situation the Quran enjoins the 
believers to -follow the following words: 
"And covet not the things in which Allah hath 
made some of you excel others"?^ 
This moral instruction appears very significant 
for the integration of society.Contentment makes man realist 
about the status and position he possesses in society.Content-
ment in Islam is not the cessation of endeavours.Islam widens 
the horizon of thought and action.The Quran declares that the 
entire universe has been put in the service of Man. This 
teaching of Islam opens the door,for man,to discover the 
innumerable mysteries hidden in heaven and the earth.But what 
the above-quoted verse teaches us is to obliviate jealousy, 
enmity and class struggle, as the differences and distinctions 
among the different members of society are natural,when it 
would be tried to eliminate them totally,chaos in society 
would result,Therefore, the Quran teaches Muslims to keep 
themselves free from envying others.This is inevitable for 
creating healthy trends of social change and social progress, 
32. Nisa; 32.Eng.tr.by Mamaduke Pickthal, 
33. Hajjt 65. 
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Ho*#ever, no cheinge and progress in an islamic society is wel-
comed if it harms its identity.lt is expected that islamic 
society should reflect Islamic teachings. 
Causes of disintegration of society- The islamic view: 
There is a verse in the Quran" (God)forbids fahsha 
34 (indecency) munkar( wickedness) and baghy( oppression)" . - these 
three vices ruin both the individual and the society.Let us 
try to understand them separately. 
Fahsha;- This word is very comprehensive in meaning and includes 
all immoral and indecent practices.Nudism,Nudity, vulgarity,fom-
ication and homo-sexuality etc,are considered fahsha (ihdecent 
37 
practices).The Quranic verse "DO not even go near fornication 
makes it clear that the society should guard itself against the 
things that make fornication an easy practice.This verse appears 
to be a very important article of the Islamic social system. 
According to it. Islamic society should create such environment 
that may eradicate every possibility of indulgence in fornication. 
Stimulants like intoxication,music,dancing, pronographic litera-
ture, naked scenes in the cinema and on T.V.and everything that 
is conducive to fornication has to be banned in an Islamic 
34. igahl: 9 0 . 
35 . Bani I s r a i l ; 32 Mumtahinat 12 
3 6. Araf: e o - s L Hud; 78 
37 . Bani I s r a i l : 3 2 . 
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society.The institution of Purdah and easy process of 
marriage are the two very important characteristics of 
Islamic society.These all are for the sake of the eradi-
cation of fahsha from Islamic society. 
Munkari- The Quranic verse* you are the best community raised 
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to enforce maruf( virtues) and to fight against. rnunkar( vices), 
shows that maruf and munkar are not two separate commandments 
but it appears that the second is the opposite of the first. 
This is why we find that the Quran enjoins maruf along with 
forbidding munkar.^9 Maruf is good and munkar is evil,when 
evil is eradicated goodness will naturally take' its place. 
Members of healthy society remain ever alert to eradicate the 
evil trends of the society.in an Islamic society evil is era-
dicated through education and also by the promulgations of 
regulations for criminal offences. 
Baghy:- It is the third factor indicated in the above quoted 
40 
verse. This means transgrassion of the limits prescribed for 
human conduct and violation of the rights—the right of God as 
well as of man.^^ Islam is the religion of God's obedience 
and it does not allow at any cost that man be haughty against 
38 . A l - i - Imran : n o 
39 . Syed j a l a l u d d i n e umari , Maroof-o-Muni^a r, Markazi, Maktaba jamat-
e - l s l a m i Hind, 1967,p.93.^ 
40. Nahaltgp 
4 1 . Mawdudii Tafhimul-Quran , v o l . I i , p , 5 6 6 . 
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God in any way.Islamic society is based on God' s conunandments 
and if any member of this society disobeys God* s commandment, he 
actually tries to disintegrate the whole society. 
The other important factors which cause disinte-
gration of society are well-expressed in the following verse 
"Beautified for mankind is love of the joys(that comes)from 
women and offspring and stored up heaps of gold and silver and 
horses and cattle and land.These are the comforts of the life 
of the world." ^ ^ 
This verse shows that when a race for material 
resources starts in a society everyone becomes selfish and 
greedy and tries to defeat others by all means—lawful or 
unlawful. This becomes the cause of the degeneration of the 
society.Moreover, the well-to-do play a very important role in 
the society.They are the representatives of the society and 
common people are their followers.Every act from them whether 
it is oppression, wickedness or indecoicy is readily accepted 
and followed by the common masses of the society.Thus the entire 
society becomes disintegrated and every institution is disorga-
nized.The last and the inevitable consequence of this, as the 
Quran mentions in the following verse, is the complete ex-
termination of the society: 
"When we decide to destroy a population, we( first) 
send a definite order to those among them who are 
given the good things of this life and yet transgress 
...then(it is) we that destroy them utterly,"^^ 
42. Al-i-imran;14 
4 3 . s e e t h e n u r a n . n h a o t e r TaV^ciir-
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In the above quoted verse Sunnatullah{ Divine procedure) 
has been mentioned.The disobediehce of the well-to-do earns the 
wrath of God.It would be the wrong interpretation of the verse 
quoted above that God intends to destroy human habitations 
without any justification.No doubt, the habitation also includes 
common people but as already quoted the common people are mere 
camp followers to the well-to-do.The Quran says that sometimes 
these common people who are weak and powerless play a crucial 
role in the reformation of society but this becomes operative 
when they get a capable leadership under which they launch a 
movement of reformation of the society.The Quran depicts the 
conditions of Bani Israil who were weak and powerless in the 
society^^ but when they got the able leadership of the prophet 
46 Moses,they defeated pharaoh and his army and bedame victorious. 
The chapter Hujrat of the Quran discusses various 
types of social problems and provides basis to prevent the 
society from disintegration,It shows that the following aspects 
of human behaviour are injurious to a society and they may cause 
its collapse.The members- of Islamic society have therefore been 
instructed to avoid these evils at all costs.These are: 
45. Qassas; 4 
46. Ibid: 5-6. 
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1. Sukhriyya *' 2. Lamz^ 3. Tanabuz bil alqab 
4. zann^^ 5. Tajassus 6.Ghlbah^^ 
Let us look at them and examine how they create 
fXtna (degeneration) in the peaceful atmosphere of society:-
1. sukhriyya;- It means to mock at or to ridicule others. ^ ^ 
when a person wants to express his superiority over someone, he 
criticises the manner, dress, face, economic and social status etc. 
of his adversary and the motive behind this always remains to 
display other' s weaknesses.The form of ridiculing or laughing 
at others may be different but the underlying idea behind this 
practice ilways remains one and that is to show superiority and 
to prove others inferior.when this trend becomes commob in a 
society the honour and prestige of its members is seriously 
affected.This injures the feeling of brotherhood,mutual co-
operation and respect to others and leads to a number of social 
evils. 
Lamz;- This temri is very comprehensive in meaning.Blaming, 
slandering, criticising and finding fault come under its wide 
range.-^ Criticism may be direct or indirect also it may be by 
47. Huirat: 11 
48. Ibid. 
49. Ibid. 
50. Ibid: 12 
51. Ibid. 
52. Ibid. 
53. cf .Mawdudi, l^fhim, vol.V,p.85. 
54. Ibid. ' 
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word of mouth of by actions.But due to its particular nature, 
it comes under Lamz.^^This practice disrupts brotherly relation 
-ship,mutual co-operation and trust among the members of the 
society.The very thoughtful point the Quran presents in this 
verse^^ is that if a man slanders other , he invites others to 
slander him.This is why in this verse,instead of saying^Do 
not slander each other" the Quran instructs Muslims" DO not 
slander yourself"" This verse also indicates that a man,when 
he slanders other, he provokes others to do the same to him in 
retaliation.in other part of the Quran we find the curse of 
God for those who indulge in slandering others.^ 
Tanabuz bil alaqab:- This means to give nicknames for defaming 
59 
or calling some one contemptuously. The ingredients of the 
two above mentioned evil traits Sukhriyya and Lamz appear in 
Tanabuz-bil-al£qab. when one calls other,referring to his 
physical deformity or any of his weaknesses, the underlying 
idea behind this act is to laugh at others or to criticise him 
unduly.Thereforg, Muslims through this verse have been sternly 
prohibited to give someone the contemptuous names.This creates 
disintegration in society.But for the purpose of identification 
one can use the weaknesses of other to distinguish him.^ 
55. Ibid. 
56. Huj rat;ii 
57. Ibid. 
58. Hamzah; l 
59. cf .Mawdudi, op. cit .p.8 6. 
60. Ibid. 
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This verse, after p roh ib i t ing three above s ta ted ev i l t r a i t s , 
i n s t r u c t s Muslims a t the end tha t those who a f t e r iman( f a i t h ) 
adopt f i sq ( e v i l doing) and Zultn^^( oppression) are t r ansg re -
ssors.Thus , i t appears from the text that adopting these e v i l 
t r a i t s i s tantamount to zulm( t r ansgress ion) . 
Zann:- This means conjecture e# guess. The verse under 
study does not p roh ib i t to make a l l cxjnjectures but i n s t r u c t s to 
avoid conjectures as for as possible.Because zann (con jec tu re ) i s 
not fact and taking any final 'decision on the bas i s of Zann becomes 
sometimes of grave consec|aence. Hat red, doubt and suspicion are the 
ul t imate resu l t of Su~e-zann(to form bad opinion about some one) . 
However Husn-e-zann ( forming good opinion about some one) i s 
always appreciated in islam whereas suspecting someone without 
any reason i s considered a s i n , f o r doubt and suspicion may lead 
to un jus t i f i ab l e ac t ion ,^^ 
Tajassus:- This i s spying or t rying t o find out o t h e r ' s weak-
nesses . This a t t i t u d e when i t becomes comrrion in a socie ty , 
spo i l s i t s whole a tmosphere . i ts na tura l consequence i s doubt and 
mist rust among the members of the society .Tajassus i s very 
comprehensive in meaning.it includes various a c t i v i t i e s such as 
61, Huj rat; 11 
62. Ibid, 
63, cf.Mawdudi,op.cit,,p,87 
64, Huj rat; 12 
65. cf.Mawdudi op.cit.p.87. 
66. Ibid,,p,88, 
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reading someone's p r i v a t e l e t t e r s , peep ing in to someone's house 
and l i s t e n i n g to secre t ccxiversation of o thers . "^  The prophet 
forbade ta jassus in various of his discourses and made i t c l e a r 
t h a t one may not be a t rue Muslim i f he seeks f a u l t s in h is 
Muslim b r o t h e r . ® in another statement the prophet said tha t 
concealing o t h e r ' s weaknesses i s highly praiseworthy.°^ In 
t h i s connection the incident re la ted to umar , t h e second cal iph 
of I s l a m , i s very s ign i f ican t .one night when he was touring the 
s t r e e t s of Madina to find out the condit ions of the Muslims,he 
heard the voice of music and song coming from a house,Being 
curious to know the r e a l i t y he jumped over the wall and entered 
i n t o the house.He found a man drinking with a woman and l i s t e n -
ing her music.umar angri ly enquired of his behaviour.The owner 
of the house repl ied tha t God forbids ta jassus and commands to 
en te r a house by the main door and before enter ing one should 
seek permission from the owner of the house,Thus the man claimed 
t h a t umar himself committed three mistakes while he did only one, 
Umar was convinced of h is argument and did not frame any charge 
70 
aga ins t him. This incident shows tha t ta jassus i s 
p roh ib i t ed not only on the pa r t of the individual but even the 
67. Ibid. 
68. Abu Daud:op.cit.vol.II,p.3l4. 
69. Ibid. 
70. Mawdudi, op.cit.p.e9. 
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Islamic Govemmait is not entitled to spy on their citizens. 
Islam does not like to invade the privacy of the citizens.The 
Quran instructs Muslims to seek permission from the occupant 
before entering the house''^  and also prohibits not to visit 
each other place at inconvenient times.''^  But there are a few 
exceptions under which Islam allows to investigate the personal 
73 
affairs of individuals. 
Ghibah;- This means backbiting ©r to speak evil of a person 
in his absence."^ ** This meaning ofGhibah is also supported by a 
Hadith of the prophet.lt is related that when the Prophet was 
asked to define Ghibah, he pointed out thct saying anything about 
a perscxi which may cause his displeasure is Ghibah. In this Haditt: 
the prophet also made it clear that saying something false or 
incorrect about a person is not Ghibah (backbitting) rather it 
75 
would be buhtan (columny).No doubts baseless accusations are 
more dangerous for a society and also a grave sin in the eyes 
7 6 77 
of Islam. The verse under study says that backbiting is 
eating the flesh of one's dead brother.This is a simile through 
which the Quran wants to make understand its readers that back-
biting is attack on the honour of a brother who is not present 
to classify his position or to protest against accusation. 
71. Nur; 27 
72. Dlurt 28 
73. lor detail see Kawdudi/ Tafhimul Quran, vol.V,p.88. 
74. Mawdudi,op.cit.p.90. 
7 5. Abu I s a Mohammad b . l s a b . s a u r a a l - T i t r o i d h i , j a m - i - T i r m i d h i , 
Kutub Khana .Rash id ia ,De lh i , 1350 A . H . v o l . 1 1 , p . 1 5 . 
7 6. Ahzab: 58 
7 7 . Huj rat; 12 
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I t appears t ha t t h i s s imile has been used t o c r ea t e abhorence 
of backbiting (Ghibah).As eat ing car r ion i s unthinkable l ikewise 
Ghibah i s not expected from Muslims* 
How much ghibah was abhored and considered heinous 
i s best explained by the incident quoted in the s o u r c e s . l t i s 
re la ted tha t once the prophet wc.s t r a v e l l i n g with a caravan and 
heard tha t h is two companions were passing bad remarks about 
Maaiz b.Molik Aslami who had been sentenced t o death for commi-
t t i n g adul tery.The prophet did not in te r rup t u n t i l the carvan 
reached the p lace where a dead donkey was lying.The prophet 
stopped the carvan and asked those two people t o eat the carr ion 
T-o which they objected.The Prophet to ld therr, Ghibah( backbit ing) 
i s more heinous than eating c a r r i o n . ' ° This inc ident a l so shows 
how the prcphet ins t ruc ted his followers to hate t h i s soc ia l 
ev i l . I s l am not only forbids backbiting but a l so i n s t r u c t s i t 
followers to p r o t e s t against backbiting i f t h i s i s made in t h e i r 
presence.Islam a l so ins t r i jc t s t o boycot the meeting in which 
backbiting i s done and one i s unable to prevent the people 
79 
from doing so. However,there are some exceptions and the 
Islamic theologions accept tha t the follov/ing cases do not 
80 come under ghibah t 
78. Abu Daud a l - s a j i s t a n i ; Sunn-i~Abi-Daud, Matba Majidi Kanour, 
1345 A .H .vo l . I I , p . 252 . ' ~ " " 
79. vide Mawdudi, Tafhimul Quran vol .V,p ,93 . 
80. I b id . 
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(1) Lodging complaint in the court against some one, 
(2) Reporting some one's weaknesses to the head of the 
family for the sake of reformation. 
(3) In connection of marriage if a person wants inform-
ation, he should be correctly informed about the 
weaknesses of the person ccxicerned. 
(4) Speaking about some one's weakness, if there is no 
alternative of one' s identification. 
(5) Speaking dbout noted criminals. 
The sole aim behind forbidding ghibah is to 
protect the honour of the individuals in an Islamic society. 
If honour is attacked ana the di::^ nity of the members of society 
is challenged,the society naturally will become weak and dis-
integrated. How far the prophet protected the honour of a 
Muslim is best known from Hadith in which he pointed out that 
the worst attack on a ^^ uslim is to attack his honour without 
any just cause.81 Apart from the factors mentioned abo^e the 
Uuran discusses some more factors that cause disintegration of 
society, these are bribe,^^ usury,^ "^  gamblmg^^ and intoxi-
35 
cation. 
81. Abu Ddud vide Mawdudi, op.cit,,p,9 i, 
8 2. Baqara; 188. 
83. Baqara; 275. 
84. Baqara; 219/ Maida:90-9 1 
8 5. Ibid. 
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Characteristics of Islamic^ociety: 
we have discussed elswehere the Islamic concept of 
equality.This coi^ cept is the bedrock of an Islamic society. 
Islam claims that the whole of mankind sprang from one human 
pair.In view of its common origin human society is one family, 
AlthouL^ h Islam accepts the factual differences of race^ colour, 
nation and language but at the same time it declares that there 
is no justification for a distinction among human being on 
these basis.All are equal in status as human beings,The cause 
on which Islam discriminates between human being appears ideo-
logical. It distinguishes between human being on the basis of 
their beliefs and actions.The men who according to the teachings 
of the prophet,have faith in God,constitute the islamic society 
and those who do not have faith in God form un-lslamic Society,86 
The characteristics of an islamic society can be drawn from the 
sources as follows:-
Islamic fraternity:- The Quran says that the members of the 
Islamic society are brothers^'' who have been taught to help and 
support each other.^® The islamic society is like a building and 
its members are like the bricks of that building.The building 
remains in existence as long as the bricks are joined together 
and support each other.®^ The kind of mutual love,affection and 
compassion desired in an islamic society is evident from the 
8 6. Ta^ihabun: 2 
8 7 . Huj r a t : IQ, Tauba: n , A l - i - l m r a n ; 103, Ahzab: 5, Bagara: 178. 
8 8 . Tauba; 7 1 , Eatah; 29 Maida; 54, Anf a l ; i ' 
89• Abui Hussain Musl im.b .Haj ja j :As s a h i h - 1 - M u s l i m , o p . c i t . 
v o l . I I , p . 3 2 1 . 
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Statement of the Prophet in which he declared that the islamic 
society is like a body and Muslims are the organs of this body 
when any of its parts is hurt or injured the whole body feels 
the pains.5^ It is also incumbent on Muslims to protect the 
honour,property and life of each other.^^ in Islam, religious 
rituals like prayer,fasting and alms giving donot aquire as 
22 high a rank as keeping mutual relations cordials because 
religions rituals are related to the personal life of an 
individual while keeping relation cordial is an essential 
requirement for a souhd society,Muslim have been instructed to 
be the well-wishers of each other.^ 
Abusing Muslim is considered an evil act and fighting 
against him without a just cause is realised as an act of dis-
belief (Kufr)^'*. These teachings throw light on Islamic frater-
nity but the brotherhood Islam wants to create appears today 
only a theoretical proposition.Historical evidences in support 
of the practicability of these ideas may be produced.But the 
modem Muslim society does not present the true picture of 
Islamic fraternity. 
9 0 . I b i d , 
9 1. I b i d , p . 3 1 9 . 
9 2 . Abu Daud a l - s i j i s t a n g i , Sunnan Abi Daud,Matba Maj id i , Kanpur, 
1345 A.H., V i l . l l , p . 3 l 7 . " 
9 3 . Bukhar i ,Ki t abu l Iman, 
9 4, Bukhari , Kitajaui lman,Musnad Ahmad, 
Vide Mawdudi, op. c i t , , pTeJl 
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Adl ( Jus t i ce ) : - The Quran says,"Ye who bel ieve stand out 
firmly for j u s t i d e . . . even agains t yourselves ,or your 
pa ren t s ,or your kin, and whether i t be (aga ins t ) r ich or 
p o o r . . . Follow not the l u s t s ( of your h e a r t s ) , l e s t ye 
swerve, and i f ye d i s t o r t ( j u s t i c e ) or decl ine to do j u s t i c e , 
ver i ly God i s well-acquainted with a l l tha t ye do.95 This 
verse makes i t c l ea r t ha t j u s t i c e ijn an Islamic socie ty should 
be upheld" at a l l costs.Even i f i t goes against one 's own 
i n t e r e s t or against the i n t e r e s t of one* s parents or near 
r e i a t i v e s . l t must be implemented a t a l l cost .This verse a l so 
suggests that the Islamic society should make such arrangements 
under which one may get one ' s due r igh t s eas i ly .This does not 
mean tha t the r igh t s of every one should be equal ,as i t appears 
an unnatural demand.Right var ies according to the duty assigned 
to someone.VijSges and s a l a r i e s a re given to the persons according 
to the dut ies assigned to them.Thus j u s t i c e (Adl) means t o give 
the r i g h t s to a man he deserves.Any type of enmity should not 
stand as hinderance in granting the r igh t s of the deserving 
persons .^^ The motive of doing j u s t i c e should be based only 
on pleasing God without any l u r e of s e l f - i n t e r e s t . 
95 . Nisaa: 135 (Eng. t r .by A.Yusuf Ali) 
9 6. Kaida: 9 
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Encouraging v i r tues and SuppressinQ v l c e s t -
The Quran says the Muslim should encourage and 
co-operate with each other in r ighteous deeds.^^ This c rea tes 
sound environment required for a healthy society and a l so 
provides for pro tec t ing the environment.The Quran enjoins 
OR 
not to help one another in transgression and sin.' It criti-
cises Bani Israil in the following words: 
"Curses were pronounced on those among the children of 
Israil who rejected Faith... because they disobeyed and 
persisted in excesses.They (usually) did not forbid one another 
trom the injustices which they committed against each other,^^ 
in this connection the prophet* s staterr;ent that whosoever sees 
an evil in the society must check it with force ,if possible, 
appears a corrective for keeping away evils from the society. ^*^*^  
Moderation;- Islam wants moderation.lt teaches Muslims not to be 
extravagant.The Quran claims that the extravagants are the 
breathren of the Devil.101 It is expected that Muslim should 
not reserve their earning for themselves only.They should spend 
it on their relatives and on their neighbours and also on the 
97. Tauba; 71 
98 . Maida; 5 
99 . Maida;81/82 (Eng.Tr.by Abdullah Yusuf Ali) 
lOQ.MuiTIm, op.c i t .^ v o l . l , p . 5 l . 
lOl.Bana I s r a i l : 27 
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needy and the poor who deserve to be helped.This will create 
sympathy, justice and co-operation in the society.The Quran 
further instructs Muslims not be miserly in spending.instead 
of beiny extravagant or miser,the Quran teaches to adopt a 
moderate way:"And let not thy hand be chained to thy neck nor 
open it with a complete opening ,lest thou sit down rebuked, 
denuded".^°^ The following verse also teaches Muslims to be 
moderate:"When they are neither prodigal nor grudging: and there 
is always a firm behaviour between the two".^ Islam also 
prohibits the use of gold and silver utensils and silk fabrics 
in dress except for women—no doubt these are the essential of 
a luxurious life and Islam demands its followers to lead a 
simple life, 
Nikah (the Bond of Fairaly life^:-
Family is the most important and the primary unit 
of the society.Hence it is quite relevant to discuss here some 
aspects of family life in Islam,A family comes .into being with 
the legitimate association of a man and a woman.For this asso-
ciation Islam makes marriage an essential thing.The permanent 
companionship of a man and a woman should be based on the 
102. Bani Is rail: 29 (Eny.tr. by pickthal) 
103. Furqan; 67 (Eng.tr.by Pickthal). 
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contract termed as Nikah (marriage).This contract is an open 
declaration of the companionship of a man and a woman.In islam 
irarriage is a very sacred relation.The prophet declared that 
Nikah(marriage ) is his tradition and those who avoid it do 
104 
not belong to his way, Islam does not allow the life of 
celibacy. The Quran throws full light on the nature of the 
relationship between a wife and husband.lt says "They(wives) 
are your garments and ye are their garments,• •'^^^  .This means 
that they protect the person,and the esteem honour and dignity 
of each other.At another place the Quran speaks of the sweet-
ness of this relation as follows:"He created for you mates 
from among yourselves,that ye may dwell in tranquility with 
them and He has put love and foundness in your( hearts).* ^ ^^ 
in the structureof family life propounded by Islam 
man acquires the position of a supervisor and administrator of 
the fandly while the woman works under his guidance.This appears 
to be against the ideal of equal right for man and woman but the 
Quran argues as follows:"Men are the protectors and maintainers 
of woman,because God has given the one more (strength) than the 
104. Muhammad bin Ismail al-Bukhari, sahih al-Bukhari, Bashir 
Hasan & Sons. Calcutta, 1357 A. H., vol. II, p. 57-58. 
105. Ibid; p.7 59. 
10 6. Baqara: 178» 
107. Rum: 21 
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Other because they support them out of t h e i r means.Therefore, 
the r iyhteous women are devoutly obedient,and guard( the i r 
modesty) in ( the husband's) absence what God would have them 
Quard^lOS 
As the chief of the household i t i s the lega l 
r e spons ib i l i t y of man to f u l f i l a l l the n e c e s s i t i e s of l i f e 
of h i s family,And t h i s respcxisibi l i ty i s borne according to 
the capacity of the man and not b^ond i t as the Quran says: 
"Let the man of means spend according t o his means: and the man 
whose resources a r e scanty, l e t him spend according t o what God 
has given him,^^^ Besides the fulfi lment of the n e c e s s i t i e s 
of l i f e i t i s a l so incumbent on men t o give r e l ig ious education 
to t h e i r dependants. ^1*^ women, on the other hand, are expected to 
obey t h e i r husbands and to look a f t e r t h e i r comfort. Accord-
ing t o islam,though Nikah i s a strong bond^^^ and t h i s should 
be p ro tec ted and kept i n t ac t as long as i t i s poss ib le to 
maintain t h i s cont rac t .But when accommodation becomes impo-
s s i b l e , the re i s a l so the provision of i t s termination,^-'^ 
pa ren t s ' Right ; - in Islam, the r i g h t s of the pa ren t s , are so much 
important that j u s t a f t e r the r igh t of God the Quran mention 
114 
t h e i r rights.-^-^ so much emphasis has been l a i d on i t tha t 
108. Nisaa;34 (Eng. t r .by Abdullah Yusuf Ali) 
109. Tilac^: 7 (Eng. t r .by Abdullah Yusuf Ali) 
110. Tahrim; 6 
111. NTiaa:34 
112. Nisaa:21 
113. Baqara:229 
114. Nisaa:34 
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4^uslims are asked to fulfil the rights of parents even if they 
be non-Muslims or the enemies of Islam.^^^ The following verse 
of the Quran mentions the behaviour that should be adopted 
with regard to parents:"And out of kindness lower to them the 
wings of humility, and say: • My Lord bestow on them Thy Mercy 
even as they nursed me in my childhood.* ^ ^ 
Rights of relatives( Sila-i-rahimi):- Relatives occupy a very 
significant place in the Islamic social order.The Quran asks 
Kusiims to treat them kindly.^^^ Muslims are expected to be 
generous,particularly for their kindered who are more entitled 
to 9enerosity( Ihsan) than others.^1® Ihsan does not mean to 
help someone according to his rights.It is something more than 
this.Relatives should be given more than their rights, but of 
course, in accordance with the means that one passesses.Goodl 
treatment of the relatives is termed as Slla-i-rahmi ,which 
the Prophet emphasised and urged Muslims to adopt it.^^ He 
also proclaimed that one who does not care for the rights of 
blood relationship wixl be a loser in the life hereafter. 
115. Luqiran; 15 
116. Bani I s r a i l : 24 
117. Ni saa :34 
118. Mahl:90 
119. Muhammad bin I s m a i l a l - B u k h a r i , s a h i h . a l - B u k h a r i , 
v o l . I I , p . 9 0 6 . 
120. I b i d . , p . 8 8 5 . 
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in catering to the rights of the relatives and in treating them 
well Islam gives preference to the nearer ones.^^l 
Neighbour' s Rightt- Having good relations with neighbours is 
emphasised in Islam .The Prophet makes it clear that one will 
not see paradise if one* s neighbours are not safe from one* s 
misdeeds.^^^ And that the man whose neighbour starves and he 
himself takes full meal is not Muslim.Islam wants a close social 
relaticnship with neighbours.There must be an atmosphere of co-
operation, affection and self respedt in the neighbourhood and 
everyone should share the sorrows and joys of others. 
Relation with non-Kuslims:- Kow Muslims should deal with the 
persons outside the islamic society is mentioned in the following 
verse of the Quran:"O ye who believe stand out firmly for God, 
as witness to fair dealing, and let not the hatred of others for 
you make you swerve to wrong( behaviour) and depart from justice. 
Be just: that is next to piety: and fear Gocl.For God is well-
acquaihted with all that ye do.*-^  This verse shows that in an 
Islamic society justice must be upheld at all costs.In normal 
situations doing justice is comparatively easy but when it is 
done for the persons of apposite ideas and faith,it becomes 
difficult to practice. 
121. Abul Daud ,op.cit.,p,343. 
122. Sahih-al-Muslim, vol.l,p,50. 
123. Maida; 9 (Eng.tr.by Abdullah Yusuf Ali) 
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It is evident from the present study that Islam 
urges the believers to lead collective life,In an islamic 
Social order, the ^ mir (leader) occupies a very sianigicant 
place and supervise,both the mundane and the spiritual affairs 
of the Islamic society.The obligatory prayers Salat (worship) 
Zakat(poor-due),S5um( fasting) and Hajj(pilgrimage to Kaba) 
are the best reflections of the social spirit, Islam wants to 
infuse in the society,Islam does not constitute a society on 
the basis of race,colour nationality or language.it gives 
prime importance to lman( F^ith),The purpose of this society 
is to bear witness to Islam before other nations to enforce 
right,to suppress evil and to establish Islam.The Islamic 
society provides ample opportunities to involve its members 
in economic pursuits and political affairs.Fahsha( indecency), 
munkar( evils), bayhy( transgression), sukhriyya( ridicule)lamz 
(slandering, , and finding fault), tanabuz bil alqab( to give 
nicknames for defaming or calling someone contemptuously),Zann 
(conjecture or guess) and tajassus (spying or trying to find out 
weaknesses) are considered the major causes of disintegration 
of the society.The integration on Islamic society on the other 
hand, is based upon the belief that Muslims are brothers and 
hence they must show mutual love,affection and compassion for 
each other.The Islamic society is a body and its members are 
the limbs.It is also incumbent on Muslims to protect the honour. 
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propert:y and l i f e of each other,Adl ( just ice) i s the most 
important character is t ic of Islamic society,Believers are 
instructed to maintain jus t i ce at a l l cost, even if i t goes 
against thei r own in teres t or against that of parents or 
relat ives.Evil trends should be suppressed and virtues 
encouraged,Moderation i s praised and extravagency is c r i t i -
cised in order to keep l i f e simple and easy.in an islamic 
society the bond of family l i f e is NiXah(marriage).Islam 
does not permit the l i f e of celibacy.Husband i s the supervisor 
and administrator of family and accepts greater responsibi l i t ies 
of the household than the wife.Parents, re lat ives , neighbours and 
the followers of other religions are treated with honour and 
dignity and are granted their rights as members of the human 
family. 
EPISTEMOLOGICAL BiLIEFS ANp^POSTULATES_OF_ISLAM^ 
( a ) Nature of T r u t h . 
( b ) Nature of Knowledge. 
( c ) Nature of Educand. 
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Nature of Truth; 
The Quran uses the word Hague to signify Truth, This 
word is opposite to the word Batil(falsehood) and is concerned 
with faith(lnan) as well as practice (Amal)l.The Quran presents 
Islam as a way of life.This way of life is very comprehensive 
and it always takes a particular stand in every matter related 
to every aspect of life—personal,social or religious.2 Man is 
expected to employ his mental,physical and spiritual powers and 
capabilities.lt is believed that this leads to success and 
pleasure,So man should utilise, according to the directive of 
Islam,all the resources and the means he possesses.He should 
also decide in its light his personal behaviour with other 
human beings and with the v;hole external world with which he 
comes into contact," Truth hath reached you from your Lord. 
Those who receive Guidance,do so for the good of their own 
soul; those who go stray,do so to their own loss.* 
undoubtedly man is free to adopt any way of life. 
Kis freedom of choice and action is not restricted to following 
any particular system of thought and practice.The Quran also 
4 
accepts this fact. But uhen it invites human beings to adopt 
the Islamic way of life,it also discloses one more fact that 
the heavens and the earth and everything that exists between 
them are based on Truth^ i.e.,on Islam.As an evidence to this 
1. Mawdudi, Tafhimul Quran, vol.VI, p.453. 
2. Al-i-imran» 19 
3. Yunust 108 
4. Anam: io7 
5. Ibrahim: 19 
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claim the Quran invites to study very minutely the creations 
of God and to find out any flaw or defect in them, of course, 
man is unable to point out any flaw or defect in the creations 
of God,The Quran says that these are based on Truth and are 
functioning on these principles free from any flaw and 
weakness. These are bearing witness to the fact that any 
thing yhich is not based on Truth can hardly work properly 
and live long.It indicates that man should not build the 
system of his life independent of God.we find quite clear 
ordinances in the Quran that God has sent the Guidance and 
the Truth through His prophet.^ In the light of these injun-
ctions of the Quran it appears that man, in any period of 
history,whenever he evolved any system of life it was a 
false one and, also in future, whenever he will formulate 
guiding principles of life,he certainly be fail in his endea-
vour. It is because of the fact that man cannot 9rasp the true 
nature of human existence,Ke would therefor either exaggerate 
certain requirements out of all proper propertions or will 
ignore certain basic features of human existence. Thus, from 
the Islamic point of view man is unable to frame any system 
of life for himself,The Quran argues that man does not possess 
the kind of knowledge (Ilm) and the wisdom( Hikmah) reouired 
for this purpose.It is God only who is entitled for it.Only 
6. Mulk; 3-4; oaf: 6 
7 . Ibrahim; 19 
8 . Taubas33. 
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He knows well man's psychology, his physical and mental 
capacities and the spiritual requirements.^ The Quran also 
discloses that God had sent down the Torah and the Gospel^° 
for the guidance of mankind before the revelation of this 
Book which has now brought the whole Truth and confirms the 
earlier scriptures^. 
Let us investigate some more arguments of the Quran 
in support of Islam claimed as a true way of life,in the 
chapter Al»i-lmran it has been said that all things which 
exist in the heavens and on the earth are obeying the laws 
of God, so man should also submit to Him.only through this way 
he will be in conformity to the laws of nature and there would 
12 
be no imbalances . At another place the Quran declares that 
only a submissive attitude to God is correct and all other 
are incorrect.Hence Islamic way of life should be followed. ^-^  
Again,it is claimed that without Islam justice in its true 
sense cannot be dispensed.justice is possible only through 
the enforcement of Divine Laws.^ Because only He holds the 
status to guide mankind to Truth.No God, Goddess or any living 
or dead person can guide man to the Truth.These verses also 
indicate that those worldly leaders who makes rules, regulations 
and law do not possess the kind of knowledge that is necessary 
9. /-l-i-Imrant 6-7 
10. The Torah was revealed to Prophet Moses and the Gospel to 
Prophet jesus, for detail study of Torah and the Gospel 
see Tafhimul Quran vol.I,p.231-232. 
11. Al-i-Imrant3 
12. Al-i-Imranr83 
13. Al-i-Imran: 19 
14. Maida; 457Talaa: 1 
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for formulating right principles for the guidance of human life. 
Man can never be free from prejudices and personal and sectional 
interests because these are natural human weakness and in the 
presence of these he is unfit to formulate just and the compre-
hensive principles for life individual as well as social.v.'henever 
he shall try to fonnulate such rules his efforts would be colo-
15 
ured with prejudices and predilections. Thus it appears from 
the above teachings of the Quran that there is no way to attain 
the Truth except to accept the revelation of God. 
we are informed that the Truth we are discussing 
here was presented by Prophet Muhammad (PBOH) in a very adverse 
and unfavourable circumstances.The majority of the pagan Arabs 
falsified the words of God uttered by the prophet.They even 
branded him as a sorcerer and argued that what he was saying 
was not anything new, rather it was the same old story that they 
had already been hearing since times immemorial.^'' According to 
their thinking Truth must be new, an old one could not be accepted 
as Truth.But contrary to their stand point the Quran confirmed 
that the message of Islam was always the same and will remain so 
forever.1^ The adverse situation the prophet faced in his 
early Meccan period did not last for long.History certifies 
1 5 . YUnust 35 
16. Safti 6 
17 . /inamt 25 
18 . s H J u r a a : 19 6, Ahqaft 9 , Zukhruf ; 6, Muminum: 68 
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that the same old message of Islam was accepted and within 
a very short period Truth dominated entide Arabia and became 
a victorious faith,The following verse of the Quran has menti-
oned through a suitable simile the nature of the Truth and the 
falsehood 'He sends down water from the skies,and the channels 
flow/each according to its measure: but the torrent bears 
away the foam that mounts up to the surface.Even so, from that 
(ore) which they heat in the fire, to make ornaments or utensils 
therewith, there is a scum likewise.Thus doth God(by parables) 
show forth Truth and vanity.For the scum disappears like froth 
cast out; while that which is for the good of mankind remains 
on the earth.Thus doth God set forth parables' .^ 
To sum up, Islam consists of lman( faith)and Amal 
(practice) .Atrial is related to the various aspects 6f life i.e. 
social,economic and political,Islam being a conplete system 
of thought and practice appears in its sources as the truth 
unchangeable and eternal.This has been called Haque(truth )and 
what are contrary to it has been called as Batil ( falsehood),And 
Batil like scum has no permanency, 
19. Ra' ad: 17 Eng,tr,by Abdullah Yusuf Ali. 
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Nature of Knowledge. 
Read: in the name of thy Lord who created 
man from a clot. 
Read and thy Lord is the most Bounteous, 
who taught by the pen, 
taught man that which he knew not." •'• 
These are the first verses revealed to the prophet. 
Some scholars are of the opinion that these must have been 
revealed in written form because when the angel commanded 
the prophet "Read" he protested that he did not know how to 
read.It is argued that the prophet would not have protested 
If the angel had only wanted him to repeat the words uttered 
cy him.^ Apparently this opinion is not without force and seems 
to be quite convincing and also shared by some of the earlier 
exegetists.Now the fact that the very first Quranic revelation 
is such a forceful exhortation for the acquisition of knowledge 
and that knowledge is regarded as one of the great bounties of 
God on human race, is very significant and shows how closely Islam 
and knowledge identify each other.It is indicative of the extreme 
importance that the new religion was going to attach to learning 
and knowledge.At the very outset it pronounces in the most 
inambiguous and unequivocal terms its attitude towards knowledge 
and its dissemination which the new community was to take up as a 
1. ' Alaq; 1-5, English tr.by M.Pickthal. 
2. Maududi,Abul Ala: Tafhimul Quran, Markazi Maktaba islami Delhi, 
Vol.VI,p.39 6. 
It is interesting to note here in this context that according 
to a Hadith transmitted by Trimidhi, the first creation of God 
was pen.see Mishkat al-Masabih English tr.by james Robson, 
Kashmiri Bazar Lahore, 1975, vol. I, p.26. 
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sacred duty.It was going to prove a turning point in the 
intellectual history of mankind. 
when the prophet migrated to Madinah and addressed 
himself to the task of organising the new community in acoor-
dance with the teachings of the new religion this aspect was 
not iynored.lt was not a mere chance that at a very early stage 
at Madinah Quran commanded the believers to commit to writing 
every transection concerning credit: 
•• 0 ye who believe when ye contract a 
debt for fixed term, record it in writing... 
... and call to witness... and not be averse 
to writing down this (contract) whether it be 
small or great,with (record of) the term 
thereof; this is more equitable in the sight 
of God and more sure for testimony, and the 
best way of avoiding doubt between you....* 
understandably such revelations were instrumental in 
creating the necessary conditions for the growth of mass -
literacy among the Muslims^. Besides these open exhortations 
for the acquisition of knowledge and use of written documents 
in day to day transactions,there are great many verses in the 
Quran^which invite human beings to use their sense and exercise 
their reasoning fa culties and thereby reach the ultimate truth. 
3. Baqara; 28 2. 
4. Hameedullah: sahifah Hamrrarr. ibn Kunabbih, Eng.tr.by Muhammad 
Rahimuddine, publication of centre Cultural Islamique, Paris, 
19 61, p. 7. 
5. For example the following verses may be cited: 
"Lo the worst of the beasts in Allah' s sight are the 
deef and dumb who have no sense", Anfal:22. 
•LO in the creation of the heavens and the earth and(in) 
the difference of night and day are tokens(of His soverei-
gnity) for men of understanding ". Al-i-Imran: 190. 
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Moreover,Quran constantly encourages observation of the 
natural phenomena; at various places it stresses the necessity 
of the study of nature^, the moon"^ , the tide^, the approaching 
night^/ the glittering starslO, the dawning day^^, plants and 
animal life^ "^ - all these have been presented in testimony of 
the law of nature and the power of the creator,This is calculated 
to create a balanced and logical attitude which is so essential 
for the healthy growth of intellectual activity, 
Quran says that there is no limit to knowledge that 
the whole universe is made for and is subservient to man and 
that it is through acquisition of knowledge and use of reason 
that it can be conquered and made to serve the interests of 
mankind,The attitude of Quran to knowledge and its acquisition 
is very positive and emphatic,Time and again it declares that 
acquisition of knowledge from any source and at any cost is the 
ordained duty of the believer.Here are some of the verses on the 
subject,selected as instances out of a large many scattered 
6, Baqara; 22. 
7, Shamsh: 2 
8, Luoman: 31-32, 
9, Lail; 1 
10, Tariq; 3, An' am; 98, 
ll.Fajr: 1 
12.Nabaa: 15, An' am: lOO 
13,An'am; 38. 
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throughout Quran: 
( 1) " Allah will exalt those who believe 
anong you, and those who have knowledge, 
to high ranks* . 1^ 
(2) " Are those who know equal with those 
who know not.But only men of understanding 
will pay heed."15 
(3) • Ask the followers of the Remembrance if 
ye knew not" , 16 
(4) • And the believers should not all go 
out to fight.Of every troop of them, a 
party only should go forth, that they( who 
are left behind) may gain sound knowledge 
in religion, and that they may warn their 
folk when they return to them so that they 
may beware" . 1' 
(5) " My God; increase me in knowledge". 18 
Quran assigns 3rd place- only next to God and His 
angels- to those who possess knowledge, and rightly so.For, 
unless one has a sound knowledge he cannot understand and 
appreciate the wisdom (Hikmat) of Quran, nor he can be able to 
follow the tenets of the -religion in its true spirit without 
knowledge one can neither know the commands of God nor be able 
to call others to the Eternal Truth.it is because of this 
parmount iirportance of knowledge in Islam that acquisition of 
knowledge and its dissemination has been made a sacred duty of 
1 4 . M u j a d i l a t n 
1 5 . Zuroar: 9 
16 . N a h l ; 4 3 . 
17 . Tauba; 122 
1 8 . Ta-Ha: 114 . 
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Muslim Community. 
Hadith-literature also confirms the same attitude 
towards knowledgel^.As in Quran,learning has been praised 
lavishly in Hadith also.Learned people are declared and 
hailed as the best in the human lot and are designated as 
the successors and inheritors of the prophets'''^ . After 
quoting a number of Ahadith related to education, Gulick, 
in his study of the education system of the prophet's times, 
makes the following observation: 
" Of great importance was this injunction of Muhammad: 
Let the poor and rich be equal before you in the acquisition 
of knowledge- It was this statement that led to the establish-
2 1 
ment of many scholarship at Cairo, Damscus and elsewhere," •'•^  
in a study of the history of Muslim education in 
later times shalaby has also referred to the above-mentioned 
Hadith and comes to the conclusion that in the field of educa-
tion egalitarianism was fully recognised by the Muslims and 
poverty was never a hindrance in the way of acquisition of 
19. Tibawi, A.L., Muslim Education in the Golden Age of 
Caliphate; Islamic Culture, July 19 54,p. 419. 
20. Mishkat al-Mesabih,op.cit.,p.63. 
21. Robert L.Gulick; Muhammad the Educator, Institute of 
Islamic Culture Lahore, 19 61, p. 49 . 
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knowledge.He further asserts that before the establishment of 
schools, every Muslim had free admission to the lectures in the 
mosques, the centres of education in those days^^. Leon presents 
a very comprehensive collection of Hadith in his article and 
evaluates the prophet' s contributions to knowledge in various 
fields.He acknowledges the prophet as the very distinguished 
• world-teacher'of the modern thought23. waheed feels that it 
was this approach of the Prophet towards education that inspired 
the Muslim scholars to conduct extremly valuable researches in 
various departments of science and enrich the human civilization 
with their intellectual achievements.At a time when novelty in 
thought was discouraged and frowned upon in the christian world, 
Muslim scholars were engaging in most daring speculations and 
breaking fresh grounds in Philosophical thoughts^^. 
Islam presented a system of life built around a body 
of beliefs and a well defined approach to Man and society.The 
Islamic social order, built as it was on certain sound principles 
and practices unknown earlier to mankind,stood up as a unique 
22. Ahmad Shalaby: History of Muslim Education, oar Al-Kashaf 
Beirut, 19 54, p. 16^. 
23. Philosophy and Medicine under the Khal i fs ; Is lamic Culture, 
1927, p . 560. 
24. waheed A.: The Evolutibn of Muslim Education, islamic 
college peshawar, Feraz and Sons, Lahore, 
19 45, p. 20. 
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innovation and experiment in human history. 
For proper running of the system,it was necessary that 
different components of the society were fully aware of their 
duties and obligations.The onerous responsibility of making 
the Muslims aware of their duties and educating them about 
their obligations was shouldered by the prophet himself.At 
the same time it was also the enjoined duty of every member 
of the community to teach the fellow Muslims anything that 
he happened to learn from the prophet or from any other Muslim, 
in this way knowledge was arranged to percolate down.Hadith 
literature is full of such exhortations where Prophet has made 
it a bounden duty of the Muslims to teach their fellow brothers^S 
whatever they came" to learn from him in the form of revealed 
verses and codes of good conduct.26 Thus verse after verse they 
-earnt by heart and preserved for posterity.This was how the 
Sunnah was preserved and transmitted to the succeeding genera-
tions in pure form and minutest details.Thus every individual 
irerober of the islamic society was an active participant in the 
process of expansion of knowledge either as a teacher or a 
student. 
25. Mishkat al-Masabih, op.cit.,p.63, 
2 6. Ibid.,p. 50. 
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Quest for knowledge has always been an ideal in the 
history of Islam,Muslims of early Islamic period undertook 
long and arduous journeys in search of knowledge.The prophet 
is reported to have said that those travelling in search of 
knowledge are in the path of God till they return to their 
home.27 g^t this knowledge is not acquired through myste-
rious means.To acquire this knowledge,the student has to go 
through the process of conprehension,retention and remembrance 
of the facts; there is no other way to get hold of it. 
The high rank which Islam accords to the learned is 
evident from a hadith which is to the effect that God is most 
generous; it is his generosity that we get real knowledge 
from the prophet who is most generous after Him because he 
transmits the entire diviine teachings revealed to him, and 
after the prophet man is most generous who acquires knowledge 
and spreads it^^. Every sincere effort for acquisition of 
knowledge is;: therefore, highly appreciated in islam.A man 
who seeks after knowledge is sure to be rewarded whether or 
not he succeeds in his efforts; in the event of success,of 
course, the reward will be greater. 
27. Ibid.,p.54. 
28. Ibid.,p.60. 
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This approach towards knowledye encouraged mernbers of 
the Islamic community to acquire and cultivate knowledge, 
search after true knowledge thus became a noble goal of life, 
a perennial source unlimited bliss to the believers in Islam.29 
The prophet is reported to have observed that a believer would 
never be satisfied with good teaching till '.he reaches the 
paradise^O m Isl^m thus knowledge is not regarded as an end 
in itself but rather as means for something higher and more 
sublime,At another place the prophet declares that the 
learned man is also greedy like a worldly man, only their 
greeds are of two different types- differing vastly in their 
orientations and results-^  1. The learned man is greedy of 
knowledge while the worldly man is greedy of wealth;these 
two are also not alike in their behaviour, the learned man 
calls others to follow right guidance whereas the worldly 
man summons the people to follow error^^, por a person given 
to pursuit of knowledge for eternal solace and bliss,the prophet 
has the highest praise.For,when the people need him he benefits 
them and when they ignore him, he enriches himself^^. 
Through the foregoing , the islamic approach to learning 
and learned becomes crystal clear.How much more value the 
29. Ibid.,p. 59 
30. Ibid.,p.55 
31. Ibid.,p.60 
32. Ibid.,p.42 
J3. Ibid.,p.58. 
prophet attached to learning than to worshipping becomes 
evident from the fact that he ranked the learned much higher 
than the devout.It is reported that once the prophet entered 
his mosque and found there two groups of Muslims, one engaged 
in praying and the other busy with acquiring knowledge,.He 
declared that the latter group was superior to the former one. 
Not only this, he even joined the group of the learned men saying 
that "I was sent only as a teacher*.34 on another occasion he 
is reported to have observed: "The superiority of the learned 
man over the devout man is like mine over the most contemptible 
among you.God,His angels,the inhabitants of the heaven and the 
earth, even the ants in their hole and the fish invoke blessing 
on him who teaches men what is good.^5 
Islam encourages the believers to spread the gospel 
of knowledtje but at the same time it firmly believes in the 
imperative necessity of utility, honesty and purity in the 
cultivation and advancement of knowledge; it does not subs-
scribe to the concept of knowledge for the sake of knovdedge.^^ 
Knowledge which brings no good to its possessor or to pe rsons 
around him is like a treasure from which nothing is spent. 
Obviously, such a treasure is of no use to anyone.A learned 
person who knowingly conceals something about the religion 
34. Ibid.,p.59. 
35. Ibid.,p.54 
36. Ibid,,p.61 
37. Ibid.,p.63. 
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has been warned of dire consequences. 38 
Knowledge in islam is viewed so sacred that its 
acquisition and use for merely worldly gains is regarded 
highly objectionable.According to a Hadith reciters of 
Quran who visit princes for gaining worldly advantages 
are most contemptible in the eyes of God.39 The real use 
of knowledge lies in seeking the pleasure of God and in 
teaching and guiding the ignorant.Acquisition of knowledge 
for ostentation,disputation and attracting people is frowned 
upon in islam.^ 
To Islam the source and the end of all knowledge is 
Allah who is all-knowint^ (al-Aleem).This knowledge has been 
transmitted to the mankind through His different successive 
prophets,as the true teachers and educators,and has finally 
reached cullmination in the teachings of the prophet of Islam. 
The teachinys of the prophets of God are eternal and a source 
of perennial bliss and can never be substituted or altered.^ 
Islam is,thus,credited with bringing to the world a 
concept of knowledge and a system of education and character 
38. "Abu Huraira reported God's messenger as saying,he who 
asked about something he knows and conceals it 
will have a bridle of fire Jjut on him on the day of 
resurrection—Ahmad, Abu Dawud and Trimidhi trans-
mitted it and Ibn M^ja transmitted it from Anas. 
Ibid.p.55. 
39. Ibid., p. 60 and 62. 
40. Ibid.,p.55. 
41. Ibid.,p.56. 
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building the l i k e of which the world had not seen before 
and has not surpassed s ince .cont ra ry to the i l l - informed 
general bel ief , islam lays more emphasis on knowledge than 
on worship and regards the learned super ior t o the devout. 
I t enjoins every Muslim to seek and impart knowledge,not 
for i t s own sake but for a b e t t e r l i v ing in t h i s world and 
a more blessful and e t e rna l l i f e in the world hereaf te r . 
N A T U R E O F E D U C A N D . 
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NATURE OF EDUCAND. 
To ascertain the nature of educand in the Islamic 
epistimology the researcher here proposes to go through the 
sources to study the following points:-
A. The study of the Natural phenomena. 
B, Revelation a reliable source of knowledge. 
C» Educand's behaviour- An Islamic Approach. 
D. Talab al-Ilm (Search for knowledge in Islam). 
E. Etiquettes for educand. 
A, study of Natural phenomena:- The Quran motivates its 
reader to acquire knowledge from the signs scattered throughout 
the universe.From the Quranic point of view the entire universe 
appears like a Book wherein we find knowledge in the form of the 
signs of God.These signs are helpful in the pursuit of knowledge 
to those, who according to the Quran,pay heed to them. The seeker 
after truth observes a tree, a mountain, water and air but apart from 
their physical and materials aspects he takes them as the signs of 
God and discovers reality in them and, thus,comes to the fact that 
there is one God and non-else has the attributes of God-head.The 
Quran argues that if there were Gods more than one,the universe 
2 
could hardly work smoothly , 
1. Yusuf: 10 
2. Anbiyaa: 22 
l ie 
It mentions the phenomena of day dawning out of the cujctaln 
of night, the creation of living creatures out of the lifeless 
matter as the signs of God .From this point of view, the obser-
vation of the great system of universe indicates that it is 
being ruled over by the All powerful and All-wise sovereign. 
These signs have been made clear, as the Quran mentions, so that 
4 
the people may turn to the right path. 
In the chapter Al-i-Imran , the Quran discusses the 
attitude of a learner.while he observes the phenomena of Nature, 
he comes to the conclusion, • God has not created this universe 
in vain,for He is free from doing an aimless job^. This thinking 
leads him to the life after death,when he will be accountable 
7 
before God for his deeds . we are also informed through the 
Quran that when the prophet Abraham, as a seeker after truth nvade 
an intelligent observation of the phenomena of nature he was led 
to the reality.The Quran records this story.He first observed a 
bright star and said," This is my Lord" but when it set, he cried 
out, I can not love that which is not eternal. The same incident 
happened with the moon and the sun and at last he declared that 
•I have turned my face towards that being who created the heavens 
and the earth.® 
3 . Anam: 9 5-99 
4. Aaraf: 17 4, Al-i-Imran; l90,Baqarat 165, Aaraf; 185. Zariyat; 20-21. 
5« see verses 190-9 4. 
6. Ib id . 
7 . Ib id . 
8 . Anaiitt 7 5 - 7 9 . 
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The prophet Abraham was born in such a family where i d o l s were 
worshipped but when he observed the phenomena of Nature and 
re f l ec t ed upon them he came to the conclus ion that God i s one 
and He bears no partner.^ Later on h i s thinking which was 
based on a carefu l and unprejudiced observat ion was confirmed 
by the God through His Revelation . 
B. R e v e l a t i o n t -
Man acquires knowledge through sensation,perception 
and reasoning but he understands the limitationsoof his observatior 
and reasoning.So what he gets as a result of his enquiry is not 
the final result.This is why man is always ready to modify and 
alter the discoveries of his enquiry.contrary to this the Quran 
says that Revelation is the source of guidance for human being. 
The knowledge acquired through Revelation is considered unalterable 
complete and final.This knowledge according to the Muslim belief 
is preserved in the Quran and the traditions of the prophet.But 
at the same time Islam does not negate the importance of enquiry 
which interacts with the physical world and enables man to observe 
and contemplate upon the phenomena before his eyes.Islam grants mai 
freedom to do what he pleases but within the fold of the Islamic 
law.The Quran is very emphatic in its description that those who 
follow other than the revealed instructions indulge in surmises 
and guess-work^^, and their intellectual activities are based 
on speculation and not on reality while the prophets claim that 
9 . I b i d . , 7 4 . 
10. I b i d . , 84 
l l .Yunus:3 6 and 66. 
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they have rea l knowledge ral-Ilm^ which i s not based on medi-
t a t i on , contenplat ion, surmises and guess-work.This revealed 
knowledge,as the Quran claims, i s a l so supported by na tura l 
phenomena or ayat- i -Al lah( The signs of Allah)J2 ^ime and again 
the Quran urges i t s readers to observe them and to contemplate 
13 
over them*^ . 
The pursuer of the Quran finds two kinds of verses 
therein, one is called muhkamat and the other mutashabihat. 
Kuhkamat are those verses of the Quran which are precise in 
meaning and are free from ambiguity.Their meanings are definite 
and they can hardly be misinterpreted.They constitute the funda-
mental principles of Islam.The Quran expects from its learner to 
turn to these verses for taking guidance,as these alone are 
sufficient for guidance.on the other hand mutashabihat are those 
verses of the Quran which deal with objects out of the purview of 
human senses.They are thus considered ambiguous.Supernatural 
reality described in these ambiguous verses are far removed from 
our perception and hence it is difficult to conceive them with 
precision.Human languages lack appropriate words for their accu-
rate expression.So they are ambiguous and have the possibility of 
being given n^ ore than one meaning.The Quran in this situation pre-
sents safe side and suggests its readers not to try to determine 
the precise meaning of the ambiguous verses; for, the guidance needed 
by man is contained in the precise verses(Ayat-i-Muhkamat) in quite 
4 sufficient measure.The attempt to determine the meaning of ambi-
12.gaqara; 165, Al-i-imran, 19Q, cf.Mawdudi: Tafhimul Quranrvol'llTprffe 
l-s^ Ibid, """ — 
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-guous verses might lead the learner away from the Truth^^ in the 
region of conjecture, 
C. Educand' s behaviour- An islamic Approach; 
After making a deep study of the natural phenomena occur-
ing in the universe and also in human existence^^ the seeker after-
truth turns towards the Revelation(wahy). He gets it through the 
means of the prophets who claim to be guided by God Himself.Reve-
lation as the Quran mentions, support the s^me reality as is infered 
from the study of nature,so the seeker after the truth turns towards 
the revealed Book which itself claims to have clear instructions.^^ 
Before the study of the Quran he recites ' Bismillah Ar-Rahman Ar-
Rahim 1 This shows that he consciously accepts that God is Benefi-
cient and Merciful to His creatures. He fulfils his craving.He has 
also guided mankind the Truth and has not left them in the darkness 
of ignorance.The natural result of such a thinking is to focus the 
attention of and to direct his mind to the way pointed by Islam. 
Al-Fatiah,the great and the preliminary diapter rather 
the preface of the Quran^^is actually a prayer on the part of seeker 
after-truth.This prayer becomes very significant on account of the 
fact that it has been taught by God Himself,It has been kept in the 
very beginning of the Quran so that those who want to take guidance 
14. Al-i-lmrani7 
15. The Quran"says t h a t there are signs of God in the universe( Afag) 
as well as in the human existence( Anfas) Ham Min sajda:53 ' 
16. The Quran has been ca l led Kitab-i-Mubeem( the book contains c lea r 
ins t ruc taons) zukhruft 2 "— 
17. m the name of Allah the compassionate , the Merciful. 
18. The chapter Al-Fat iah of the Quran i s considered the preface of 
the Quran in the sense that pat iah means t o begin a subject or a 
book or a thing cf.Mawdudi, Tafhimul Quran ,vo l , I ,p .42 . 
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from the Quran should first go through it and after the kind of 
prayer taught in it.in his prayer, the learner asks for guidance 
to the straight path.( Sirat-i-Mustageem), the path of those who 
were blessed and favoured by God and not of those who went astray 
and became the victims of His wrath. ^^ According to the Quran, 
the only thing for which man should have a strong desire and deep 
concern is the guidance on which the correct system of thought 
and practice is based.The learner prays for such a guidance and 
recognises that God is the source of all knowledge,scholars are 
of the opinion that the relation of this chapter' to the corpus 
of the Quran is that of a prayer and the answer to that prayer. 
While this chapter is a prayer on the part of man, the complete 
Quran from God almighty is the answer to this request.The man 
wants and prays for guidance and God grants it in the form of 
the Quran that guides him in every walk of life and removes 
him from darkness and uncertainty that overtakes one due to lack 
of real knowledge,consequently the learner choses among many paths 
and ways of life the one which the Quran terms as Al-Islam( the 
way of obedience to God), 
The manner which must be adcpted by a learner for seeking 
knowledge has also been discussed in this chapter.First of all he 
should confess and admit from the core of his heart the lofty posi-
tion of the Being whom he requests for guidance.He begins from His 
praise and then puts his request before Him. It appears from the 
Quran that learner should not ask for knowledge abruptly but should 
start his request with a suitable introduction based on God' s praise 
2Q. Mawdudi, op.cit.,p.42. 
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This is why some of the chief attributes of God have been 
mentioned at the very beginning of this chapter. 
This practice of praising God during the acquisition of 
ioiowledge was a common practice among the students and scholars of 
Islcm.The most famous theologian and jurist. Imam Abu Hanifa,whose 
fiqh(Jurisprudence) is still followed by the predominant majority 
of the Muslims, is reported as saying: • ver>' I acquired knowledge 
;3y praising God and by thanking Him.As I understood an item of 
learning and had grips of a point of law or a piece of wisdom, I 
2 1 
Said,praise be to God.Thus my knowledge was augmented . in res-
ponse to the praise of God and to the request for seeking guidance 
from Him, God grants the learner a type of wisdom which the Quran 
calls as Hikroat^ ? This makes the learner able to distinguish 
truth from falsehood.lt is considered as the great bounty of God. 
Muawiya ibn J\bi Sufyan, while delivering a lecture at Madinah, is 
reported to pronounce that he heard on this very pulpit of this 
"Osque,the discourse of the prophet in which he disclosed that 
when Allah wants to raise the status of a person He bestows of 
nim an understanding of the religion,This is called Tafaqqah-fi-
23 
a l - d e e n .The type of wisdom d i s c u s s e d above i s s p e c i f i c wi th 
the I s l a m i c knowledge o n l y . I b n wahb quo te s Imam M a l i k ' s op in ion 
aoout Hikmat t h a t some peop le a r e not very wise i n t h e i r wor ldly 
2 1 . Az-za ru f i : Talim al-Muta ' a l l l m - T a r l q a t - T a ' a l lum, Engl i sh t r . 
by G.E.Von Grunebium and Tehodora M.Abel,King Crown P r e s s , 
Nevjy ork, 19 47, p . 5 1 . 
22. Baqara : 269 
23 . Ibn Abd a t - B a r : j a m a i l B i a n i l i lm Urdu t r .Abdur Razzaq 
Malihabadi Nadvatui Musanefeen,Delhi , 19 53, p . 59 . 
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affairs but they have a fuller comprehension of religion.They, 
undoubtedly, have the wisdom of the Quran^^.This principle, although 
accepted by the Muslims and confirmed by the Quran that,the 
bestowal of every blessing and favour is totally at the mercy of 
God.Guidance and faith are also the favours of God and He bestows 
these to whom He wills.But this principle is not applied indis-
creetly. The Quran confirms that God bestows these blessings to 
those only from among His servants who use their common sense in 
25 
search of knowledge . zarnuji quotes a Kadith of the prophet 
supporting the same view.It is related that when a man applies 
his intellect, the limitations of his mind becomes evident to him 
and,at the same tinie, the power of God also becomes apparent.So 
when he recognizes His power he does not think his own intellect 
enough to lead him to the truth.Hence he asks for knowledge from 
Him^ , the fountain of all knowledge and truth. 
D. Talab-al-llm ( Search for knowledge in Islam): 
The Hadith of the prophet talab-al-llm-i-farizatun^*^ is 
widely quoted to prove that acquiring knowledge is obligatory for 
every Muslim.in this connection the difference between secular and 
Islamic knowledge is hardly considered.whenever the scholars make 
any study of the educational problem of the Muslims,particularly of 
their backwardness in modern secular education they refer to this 
comrionly quoted Hadith.undoubtedly, Islam motivates Muslims to 
24. Vide.Ibid., p. 58-59. 
25. Yunust 100. 
26. Vide Az-Zarnuji,op.cit.,p.52. 
27. Acquiring Knowledge is obligatory. 
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acquire every sort of knowledge but does not make it obligatory 
on them.what has been made obligatory in this Hadith is best 
mentioned by the earlier scholars of Islamic knowledge.some 
scholars, challenge the authenticity of this widely circulated 
saying of the prophet,but even they have not the courage to 
28 ignore its importance . in this regard all the earlier scholars 
of Islam are at one that the word' Ilm' used in this Hadith refers 
only to Islamic knowledge.The renowned scholar,the founder of the 
Maliki jurisprudence,Imam Malik, was asked whether Islamic knowledge 
was obligotory for every Muslim and he is reported to have said that 
it was not so,but everyone should acquire that amount of Islamic 
ioiowledge which is necessary for his religion," Abdullah bin 
Mubarak takes this Hadith quite in a different way.According to 
him whenever any type of doubt concerning Islam arises in the 
mind of the believer he must try to remove it by putting questions 
oefore the learned It appears from this interpretation that 
questioning for removing doubt concerning the tenets of faith is 
ooligatory on every Muslim, They have not been over burdened to 
acquire the whole of Islamic knowledge.Naturally,it is neither 
possible nor necessary for a comnon man to go through the vast 
literature of the various disciplines of Islamic knowledge,Though 
the prophet has not made obligatory on every Muslim to acquire the 
knowledge of the details of Islam but the manner in which he enpha-
sizes the need for knowledge is very forceful and siccificant from 
28. Ishaque bin Rahuya, vide Ibn Abd al-Bar, op.cit.,p,39, 
29. Vide,Ibid.,p.39. 
30. Vide .Ibid,,p,39. 
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the point of view of education. He is reported to pronounce 
that a believer would never be satisfied with the knolwledge 
he possesses till he attains paradise^^ .At another place he 
is reported to .declare that the word of wisdom is the missing 
property of the believer so he takes it in his possession whene-
ver he finds it anywhere 
It appears from the study of the Quran that perse-
verance, earnestness and assiduousness are the inevitable aids 
for the path of talab-al-Ilm .The Quran declares that only those 
persons would be benefited with knowledge who strive for it and 
33 
show steadfastness . It is stated that knowledge can not be 
attained unless its seeker suffers from poverty and starvation,^ 
and faces cheerfully all the vicissitudes and bereavements in 
love of knowledv^ e^.The toil and hardship occuring in the way of 
seeking knowledge gives the educand a delight which can not be 
equated to the other delights of the world.The following poem of 
Imam Nazm ad-Din umar b.Muhammad an Nasafi shows how the seeker 
after knowledge over-looks the situation that concerns common 
man:"Farewell greeting to her who enslaved me through her elegance, 
the splendor of her cheeks,and the furtive glances of her eyes. 
31. Mishkat al-Masabih, Eng.tr.by james Robsen, p,55. 
32. Ibid.,p.54. 
33. Ankabut: 69. 
34. imam >ialik Vide ibn Abd a l - B a r . o p . c i t . p . 7 7 . 
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A charming young maiden captivated me and filled me with love, 
imagination is baffled in describing her( charms).But I said to 
her*Leave me alone and excuse me,for indeed I have become eman-
ored of the beauties in the field of knowledge and their unvei-
ling for me seeking learning and reverence for God suffice 
35 to keep me from singing of maidens and of their perfumes".-^ 
journey for the sake of study is also considered a 
part of Talab al-ilm .In the early days of Islam such journeys 
were very comrron amongst the Muslims,People used to make long and 
arduous journeys for acquiring knowledge of Hadith.This is known 
in the History of Islam as Ar-Rahila fi talab-al-ilmj^ A number 
of the expeditions of such nature are recorded in the sources,It 
is related that a man came from Madinah to Damascus only for 
verifying a Hadith from Abu oarda.Abu Darda did not transmit 
the knowledge except after being confirmed that the expedition 
37 
was simply for academic purpose and not just for a worldly end. 
In this regard the story of jabir bin Abdullah is more interesting. 
when he heard that a companioncof the prophet used to relate a 
Hadith which he had heard directly from the prophet,He made a 
month-long journey to find out the companion of the prophet whose 
destination had not been known to him."^ ® The well-known companion 
of the prophet Abu Ayub Ansari made a tiresome journey from 
Madinah to Egypt for listening only one Hadith of the prophet,The 
35. Vide.Az-zarnuji, o p . c i t . , p . 68. 
36. Journey for the sake of knowledge. 
37. Ibn Abd a l -Bar , o p . c i t . , p . 7 3 . 
38. I b i d . p . 7 3 . 
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most significant aspect of this journey was that after listening 
the Hadith be did not stay even for a moment but set out for 
Madinah atonce. It is also reported that the learners of 
Hadith did not care for the difficulties of the journeys.Some 
rime,they travelled on foot and also carried the heavy load 
of the written documents upon their own shoulders,for they 
wanted to revise and verify these written materials from the 
40 learned scholars. 
These journeys for seeking the knowledge of the 
prophet's traditions became so significant that the majority 
of Muslims began to think that talab-al~ilm is specific vi th 
41 
zhe knowledge of Hadith. -^  This view appears in sharp contrast 
to the one infered from the sources.The Quran records of the 
42 long and tiresome journey of the Prophet Moses , which he made 
for acquiring knowledges'*^ .This story of the prophet Moses shows 
that the journey undertaken for the sake of study is a toilsome 
dnd serious affair.So when the prophet Moses met with his edu-
44 
cator, he was first asked to show perserverance. The prophet 
also made open exhortations praising the journeys made in the 
quest of such knowledge which necessarily assigns priority to 
39. Ibid.,p.74. 
40. Vide.Ahmad Shalaby, History of Muslim Education,p.is3. 
41. Encyclopeadia of Islam, vol.ill,p.1133. 
42. Kahaf; 61,62 
43. Ibid: 66. 
44. Ibid: 67. 
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the knowledge of the Holy Qurah. It is related that if one 
travels for the sake of knowledge,God clears the way of paradise 
to him.*^ And it is also quoted that when one leaves his home 
and goes out in search of knowledge,his journey is considered a 
journey in the path of God until he comes back to his home .All 
this shows that the word ilm used in the term talab-al-ilm is 
not confined to the knowledge of H^dith only but the knowledge 
of Quran also. 
E. Etiquettes for Educand: 
The qualities and attributes a learner is expected to 
inculcate into his personality are briefly discussed as follows:-
1. in order to maintain the external neatness and the 
internal purity, the prophet said that neatness and purity are the 
foundations of Islam, ' According to this instruction the dress 
of the learner, the place where he studies the educative material 
he uses,are not only required to be clean but his heart too should 
be clean from the evil desires which may disturb him and create 
negative emotions like anger lasciviousness, malice and haughtiness. 
The prominent companion of the prophet,Abdullah Ibn Masood, who 
was praised by the prophet himself for having insight into the 
Quran,used to say that due to transgression man loses the knowledge 
that he had acquired earlier.^ 
45. Mishkat al-Masabih , o p . c i t , , p . 5 9 . 
46. I b i d . , p . 5 5 . 
47. Al-Ghazale; Ahyaul uloom, urdu t r a n s l a t i o n by Nadeemul wajidi, 
Darul Kitab oeooand,vol . I , Instalement, v o l . I , p . 1 2 3 . 
48. Ibn Abd al-Bar, o p . c i t . p , 129 . 
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The mystic theologians take internal purity in quite a 
different meaning.Mansural-Hallas^ when requested to advise 
said:tMy advice) has to do with your own soul.If you do not keep 
it occupied it will keep you occupied" ^ °. The way these mystics 
stress on the purity of soul is not in accordance with the teach-
ings of Islam.Islam not only permits but also exhorts to fulfil 
mundane desires within the bonds of the shariah. 
2. It is expected that the learner should minimise, as 
much as possible,his other preoccupations other than those concer-
ned with leaiming.Al-Ghazali says: knovi edge will not surrender 
itself to the learner unless he wholly entrusts himself to know-
ledge. ^ 2 ThuS/for him who is engaged in the pursuit of knowledge 
it is necessary to seek it at all times to do so from the cradle 
to the grave.The intermission and break in learning is a loss to 
the learner.Az-Zarnuji quotes the statement of his teacher as 
follows:* verily. I became superior to my companions, since neither 
relaxation nor perturbance interfered with my devotion for 
knowledge".^"^ 
49. Mystic theologian executed in 9 22, vide Az-zarnuji,op.cit.p.55 
50. I b i d . , p . 5 5 . 
51. c f . lb id . ,p .55#Az-zarnu j i ,quo tes t h i s Hadith"Yerily there are 
s ins «hose only excuse i s (man's unavoidable)concern with h is 
ea r th ly ) l i f e * . 
52. Ahyaul uloom, o p . c i t . , p . 125. 
53. Az-zarnuji, o p . c i t . , p . 5 4 . 
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3.The learner should pay high regard to his teacher. 
Al-Ghazali says learner is patient and the educator is his 
physician.^'* The teacher knows the mental level of his students. 
He decides accordingly as to what should be taught and what should 
not be taught. Posing unnecessary questions and speaking without 
permission create difficulties in the pursuit of knowledge, 
sometimes the learner even fails in his mission of acquiring 
knowledge as is evident from the story of prophet Moses.During 
his educational tour when he has unable to endure and forebear 
55 he was separated from his educator. Thus the learner should 
not rrake haste but should proceed slowly and patiently,Moreover, 
he must inclucate in him the attributes of solemnity,mildness 
and fear of God. 
4, Silence has been lavishly praised in Hadith, 
It is related that one who keeps silence gets salvation. 
Believers have been asked either to utter good words or to 
57 
keep silent. It is related that imam Husain advised his 
son,"0 my son,never interrupt the discourse of the learned, 
CO 
learn the manner of silence". No doubt silence and concen-
tration are necessary conditions for the acquisition of knowledge 
from the learned.The freedom of expression of views should not 
however be curtailed.The questions arising in the mind of a 
54. Ahyaul uloom,p.i26. 
55. Kahat; 78 
56. imam al-Malik videi Ibn Abd al-Bar, op.cit. ,p. lOO. 
57. Ibn.Abd at -Bar,op.cit.,p. 102. 
58. Vide,Ibid,,p,95. 
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learner, if not properly answered can not satisfy his passion 
for knowledge. Thus, it is necessary to question the know-
ledgeable and seek information from them.it is also related 
that the learner shoald join the company of scholars other 
than his teacher so that he may be aware of his teacher* s 
60 deficiencies . on the other hand teachers are expected not 
to encroach into fields not known to them.Abu Darda says that 
in such situations saying la-adri( I donot know) is equivalent 
to half of knowledge. ^ ^ 
5. It is said that the learned are the physicians of 
the society and that wealth is the ailement of the society.If 
physician himself becomes sick who will cure the ailing.°2 It 
point out to the learner not to hanker after wealth because 
wealth and its avariciousness create obstacles in the way of 
knowledge,But we have also the information that some of the 
learned of the early period of Islam were counted as rich of 
the society.lt is related that Abdullah bin Masood left seventy 
thousand dirham, at the time of his death. we have also the 
illustrious example of Mohammad Hasan, whose property was managed 
by 300 employs but he spent all his wealth in the way of knowledge 
» 
59. Anbiyaa; 7 
60. Abu Ayub v ide ibn Abd a l - 3 a r , p . 7 9 . 
6 1 . Vide A b i d . , p . i 6 2 . 
62. Sufyan Sur i v i d e Ibn.Abd a l - B a r o p . c i t . , p . 1 3 6 . 
63 . Ibn,Abd a l - B a r o p . c i t . , p . 1 3 8 . 
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and learning.once,when he was seen in a ragged garment,Abu 
Yusuf presented him some costly dress but he refused to accept 
it and said:" To you (good) things are given in advance but for 
us(good) thihgs are put off( for the future life)-^^. As a matter 
oi fact wealth is a means of acquiring knowledge.For a true 
learner it never becomes an end in itself .wealth is undesirable 
if it covets the learner otherwise learners and teachers have 
been enjoined to earn money for their needs.It is reported that 
Umar used to urge the Qurra to earn their livelihood and not 
to depend on charity of others . Although Islam does not favour 
the tagging of education to means of livelihood it appears to 
favour tagging of professions with specialised education,in 
Islam knowledge extends from the cradle to the grave.The learners 
are therefore expected to make their job and professions condu-
cive t^ the pursuit of knowledge,Abu Hanifa is reported to be 
Cloth merchant when he was studying law.He also used to hold 
intellectual discussion v;ith his customers. Abu Hafs al-Kabir 
never lost the .opportunity to remember his lessons during the 
6R 
period of his service .Thus it is concluded that the learner 
should not hanker after wealth but should be devoted to knowledge. 
He must utilise all the available resources and opportunities for 
the sake of acquiring more and more knowledge, 
64.Az-zarnuji, o p , c i t . , p . 52. 
65.The r e c i t e r of the Quran. 
66. Ibn Abd al -Bar , o p . c i t . p . 139 . 
67.A student of Muhammad b.al-Hassan as-saibani, fl.BO"i vide 
A2-zarnuj i , op. c i t . , p . 50. 
68.Vide-ibidi ,p.50v 
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6. It appears from the study of the Quran that the 
axiom of knowledge for the sake of knowledge and acquisition 
of knowledge for personal ends is not desirable in islam.The 
Quran exhorts to acquire knowledge and to practise it.It is 
said that there were scholars who were depressed of the atti-
tude of common folk towards knowledge and they urged their 
69 
students to acquire knowledge for personal benefit. But this 
view does not appear to be correct in the light of the clear 
exhortations of the Quran and the H^dith.The Quran says that 
the persons who conceal Divine knowledge are guilty of gross 
crime'". Such verses forced Abu Huraira and other promie:! ent 
companions of the prophet to transmit the knowledge that they 
they had acquired through the Book of God or through the prophet. 
Thus the educand in islamic epestimology is expected to transmit 
his acquired knowledge to those who are ignorant of it. 
The study of the natural phenomena leads the believer 
to the same conclusion.Revelation is considered to be the most 
reliable source of knowledge.The other sources of knowledge 
such as sensation, perception and reason, though all of limited 
value, have not been ignored by Islam.The Quran is the source of 
that revealed knowledge and contains two types of verse,the 
69. Ta'oos* ,vide Ibn Abd al-Bar, op.cit. ,p. loo. 
70 . Baqara; 159 and 174. 
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the muhkamat and the matashabihat. The learner is urged to 
follow the Ayat-i-Muhkamat. He is expected to pursue his 
study with purity of intention.In the start he should recite 
Bismillah and pray for knowledge and guidance.Praising God 
and thanking Hitn in the course of the acquisition of knowledge 
is considered an important item of the learning process.The 
learners will is strengthened and his attention focused on 
knowledge as acquisition of knowledge is considered obligatory 
(talab al-ilm farizatun) .The learner removes every type of 
doubt by putting to his teacher.in the pursuit of knowledge 
he is inspired by the idea that the every word of wisdom is 
the missing property of the believer.He shows, in the path of 
talab al-ilm,perseverance, assiduity and earnestness.Poverty 
or prosperity do not hinder his task.Journey for the sake of 
knowledge (Ar-rahila fi talab-al-ilm) is encouraged.lt was 
the common practice of the learners in the easily Islamic 
period.The learners are expected to maintain external neatness 
as well as internal purity.The dress,the place of study,the 
educative materials and the heart of the learners should all 
be clear and devoid of negative emotions such as anger, 
lascivousness,malice and haughtiness.Learning in Islam is from 
the cradle to the grave.Intermission and break in learning are 
harmful.The learner is expected to minimise his pre-occupations 
other than learning,Keeping silence is praised and posing 
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unnecessary ques t ions and speaking without the teacher ' s 
pennission i s considered improper ra ther as dangrous,as i s 
evident from the story of the prophet Moses.Learner in 
Islamic epistemology does not appear creedy of wealth. 
Although Islam does not favour del imit ing of education 
from means of l ive l ihood.Rather i t permit tagging of 
various profess ions with spec ia l i sed education. 
* « * 
* * 
AXIOLOGICAL BELIEFS AND POSTULATES OF ISLAM. 
(a) Islamic Theory of Korality. 
(b) Aesthetics in Islam. 
13G 
ISLAMIC THEORY OF MORALITY. 
The search for the ultimate gcxxJ has always been 
considered an interesting and primary problem of morality. 
Some say that the attainment of pleasure is the ultimate 
end for man as well as society.This view is not a new one, 
Aristippus of cyrene,a disciple of Socrates, took pleasure 
as the highest good.Eudoxus also propound a theory that 
creatures,rational or irrational, are striving for the 
attainment of pleasure, but his view was sharply criticised 
by Aristotle.After him it was epicurus who rejected good-
ness except that it was for pleasure,He claimed that both 
Gods and men required pleasure.Later on Epicurean philosophy 
developed and lucretius,the Roman poet gave it literary 
touches and made it attractive, but the thing which appears to 
be significant is its alienation with the preachings of 
Christianity,Among modern philosophers Hobbes was its supporter 
while lock was its bitter critic.He declared that human conduct 
should be moulded on the foundation of God* s command.Pleasure 
as an ultimate goodness also appears in the philosophical 
thought of jermy Bentham though utility also has got an 
important place in it." 
1. j.M.Schulhof; Encylopaedia of Religion and Ethies, 
edited by james Hasting,vol.6,p.567-68. 
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Like pleasure perfection too is considered the supreme 
yood and ultimate end of human endeavour.The conception of perfe-
ction is clearly evident in the two Indian strands of philosophy 
nanely Hinduism and Budhism.According to Hindu philosophy Moksha 
is the ultimate good of life and can be achieved through liberation 
froci the mortal,when a man liberates himself from the finite and 
loses himself in God/he attains Moksha. Here perfection is achieved 
after losing himself into perfect beint^  i.e.Good. The Budhist 
philosophy terms Nirvana to the final goal of life in which two 
things Pukkha (suffering) and the cessation of pukkha are of prime 
importance.Nirvana occurs when the root of Pukkha is eradicated. 
This perfection lies in Nirvana.-^ 
Emanuel kant in his great work"critique of practical 
Reason" propounded the theory of categorical imperatives and 
observed the fact that duty for the sake of duty is the ultimate 
4 
good and this should be adcpted as the only standard of morality. 
Now it is a matter of investigation as to what is the 
ultimate good that Islam determines.it does not take pleasure, 
perfection and duty for the sake of duty as the ultimate goal of 
life.Here the conception of Nirvana and Moksha are not found. 
2. Everyman' s Encyclopaedia, edited by p.A.Girling, j.M.pent and 
sons Ltd.,London, Melbourne, Toranto, 1978/ vol.8/p.355. 
3. Ibid.,p.702. 
4. Z.Troetsch: Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics, vol.7/p.657. 
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Islam lays the foundation of its moral system upon the belief that 
man has been created by God and the ultimate good is to win His 
pleasure. But how can this pleasure be secured ? The Quran declares 
that to call man to God is the supreme virtue^. This calling in 
the form of good counsel indicates that whatever he is presenting 
before others is not his own personal thought; it is rather the 
directive of the Almighty.This is also evident from his dealings 
where there is no difference between his thoughts and practice. 
Thoughts are enforced by practices.In this way when a man comple-
tely surrenders himself to the will of God he becomes able to 
achieve His pleasure . such a man is deemed fit to destroy evil 
and to establish good.Evil cannot be equated with good, for there 
is no comparison between the two.Eut the Quran instructs believers 
to replace the evil by good because this is the way to convert the 
7 
enemy into friend . This instiruction was given in a situation in 
which the believers were badly treated and tortured by the pagans 
of Mecca.Here it has been disclosed that virtue or goodness appeals 
to huiTian nature.when good rranners are adopted in response to mis-
behaviour it becomes too difficult for an evil-doer to continue his 
5. Ham Mim: 33 
6. Abdullah YUsuf Ali, The Holy Quran,p. 1296. 
7. Ham Mim: 34. 
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misdeeds.Believers in that stage of Meccan period had not any 
Q 
materials resources to confront the pagans . in such a situation 
the instruction to repel evil by goodness seems very appropriate. 
But the succeeding verse of the Quran confirms that goodness is 
not an easy thing to be practiced.The moral standard fixed in the 
proceeding verse can be obtained by only those persons who have 
the quality of patience and of self-restraint.^ 
Ultimate goodness determined by Islam demands that the 
believers act up to high principles maintaining justice.They are 
also urged to be "the standard bearers of justice and stand 
witness for the sake of Allah^9 It is evident from the text 
that Quran does not simply direct to do justice in personal 
behaviour only but also to bear a standard of justice with a 
view to eliminate injustice and oppression.The Quran demands of 
MusliiTi to become illustrations of justice.The sole aim of conduct 
is to pltease Allah and this is why man has been commanded to 
maintain justice even it goes against one* s own interest or one* s 
parents or relatives.At the same time it has also been ordered 
not to follow unjust desires for this causes the displeasure of 
Allah^ -*-. It is also evident from the following verse of the Quran 
8. Taf himul Quran^ vol. V, p. 457 
9. Ham Mim;T5~ 
IQ.Nisa; 135 
ll.IBId. 
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that what pleases God is not only the performance of some 
formal, stereotype, religious rituals but we also find here in 
explanatory statement about the nature of virtue: 
"It is not righteousness that ye turn your faces to 
the East and the west: but righteous is he who believeth in Allah 
ana the Last Day and the angels and the scripture and the prophets? 
and yiveth his wealth, for love of Him,to kinsfolk and to orphans 
and the needy and the wayfarer and to those who ask, and to set 
slaves free; and observeth proper worship and payeth the poor-due. 
r-jid those who keep their treaty when they make one, and the patient 
in tribulation and adversity and time of stress.Such are they who 
are sincere.such are the God-fearing*^^ 
The above quoted verse deals with the method of 
achieving God's pleasure,This method encompasses individual as 
well as social life and covers every aspect of life.It seems that 
in Islam,the total behaviour of a man is regulated by the will 
of Allah.Such a person is helped by God in the midest of severe 
dangers and adverse situations- situations in which there is 
apparently no hope of security and safety.The Quran says that 
it was in such a situation that the poor believers of Mecca 
were aided by the hidden hand of God.It ( the Quran ) depicts 
12. Baqara: 177. Eng.tr.by Pickthal. 
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the situation of the Meccan period in which believers were 
few in number,powerless and afraid of the barbarious majority 
of pagans,but soon Allah provided them refuge at Madina.Now 
they were satisfied with their lives.This security and pros-
perity, was no doubt, according to the Quran, as blessing of God 
with a view to make believers grateful^^. And this gratefulness 
was expected not to be acknowledged only but it must be expre-
ssed in obedience to Allah and His Messenger.They were urged 
to promote the mission of the prophet in the face of hard-
ships and difficulties.Such a gratefulness was regarded irre-
liable in which though kindness of the Master was acknowledged 
out no practical measures are adopted to please Himl^. Moreover, 
there is evidence to suggest that achieving God* s pleasure is 
possible only through submission.Man is by birth God's servant 
and he has no right to offend Him . At another place the Quran 
declares that at the time of the creation of Adam the whole of 
mankind recognized Allah as their Master and creator and also 
made a covenant that by way of seeking His pleasure they would 
act according to His orders.^^ Thus according to Islam the 
ultimate good is to fulfil the will of Allah. 
1 3 . A n f a l : 25 
14 . A n f a l ; 26 c f .Mawdudi, Taf him, v o l . I I , p . 139 . 
1 5 . Aa ra f : 146 
16 . Aara f : 172 . 
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The other most important question of moral philosophy 
is to find out the means for knowing good from the evil and the 
way to distinguish the right from the wrong.Different philoso-
phies of life have its different answers.Rationalists say that 
it is' reason' which must be applied as a means to distinguish 
good from evil.Sut rationalism in the religious context is 
entirely anti-religious theory,rather an anti-religious movement. 
Having utilitarian approach it advanced scientific arguments to 
criticise religious beliefs^ . A.B.Benn discloses this, when he 
defines Rationalism,"means the hostile criticism of theological 
dogma,mental habit of using reason for the destruction of 
religious beliefs*.^ j.B.Bury feels that it is the unchallenge-
able right of reason to deal with the whole of human thought and 
19 
also in the field of religion, where it is generally opposed 
Empiricism takes this problem in another way.Its 
followers claim that scientific investigation is the only way 
of judging the good and the evil,and during this investigation 
sense-experience is the most reliable source to apprehend 
universal laws.Supporters of this view believe that it is 
possible to fail in the apprehension of a particular phenomena 
out there is no possibility of making error or false thinking 
17. The Encyclopaedia of Philosophy; Paul Edward,The Micmillan Co, 
and the Free press,New YorK, 19 67, vol.7,p. 69 . 
18. The Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics, vol.10,p.580. 
19. Ibid. 
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except due to the neglect of the observer. As the case of failure 
is concerned it is due to not adopting the right method of obser-
vation^^. It is admitted that the inconceivable matter is not 
the subject of Eirpiricism. 
intuitionism gives the same place to intuition what 
Lmpiricism gives to senses and rationalism to reason.intuition, 
according to this theory, provides knowledge in the result of 
direct and immediate apprehension of truth.It does not give 
proper plade to reason and intellect and declares that wisdom 
o 1 
lies in intuition •^. At a cursory glance this philosophy seems 
akin to the religious dogma but when we go through the modern 
explanation d)f this theory we find that it is near to cognition. 
Hereditary character is not realised as the first cause of 
emerging intuitional wisdom , but it primarily depends upon 
education and training given to the subject^^. It is also 
accepted that wisdom lies in instinct.In the behaviour of animals 
visdom is expressed,this is why they learn to meet every new 
situation and become able to adjust to it,No doubt this wisdom 
is the result of intuition and not the product of cognition, 
intuition also acts as the most powerful factor in the process 
cf invention and discovery.Every discovery and invention is 
credited to the clear consciousness rooted in high efficiency 
20. I b i d . , p . 2 9 4 . 
21. Edwin D.Starbuck, vide Ibid , vol .7 ,p .397. 
22. Ib id ,p .399 . 
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and confidence over the subject concemed^^. Moreover, the 
problem is not a simple one, scholars are unable even to reject 
24 
or to accept intuitionism as epistemology*" . 
Now we proceed to inquire about the standard set by 
Islam to distinguish good from evil and to investigate the means 
and sources of knowledge.The Quran asks the believers to be God-
fearing, this quality creates an insight to distinguish good 
from evil.This insight as described in the Quran,is the real 
criterion^^ and consists in following the way of life approved 
by God.This criterion serves as a torch-bearer in the journey 
of life of a muslim and makes him able to differentiate good-
ness from evil^. Holding that pure and impure are not equal 
the Quran introduces a standard of value,It gives priority 
to quality against quantity.The value of one hundred rupees 
is no doubt greater than that of five rupees,but when one 
hundred is earned through unlawful means and five by lawful, 
the valuation of five becomes greater because five is pure and 
27 hundred is impure , 
How can man achieve goodness and save himself from 
the evil this has been clearly stated in the story of Adam and 
23. Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics,vol.7,p.400. 
24. Jonathan Harrison, TPTe Encyclopaedia~of Philosophy, vol.3,p.72. 
25. Anfal: 29 
2 6. cZ.Kawdudi, Tafhim , vol.li, p. 140. 
27. Maida: IQQ,cf.Mawdudi, Tafhim, vol.I,p. 
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Eve,While they were dwelling in paradise, God forbade them to 
eat the fruit of one particular tree.satan( the devil) posed 
himself as their true well-wisher and disclosed a quite new 
fact to them that once they tasted the fruit of the forbidden 
tree they would be converted into Angels or into immortals.But 
when they disobeyed their Lord and fell prey to the devil they 
Decome naked before each other and began to cover their private-
parts by the leaves of the tree.seeing this result of disobe-
dience they repented and asked for mercy^S. it can be concluded 
from this story that according to Islam shame is an innate 
quality in human bein^ .^lt seems from the sources, that the insti-
nct of shame is not the product of cultural refinement because 
the sources confirm that the first man of the world was endowed 
with this instinct.This is also proved that while,on the one 
hana,man has been gifted with such a fine quality he ,at the 
same time suffers from the weakness of sex instinct.This is why 
the devil tried to expose their private-parts.It is also evident 
from this story that man does not accept a direct invitation of 
wickedness, so the devil played the part of a well-wisher. Thus, 
it becomes clear that nan is deceived by evil-doers in the name 
of sincerity.one thing which is quite apparent is that man 
desires to become an angel or to be converted into an immortal 
28. A* araf: 19-23 
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being.Falling prey to such evil desires,he loses his high 
status.This also discloses that whenever man adopts disobedience 
he loses his modesty and shame .islam differentiates good from 
evil in a way that the result of God' s obedience is modesty and 
shame while that of disobedience is nakedness and shamelessness. 
It was not the inherent quality of the fruit tasted by Adam and 
Eve wnich made them naked,but the real cause lied in their dis-
obedience. As long as they remained obedient,God maintaining 
their modesty and when they gave up the way of obedience,that 
very moment,God withdrew the garment of mercy and made them 
naked^^. 
It is found in the Quran at different places that 
goodness lies in God' s obedience while evil is the result of 
settin9 aside His orders and following Carnal desires.Ken, 
possessing tvjo opposite characters can not be equal.Quran 
declares that one is on a clear path following God' s instru-
ctions while the other makes judgement of right and vjrong on 
the basis of his own d e s i r e s ^ . Such a man accepts evil as 
good, for it appears alluring to him.21 The case of such a 
roan is hopeless.Prophetic guidance vjould not be profitable 
for him at all, because he deliberate, y rejects truth^^^ ^nd 
worships his own desires as God.For such a person there is no 
29 . cf. Muwdudi, Tafhim, vol. II, p . 18 . 
30. Kuhammad: 14 for detail see A.Yusuf Ali; The Holy Quran,p.1381 
It. and Mawdudi, Tahfim.ul Quran; vol. 5, p.22. 
31. tatir:e,cf.Abduiian Yusuf Ali, op.cit.p. 1154. 
32. lEIoT 
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guidance, the Quran says Allah has sealed his heart and hearing 
from accepting Divine Guidance, he has been deprived of vision 
•5 o 
to see the reality because of his rebellion against God."-' 
How shall God blame the disbelievers when He Himself 
made them astray ? The comnentators of the Quran says that it 
is not the will of Allah to deprive mankind of the freedom of 
choice and option.He does not want to interfere with man' s 
freedom of action and in his discretion.If He so intended He 
could have made every person obedient and there would have been 
34 
no need to send the Messengers with these Books of Guidance, 
It is the scheme of Allah to give opportunity to every individual 
and community, to choose their way of action either by accepting 
the directives or by rejecting them. There is no compulsion fromi 
35 
Him . This IS the islamic explanation of the differences of 
opinion among the members of the society.The Quran discloses 
that these differences which led disputes conflict and struggle 
among mankind, would be settled in the hereafter.But at the same 
place the oelievers have been directed not to adopt imrroral 
practices to eradicate the evil,as was the case of the Arabian 
jews who legalised their mal-practices against pagans saying* 
there is no moral obligation on us with regard to the pagan Arab 
33. jathiya: 23, cf./Jodullah Yusuf Ali, op.cit, p. 1360 
34. cf .Mawdudi, Tafhim, vol.II,p.373. 
35. Anam; 35, cf. Ibid., vol. I, p. 536. 
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and we are rightly entitled to practise dishonesty and deceit 
that miCjht be advantageous to us and harmful to the disbelie-
vers*?^ There is also evidence to suggest th^t knowing Allah* s 
religion as right,one has no right to destroy the opposite 
religion, for this is against the will of Allah if Ke had so 
willed He could have created only believers.Allah is not in 
37 
need of the so-called champions of Islanr. ', Thus, it is concluded 
that Islam wants to repel evil and foster goodness. 
in moral philosophy two same problems are considered 
of prime importance.Firstly there is the question of sanction 
behind the moral laws and secondly that of the motive behind all 
moral conduct.Different philosophies have discussed this question 
in their own way.As far as Islam is concerned it takes help in 
solving these two problems from its two basic beliefs i.e., 
Tawheed (the unity of God ) and Akhirah(Faith in the life here-
after and accountability). 
There are a number of information in the primary 
source in this regard.only two verses of the Quran are quoted 
here; 
"Those who expect not the meeting with us desire 
the life of the world and feel secure therein, and those who are 
neglectful of our revelations,their home will be the Fire because 
of what they used to eam."^^ 
36. cf.Mawdudi, Tafhim, vol.Il, D.568. 
37. Ibid., 
38. Yunus; 7-8,Eng.tr.by pickthal. 
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The above statement seems argumentative, the claim 
is that he who rejects the faith in the hereafter will have 
to face the hell, and on this claim, argument has been given 
that after the rejection of this belief man becomes irrespon-
sible because he does not consider himself accountable to God. 
This feeling of freedom opens the ways for immorality and the 
final aim of a man having such a view becomes to obtain worldly 
pleasure and to fulfil his biological demands.in the course of 
fulfilling his desires he breaks all prohibitory orders of God 
and legalises every evil,and this will lead him to hell^^. 
Commentators of the Holy Quran feel that every 
materialistic and atheistic philosophy is based on utilitarianism 
which does not possess a sound and stable foundation for morality. 
The concepts of eternal and universal moral values do not appear 
in the behaviour of an utilitarian.His values change according to 
"Che situation. Good and evil, honesty ahd dishonesty, justice and 
injustice all depends upon transitory situations.Some practices 
are considered evil within the bounds of a nation but these 
practices are not only legal but are desirable in the larger 
interest of humanity.Goodness is realised goodness as long as 
it is in the interest of a person,family or society,But when 
it goes against society it turns into evil.The motivating and 
controlling power of Islamic morality differs from that of the 
39 . cf.Mawdudi, Tafhim, vol.II, p.266-67. 
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materialistic philosophies.lt is observed that accountability 
to God in the hereafter is the controlling forde for human 
conduct in the islamic moral theory . The fear of jahannam 
(perdition) prevents a man frorr. performing evil deeds.on the 
Day of Judgement, according to the islamic belief when the 
whole of mankind will be collected before, Allah, everyone would 
see the reward and punishment of his acts and no one will bear 
the burden of another^^. This n.akes every individual respon-
sible for his own acts,no one would share his burden.This 
personal responsibility and individual accountability to God 
cotipels him to take part, even in collective action, very carefully. 
Because it is believed that this action would be analysed in such 
a manner that the reward and punishment to a man will be accor-
ding to his association and participation in the work.in this 
situation there seems no justification to plead the case in 
such a manner that evil was adopted at the instance of some 
other great personality,^ 
After recording a dialogue in the hereafter in 
which difterent generations blame each other for their faults 
the Quran enjoins us of the judgement of Allah*there is double 
chastisement for everyone,* ^^ 
4 0 . I b i d . 
41. Bani i s r a i l ; i5 
42. ct.Mawdudi, Tafhim, v o l . 1 1 , p . 60 5. 
43 . Aaraf; 36-39 
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The judgement to give double pimishment for single 
crime looks unjustified.Hadith literature also support this view 
of the Quran to some extent and explains the nature of the 
problem,It is quoted that the prophet pronounced," The one who 
initiates , an innovation, that is disapproved by Allah and His 
messenger, shall be held responsible for the sin of all those 
people who followed his innovation, without lessening in the 
least the burden of the sin committed by the inventor,* ^^ At 
another place he says, ••whenever a man is killed unjustly 
anywhere in the world, a part of the guilt of the murder is 
debited against the account of that son of Adam who was the 
first to murder his own brother, because he was the first to 
open the gate of murder,* These teaching reveal the reality 
of "double punishmenf^ .It appears convincing that when any 
evil practice is initiated,it bring forth for-reaching influences. 
Difterent people and institutions are affected by it,they are 
also affected by the influence of this evil practice,so it 
appears justified that some blame for it must be shared by the 
inventor of the evil likewise.The case if tne heritage of 
goodness is treated in the same way as of the one who initiates 
any good work and gets its reward as long as it influences human 
society.This is why Quran pronounces again and again that Allah 
46 
will give Ajr-i-Azim (the great reward) to the righteous 
44. Vide Mawdudi, Tafhim, vol.11,p.26-27. 
«i5. Ibid. 
46. Anfal: 28 Taubah; 22,Bani Israil:9 
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persons. 
It is argued in support of the hereafter that 
justice can not be maintained in this worldly life because 
virtue as well as vice is initiated by a person or organisation 
which influence mankind for a long period, sometimes for centuries. 
Reason, therefore, demands that there must be another world where 
complete retribution may be possible. The question as to how it 
-s possible to punish a man in this world,who initiated a world 
47 
war, for example, is very thought provoking . The concept of 
accountability to God is both the controlling and motivating 
force of morality.Besides, the fear of punishment in the hereafter 
chere is one more a significant controlling power.in the chapter 
Hud,^ it has been clearly stated that when a community becomes 
corrupt as a whole and no voice of righteousness is heard in it 
to promote good and eradicate evil,the people of such a community 
prove themselves to be confirmed criminals, and when the situation 
Ls such the whole community is destroyed completely.According 
zo the Quran, this is the practice of Allah, And in order to 
avoid this consequent the comiT.unity nurture a group of righteous 
persons that may take up the responsibility of promoting good 
and eradicating evil^ 
It is proved from the above study that the islamic 
47. cf .Mawdudi, Ifafhim, vol.II,p.27-28. 
48. V.V.116-117. 
49 . Ibid. 
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theory morality is deeply rooted in its fundamental belief.It 
brings a change in human conduct.If it is accepted one pays 
his attention to the promises and warnings of God known through 
His prophet and His books.Thus,it appears that the morality 
produced by Islam is directly related to the inner feelings 
of man.It does not seem a thing imposed from outside.This inner 
feeling becomes the basis of relationship between man and God, 
between man and his fellowmen, as well as the whole external 
world.M^ral obligations are of two categories,positive and 
negative.The positive, in addition to the belief in the oneness 
of God and its practical demands for the individual and social 
life, includes Salat( prayer), Zakat( the poor-tax) Saum( fasting in 
the month of Ramzan)and Hajj( the pilgrimage of Mecca) .The 
negative or preventive ones include keeping away from indecency 
in behaviour like gambling,intoxication,sexual relation without 
wedlock etc. it is believed that these prohibitions have been 
introduced in the interest of mankind,because Allah is the 
creator o± mankind,He properly knows the nature and needs of 
mankind and accordingly these rules of conduct have been framed 
by Him.Morality in Islam appears to surpass religious rites and 
encompasses the entire gamut of social problems,with God's 
pleasure as the ultimate end and accountability to Him in the 
hereafter as necessary warning. 
* * * 
* * 
A E S T H E T I C S I N I S L A M . 
A. Is lamic Theory of Beauty. 
1. De f in i t ion of Beauty. 
2 . I s beauty o b j e c t i v e or s u b j e c t i v e 7 
B. Is lamic Theory of Art. 
I . Four Pr inc ip les of Art c r e a t i o n . 
1. Takhleeq 
2. Taswiya 
3. Tadil 
4. Tarkeeb~e»sowari. 
II. Six stages of Man* s evolution. 
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Aesthetics,In a broad sense,Is the stud/ o£ beauty. 
Beauty is opposite of ugliness, hence this discipline may 
include the study of i^liness also, for the purpose of dis-
tinguishing beauty and determining its value,But specifically 
the subject matter of aesthetics is the beauty apparent in ao 
art.under aesthetics the philosophy,the psychology and the 
sociology of arts are discussed and scientific criticism is 
made to determine the value of a piece of art^. 
The ancient philosopher's like Plato's Aristotle's 
and Plotinus' s contribution to this field of knowledge is 
admirable but the term aesthetic was first used by a German 
Philosopher Alexander cottlib Baurogarten (1735).Before Baumgarten 
Leibniz had made a distinction between confused knowledge and 
distinct knowledge.According to Leibniz the knowledge acquired 
by the intellect is distinct from the knowledge acquired by the 
senses.Baumgarten gave the name aesthetics to sensuous knowledge. 
This was soon recognized as a separate branch of knowledge having 
two major aspects.one aspect dealing with the theory of beauty 
and the other dealing with the theory of art.Art is considered 
objective while beauty is considered subjective . For our own 
purpose i.e. for having an idea of the Islamic theory of 
aesthetics, we will initiate here separate discussions on these 
1. cf. New Encyclopaedia Britanica, i5th edition, vol.1,p.149. 
2. Chambers' s Encychopaedia, 19 66, vol.I,p. 116. 
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two aspects of the discipline,such an endeavour to frame a 
theory of islamic aesthetics would be of some inportance 
particularly when the scholars accept the gravity of the 
magnificient art created under the Islamic system of thought. 
It is accepted * Islam may be regarded both as religion ... 
and as a way of life which has shown itself capable of absorbing 
and reconciling the peoples of most diverse origins.The cultural 
unity fostered by Islam necessarily embraces the sphere of 
artistic creation.Drawing heavily on the creative forces of 
the conquered countries. Islamic art, in time,produced from 
various sources a new whole whose origins are not immediately 
evident.3 
Islamic Theory of Beauty. 
1. Definition of Beautyt-
In Islam beauty is Divine attribute.The Quran says 
"the most beautiful names belong to God so call Him by them*.4 
For beauty is a divine attribute, hence man,the creation of God, 
also reflects this Godly attribute in his person.The Quran 
affirms that God created man in a very beautiful roould^. And not 
only man but whatever He has created is beautiful . why He created 
everything beautiful ? The answer lies in a statement of the 
Prophet.lt is related that the prophet pronounced that God,being 
3. Encyclopaedia of world Art, vol.VIll,p.325. 
4. A* raf; 18Q, also see Banl~lraili no and Ta-Ha:8 
5. Tint 4 
6. Sa^dax^s. 
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beautiful, loves beauty. In Islam God Is considered the absolute 
reality and thus all things other than Him are naturally rela-
tive and indebted to the Absolute Reality for their life and 
their existence, whatever beauty is found in the Nature, in 
the human bodies and minds,in the surroundings and the society, 
is attributable to Him.The source of every beauty is absolute 
Divine beauty.The Quran points out the very fact when it saysj 
" God is the light of the heavens and of the earth.The parable 
of His Light is as if there were a Niche and within it a Lamp 
enclosed in Glasst the glass was as it were,a brilliant start 
lit from a blessed Tree,an olive, neither of the East nor of 
the west,whose oil is well-nigh lUminious, though fife scarcely 
touyhed it: Light upon Lightt God doth guide whom He will to 
His Light.*® 
In the above quoted verse the Quran uses word Nur 
(Light) which is opposite of the word zulmat( darkness).The Quran 
has also used the word gulmat for falsehood and waywardness.^ 
Thus it becomes evident that the word Nur refers Absolute Beauty^^, 
Human mind cannot perceive beauty in its Absolute Form but takes 
pleasure from relative beauty.This beauty creates tender and noble 
7. Rawah Muslim vide Reyazus saleheen, vol.II,p.29 9. 
8. Nur: 35, Eng.tr.by Abdullah Yusuf Ali 
9 . Baqara;257 
lO .c f .Nasee r Ahmad N a s i r : j a m a l i a t Quran Hakeem Ki Roushni Mean, 
Lahore, 1958, p . 8 3 . " ' ~~ " 
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emotions in the human being.It gratifies human senses and gives 
delight and peace.Beauty is siirply defined as whatever pleases 
the ear and the eyes.The definition of beauty given by St.Thomas 
Aquinas is still considered one of the best.According to him 
beauty is "id quod visum placet, that,which when seen pleases.^^ 
Such a definition of beauty is also confirmed by the Quran.The 
Quran also says that when a man beholds a beautiful thing its 
colour brings soroor (pleasure^ to him.This Quranic definition 
of beauty is apparently older but similar to that of Acquinas.^^ 
At another place the Quran says: * And the cattle hath 
Ke created,whence ye have warm clothing and other uses and 
whereof ye eat.And wherein is beauty for you, when ye bring them 
home, and when ye take them out to pasture. •*• in these verses 
the Quran depicts the pleasant sight of meadows wherein cattle 
walk freely.The beholder of this scenery finds in it what the 
Quran calls jama 1^ '^( Beauty) and which attracts and pleases him. 
According to Islam the eternal place of bliss is jannah( paradise) 
about which the Quran says: "Now no person knows what delights of 
the eye are kept hidden( in reserve) for them for their (good) 
deeds."^^ Here Quran uses the idiom Qurratu Ayenin (delights of 
eye) which gives the meaning of a beautiful thing that endows the 
11. Chambers* s Encyclopaedia, I966, vol.I,p. 116. 
12. Baqara: 69 • 
13. Nahl: 5-6,Eng.tr.by Marmaduke Pickthal. 
14. 1BI3. 
15. Sajdat 17 Eng.tr.by Abdullah Yusuf Ali. 
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the most pleasant experience and the fullest satisfaction to 
its beholder^ . The Quran also discusses the worldly things 
which attract man and which look pleasant. But the underlying 
aeaning of such a discussion is that these worldly things are 
not actually beautiful.Their superficial beauty prevents Kan 
from gaining the nost beautiful thing which God possesses.The 
Quran saysi" Beautified for mankind is love of the joys( that 
come) from women and offsprings,and the stored-up heaps of Gold 
and silver,and horses branded (with their marks) and cattle and 
crops.These are the enjoyments of life of this world.*^' After 
the description of these worldly comforts and pleasures the 
Quran Boon gives its judgement that the most beautiful place 
is in the possession of God.The Quran calls it Husnul Maab 
(the beautiful abode) ®^ and this is for the righteous persons, 
and a place where they would bower all the things that they 
desire.This will be given to them as the reward for their good 
deeds ( Husn~i~Aroal) which they performed in their worldly life. 
The Quran,in the following words,depicts the pleasant and blissful 
life of the Garden( paradise),the pious and the righteous will 
16. cf.Abdullah Yusuf Ali, the meaning of the 
Glorious Quran,Foot-note no.3650, p.1096. 
17. Al-i-lmran: 14, Eng.tr.by Marmaduke pickthal( with 
a little change). 
18. Ibid. 
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lead there:"(Ttiey will be) on Thrones encrusted(wlth gold 
and precious stones), reclining of them, facing each other.Round 
about theni will be young of perpetual( freshness),with goblets, 
(shining)breakers,and cups(filled) out of clear-flowing fount-
ains: No after-ache will they receive therefrom, nor will they 
suffer intoxication: and with fruits,any they select; the flesh 
of fowls,whatever they might desire.And there will be conpanions 
with beautiful, big and lustrous eyes,- like pearls well-guarded... 
No nonsense will they hear therein,nor any taint of ill,-only 
tidings of blessing and well come. ^ ^ Thus, it is evident from 
the above quoted references that beauty( husn or jamal) and 
pleasure (soroor ) are the two aspects of one and the same 
reality.And both are inter connected and interdependent.we also 
find in this context a clear description in the Quran where God 
promises His righteous servants a blissful life of jannah(para-
dise). The Quran says"(He) will shed over them a light of Beauty 
and a blissful joy".20 Here beauty and joy have been used togethei 
for jannah( pa radise). All these show that where there is beauty' 
it naturally gives pleasure.lt gives satisfaction to the senses 
and bliss to the heart.Thus only those pieces of art are 
considered beautiful which give satisfaction of senses and 
gratification to the heart. 
19. waqia: 15-26, Eng.tr.by Abdullah Yusuf Ali 
(with some change), 
20. Dahn ii,Eng.tr.by Abdullah ^suf Ali. 
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The Quran uses beauty in a very dynamic sense. 
According to it beauty is not a static reality.Accepting God 
as the absolute beauty it says "Everyday in (new)splendour 
doth He (shine).*21 y^g beauty of God, according to the Quran, 
can not be perceived through human eyes.^^ He is also consi-
dered the best of creators(ahsanul Khaleqeen)^^ hence through 
His beautiful creations He expresses His splendour.The Quran 
relates about this dynamic aspect of beauty.when we observe this 
world we find two diverse forces here, one: the force of attra-
ction and other, the force of absorption or gravitation.The 
Quranic statement that God has made all things in pairs indi-
cates this fact.24 m human life, in animal life and also in 
vegetable life,sex difference is quite apparent.Apart from matter 
even in the field of energy this type of differences is there. 
Forces which are known as positive and negative like electricity 
look like pairs and complements to each other2^ In this pair 
system while one feels attraction the other craves for absorption, 
The two diverse forces jointly create gratification and pleasure. 
Addressing human beings, tte Quran points out to this very fact 
as follows: • He created for you mates from arrong yourselves, that 
21. Rahman; 29» Eng.tr.by Abdullah YUsuf Ali 
22. Aaraft 143. 
23. Muminumj i4 
24. yasin: 36, Zariyat: 49 . 
25. cf.Ai3dullan yusuf Ali,op.cit.,p. ii78. 
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ye may dwell in traxiquility with them and He has put love 
26 
and mercy in your hearts. 
2. Is beauty objective or subjective ? The Islamic approachi 
In aesthetics the discussion whether beauty is 
objective or subjective is very controversial,objectivists 
sdy that beauty exists in the object while the subjectivists 
claim that beauty exists in the subject.These two diverse school 
of thoughts are further divided into various offshoots contra-
dicting each other.Among objectivists some claim that everything 
in this world is beautiful whereas denying it some others say 
that both beautiful and ugly things exist in this world.Those 
who claim that all things of the world are beautiful argue that 
the things which at the first sight appear ugly are actually 
beautiful because of their good stature and structure,The equi-
librium and balance found in them make them beautiful and 
attractive.There are some who believe that the whole universe 
is dark and ugly but it looks beautiful and pleasant because 
it is the place of manifestation of the Absolute Beauty.The 
relation between the Absolute Beauty and the beauty manifested 
in worldly things is like the relation existing between sun and 
the moon.Moon itself is not lustrous but shines through the 
reflected rays of the sun.This is known as Neo*Platonism, 
26.Rum; 21, Eng.tr.by Abdullah "ftisuf Ali. 
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Subjectivists believe that objects are neither 
beautiful nor ugly.The beauty one feels in them is actually 
the expression of the emotions and the desires of the observer. 
Hence beauty is not something external but it is a subjective 
quality of man which makes the object beautiful.An urdu poet 
depicts the fact as followss 
some modem psychologists explain beauty in quite a different 
manner.They say that the forces of attraction and absorption 
are in operation in the world.These also work in everyday life. 
The attraction every living being feels in its opposite gender 
is called sex instinct.The psychologists of the said school 
of thought say that the sex instinct is the source of beauty 
and pleasure. 
AS far as Islamic approach is concerned, we,in this 
regard/ find two types of verses in the Quran, one type indicates 
that beauty is objective while the other shows that beauty is 
subjective.First we would collect and analyse the verses which 
indicate that beauty is objective.The Quran says,"It is not 
lawful for thee (to marry more) women after this, nor to change 
them for (other)wives, even though their beauty attacts thee,"^^ 
27. Ahzabt 52, Eng.tr.by Abdullah YUsuf Ali. 
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This verse shows that beautiful women attract men by their 
beauty. According to this verse beauty is objective.At another 
place the Quran says "He has created the heavens and the earth 
in just proportion and given you shape, and made your shapes 
beautiful.28 This verse makes it clear that the beauty of 
the heavens and the earth and what are in between these is 
due to the Just proportion and the balance maintained in their 
creation.Man is also considered a beautiful creation because 
he has been shaped by God and the limbs and the organs he 
possesses have been made in proportion.This harmony and balance 
nakes him beautiful.we can imagine a man whose limbs and organs 
are not in harmony with each other.Take the example of a face 
wherein the nose,mouth,eyes and ears are in proportion with 
each other.If any of these oryans becomes smaller or bigger in 
size compared to the size of the face it would certainly turn 
into ugliness.Thus objects are beautiful because they are pro-
portionate. The following two verses also indicate the same 
reality • And earth we have spread out (like a carpet)set thereon 
mountains firm and immoveable? and produced therein all kinds of 
things in due balance,"29 and "who hath created* and, further 
given order and proportion." ^ 0 
28. Tagabunt 3, Eng.tr.by Abdullah YUsuf Ali. 
29. Al-Hijr; 19, Eng.tr.by Abdullah YUsuf Ali, 
30. A'la; 2; Eng.tr.by Abdullah YUsuf Ali. 
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Let us consider the verses suggestive of the 
subjectivity of beauty,The Quran says"It is He who has created 
you(and made you grow),and made for you the faculties of hearing, 
seeing, feeling and understanding,"^1 This verse uses the word 
afeda meaning hearts and also describes the functions of two 
inportant sense organs, the eyes and the ears.When this verse 
is analysed in the light of the general principle that have 
been mentioned that every creation of God is beautiful,we 
certainly come to the conclusion that man* s heart and sense 
also would necessarily be beautiful.The beauty of heart and 
the beauty of sense make the external world pleasant and 
attractive to the observer,Thus,the verse under study suggests 
that beauty is subjective.Moreover, the Quran also declares that 
nan has been created on the pattern of God*^ ^ and that beauty is 
one of the divine attributes.This also means that human nature 
is beautiful,Hence it appears that beauty is subjective, 
A cursory glance of the above quoted verses would 
suggest that the Quran has got contradictory statements on the 
topic under discussion about the subjectivity and objectivity 
of beauty,But actually it is not so,The Quran deals with both 
the aspects of beauty,And actually beauty is neither purely 
objective nor purely subjective.it is something in between, 
31, tiulki 23, Eng.tr.by Abdullah YUsuf Ali. 
32, Rum: 30. 
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If it is purely objective, why it is that the same object looks 
sometime ugly and at others beautiful.Sometimes it looks lovable 
and at others the same object look repulsive and despisable. 
Sometimes it creates synpatby and at a different time it causes 
repulsion,If beauty were purely subjective or purely an inter-
nal quality or an emotion of man,why did we need a media to 
represent it.it appears therefore that beauty finds expression 
when the subject and object are in contact with each other. 
The aesthetic experience is neither the pure inpression of an 
object nor it is a pure inpulse of a subject but come, into 
being from a synthesis of both.For the object the quality of 
harmony is essential and for the subject dynamic equilibrium 
of impulses are required.in such a state unity of both would 
create an aesthetic experience.This may be called the theory 
of the unity of beauty.The Quran presents the theory when it 
saysf He who has made everything which He has created Most God: 
He began the creation of man with (nothing more than)clay,and 
made His progeny from a quintessence of the nature of a fluid 
despised; but He fashioned him in due proportion,and breathed 
into him something of His spirit .And He gave him( the faculties) 
33 
of hearing and sight and feeling(and understanding)." These 
verses show that beauty exists in the object as well as in the 
subject.It appears from the external structure of the object 
and also exists in the internal quality of the subject.According 
33. sajda; 7-9, Eng.tr.by Abdullah YUsuf Ali. 
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to the above quoted verses of the Quran man* s structure, 
fashioned in due; proportion, is an spectacle of objective 
beauty.And God* s spirit breathed in human being represents 
subjective beauty.Beauty expresses itself because of the unity 
of these two. 
The Islamic Theory of Art: 
Beauty,to express itself , needs some form or object. 
Art is the medium in which beauty finds an expression.This is why 
an artist deliberately tries to make his art beautiful and attra-
ctive.people appreciate only those works of arts which are beauti-
ful and please them.Thus art and beauty are very close to each 
other.This view of art is also apparent in the Quran, it discuss-
es the various creations of God and declares that the things He 
has created are beautiful-'^. Every creation is beautiful and 
attractive and hence the Quran introduce Him as the best of art-
ists (Ahsanul Khalegeen)!" 
Now we will try to find out the important character-
istics considered essential for art.To appreciate these chara-
certstics as we go through the sources we find therein the 
description of paradise, the extra ordinary art of the creator ' 
Artist.This is an eternal abode of bliss for those righteous and 
pious persons who performed praiseworthy deeds (Husn-i-Amal)in 
their worldly life.Time and again the Quran describes the joyful 
34. Sajda; 7,Nahlt 5, 6, 8« 
3 5 . Muininum: 14 . 
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life of paradise.This means that art should be pleasant and 
attractive.The second characteristic of an art, as it appears 
from the Quran is that art should be the outcome of the arti-
st' s will.God created all things out of His will or volition. 
Whenever He intends to create something He commands it to be , 
The work of art which comes into being out of the power of His 
will can not be purposeless.This is why God says that whatever 
He created in the heavens and in the e^rth are not idle sport 
but are these with purpose.^^ The works of art,according to 
Islam, should have an end behind it and it should hever be 
treated as pastime.if something is created with the help of 
maciiine such creation would not be considered an art.The Quran 
says that God created His supreme art- the first man of this 
world from His own hands^§ Then He created his mate and from 
the pair, spread on earth countless men and women"^^. These men 
and women are pleasant in their appearanees.The Quran say:•And 
(He) has given you shape and made your shapes beautiful. why 
these men and women look beautiful.what are the techniques of 
creativity behind this.Let us try to explore it.The Quran says: 
"0 nen what has seduced thee from thy Lord,the Most Beneficient 
from Him who created thee, fashioned thee in due proportion,and 
gave thee a just bias; in whatever Form He wills does He put thee 
together. ^ ^ 
36. Ya-sin:82 
37. Dukhant 38 
38. sad:75 
39 • Nisaa: i 
40. Tagabum3 (Eng.tr.by Abdullah YUsuf Ali) 
41. intitar; 6-8 (Eng.tr.by Abdullah YUsuf Ali) 
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Four principles of creation of Artt 
These verses of the Quran determine four principles 
of islamic aesthetics,^2 These are at work on the biological 
plane in the creation of man.These find application also in 
the art which is claimed to be islamic.in the original Arabic 
text four words have been used to indicate four principles of 
artistic creation.These principles are actually the four gradual 
stages in the process of creation of art.They arex Takhleeque, 
Taswiya, Tadil and Tarkeeb-e-sowari. Let us discuss them sepa-
rately. 
Takhleequet- in the above quoted reference Quran does not use 
this word in the sense of complete creation/as it is generally 
understood.If it was so the tother stages of creation like 
taswiya, tadil and tarkeeb-e-sowari would have not been dis-
cussed after it.^ -^  This shows that takhleeque does not mean here 
conplete creation,But it is the starting point of the creative 
activity which may be termed as sketching or making a form in 
which the art develops and passes through the various stages 
of perfection.This view is also supported by other statements 
of the Quran.Let us see the following three verses:"And we have 
44 
adorned the lowest heaven with lanp, 
42. Cf.Mujeebur Rahman: Ibn Rushd ka Falsafa jamaliyat Aur 
Kitabush Shair^Lahore, July 1975,p. 29. 
43. Nasir Ahmad Nasir: jamaliyat Quran Hakeem Ki Roushni Me, 
Majlis Taraqui Adab Lahore, 19 58#p.221-222. 
44. Mulk: 5 Eng.tr.by Abdullah yusuf Ali. 
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• we have Indeed decked the lower heaven with beauty 
(in) the starts."^^ 
* see ye not how God created seven heavens one above 
the other, and made the noon a light in their midst, and made the 
sun as a (Glorious) Lamp,^^ These verses deal with the decoration 
of heaven.Human observation makes it clear that heaven or sky is 
a formless dimension, sun, moon and stars make up its existence 
and beautify it.Like the heaven earth is also a speck which has 
been adorned by mountains, rivers and trees etc.^ *^  Thus, it is 
confirmed that the first stage of creation is making a sketch 
and the Quran terms this stage of creation as takhleeque. 
Taswiya:- This is the second stage of creation.At this stage 
thincis are made harmonious so that they n^y look beautiful.At 
one place the Quran discusses taswiya as follows:"Behold,thy 
Lord said to the angels:*! am about to create man from clay: when 
I have fashioned him ( in due proportion) and breathed into him 
of my spirit fall ye down in obeisance to him.^ These verses 
show that the art of God when passes through the stage of taswiya 
becomes able to nourish the spirit of God.Taswiya has also been 
49 
discussed at another place in the sense of harmonization.All 
these show that taswiya or harmonization of various elements into 
a complete whole makes art beautiful. 
45. Saffat: 6, Eng.tr.by Abdullah Yusuf Ali. 
46. Nuh: 15-16,Eng.tr.by Abdullah Yusuf Ali 
47. cf.Baqara: 22,Nuh: i7,Raad:3. 
48. sad: 71-72 
49. Sajda: 7-92 
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Tadilt- This is the third stage of God's creativity,This means tc 
maintain balance and proportion iti the various elements of 
creation. ^'^  Tadil produces rhythm(in poetry) and tone in 
painting and makes art beautiful.This technique makes the 
Quran itself a piece of most beautiful and perfect literature, 
Tarkeeb-e-sowarit» The last stage of creativity discussed in 
the verses understudy is shaping,At this stage artist is free to 
give a finish to his art,Beauty is not restricted in any parti-
cular shape.The artist chooses the shape and designs his art 
according to his imagination and conception. 
The art which passes through the above mentioned four 
stages would certainly be beautiful but what make it a living 
thing is the penetration of the artist's spirit in his art,At 
this point/art and artist become one,Artist is recognised through 
his art and art is identified with the artist,The penetration of 
the artist' s spirit in his art is evident from the following 
verses of the Holy Quran. 
* Behold thy Lord said to the Angels;"I am about to 
create man,from sounding clay from and moulded into shape;when 
I have fashioned him( in due proportion) and breathed into him 
"52 
of nvf spirit, fall ye down in obeisance to him. 
50. Mujeebur R a h m a n , o p . c i t . p . 2 9 . 
5 1 . Anam: us, ^ 
52. H i j r t 28-29 
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Six stages of Man's Evolutiom-
we have one more inportant information in the soirees 
regarding the creative processes employed by God.Like the fore-
going these processes are also directly related to biological 
creation and the various stages of evolution.God creates living 
being through these stages .But they apply to every category of 
artistic creation.This is evident from the Quran when it 
address God as the best of creators( Ahsanul Khaleqeen) 
This also sug-^ ests that artist, in his creation, should apply 
these techniques because these have been enunciated by the 
best of creators.Let us study the said information.The Quran 
says: "Man we did create from a quintessence( of clay); then we 
placed him as ( a drop of) sperm in a place of rest, firmly 
fixed; then we made the sperm into a clot of congealed blood; 
then of that clot we made a (foetus) lumps; then we made out 
of that lump bones and clothed the bones with flesh; then from 
it we brought forth another creature;so blessed be God,the Best 
of creator. ^ 4 
in these verses six stages of man* s biological 
creation have been discussed.They are: 
1. the stage of Nutfa or the sper 
2. the stage of Alga or the clot of congealed blood. 
53. Mumihun 14 
54. Muminun; 12-14. 
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3« the stage o£ Mudhgha or foetus lump. 
4. the istage of Aizama or skeleton of bones. 
5. the stage of Lahma or clothing the bones with flesh. 
6. the stage of Takhleque-1-Akhir or another creation. 
in art,idea or imagination plays the same role that 
Nutfa (sperm) plays in the biological creation of man.Different 
ideas and imaginations come into the mind of the artist but all 
are not developed into the form of art.only those are expressed 
in the artistic form which catch the artists' imagination.^^ 
The sperm which rests in Qarar-i~makeen passes through the 
above mentioned stages and gradually develops and gets maturity 
and finally appears in proportionate limbs and organs.To this 
Quran says takhleeque-i-Akhir (another creation).what has 
been termed as takhleeque-i~Awuwal( the first creation) in the 
Quran is also very significant from the point of view of 
artistic creation.Let us see the following verses from the 
different chapters of the Quran;* Behold thy Lord said to the 
Angels:" I am about to create man,from sounding clay of mud 
moiilded into shape,^ "^  Behold, thy Lord said to the Angels:"I am 
55. Ib id . 
5 6 . Muminun; 14 
57. Hijr : 28. 
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al30ut to create roan from clay,^ and "He created from sounding 
clay like that used in pottery.^ 
These references show that before the creation of man 
in his complete form the matter needed for man* s creation was 
quite clear to God.It suggests that form of art and the matter 
of artistic creation must be in the knowledge of the artist before 
he starts to create some work of art. 
The present study shows that Islam has its own theory of 
beauty and art.Islamic aesthetics is deeply rooted in the belief 
that God Himself is Beautiful and whatever He creates is beautiful. 
Beauty according to the Quran, brings Soroor( the pleasant experi-
ence) to its beholder.lt gives satisfaction to the senses and joy 
to the heart.only those works of art are considered beautiful 
which gratify the senses and are blissful.According to Islam 
beauty is neither objective nor subjective.lt appears in the 
external structure of the object as well as in the internal 
quality of the subject.Art should be beautiful,and purposeful 
Takhleeque,Taswiya,Tadil and Tarkeeb-i-Sowari are considered the 
four stages in the process of artistic creation. 
58. sad: 71 
59. Rahman: 14. 
AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF EDUCATION IN ISLAM. 
1. individual aim of Education. 
2. Social aiir of Education. 
3. Aim of Education in the light of Islamic 
Concept of Truth and Imowledge. 
H. inculcation of Islamic values as one of 
the objectives of Education. 
17G 
Education,in its technical sense,is not desired in itself, 
but, with all its tools and techniques, it is the means to achieve 
some objectives.Its various aspects,such as the psychology of 
education,the educative materials,the classification of students 
educational administration including holding of examination, 
granting diploma to successful students,the method of teaching-
all are undoubtedly inportant in their own place and play a 
very significant role in the whole process of education.But 
all these deal with the methodology of education,which is 
meant to achieve some objectives.Objectives, naturally,are high a 
and methodology is revised according to the demand of the age 
and according to the means at the disposal of a nation.But the 
ainis and object of education that a nation sets before it are 
deeply rooted in its philosophy of life and can hardly be 
changed.A nation dies when it looses its ideals.Every possible 
effort is therefore made to preserve culture and tradition. 
Education plays a very significant role in performing this 
duty which is sacred. 
The concept of education inferred from the primary 
sources of Islam appears entirely different from that of 
modern secular education.Modern secular education divorces 
itself from religion,as a guiding agency,in every walk of 
life while Islamic education accepts the supermacy of religion. 
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The Quranic ordinance that this book touches every aspect of 
human life^ and again the declaration that Islam is a complete 
code of life^ are indicative of the fact that Islamic system 
of education must be within the frame work of Islam.The funda-
mental difference between the two systems of education is 
that the modem secular education decides its final goal 
as happiness in this world while Islamic education considers 
life,as the means to attain happiness in Akhirah^ (the life 
after death). This simply suggests that Islamic education lay 
stress on life after death*Islam demolishes the segragation 
of secular and religious life.it pronounces that man is inborn 
slave of God,hence God's obedience in every department of life 
is a must for man.A man can secure spiritual happiness,even 
in this worldly life if he consciously obeys the commands 
of God.Thus the first clause of Islamic education is to 
inculcate in the minds of learners the concept of God through 
the imbibement of His attributes.The goal that Islam sets for 
education is to make the man an obedient and grateful servant 
of God,Education is a process to instil the beliefs and 
ideals of Islam in th^ heart of the learner.Thus the essence 
of education in islam is religious.lt makes man conscious of 
1. Anamt 38 
2. Maida: 3, Al-i-Imran: 19» 
3 . Al-i-lmrant 185. 
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the fact that the mind he possesses and which affects his 
life and activities is not perfect and can attain perfection 
only when it works under the guidance of the supreme mind. 
This consciousness of the weaknesses of the human mind is 
awakened through education.This is made to fulfil the purpose 
that the Holy Quran is the real source of knowledge and for 
guidance man should rely upon the perfect Being. 
The information collected from the sources in 
connection with the aims and objectives of education in islam 
can broadly be classified under the following categories: 
1. individual aim of education in islam. 
2. Social aim of education in islam. 
3. Aim of education in the light of Islamic 
concept of truth and knowledge. 
4. Inculcation of Islamic values as one of 
the objectives of education, 
1. Individual aim of education: -
For the development of individual personality the 
educational progranime islam suggests is extensive and wide 
ranging.The committee I of the first world conference on 
Muslim education held at jeddah in 1977 defines education as 
follows: •• The meaning of education in its totality in context 
of Islam is inherent in the cannotations of terms Tarbiyyah 
( iL^ / ) Ta' lim( J^ ) and Ta* dib i^^.-i") taken together.., 
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...Together these represent the sccpe of education in Islam. 
The definition clearly shows that education in its wide:.' 
meaning is acquisition of knowledge, training of mind, of the 
body/of the senses and emotions as well as making a man well 
disciplined and possessing good manners. 
The Quran throws light upon education from one more 
ancle.According to it education includes tazkia also.Making 
tazkia of his people is considered as the most important task 
of the Prophet.The Quran points out that the purpose of the 
prophet is to instruct the people in the scripture and in 
words of wisdom and to^  purify their internal self.5 This 
purification of soul through tazkia leads people to establish 
justice,benevolence and goodness in society.Tazkia is a state 
of mind and heart which the learner achieves through training 
(tarbiyah).Thus it is actually a character-building process. 
The sole aim of bringing harmony and solidarity in 
man's physical, mental, emotional and moral aspects of life is to 
make him able to discharge the great responsibility of God' s 
vicegerency.^ we have earlier studied in detail the status Islair 
4. S.N.Al-Attas; Aim and objectives of Islamic Education,p. 157. 
5. Sanctification of internal self is tazkia see Baaa'ra7l29 
Abdullah Yusuf Ali defines tazkia in more extensive meaning. 
According to him it is both the internal purification and 
the external cleanliness.see the Holy Quran,p. 54. 
6. Baqara: 30* 
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gives man as the vicegerent of God (Khali£atullah)7.For the 
proper discharge of responsibility of vicegerency of God it is 
necessary that man should be trained from his childhood and no 
aspect of his personality is ignored and a harmonious,integrated 
and balanced development of individual is achieved.During the 
process of education and training the role of Islamic Faith 
appears very significant,This gives a spiritual direction to 
the whole process of education,The aims and objects of education 
evolved at the first world conference on Muslim education also 
corroborate the same viewt"Education should aim at the balanced 
growth of the total personality of Man through training of the 
human spirit, intellect, rational self,feelings and senses,The 
training inparted to a Muslim must be such that faith is infused 
into the whole of his personality and creates in him an emotional 
attachment to Islam and enable him to follow the Quran and sunnah 
and be governed by Islamic system of values willingly and joy-
fully so that he may proceed to the realization of his status as 
Khalifatullah to whom Allah has promised the authority of the 
universe,"8 
2. Social aim of Education;-
Some educationists errphasize that the purpose of education 
should be to develop students' individuality^The sophists of anci-
ent Greek claimed that "man is the measure of all thing,"^ so the 
purpose of education should be to develop and expand the inherent 
7. see the first chapter of this thesis, 
8. Recommendation of Committee I,adopted in first world conference 
on Muslim Education,see Al-Attas op.cit.p,158-59, 
9. Samuel smith: Ideas of the Great Educators, Harper and Row, 
New York, Hagessiown, san Francisco, London, 1979, p, 13. 
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potentialities of a man.Contrary to this view some scholars 
emphasize the well being of the society as the prime aim of 
education.in the past the educational system of sparta upheld 
this view^^ point and in our own age some countries, claim 
that education should be a means to increase the productivity 
of the nation and their educational system serves the same end. 
This aim of education is apparently conducive to the well being 
of the society but its affect on the individual members of the 
society is of course a matter of concern.The individual loses 
his identity and he is dissolved in the totality of the group, 
we have just seen that islam provides ample opportunity to 
develop and conserve man's individuality,as it is the basic 
teaching of Islam that every man is individually accountable to 
God and no one will bear the burden of others. Now we shall try 
to explore the Islamic view point to establish a just society as 
an aim of education. 
we find the word ummah in the Quran and Hadith. ^ ^ This 
word, derived from the root umm meaning mother, is some how similar 
in meaning to the word society but far wide in its scope,Nation, 
race,caste,clan,tribe,people and other words that are used for 
human agglomerations are restricted to geographical, territorial 
10. Ibid; p. 28. 
11. Baqara; 286, Hud: 18, Bani Israil; 15 
12. Baqara: 143, Al^-imran: 104. 
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or racial limitations, ummah ,the islamic ideal society is 
constituted on the basis of faith or creed.The Quran considess 
it as a bounty of God and it was on account of Faith(lman) the 
Arabs who were divided into various tribes and each tribe was 
the enemy of other tribe became united in one universal brother-
hood.^^ This of course was an ashtonishing phenomena of history 
and indicates that individuals having similar faith and commto 
goal constitute the islamic ummah. The comrron goal is the purpose 
of raising the ummah as has been explicitly mentioned in the 
following verse:" ye are the best of people ( Khair-i-ummah) 
brought up for mankind,enjoining what is right and forbidding 
what is wrong and believing in God. •'^  This verse sets the goal 
an Islamic society is expected to achieve.Again,we find the 
educational implication of this general ordinance.The Quran 
says" Let there arise out of you a band of people inviting 
towards all which is good,enjoining what is right,and forbidding 
what is wrong,15 prom educational point of view this verse is 
very much significant as it sets the goal of Islamic society 
which is to disseminate knowledge.There may be various methods 
to discharging the duty of Amr bil maroof -wa-nah~anil munkar 
(enjoinihg what is right and forbidding what is wrong ) but the 
most powerful means to achieve this goal is education.16 
13. Al-i-Imran: 103. 
14. Al-i-Imran; no. 
15. Al-i-Imran: 104. 
16. The verse under study uses the word Yad* wna( ^ y> ) which simpl 
means to call or to invite.it is quite essential"to maintain 
the important technique of learning.The Quran also urges to 
adopt these techniques ,see Nahl: 125. 
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The aim of education for an Islamic society is nothing but to 
shape the behaviour of the young so that they may shoulder the 
responsibility of Amr bil maroof-wa-nah-anil tmnkar.Here the 
certainity of the social aim of education is quite apparent and 
no society can provide real education to its young people if 
the values and aims change abruptly,^' 
The above quoted two verses^^ show that shouldering 
the responsibility of education of the people is by and large 
incumbent on the society as a whole,And within this society 
there must be a group of believers fully engaged in educating 
the common people,in addition to these teaching indicating the 
responsibilities of society with regard to instilling the 
desirable ideals in the hearts and minds of people,there is 
another teaching which points to the aim of education to be 
kept in view by the society.The Quran does not want axl Muslims 
to leave their homes in order to acquire knowledge.This is not 
feasible also.And hence the Quran wants that some people from 
every locality should leave their homes for acquiring tafaqquh-
fid-deen (gaining insight into religion) and after being 
conversant with the religious sciences they should come back 
17. cf.A.K.C.Ottway; Education and Society^London, 
19 62,pp. 10-11. 
18. Al~i - lmran; 104 and HO. 
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to their homes and impart knowledge to the common peopleP 
This scheme of mass education was initiated at such a time 
when Islam had gained enough strength in Arabia.people of 
different class,tribes and regions were embracing Islam 
considering it to be a promising force of the times.Such 
people according to the Quran were ignorant of the real 
spirit of Islam.Their faith(lman) was not considered trust-
worthy. 20 It was because they were ignorant of the laws and 
ways of the religion.^1 Hence the proposed educational plan 
was to create the real understanding of religion among the 
common people and to prepare them to fulfil their moral 
obligations and also to save them from un-Islamic ways of 
life.The programme chalked out for this purpose was applied 
in two phases.In the first phase some people were urged to 
travel to the educational centres of Madina and Makka and in 
the second phase they were entrusted with the duty of inparting 
the knowledge thus acquired.This verse^^ explicitly confirms 
that tafaqquh fid-deen (gaining insight in religion ) is the 
prime aim of education in Islam.only that system of education 
19. Taubaht 122. 
20. Huj ratt 14 and 17. In these verses the Quran makes distinction 
between iman and islam as well as Momin and Muslim.iman is 
something entemal while Islam is to perform the formal 
duties enjoined by God and His Messenger.These duties may be 
performed without having good intention and only for posing 
himself Mulsim. Momin,on the other hand is that whose action 
testifies his faith, 
2 1 . Taubaht 9 7 . 
2 2 . Taubaht 122 . 
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will be considered Islamic which fulfils this aim,This verse 
has been often misunderstoodvit is interpreted that the aim 
of Islamic education is to acquire the knowledge of fiqh( the 
Islamic law ). fiqh is that branch of Islamic science which 
developed after the prophet and does not constitute the whole 
of the Islamic krtowledge^^. Thus by no means it would be 
correct to say that the aim of education in Islam is to acquire 
only the knowledge of j'iqh. The aim of education is to create 
an insight into Islam so that the learner is fully aware of 
the Islamic system of life.24 Thus education in Islam is idea-
logically oriented and therein every scientific fact social or 
natural is studied in the frame work of the islamic idealogy and 
total view of life. 
An effort is being made to create an insight in the 
learner to enable him to distinguish Islam from jahiliyah 
(Un Islam). 
23. cf.Mawdudi , Tcif himul Quran, vol. II, p. 251-52. 
24. Ismail Faruqi in his " Islamisation of knowledge* writes 
" the great Jurists of Islam- shafi* i, Abu Hanifa, Malik 
and Ahmad ibn Hanbal—all understood the compound term 
usul al ficfh not as the general principles of Islamic 
law,but the first principles of Islamic understanding 
of life and reality.• ,p.i7. 
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Accepting this view modern scholars of Islam emphasize 
the urgent need to islamise knowledge.25 They feel that 
only by means of it the aim of education that Islam sets 
can be achieved.Dr.flqbal has also emphasised this very 
point in his letter to K.G.Syyidain.He says" By Iljn I mean 
that knowledge which is based on the senses.This knowledge 
yields physical power which should be subject to deen (i.e. 
religion of Islam).If it is not subject to deen it is evil, 
pure and simple.it is the duty of a Muslim to Islamicize 
knowledge.Abu Lahab should be converted to Haider or in other 
words, if it becomes subject to deen it will be great blessing 
to mankind.2^ Thus in view of the above it may be said that 
the islamic society has a message to disseminate and with this 
end in view it wants to upbring its younger generation. 
3. Aim of Education in the light of the Islamic concept of Truth 
and Knowledge: 
27 The Quran presents Islam which it calls as deen 
25. For a detail study please see Ismail al-Faruqui, 
Islamisation of Knowledge, Aligarh, 198 5. 
2 6, sayyidain »K«G.? /^qbal's educational Philosophy. 
Lahore, 19 42, p.99. 
27. Al-i-lmran: 19• 
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28 t h e way of l i f e , t h e code of conduc t . I t d e c l a r e s t h a t 
I s l am i s t he only Truth^^ and no o t h e r way of l i f e i s j u s t 
f o r man t o follow-^? Hence i t i n s t r u c t s Muslims t o p ray for 
gu idance t o t h e s t r a i g h t p a t h which, in i s l a m i c te rmina logy , 
i s known as sirat->e-mustaqeem . This s t r a i g h t way shown by 
32 I s l am has a l s o been termed as Sawa-»as-sabil( t h e middle p a t h ) . 
The Quran c o n d i t i o n s s a w a - a s - s a b i l t o F a i t h wi th b e l i e f i n one 
God and says i f anyone does n o t b e l i e v e he n a t u r a l l y goes a s t r a y 
from t h i s path.^-^ I t i s s a i d t h a t s a w a - a s - s a b i l i s t h a t way 
of l i f e i n which man* s p o w e r s , p o t e n t i a l i t i e s and f a c u l t i e s 
ge t s u i t a b l e atmosphere and congen ia l c o n d i t i o n s t o be d e v e l o -
ped harmoniously.And i t i s on t h i s way t h a t man,without going 
t o ex t remes , becomes a b l e to t a k e a ba lanced s t e p formed in t h e 
conplex of s o c i a l s i t u a t i o n s . s a w a - a s - s a b i l , i s t hus , cons ide red 
t h e on ly middle p a t h between two ex t r emes ,Th i s concept i s i n 
sharp c o n t r a s t t o t h e theory of d i a l e c t i c a l p r o c e s s of e v o l u t i o n 
i n which i t i s a f f i rmed t h a t t h e r e i s always some type of 
s t r u g g l e w i th in the atoms of an idea and t h i s s t r u g g l e l a s t s 
2 8 . Nasrt 2 c . f .Mawdudi, Taf himul Quran, vol »vi, p . 
29 . Taubah; 33 . 
30 . Zumert 14-15. 
3 1 . F a t i a h ; 6 
32 . Maidah: 12, Baqara: 108. 
3 3 . I b i d . ' 
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in a conproirdse among the various contradictions.in the 
dialectical theory the synthesis which is the result of 
struggle and conprondse result in progress and the process 
which it takes place is considered as the process of evo-
lution, islamic view in this regard seems quite different. 
The Quran says that the right method of evolution is pro-
gress on the sirat-Musataqeem or sawa-as Sabil.ln dialectical 
theory of evolution the struggle between two opposite ideas 
tries to seize the right way but never succeeds in doing so 
and process continues.In islam to reach to the right path 
is conditioned by a belief in the divine guidance presented 
by the messengers of God.This is why it isiargued that when 
man rejects this source of knowledge and accepts some wayward 
ideas in its place he is led to the extremes and the process 
of thesis,antithesis and synthesis goes on and man becomes 
unable to find out the right path.34 
Though there are other sources of knowledge and Islam 
does not deny these it declares Revelation as the most important 
source of knowledge.The other sources of knowledge which the 
Quran discusses are self^S^ outer world^^. Elements of Natures^ "^  
34. c.f .Mawdudi/Tafhim, vol.I,p. 452-54. 
3 5. Shams I 7-8. 
3 6. Fatir; 27-28. 
37. Baqarai 164. 
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Experience,"^® and History^^. Since Revelation is the most 
reliable source of knowledge, the questiai of ultimate reality 
is resolved and the information collected by other sources 
of knowledge are crystalized within this frame-work.so every 
where reason appears following Revelation as the only source 
of guidance ( Hidayat).This is why the acquisition of the basic 
tenets of Faith has been made compulsory for every Muslim.Besides 
this obligation one more task has been entrusted to him.This 
makes Islamic system of education a distinct one, because no 
system of education makes incumbent on its learners to impart 
to other people the knowledge they have acquired."*^ This 
attitude towards mass education suggests that during the 
process of learning learners must pay full attention to the 
38. Balad; 8-10 ( in these verses Quran discusses about the 
sense organs which are the sources of acqu-
iring enprical knowledge). 
39. Asr: 1-2 
40. Abu Huraira reported God's messenger as saying'jLearn the 
things which are made obligatory and the Quran and teach 
them to the people for I shall die" Trimidhi transmitted 
it.see Mishkat al Masabih op.cit.p.57. 
Ibn Masood reported that God's messenger said to him 
•* Acquire knowledge and teach it to the people, learn the 
obligatory duties and teach them to the people, learn the 
Quran and teach it to the people;for I am a man who will 
be taken away, dissensions will appear, so that two men will 
disagree about an obligatory duty and find no one to decide 
between them ."parimi and c^  ragutuni transmitted it. 
Ibid.,p.63. 
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lesson they are learning.^1 In this way they will be able 
to discharge the duty of a good student.The knowledge would 
not become useful to others.The prophet is reported to have 
said,*Knowled>:^ e from which no benefit is derived is like a 
treasure from which nothing is expended in God's ".if educa-
tion is obtained for the purpose of "envying with the learned 
or disputing with the foolish or to attract other men* s atten-
tion, such a person shall bear the hell-fire as punishment 
for the misuse of knowledge^^.At another place the prophet 
has indicated that the aim of education should be to win the 
pleasure of God,If anyone acquires knowledge for worldly 
41. How much emphasis has been laid on the better 
conprehension of Quran is known from the following 
hadithiziyad b.iabid said: The prophet mentioned a 
matter,saying ,"That will be at the time when know-
ledge departs." I asked,"How can knowledge depart 
when we recite the Quran and teach it to our children 
and they will teach to their children up till the day 
of resurrection" ? He replied,"! am astonished at you, 
Ziyad.I thought you were the most learned man in Madina, 
DO not these jews and christians read the Torah and the 
injil without knowing a thing about their contents ?" 
Ahmad and Ibn Majah transmitted it,Trimidhi transmitted 
something similar,as did Darimi from Aby umama.vide 
Mishkat al-Mas-abih, op.cit.,p.62-63. 
42. Ibid.,p.55. 
43. Ibid. 
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advantages he will be the loser. The person who reads 
the Quran but is ostentatious has been warned to save himself 
from the painful torment of hell^^. The most illustrious 
scholar, the learned imam, Abu Hanifa expresses the same view 
in one of his poems. He says* He who strives for knowledge 
obtains an increase ( or: surplus) in his righteousness. 
But woe to those that strive for it to obtain an advantage 
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over ( or; from) their fellow -believers( ibad)" . All these 
indicate the greatness of the aim in Islamic system of 
education. 
4. inculcation of Islamic values as one of the 
objectives of Education, 
The most remarkable aspect of Islamic system of 
education is the aim to instil higher values in the minds and 
hearts of the educand .If there is crisis in the value system 
the aims and objects of education can neither be truly deter-
mined nor properly achieved,It is due to the vagueness of the 
aims and objects of education that there appears disharmony 
between the educators and the parents and also among the 
scholars of various disciplines such as sociology,economics, 
psychology and natural sciences etc.Every scholar of these 
44. I b i d . , p . 5 5 . 
45. I b i d , , p , 6 2 . 
46. Ax-Zarnuji/Talim a l Mutaallim,p,2 6, 
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disciplines is of course in favour of educating children but 
according to his own particular point of view.on account of 
this confusion in the aims and objects of education.values 
47 
are sometime neglected and value-free education is suggested. 
As far as the Islamic system of education is concerned, priirarily 
it aims at creating a pattern of behaviour on the basis of the 
moral philosophy of Islam.The moral values of Islam are insti-
lled in the child's minds both by the precepts and example of 
the teacher and also through the educative materials designed 
for him.These materials whether related to natural sciences, 
social sciences/arts, literatures and languages- all are arranged 
in such a form that they might be conducive to the moral deve-
lopment of the child.These are to influence the innerself of 
the child and to inculcate in him the honest motivation of 
cultivating good conduct.From the islamic point of view outward 
conduct is not the only important thing but the intention behind 
it is also considered significant.The hadith'deeds are measured 
by their intentions' ^ discloses the fact that sometime good 
deeds become bad in the sight of God because of the underlying 
evil intentions and contrary to it sometimes the works which 
apparently look evil or bad are adjudged good for the good 
intentions behind them.Thus the first step in the moral 
47. cf.Hadi Sharifi. The Islamic as opposed to Modern philosophy 
of Education, Aims and objectives of Islamic Education, ed. 
S.N.Al-Att^s,op.cat.p.77-78. 
48. Mishkat Kitabul Iman. 
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development progranune under the Islamic education is to 
purify the intentions of the students so that they might 
regulate their conduct by honest motivation of earning God' s 
pleasure.This motivation makes an individual lenient, kind-
hearted and of good manners.Existence of such individuals is 
naturally a blessing for the society as he neither mis-behaves 
with other nor is unjust to anybody.Forgiveness and respect 
for others are the specific traits of his personality.He 
reflects in his behaviour the Godly attributes the ideals of 
righteousness, goodness and beauty.Some of the important qua-
lities that constitute the moral self of a Muslim are discussed 
here.These qualities are also expected to be fostered in the 
children for developing in them a sound moral character. 
The Quran says" only those are Believers who believe in 
God and His apostles,and never doubt"^ .It is evident from this 
verse that the Quran wants to eliminate doubt from human mind, 
particularly in regard to God's existence, the ultimate reality 
from the Islamic point of view.It also appears that even in 
worldly matters doubt is undesirable.Doubt creates obstacles 
in the way of firm action with full determination and confidence, 
The Quran at one place urges believers that when they make up 
49 . Hujrat: 15. 
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their minds to do a work they should begin it with full 
confidence.No room should be left for doubt and hesitation 
in its accomplishment.50 This firmness and determination can 
never be achieved except through patience (Sabr)«sabr is 
comrrionly mistaken for helplessness.But the Quran instructs 
\.o be steadfast to the stand rightly taken about an important 
matter.51 Thus the children,through the islamic system of 
education,are expected to be trained in such a way that in 
the midst of adversity they show patience,endurance, self-
governance and self-restraint.They are expected to proceed 
to desired objectives witn faith,determination and vigour, 
Tccrwa, the fear of God, regulates the behaviour of Muslim. 
The Quran relates the fear of God to knowledge and declares 
that among the servants of God only the learned fear Him.-^ 
God fearing quality makes a roan modest and simple and prevents 
him from haughtiness and arrogance. It is the result of the 
50 . Al-i-lmran; 159,the Quran at another place records that it 
was the lack of firm resolve which persuaded Adam to disobey 
God while he was kept in Paradise for test and training, see 
Tahai 115. 
51. Sad" 17«Ham Mim Sajda: 30 • 
52. Fatlr:28 
53. 'For God leveth not the arrogant and vainglorious* 
Nisa: 34. 
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awareness of the fact that pride rightfully behoves God only.so 
in his behaviour he appears calm and cool and whenever he is 
angry with anybody he realises his position of servitude and 
instead of retaliating he tries to forgive the excesses made 
54 
against him. These injunctions of the Quran suggest a study 
of the rvarious emotions of the students in the true islamic 
perspective as only then a constuctive turn would be given to 
their behaviour and their diverse emotions will be harmonized and 
balanced.lt appears from the exegesis of the Quran that only 
through this »^y the total development of the personality can 
be made on the basis of the higher moral values and the young 
people saved from indecency ( fahsha),wickedness( munkar) and 
transgression (baghy).^^ 
in the moral philosophy of Islam Adl (justice) gets a 
very prominent place.The Quran does not merely enjoin to maintain 
justice but exhorts Muslims to be the torch-bearers of justice. 
Muslims are expected to play an exemplary role in establishing 
justice and in eradicating injustice,in the cause of justice they 
are expected even to harm their own interest and the interest of 
their relatives,if the situation demands so.^^ Such a love for 
justice must be created in the children from the very beginning of 
their schooling.They must undergo such a moral training which -
54. Shura: 37 
55. c f .Nahl;90 
56. Nisat l35,Nahl:9 0. 
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enables them to respect other persons' right and with 
magnanimity and generosity. 
Ihsan (generosity) is something more than Adl( justice), 
Adl protects the lawful rights of the individuals while ihsan 
includes love,co-operation, generosity,gratitude, sympathy and 
sacrifice.The Quran enjoins to adept the way of ihsan.It also 
says that muh-seneen (those who do ihsan) are loved by God.^^ 
The word ihsan is derived from husn. It means to perform any 
work with excellence.when one does a work to fulfil his duty he 
merely shows his obedience; but if utilising every possible 
means, with love and sincerety,he performs the work then he would 
be considered a muhsin and the work done by him will be adjudged 
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as ihsan . This is why muh-seneen are loved by Godjbecause they 
fulfil with excellence and sincerety the obligations entrusted 
to them by God.It is observed that the ultimate aim of Islamic 
system of education is to prepare such muh-seneen.^^ The Quran 
also discusses that divine guidance is for those muh-seneen who 
perform prayer (Salah) pay poor-due( zakah ) and have the fear 
of the day of judgement (Akhirah)^9 It is evident through these 
verses that men may not come under the category of muh-seneen 
unless they believe in the fundamentals of Islam and shape their 
behaviour accordingly, 
57. Baqarat 19 5 
58. clE.Mawdudi, Taf heem , v o l . 1 , p . 153. 
59. Naeem Siddiqui ,Chand bunyadi Khutut,Ayeen weekly,Tal im Number 
v o l . 23-7,8,9# 10,Lahore, 25 th J u l y , 1984, p . 16. 
60. Luqman: i -3 
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It is the general teaching of Islam that people be aware 
of the bounties of God and they may ^press appreciation for 
the ihsan God has made upon them.This attitude towards the 
endowments of God has been termed as shukr. Thus shukr appears 
as the inevitable result of ihsan.The Quran records that the 
wise Luqman^^ was asked to be thankful to God.The Quranic 
injunction anishkur lillah ^2 ^^e thankful to God) is signi-
ficant in this sense that the concerned Quranic chapter^ -^  
describes the muh-seneen in the very beginning and, going 
ahead,it discusses shukr . This also indicates of the inter-
dependence of ihsan and shukr. Thus the Islamic system of 
education is expected to inculcate the emotion of shukr in the 
younc^ er generation.lt will lead them to the goal of ihsan which 
is considered the ultimate aim of education in islam.in the 
chapter under study what instructions Luqman gives to his son 
is also very significant from the educational point of view. 
These valuable precepts cover the whole aspect of character-
buildin^ programme needed for young people.The Quran records 
61. At the time of the advent of Islam Luqman was recognized as 
a wise and righteous man* His precepts were found in written 
form which were realized somehow similar to islamic teaching. 
Regarding his period no authentic information is available, 
see l&fheem, vol.IV, p.3l. 
62. Luqman: 12 
63. Luqman. 
64. Luqman; 3 
65. Luqman; 12 
65. Luqman: 
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these in the following words:" Behold/ Luqman said to his 
son by way of instruction: 0 my son join not in worship 
(Others) with God: for false worship is indeed wrong doin^... 
0 my son (said luqman), 'If there be (but) the weight of a 
mustard-seed and it were (hidden) in a rock, or (anywhere) 
in the heavens or on earth, God will bring it forth: for God 
understands the finest mysteries, (and) is well-acquainted 
(with them).0 my son establish regular prayer,enjoin what is 
just and forbid what is wrong: and bear with patient constancy 
whatever betide thee; for this is firmness(of purpose) in the 
(conduct of) affairs.And swell not thy cheek(with pride) for 
men , nor walK in insolence upon the earth; for God loveth 
not any arrogant boaster.And be moderate in thy pace,and lower 
thy voice; for the harshest of sounds without doubt is the 
braying of the ass.^^ 
The present study shows that in the system of education 
aims and objects receive prime importance.Every component of 
the system serves to fulfil the aim deeply rooted in the philo-
sophy of life of a nation,Islam demolishes the idea of segraga-
tion of secular ana religious life and sets the goal of education 
for inculcating the beliefs and ideals of Isl^m in the heart and 
mind of the students.Education, in Islam ,aims to harmonize 
physical,mental,emotional and moral aspects of life of the 
educand in order to enable him to shoulder the responsibility 
of Khilafat (God' s vicegerency).Moreover the Islamic society 
67. Luqman; 13 and 16-19. 
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as a whole accepts the responsibility of desseminating the 
message of Islam and for this purpose upbrlngs its younger 
generation.in islam, the ultimate aim of education is to win 
the pleasure of God.Its purpose is not to show ostentation or 
envying with the learned or disputing with the foolish or taking 
worldly advantages through dubious means.Education aims at 
inculcating islamic values for creating in the educands a 
patter of behaviour based on the moral philosophy of Islam. 
Educands are expected to reflect Godly virtues.Moreover sabr 
(Patience), Tacfwa( fear of God), Adle( justice), lhsan( generosity), 
Shukr( thankfulness) are the qualities considered essential to 
be instilled in the mind and heart of the educand'.. 
TEACHER IN ISLAMIC SYSTEM OF EDUCATION, 
(a) The prophet as a Teacher. 
(b) The Place of Teacher in Isl^m. 
(c) His qualities. 
(d) His role. 
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The prophet as a Teacher;-
Tritton says, " Prophets rule the minds and bodies of 
nobles and the crowd; Kings rule the bodies of nobles and the 
crowd; the wise rule the minds of nobles and preachers rule 
the mind of the crowd" . ^  
The power and influence of a Prophet is evident from 
Tritton* s above-mentioned assessment.Muhcimmad (P.B.H. ) the last 
prophet of Islam,ruled over the minds and hearts of the followers 
as non before or after him has done.However,it is not our purpose 
here to discuss his multi-dimentional personality, or, to ascertain 
the influence it exercised on various aspects and areas of human 
life and society.Our purpose here is to discuss only one aspect 
of his personality— that,which is connected with education, 
we have to consider the importance he attached to education,the 
aims and objectives he set for it,as the various educational and 
quasi- education institutions which came to be established under 
his influence and inspiration. 
The Prophet of Islam was an educationist and a teacher 
in the widest and truest sense of the word.He was a teacher 
par-excellence.There are few in human history who,have exercised 
1. Tritton, A.S., Materials on Muslim Education in the 
Middle Ages, p.77. ' 
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as'much influence on human- mind and character and revolutionized 
the way of life so thoroughly as he succeeded in doing.in a way, 
the world has not seen a greater revolutionery,crusader for 
social-change and justice.He was an institution-builder and 
educator primarily and above all.His civilizing influence on 
men and morals runs through history and is eternal. 
The Prophet remained teacher all through his life. 
He taught his people the basic values of new civilization that 
he was establishing; he taught them Islam; he taught his follow-
ers all that they needed for the betterment of this life and the 
life hereafter.And this all achieved,not through preaching alone 
but also through the example of his own practice.And this was 
not all,Though he himself was a Ummi( illiterate),he taught his 
followers the importance of the acquisition of literacy, learning 
and knowledge.And it was under his dynamic guidance and inspiring 
leadership that a community of almost illiterate and ignorant 
persons turned into torch-bearers of knowledge,culture and 
civilization, and his companions and their followers spread-out 
to the nooks and corners of the world.Though the prophet' s 
teaching was based on oral instruction it laid the firm 
foundation of education through written materials. 
As far as the question of the very high value and 
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importance he attached to education is concerned,there are 
instance galore to illustrate it.For ex-^ mple it is reported 
that when the prophet came upon two groups of people in his 
mosque (Masjid-i-Nabawi ) who were engaged in two different 
kinds of activities— the one was praying and the other was 
having some scholarly discussion on some subject—he observed: 
"They are both engaged in what is good,but one of them is 
superior to the other,These ones,who are praying and suppli-
cating to God if He wills,He may answer their prayer, but, if He 
wills,may refuse them.Those one are learning knowledge and 
teachin«a the ignorant, so they are superior .1 was sent only 
as a teacher*.^ Sayin^ this the prophet joined the group of 
learned men.^ Semaan remarks that " His activity was not 
only that of a Prophet,as we know such activity from Biblical 
sources,but ^Iso among his other functions that of teacher 
(is most important) in classical sense*.^ Tibawi declares 
that though the message of the prophet was for the whole of 
humanity, for all times to come,as he himself claimed, but 
2. Kishkat , o p . c i t . , p . 5 9 . 
3 . Sayeed Akhter: Kamara Nizam-e-Taleem, p . g . 
4. Education in islam from j a h i l i y y a h to Ibn Khuldun,p. 188. 
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those who believed in his mission and were taught by him 
personally were really fortunate and more privileged than 
others.He did not expect any return or reward for his pains: 
he did it only for the sake of God.^ while Ibrahim and Ismail 
were raisin>:^  the foundation of Kaba, lorahim prayed," Raise up 
in their midst a messenger from amongst them who,shall recite 
into them thy revelation and shall instruct them in the scripture 
and in wisdom and shdll maKe them grow^. It is believed that 
the prophet was the fulfilment of this prayer,Royster remarks 
that the prophet' s authority as a teacher is based,in the mind 
of Muslims, on his Ascension (Me raj). This journey disclosed 
to him the reality of man and universe and gave him true 
knowledge.' He, further says that, the prophets' success as 
a teacher is acclaimed by Husayan: "The truth and maxims, 
the precepts, which from time to time during the past twenty 
years the prophet had delivered to his followers, were imprinted 
on their hearts and were the rulin^ principles of actions." 
/J.1 that the prophet said or did his followers took to heart 
and tried to follow faithfully in word and deed. 
5. Muslim EducatL on in the golden age of cabphete, p. 419. 
6. Baqarahi 129. 
7 . James E .Roys te r ; Muhammad as Teacher and Exenplar , Muslim -
word, Oc t . , 1978, p . 2 3 6 . 
8 . I b i d . , p . 2 4 0 . 
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Teaching is entirely unworthy if it is not put into 
practice.First of all a teacher should translate his teachings 
into practice.The success of the prophet,lies in the fact that, 
while he presented soirie ideals, he at the same time practised or 
acted up to them.There is no single ordinance or injunction in 
the Quran thot he did not acted upon in practice.First of all 
he himself practiced these teachings of the Quran,then he taught 
ana conveyed them to others. in his farewell sermon of Arafat 
he is reported to have said: " I am leaving something,which, 
it one holds fast to it will never fall into error— the Book 
of God and my sunnah— so give good heed to what I say*.^® 
This is why there exists a desire in Muslims to learn the 
Prophetc sayings and to initate and follow his example and 
footsteps in whatever they do. 
i^ rcbs laid great stress on purity of language and it 
wcs greatly prized t)y them. The pre-lslam-ic period was an era 
of great literary output especially in the field of poetry 
ana oration.This output was marked for its extraordinary felicity 
and beauty.It was due to this keen interest in the language and 
9. Tabqat Ibn sad ( Ilm) ,vol.I,p.364. 
lO.Hadith t r a n s m i t t e d by Bukhari and Muslim as quoted by 
Mohammad Farooque Khan i n Kalam-e-Nabuwat,Markazi Maktaba 
i s l a n d , De lh i , 1977, p . 3 2 . ~ 
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its literature that the poets and orators enjoyed such a 
predominant influence on the mind of the people.The prophet 
as a teacher excelled even in this field; he surpassed even 
the best among them.The command he enjoyed over the language 
was extraordinary.His sayings are considered the best specimens 
of the purity^beauty and excellence of language after the langu-
age of the Qurah. once he himself pronounced that he was the 
most eloquent person among the Arabs." ^ ^ As a teacher also, 
he maintained the same standards.once, in his presence,an Arab 
made an idiomatic mistake about which he addressed his compa-
12 
nions and said "Instruct your brother as he was strayed".-^  
It was this interest in maintaining the highest standards of 
language,and also the example set oy Quran,which inspired the 
Muslims to demonstrate unprecendented activity in the field 
of literature. 
prophet's interest in education was not confined to 
verbal instruction only,He is reported to have evinced keen 
interest in the practical education of his people and suggested 
many improvements in the method of writing..some serious defects, 
whxch badly affected the style of writing, he advised them to be 
11. Qazi Ayaz; Shifa ,p.59 as quoted by Raghib al-Tabbakh, As-
fatul Isiamia, Urdu translation, Markazi Mahtaba Islami, 
Delhi, 1983, p.387. 
12. Shalaby: History of Muslim Education, p.42. 
^m 
removed in the cause of betterment of the script.The prophet 
instructed his students to dry the ink on the paper with 
use of dust.He also suggested to write the letter "seen" 
with its three curves ( (J^ ) and not with a single go 
( C-T^) because one who writes with a single stroke shows 
1 3 his carelessness and laziness in the art of writing. •^-' 
Heimeedullah believes that the prophet first started 
the method of raqsh ( literally meaning putting dots) to 
distinyBiish between letters having similar shapes.Before 
the application of raqsh the Arabi script was very 
defective. -^  
The place of Teacher in Islam; 
The Prophet as well as the Quran strongly exhort 
the believers to opt for the career of a teacher.in these two 
sources there are a lot of information discussing the place 
and position a teacher holds in the Islamic society.The Quran 
says:" There is no God but He: he is the witness of God,His 
angels and those endowed with knowledged, standing firm on 
justice.There is no God but He, the Exalted in power,the wise"1^. 
13. Hameedullah; Educational system in the time of the 
Prophet, Muslim world, Jan. 19 39/ p. 56. 
14. sahifah Hammam ibn Munabbih,p.8. 
15. Al-i-lmran; 18. 
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• Nor shoxild the Believers all go forth together: if a contigent 
from every expedition remaihed behind, they could devote them-
selves to studies in religion and admonish the people wh<en they 
return to them - so that they (m^y learn) to guard themselves 
(against evil)"^^. Are those equal,those who know and those 
17 
who donot know". "God will raise up to (suitable) ranks 
and positions,those of you who believe and who have been 
granted (insight into) knowledge." 1® 
These verses show that only the learned (Ulema ) who 
are expected to assume the position of teachers recognize the 
Supreme Reality.Their unique position distinguishes them from 
comnon people.The Quranic statement that those who know and 
those who do not know are not equal, means the behaviours of the 
learned are quite different from those of the ignorant.lt is 
knowledge which creates difference in the behaviour and attitude 
of persons.on account of these differences there appear different 
spectacles in the life of this world and also in the life here-
after.It is also clear from the above quote references that 
gaining insight in knowledge for the purpose of properly dis-
charging the duty of a teacher is considered essential,so much so, 
16. Tauba: 122- This verse suggests that even in the war time, 
a party of the believers should be engaged in 
achieving insight in knowledge for the purpose 
to educate common people,see A.YUsuf Ali, 
Glorious Quran,p.478. 
17. Zumart 9 English tr.by Abdullah Yusuf Ali. 
18. Majadilat 11, English translation by Abdullah Yusuf Ali. 
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that the people engaged in this work are exempted from the 
19 
obligation of physically participating in Holy war (jihad) . 
Thus the believers engaged in spreading knowledge have been 
exhalted to the high rank and pedestal.The teacher in Islam 
acquires a very lofty place.He, on account of his knowledge 
becomes nearer to angels and to God. 
in the early days of Islam,teachers did remarkable 
service in spreading true islamic knowledge.They were conscious 
of their status and hence took every trouble to fulfil their 
responsibillties.They were not full-time-teachers,neither they 
obtained any special training to discharge their duties as 
teachers.They were simply brave soldiers of Islam inspired with 
the missionary spirit.Hence wherever they went,they carried on 
the teachings of Islam.^ '^  Teachers of the early Islamic period 
can be classified into three categories,Firstly, the prophet's 
companions,their successors and those learned people,who directly 
acquired knowledge from these forerunners. ^ 1^ though they were 
engaged in different professions they were fully aware of their 
responsibility of spreading Knowledge.They, without taking any 
remuneration voluntarily performed this task.secondly, there was 
the group of religious chroniclers.They also had independent 
19. Azdi reports that when he sought permission to take 
part in jihad,his learned teacher Abdullah bin 
Masood advised him to built a mosque and sit 
therein to teach ignorants.He was said,this 
is more excellent work than jihad.see ibn Abd 
at -Bar, op.cit.,p,56. 
20. cf.Afendi and Baloch, Curriculum and Teacher Education.. .., 
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professions to carry on their living and devoted considerable 
time to educate the people.Thirdly, the poor and the captives 
undertook this responsibility.They were paid by Baitul-Mal 
(the public Treasury)21. This classification if teacher shows 
that the well-to-do as well as the poor, the independent as well 
as the slaves the highly learned and the less knowledgeable— 
in short/people fronr. every section of society,were contributing 
their might to the educational regeneration of the society 
launched by the prophet.Now,it is a subject of study as to 
where from they got such inspiration and zeal to contribute to 
and spread mass education • 
Besides the Quran from which a few references have 
been quoted above, we have a good number of Prophetic Tradition 
in this regard.These precious words of the prophet greatly 
encouraged the early Muslims and are still pointing to the 
high rank of the teacher in the islamic society.lt is related 
that the prophet said "If anyone travels on a road in search 
of knowledge,God will cause him to travel on one of the roads 
of paradise, the r^ ngels will lower their win^s of tidings for 
Che one who seeks knowledge, and the inhabitants of the heavens 
and the earth and the fish in deep waters ask forgiveness for 
21.1bid.p.l42. 
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for him,The superiority of the learned over the devout is 
like that of the full moon over the stars.The learned are the 
heirs of the prophets who leave neither dinars nor dirhams, 
their only possession is knowledge,and he who aspires for it 
72 is granted an abundant portion {of blessing)".' It is a very 
comprehensive Hadith covering every aspect of the teacher' s 
personality.in islam knowledge for the sake of knowledge 
has no place .According to the islamic spirit, knowledge shall 
iae acquired first, to be put into practice, then to be propagated 
amongst the people,ignorant of it.If these two purposes are not 
served the high rank of the learned mentioned in the Hadith can 
hardly be attained by anyone irrespective of the volume of his 
acquired knowledge.Declaring the learned superior to the devout 
points out to this very fact.A devout purifies his own life 
through prayers and devotion but, the learned, through their 
knowledge and wisdom save their people from being misled.23 
The work of such a learned has similarity with the mission of 
the Prophets.This is v/hy in the Hadith understudy, the learned 
have been appointed as heirs of the Prophets.lt also appears 
from the study of the Hddith concerned that teachers must not 
care for monetary benefit or any sort of reward in return of 
the service they render for the cause of knowledge,and for the 
22. Mishkat al-Masabih; op.cit., p.53, Ahmad, Trimidhi, Abu Daund, 
Ibn Ma.za and Darimi traomitted this Hadith. 
23. Ibn Abbas reported God's messenger as saying" one faqih( the 
learned)has more power over the devil than a thousand 
devout man- Mishkat, op .cit.p.54. 
21Z 
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elimination of ignorance and illiteracy. - There is one 
more Hadith similar in meaning to the above but clarifying 
even more pointedly to the high rank and status of a teacher 
engaged in spreading knowledge in the islamic society.-God.His 
angels, the inhabitants of thd heavens and the earth, even the ants 
in their holes and even the fishes ( in waters) invoke blessing 
25 
on him who teaches men what is good." 
The learned is considered to be the trustees of God 
on this earth.26 It is because they possess the knowledge 
which is acknowledged as the best endowment from God.Muawiya 
reports that the Prophet said" when God wishes good for anyone. 
He grants him insight into religion."27 HOW this insight in 
knowledge becomes the source of reward to the learned can be 
estimated from the Hadith which says that if the learned 
instructs ignorant, their reward will continue even after their 
death.As long as their teachings influence and instruct other 
2 4.1bn Abd al-Bar quotes a Hadith on the authority of Suhail b. 
Saad that once the prophet said to Ali that guiding a 
person to the right way is better than having red 
camels.Red camels were considered «ery costly in those 
days.see jamia-ul-Bia-nil Ilm,p.91. 
2 5. Trimidhi transmitted it from Abu Umama al-Bahili but Darimi 
transmitted from Makhul in mursal form, see Mishkat, 
op.cit.p.54. 
2 6. Ibn Abd al-Bar, op.cit.,p. 48. 
27. Mishkat al Masabih, op.cit.,p.50. 
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their soul in the heaven will receive the reward for this 
service.Thus acquired knowledge becomes a source of perennial 
bliss for the learned but it is only when they utilize the 
knowledge in the proper way and act up to it.If a teacher 
teaches some good things to his students and the students 
act accordingly and achieve God' s pleasure and reward then 
the teacher will also be the recepient of the reward without 
its beiniy diirj.nishfcd for in case of the taught.Contrary to 
it, if the teacher teaches something erroneous or sinful,and 
the students act accordingly,he will also be guilty of the 
students' faults.And this will continue as long as the evil 
practices last,^^ Thus ,the teachers' position seems very 
delicate.Ail the good tidings given to him are conditioned 
oy how sincerely and honestly he carry out the obligation 
on him.Being the heirs of the Prophet,it is quite expected 
26. Hadith has been quoted in Mishka^ as follows: 
"Among the actions and good deeds for which a 
believer will continue to receive reward after 
his death are knowledge which he taught and 
spread ,a good son whom he left behind, or a cop^ 
of the Quran which he left as legacy, or a mosque 
which he build for the traveller,or a stream which 
he caused to flow,or a s^daga vhich he gave from 
his property when he was alive and well, for which 
he will continue to receive reward after his death, 
P.58-5S. 
29. Wishkat, op.cit,,p,42. 
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that they will be questioned in the hereafter as to how they 
performed the duty given to them.^O jt appears very significant 
to note here that once the prophet was asked to explain as to 
what is evil.He replied, "Do not ask me about evil,but ask me 
about good,saying it three times, then he said,"The worst evil 
consists of the learned men who are evil and the best good 
3 1 
consists of the learned men who are good." This Hadith shows 
that the teacher on the one hand is highly praised and on the 
other he becomes the target of severe condemnation and censure. 
This perverse role of the teacher has been explicitly defined in 
another Hadith.It is related that the prophet said:"one who 
would have the worst position in God's sight on the Day of 
Resurrection, would be a learned person v.'ho did not profit from 
his learning.-2 -phe soundness of Islamic society depends upon 
how properly and efficiently the teachers discharge their social 
duty.If they do not act up to their knowledge in their personal 
lives and do not discharge the obligation made incumbent on them, 
the entire society is shaken or disintegrated.The plight of society 
in such a critical moment has been discussed by the Prophet in the 
30. Anas (the well-]cnown companion of the Prophet), as quoted 
by Ibn Abd al-Bar, op.cit.,p.42. 
31. Mishkat, op.cit. ,p.6l. 
32. Ibid.,p.61. 
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followiny Hadith:" A time is soon approaching when nothing of 
Islom except its name would remain and only the written form of 
the Quran will be there.Their mosques will be in fine condition 
but will be devoid of guidance, their learned men will be the 
worst people under the heavens,(corruption will engulf them 
from all side) -.^ "^  
in Islani, the actions and deeds of the teacher are 
taken as examples for his students.If on the one hand Islam 
raises the teacher's status, on the oth er, it demands him to be 
conscious of his responsibilities.Abdullah bin Masood has rightly 
proclaiined that even little mistakes of a teacher are of great 
consequence, for, once he expresses his opinion or, gives any 
verdict on the basis of his knowledge, but later on retraces 
from the view held by, he refers back to the sources and forms 
new views.His followers being ignorant of this revision, follow 
his former opinion and act accordingly.'^hus, it is suggested 
that students should join the teaching circles of the leajrted 
other than their own teachers.In this way they may be aware of 
the mistakes made by their teachers.^^ This does not mean that 
the Islamic system of education erodes the value of teachers or 
33. Mishkat, o p . c i t . , p . 6 2 . 
34. Ibn.Abd a l -Bar , o p . c i t . , p . 2 1 1 . 
3le 
reduces their importance .This is simply for maintaining the 
purity of knowledge.As far as the dignity of the teacher in the 
Islamic system of education is concerned, Tritton has rightly 
ODserved: " Hence the idea that knowledge obtained from a 
::eacher of higher value than that gained in other way: It is 
Detter to go wrong with a teacher than to right alone," ^^ 
Educational history of the ec.rly Islamic period presents a 
lot of information indicating the prestigeous position that 
the teacher held in that era.It is related that Jabir bin 
«bdullah was highly honoured by the society as he occupied 
the high office of delivering lectures in Masjid-e-Nabawi(the 
mosque of the prcphet)-^". Abu iprda at the time of coming to 
the mosque of Damascus to deliver the usual lecture there, was 
rcllowed by such a large number of students as to appear like 
37 
a king coming with his courtiers . Abu Sayeed is reported to 
address the crowd of students who gathered for him. in very long 
38 
rows . in the normal course when a companion of the prophet 
transmitted Hadith, the gathering was so large around him that, 
for the convenience of proper coinmunication, he was compelled to 
ascend the roof of his house to deliver his lecture. 
3 5. Tritton, A.S., Materials on Muslim Education in the Kiddle 
Ages, p.31. 
3 6, Syuite, jalaluddine, Hasnal Mahazirah vide Sayeed Akhter, 
Hamara NezaiTpi-Taleem, p. 19 , 
37. zahbi, Tazkaratul Huffaz,Vide.Ibid. 
3E. Ibid. 
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Qualities of Teacher in islam; 
Ibn Abd al-Bar says that ilm ( knowledge ) is to 
cognize the known in that very form it originally exists.v.-hen 
a fact is known to man in such a way he naturally becomes learned 
in that particular area.Thus learned is non-conformist, for he 
predicts on the ground of sound knowledge.As for conformist is 
concerned,he relates something without having the indepth know-
ledge supported by sound arguments.The teacher in Islamic system 
of Education is expected to be non -conformist having original 
knowledge directly acquired through the original sources^^. '^ he 
Quran too confirms this view when it says"And pursue not that 
of which thou hast no knowledge",- and " DO ye say of God what 
y e know nof'T'^ l Ilm( knowledge) in Islam is something other than 
presumption and conjecture.About congecture (zann) Quran says 
42 that sometimes it becomes very harmful,and also sinful .Apart 
from the special circumstances Quran declares that conjecture 
can never be equal to Truth'* . Thus, the teacher in the islamic 
system of education,must be original in thinking,should rely only 
on the knowledge acquired through reliable sources.lt is his 
prime quality that he directly investigates the ins and outs 
of the matter before imparting something to his students. 
39. Ibn.Abd al-Bar , o p . c i t . , p . 2 l 5 . 
40. Hani I s r a i l t 3 6, tr.Yusuf Al i . 
41. Araf: 28 
42. Hujrat; 12 
43. yunus:36 
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The above view in regard to the teachec s role in 
educating students should neither be misunderstood nor mis-
interpreted. Teacher, in the Islamic system of education,bears 
quite apparently the role of a conrxr.itted person.He is after all 
loyal to the Islamic idealogy of life.Teaching for him is not 
merely a profession of life.Ke is committed to produce a virtuous 
generation of students and also assumes the responsibility of 
advancing islamic society.This,on the one hand,makes him the 
key person in the entire educational set up and,on the other 
assigns to him the onerous task of enriching the society by 
strengthening the moral ideals of Islam.His work is not only 
to instruct and train the students in the set courses of studies 
but,more than this,he has to act as a model to instil the Islamic 
values in the heart and mind of the students.Teacher in Islam is 
considered unworthy if he fails to translate the teachings into 
practice.Ke is expected to actualise all those that he utters 
from his mouth.The highly knowledgeable but immoral teacher gets 
no place in the Islamic system of education.The western tradition 
in this respect is quite different. There no body questions about 
the personal affairs and the private lives of the teachers.The 
immodesty and indecency of a teacher are relegated as his personal 
affairs which need not be questioned.Contrary to the case of a 
teacher working under the Islamic system of education he is 
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expected to be at home only in the subjects and skills he 
44 has to impart. Teacher in Islamic system of education accepts 
greater responsibility of moral training than the mere inst-
ruction of the subjects.Ibn wahb used to say about his teacher, 
imam Kalik that what moral training (Adab ) he obtained from 
him was more valuable than the knowledge he received through 
him.^^ The teacher in the islamic system of education is desc-
ribed as having God-fearing quality which regulate, his moral 
character,The Quran makes it clear thbt only the learned( ulema) 
46 
fear God. v/hen the learned observe any incident systemati-
cally he recognizes the power of God as the rrotive force. The 
-greatness ond wisdom of God becomes evident, consequently the 
learned accept His supermacy and bow down before Him. 
The fear of God also makes the teacher sincere towards 
his duty.It is related that once Abu Huraira was criticized as to 
why he so extensively transmitted Hadith of the prophet.Abu 
Huraira* s answer to this criticism shows one of the most 
important qualities of teacher.He is reported to have said that 
if the following two verses did not exist in the Quran he would 
have no need to transmit Hadith'^ '^ ."Those who conceal God's 
44. wasiullah Khan, Education and Society,p.24. 
45. Ibn Abd al-Bar,op,cit.p,94. 
46. p a t i r t 28 Commenting t h i s verse Alia bin Rabbah wri tes tha t 
only God-fearing persons are learned.Vide Ibn.Abd al-Bar, 
op .c i t .p .157 
47. Ibn Abd al-Bar o p . c i t . p , 7 6 , 
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revelations in the Book and purchase for them a miserable 
profit /they swallow naught but Fire^ and -"Those who 
conceal the clear (signs) we have sent down and the guidance, 
after we have made it clear for the people in the Book.... on 
them shall be God' s curse and the curse of those entitled to 
curse*.^ 
The above-quoted verses make it clear that without 
curtailing and concealing the knowledge a teacher should 
sincerely impart what he knows.He must adopt a generous atti-
tude in this regard.This generosity about knowledge raises his 
status so much that a teacher occupies the third position after 
God and Kis messenger.The prophet is reported to have said,"Do 
you know who is most generous ? on receiving the reply that God 
and His messenyer knew best, he said,•God is the most generous, 
then I am the most generous of mankind,and the most generous of 
them after me will be a man who acquires knowledge and spreads 
it .on the Day of Resurrection he will come as a prince alone,^0 
Teacher should have a big and tender heart.He should 
always show forbearence and forgiveness.He must be friendly and 
kind to his students,prophet' s commandments in this regard 
indicate how a teacher should persue his educational activities. 
The prophet is reported to have said:"People will follow you,and 
48. saga rat 174 
49. Baqara: 159 
50. Mishkat, p.60. 
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men will come to you from all regions of the earth seeking 
understanding about the religion; so when they come to you, 
give them good counsel^^. it was the influence of this instru-
ction that teachers in the e^rly Islamic period become kind 
and friendly to their students.They used to show compassion 
and kind heartedness whenever any seeker of knowledge came 
to them.Kathir b.Qais reports thcit while he was sitting with Abu 
Darda, a distinguished teacher of Hadith,a man came and asked 
him to relate a Hadith from the prophet and for this very 
purpose he had taken pain of the long and arduous journey and 
travelled from Wadina to Damacuss.Abu Darda appreciated his 
quest for knowledge and tramsmitted a Hadith in which the high 
ranK and degree of the seeker after knowledge had been mentioned . 
How mucfi the teachers were sympathetic and helpful to the students 
is evident from the information quoted by Az-zarnuji.He says that 
teachers used to prefer teaching to any other work,The interest 
of students was very dear to them.Sometimes they overlooked even 
the academic interests of their own sons with a view to discharge 
their duty as teacher.Once the sons of a teacher complained 
to their father that he did not spend enough time on their 
education.The father answered "Foreigners and the sons of 
the great come to me from various regions of the earth,Hence 
I have to take up their instruction first*.^^ These are some of 
51. Ibid.p.54 
52. Ibid.,p.53. 
53. A2~zarnuji/ op.cit.,p,59. 
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the instances which prove that there exists a strong desire in 
the heart of the teacher to transmit the knowledge they possess 
and also to be extremely sympathetic and helpful to the students. 
Most surely the close and cordial relation between the teacher 
and the student was an imitation of the prophet* s tradition 
which he himself adopted.His linency and kind heartedness have 
been praised by the Quran itself.And it was because of these 
characteristics that people flocked around him to take moral 
and naterial guidance.The Quran says that if the prophet were 
harsh and hard-hearted the people would have been geared away 
from him.^^ This shows that the teacher must tolerate students' 
weaknesses and should not be harsh in treatment and bitter in 
conversa:tion.vindicative attitudes and cruel persecution are 
considered evil practices which are below to the dignity of a 
teacher.Ibn Abd al-Bar quotes on the authority of Abu Sayeed 
Khudri that the prophet instructed both the student and the 
teacher to be humble and lowly.The learned were particularly 
directed not to be oppressors.^^ In every educational system, 
it is at least in principles realised that harshness to students 
does them harm.It encourages bad habits and supprepses their 
inherent potentialities for good.Being afraid of the tyrannical 
treatment of teachers they tell lies and practice trickery. 
54. Al-i-Imran; 159. 
55. Ibn Abd-al-Bar , o p . c i t . , p . 9 3 . 
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Their'^outer behaviour differs from their inner feelings and 
they always try to deceive the teacher,Thus the good moral 
qualities do not develop in them, imam shaaby has rightly 
defined the qualities of a teacher,He says when a good teacher 
observes virtues in his students he praises them and when the 
students make mistakes he forgives them, scolding to the students 
does not behove him,he teaches wisdom when his students show 
stupidity; in short, he always benefits them. ^"^  Az-zarnuji 
points out one very important quality of those learned persons 
who are engaged in teaching the ignorant.He says that the 
teacher must not be involved in acrimony or altercation,for 
these are time wastinc, job. Az-2arunji quotes the wise saying 
of a renowned scholar^ in the following wordsfSend the man 
away.DO not punish him for the misdeed he committed.His 
character and his deeds will be sufficient (punishment for 
him),^^ But it is not proper to apply such a principle in 
the educating process of the youhg a generation,A teacher is 
certainly the well-wisher of his students.lt is his prime dut/ 
to remove every short-coming in them.He must play the role of = 
reformist in order to save his students from baseness and to 
56. Ibn Khaldun: Muqaddimah; vol.I,p.305. 
57. Vide ibn Abd al.Bar, op.cit. ,p,9 5, 
58. Sultan as -shar ia ( the pr ince of cannon law),Yusuf al-Hamdar.i, 
59. Az-Zarnuji, o p , c i t , , p , 6 0 . 
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inculcate in them goodness and piety. 
The one very important quality which appears in the 
teachers of early Islamic period is their stateforward behaviour 
with regard to teaching.They neither knowingly concealed the 
knowledge that they possessed nor they in the name of knowledge 
gave false information to the ignorants and innocents.Their 
behaviour was in accordance with the norms Islam has fixed in 
this regard. '^  Abdullah bin umar reports that a man once asked 
the prophet the kind of question which he did not know.He,without 
any hesitation, expressed his ignorance"^. The following Hadith 
narrated by Bukhari and Muslim declares that expression of 
ignorance is not ignorance at all,it is rather knowledge itself. 
Abdullah^ said:"If any of you knows anything he should make it 
known,but if anyone does not know he should say God knows best, 
for, saying this when one does not know, is a part of knowledge"-*. 
It Was because of such unambiguous instruction with regard to the 
maintenance of purity of knowledge that in the early Islamic 
period every bearer of knowledge was quite conscious of what he 
did not know.Saying (Laadri ( I do not know) was very common in 
those days.Abu Darda says that saying La adri ( I donot know) 
is half knowledge.The argument behind this appears to promote 
60. Abu Huraira reported God's messenger as saying,"He who asked 
about something he knows and conceals it will have a bridle of 
fire put on him on the day of resurrection." Ahmad, Abu Daud and 
Trimidhi transmitted it and Ibn Maja transmitted it from Anas, 
see Mishkat op.cit.p.55. 
61. Ibn ABdui Bar p.158. 
62. Abdullah bin Masood. 
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kncjwiedge as when one accepts ignorance in a p a r t i c u l a r 
f ie ld he w i l l na tu ra l ly turn towards knowledge to acquire i t . 
Thus, t h i s p r a c t i c e i s instrumental in r a i s ing the t e a c h e r ' s 
eff iciency^^.This i s a lso because the teacher may not be fond 
of get t ing undue praise,for ,knowledge in I s l am, i s something 
sacred and t r u t h can not be sac r i f i ed for any price^^.Even the 
prophet was ins t ruc ted to declare that he did not want any 
reward in re turn the task of ins t ruc t ing the people°^. imam 
Ghazali goes so far as to say that the teacher should not be 
desireous of ge t t ing any reward from his s tudents , r a the r he 
should oe gra teful t o h is s tudents , for they provided him the 
opportunity to a t t a i n the high rank of teacher .^^ Sufyan Sauri 
i s quoted to have taken an oath to go to his s tudents to 
i n s t ruc t them i f they would not come to him t o take lesson.^8 
Thus Islam saves teachers from vanity and pr ide and urges them 
to adopt s impl ic i ty and humil i ty ,Al i ' s statement tha t vanity 
i s the death of wisdom i s a very important element of the 
64. Icn Abd al-Bar, p . l62 , Ibn wahb quotes tha t imam Malik was 
very speedy in pronouncing La Adri( I donot know).He says if 
we recorded h is u t t e rance many of the pages would have been 
f i l l e d by them only .see Ib id .p .161 , Imam Kalik supports t h i s 
View from Quranic verse thct accepting ignorance in ce r ta in 
r a t t e r does not in jure man' s dignity.Angels are the Holy 
c r ea tu re of God but they also pronounce La ilmalana(we do 
not know)see Quran, Baoara: 32. 
65. Imam Malik vide ibn Abd a l -Ea r ,p .233 . 
66. Anam; 90 
67. Anya-ul-ollom , vo l . I , p . 138. 
68. Vide. Ibn Abd a l - E a r , p . 8 9 . 
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training of the teacher'^. The qualities of persistence and 
fortitude also play important role in making a teacher compe-
tent in perforrrdnc, the difficult task.The Quran ihstructs 
believers to seek help from fortitude^. Teaching, at its best 
and with all of its importance and urgency is undoubtedly a 
very difficult job whence a teacher must show fortitude in 
the persuance of his task. 
Role of Teacher; 
Abu Qalaba says that the learned are of three 
categories.The first who neither himself takes any use of 
his knowledge nor does he benefits others from it.The second 
whose personal life illuminates from the knowledge he acquired 
but the other people do not get any profit from his knowledge. 
The third,and the best of all,is that learned man whose 
knowledge is useful for him and for other people of the 
community.'^ only such learned play the role of the teacher 
in the true Islamic sense.The same view is evident from the 
following Hadith of the prophet."God brightens a man who 
69. Vide ibid, p./107. 
70. Baqara; 45. 
71. Ibn Abd al-Bar. p.157. 
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hears what I say,gets it by heart, retains it,and passes it 
on to others: Many a bearer of knowledge is not versed in it, 
and many a bearer of knowledge conveys it to one who is rrore 
versed than he is,There are three things on account of which 
no rancour enters a Muslim* s heart: Sincere action for God' s 
sake, good counsel to Muslims, and holding fast v;ith their 
community, for their invitation includes those are beyond them'^ 2 
The teacher in an Islamic society is an element of social 
change and is motivated by the general instruction of the 
Prophet,"pass on information from me,even if it is only a 
verse of the Quran*^ .^ Teachers of the early Islamic period 
were the true followers of the prophet and paid full attention 
towards the educational principles propounded by the Prophet, 
r^ bu umama, being satisfied that he had properly irrparted the 
lesson to his students used to urge on them to dissiminate 
the knowledge he had handed over to them^^. This practice was 
very attractive and alluring as the prophet himself declared 
that such teachers are his heirs and deserve the special grace 
of God.Teachers under the islamic system of education shoulder 
the responsibility resembling that of the Prophet,''^ 
72. Mishkat,op,cit.,p.55 
73. Mishkat,p. 50, 
74. Ibn AjDd al.Bar, op.cit. p.91. 
75. Ibid.,p.45. 
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Assuming and discharging the duty of a teacher,in the true 
Islamic sense,is difficult.The learned being fully conversant 
with his knowledge shoulder this arduous responsibility. 
According to Ghazali/knowledge advances through four stages,the 
first is the acquisition of knowledge( 1^lab-i-ilm), the second 
is to become so much conversant with the acquired knowledge 
that learned may not feel any need to enquire anything more 
in the particular sphere of knowledge,in the third stage the 
learned expands, improves and enriches his knowledge through 
reflection, induction and deduction.The fourth and the last 
stage which Ghazali considers the best of all is to utilise 
7 6 the acquired knowledge for the benefit of the common people. 
Teacher, in the islamic systeir. of education, tries to 
awake the natural instincts of the child— instinct ,which 
according to Quran ,are inherited by man in the beginning of his 
life.It is considered that at the time of Ad°m's Creation, God 
pathered at one place all mankind— all those who were to 
be bom up to the end.^'^ Then He took a covenant from them. 
76. /^hya-ul-ollom ,vol.I,p.136 
77. The incident under which the whole of m.ankind brought into 
existence at one and the same time appears irrational but 
not for those who have faith in the limitless power of God. 
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At that time Ke asked them whether they recognised their 
creator and they spoke out with one voice, yes, our. Lord, v;e 
recognise thee.Thus mankind in the beginning acknowledged 
God as their master and agreed about His Supermacy, soverignty 
aid Lordship.They bor€witness to the fact— the fact which is 
known as the creed of Islamic Monotheism. So the role of 
a teacher in the islamic systeir, of education is to inculcate 
and resurrect this concept of pure monotheism in the young 
learners.To achieve this chief objective of education the 
teacher consciously tries to shape his teachings in the moulds 
78. A' araf; 172-173, some people take these verses as a symbolic 
narration and donot believe in the occurrence of the 
event of covenant taken by the whole of mankind 
before their creation.But the original text of the 
Quran does not permit to form such an idea.Believing 
in the limitless power of Gob it also appeais to 
reason that God is quite capable of assembling all 
mankind before their birth,Kadith also throws light 
on the event ar to how the covenant was taken from 
Adam.This too does not suggest that the verses 
quoted are mere symbolic narration,The Quranic 
statement in this regard is quite unambiguous. 
Eukhari, Muslim, Ahmad vide Kalam-e-Nabuv;at, vol.1, 
p.151. 
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Of the Islamic faith.His generalisation, specifications, 
inferences and conclusions in the context of the lessons 
inparted bear an imprint of his f^ith.His conscious effort 
is to refresh the memory of the covenant taken from the 
whole of the mankind at the beginning of creation in the 
Heaven— the covenant that God alone is worthy of being 
worshiped.This effort of the teacher is in accordance 
with the objective for which the prophets were sent.The 
Quran, tine and ai^ ain, declares that prophets were raised 
to inculcate in mankind the concept of Tawheed( oneness of 
God) already inherent in their nature.The covenant taken 
from the whole of the mankind bears a strong proof in support 
of the Islamic theory of reward and punishment in the life 
after death.'^ .^t the time of judgement in the life here-
after man would be accountable to God.There it would not be 
possible for him to shift the responsibility of his sinful 
act or deviation from the right path to his predecessors or 
to his environment.For,at that time the memory of the 
covenant taken in the beginning of creation and now oblivious 
from the human mdnd, would be refreshed and revived by God.80 
79. A' araf; 17 4. 
80. The Quran says t ha t in the hereaf ter when the ev i l 
p rac t i ces of wrony-doers wil l be exposed no one would 
have dare to falsify,them.Everyone sha l l have confess 
one 's g u i l t in the c l ea r words, see Anam: 130. 
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A teacher in Islamic system of education is expected to 
refresh the meniory of the original covenant so that the 
youny learners yrov/ing up might obey God' s Command and 
thereby might earn His pleasure. 
The Quranic statement confirms that Islamic mono-
8 1 theism is retained in the sub'-conscious mind of man, so when 
an effort is made to refresh it from the outside,the response 
of the people towards it is positive,other adverse external 
factors of the environment pervert human nature but do not 
totally efface it from the subconscious mind of rran.Like the 
other potentialities this too requires some external stimuli 
to bring it to force or to find its expression in practical 
life.The prophets whom the Quran considers as the best 
teachers of humanity perform this function.They do not present 
any new thing but try to refresh and revive what is already 
latent in rrankind.The teacher in Islamic system of education 
is expected to keep on eye on the prophetic method while 
performing his duty. 
It is accepted that every child is born true to the 
Islamic nature (Al-Fitrat) and it is afterwords that his parents 
make him a jew,a christian or a zorastrian.^^ QQ^ shapes human 
81. This has been effaced from the memory and conscious mind 
because God intends to take trail and test,if it would 
have been retained in the memory the trail for which has man 
been created would have become meaningless. 
82. Bukhari, Muslim^ Abu pawud, Tirmidhi vide Kalam.-e-Nabuv7at, p, 149 . 
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nature in the same way and affects no discrimination.The Quran 
pronounces that one would not find even the slightest difference 
about the nature on which God has moulded His creation.Every-
body is functioning on the intended lines already set by Him. 
They are actually following the way of Islam,we in our daily 
life see man's deviation from Islam to un-Islam and it looks 
un-believeable that man was born on the nature of Islam.Here 
is the character of Satan as a villain and interloper and 
he is the open and manifest enemy of man^? He tries his utmost 
to misyuide man.His job is to bring change in the human thinking 
by creating doubts^'^ and thereby he commands man to legalise 
all those things which God has forbidden and declared unlawful 
for mankind.He also instructs man to associate false Gods as 
P S partners in creation v;ith the one Almighty God . These are 
the ways through which Satan approaches mankind to make them 
his followers.The teacher under Islamic system of education 
is fully aware of the fact.He is a witness to the fact that 
God alone is worthy of being obeyed in every walk of life^^. 
Hence it becomes his fundamental duty to ressurrect this belief 
in the child in all of his educational activities.He should also 
83. Rum; 30. 
84. Nas: 4 
65. I-iuslim^  Vide Kalam-e-Nabuwat,p. isp. 
86. Al-i-Imran: is. 
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suppress the satanic urges and deinands which occur in children 
and are expressed by their emotions^*^. The teacher enters in 
the erootional world of children and shapes their behaviours in 
the manner he wishes.And what would be the wish of the teacher 
under Islamic system of education other than Quran describes, 
"Hasten to follow the path of God that leads to forgiveness 
from the Lord.' " 6 8 
The method by which a teacher having t rue is lamic 
s p i r i t t r i e s t o carry out educational programmes i s qu i t e 
d i f ferent from tha t of a professional teacher,He wants to 
transmit the knowledge he passesses- the knowledge which i s 
deeply rooted i n t o h i s fa i th .Gh^zal i quotes a H^dith^^ and 
r ight ly in fe r s from i t th=it the teacher should t r e a t h is 
students with fa ther ly affection.He fur ther proclaims tha t 
the teacher ' s r igh t i s more than the r ight of the p a r e n t s , 
parents care for t he betterment of the worldly l i f e only of 
t h e i r sons while the teacher following the foo tp r in t s of the 
prophet saves them from the doom of the hereaf te r ,^^ This 
does not mean t h a t the teacher under Islamic system of education 
overlooks the worldly and material i n t e r e s t s of the s tuden ts . 
87. Naeem Siddiqui ,Mohsin- i - insania t Bahaysiat Moal l im-i- lnsniat / 
Mahwer T= l^eem Number^p, 16. 
88. Al-i-Imrani 133 
89. The prophet is like the father for his followers, AbuDawud, 
Nasai, vide ^^Ghazali, Ahyayl-uloom,p. 137. 
90. Ahyaul~uloom,p.i37. 
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on the contrary he searches for material and worldly prosperity 
within the frame work of morality prescribed by Islam, 
The teacher is the destiny maker of the younger 
generation.He exhorts them to work for the future life.in Islam 
the concept of future life is very wide and encompasses life-
after-death. To lead a better and comfortable life in future the 
teacher inspires to acquire more and more knowledge,skills and 
insights.He cultivates a flair for research so that they may 
know the unknown (ma lam ya*lam) and thereby discover the 
ultimate reality,This leads the students to the eternal laws 
operating amongst God's creations,and makes them firm in their 
faith.Their conduct and character is influenced and they devise 
in its light the programmes of action(Amal al-Salih),Thus it 
appears that the role of the teacher in a Muslim society is quite 
different from that of the teacher working under any other 
society,It can be summarised as follows: ( l)inculcating faith 
in one God, ( 2)Creating the sense of research and enquiry so 
that the students might be able to discover God's lav.'s, (3) 
Motivating the students to use their skill for the betterment 
of society.The role of the teacher in a Muslim society is judged 
not only in the light of his professional efficiency but also 
in terms of his personal conduct and character which is the 
practical expression of his faith. 
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It is said that the aim of Islamic education is to 
conserve islamic culture, to serve it and to enrich it.9 1 Education 
without a system of v=lues is hardly imaginable.lt is practically 
impossible to impart anything which has no specific colour of its 
own.The educational system of a particular nation represents the 
temperament and spirit of the culture of that nation.If any 
educational system conserves western culture and civilization, 
it shovdd not be regarded different from the western system of 
education,As far as Islam is concerned there is no dichotomy 
between religions and secular education.^^ Islam takes knowledge 
as an unified whole.Those teachers who are versed only in the 
Islamic faith and are unable to impart Islamic teaching in the 
context of contemporary social situations and requirements,can 
not properly discharge their duties in the Islamic system of 
education.Likewise,the teacher fully conversant with the modem 
techniques but unaware of Islamic teachings does not deserve to 
work in educational institutions being run on the Islamic lines. 
The success of teacher is conditioned by the criterion 
as to how he develops a critical sense in his students.During the 
teaching and training period the teacher, through the whole set of 
educative materials and programmes along with diverse educational 
91 . cf.Kawdudi,Taleemat,p.2 5. 
92. c f . I b i d . p . 2 5 . 
93 . c f . I b id . 27. 
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activities tries to give his students a perspective that 
touches every aspect of life.If the teacher succeeds in 
inculcating such taste in the light of which the student 
becomes able to judge every social problem and other comp-
lexities of life, he is a successful teacher.This critical 
wisdom leads students when they study secular sciences.During 
their studies they imbibe only those parts of these science 
whxch are in accordanceWith the islamic ideas and,discard 
all those elements which are contrary to Islam.This process 
of teaching as well as learning is very complex and the role 
of the teachtr here is very crucial.The critical faculty a 
teacher wishes to develop in his students is possible only 
when he is able to understand cind appreciate the achievements 
oi modern ^ sciences and teachnologies, on the one hand,and, 
on the other, he is able to make use of the original sources of 
Islam.The source material of Islamic literature are to be found 
in the Arabic language.Hence the teacher must have full command 
over the language.This provides him the epportunity to consult 
the sources of Islamic literature^^. The task of a reconci-
liation between islam and the west is a very difficult job and 
can not be performed simply on the basis of old commentaries on 
the original islamic sources.This is possible only when a teacher 
directly infers from the Quran and the Sunnah,the enternal source 
of true knowledge; the unchafiigeabie tenets of islam, and uses 
9 4. cf.Ibid.p. 18. 
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them in the study of the different branches of modern sciences, 
in this way he would be able to reshape the various branches of 
science in an altogether fresh manner.The Islamic element added 
wO modern sciences taught in our educational institution can 
convert theni to Islamic sciences. Thus the teacher under an 
Islamic system of education serves Islamic culture and fulfils 
the aim of Islamic education.The teachers always concern about 
his students falling a prey to Jahilya ( ignorance of Islam) 
nence he endeavours to keep their, of the unhealthy ways of 
thinking.He does not import wholesale the theories and heresy 
contained under the garb of modern scientific discipline. 
It is evident from the prophet' s life that everything 
ne said or did was education. The Quran says that there is a good 
precept in the prophet for the believer^^ and that the believers 
should take whatever the messenger of God gives them and must 
obstain from whatever he forbias^^. These teachings indicate 
that from Islamic point of view the teacher influences every 
aspect of the students life.His personality, behaviour and teaching 
are example for his students.First of all he himself translate, 
into action the teachings that he theoritically imparts to his 
students.Sometimes his saying and doing appear to be quite 
different from the fashion and mode of the time. 
9 5. Ahzabt 21 
9 6. Hashr: 7 • 
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These ate viewed as incongruous with the social norms and 
customs.in such an adverse atmosphere and incongenial situation^ 
he gets the opportunity to play the role of a true teacher.when 
a right thing or a correct principle becomes alien and unaccep-
table to common people,doubt and suspicion prevent them from 
adopting these principles,a true teacher however, with his full 
vigour proves the validity of his teachings irrespective of 
the fact that these might be unacceptable to the common people. 
The teacher's stand is supported by his convincing arguments. 
He becomes the torch-bearer in the atmosphere of darkness,doubt 
and confusion,in a situation when truth is treated as falsehood, 
it xs very difficult to bear out the truth and stand against 
falsehood.This is why the prophet praises the learned who come 
forward to pronounce truth. 
The teacher in the Islamic system of education knows 
well as to how to restore the value of knowledge.Knowledge 
deteriorates and degenerates when it is assigned to unworthy 
peopl^"^, and naturally its safety lies in its proper trans-
mission to worthy persons.^® The prophet has made it clear 
that although the acquisition of knowledge is obligatory for 
every Muslim but the teacher who commits knowledge to those 
who do not deserve, tries"to put the necklaces of jewels,pearls 
97. prophet Muhammad Salam vide Aamash as quoted by Ibn Abdul 
Bar ,op.cit.,p.48. 
98. Akramah vide Ibid;85. 
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and gold on the swine. Thus it is the responsibility 
of the teacher to assess the intellectual and moral level 
of the students and to teach them accordingly, otherwise 
his efforts to educate the student will go in vain.if the 
student does not imbibe the knowledge imparted to him he 
will certainly be disinclined and indisposed towards his 
studies.This is because of the teacher's failure in the 
assessment of student' s attitudes and inherent potenti-
alities. The prophet is reported to have instructed to talk 
to people according to their wisdom.He is again quoted to 
have said that if any one presents before the people a 
problem which is above their intellectual level and beyond 
their understaiiding he initiates to create trouble^ -'^ O in 
vxew of the above fact the teacher should take account of 
the individual differences among the students in order to 
impart proper guidance and training.lt is not good for the 
teacher to impart all the knowledge at his command to the 
students irrespective of the fact that they deserve it or 
not.Hazrat Ali is reported to have said that he carries the 
treasure of knowledge but there are few who can share. 
This was not mean to discourage the students.Creating interest 
in study and motivating the students to acquire more and more 
knowledge is the prime duty of a teacher.Students should never 
be disheartened at any stage.They should rather be encouraged 
S9» /=bud Dawud vide Ghazali, op.cit.p. 141. 
100.Abu Naeem vide Ibid,p.141. 
101.Vide.Ghazali, op.cit.,p. 141. 
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to question t h e i r teacher whenever and wherever they a r e 
access ib le . in t h i s connection any formality should not become 
a hinderanee.There a r e t r a d i t i o n s t ha t the learned always 
disapproved of such formal i t ies as might prove as obs tac les 
in the way of learning.They always encouraged the s tudents 
CO ask question vjhenever they found the s tudents hes i t a t i ng 
L.O do so. ^^^ I t i s reported that Abdullah Ibin Kasood when-
ever found the s tudents studying,used to say:"You people 
are the fountainhead of wisdom, the l i g h t in the darkness, 
though your garments a re ragged hut your hear ts are pure, 
whough you a re l i k e the capt ives in the house of knowledge, 
cut you a re the blooming flowers of the nation"^^ Such 
encouragements have always proved to be conducive t o the 
.earning process and have always been recognised as the 
important c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of the Islamic system of education. 
Teachers in an Islamic society a re i den t i f i ed as Sayyid 
al-Nas ( l eaders of the people) and s°yyid al-Muslimin( l eaders 
of the Muslims)-^^^ .This high pos i t ion , the teacher occupies in the 
102. Ibn Abbas quotes tha t he v;anted to enquire frorr, ca l iph umar 
something of a Hadith but due to he s i t a t i on he could not 
approach him for a long time.one day when he got the oppor-
tuni ty to discuss the problem with the Caliph he was i n s t r u -
cted by the Caliph not to be hes i t a t ing in the matter of 
acquiring knowledge,see ibn Abd§ll-Bar. o p . c i t , p . 8 6. 
103« A2-2a rnu j i /op . c i t . p . 49 . 
104. cf.Muniruddine Ahmad,Muslim Education and Scholars Socialste-tuj 
p . 19 -i. "" • • 
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Islamic society,making his social responsibility wider and 
more onerous.The first conference on Muslim Education held at 
jeddah,describes the role of teacher in the following words: 
"Since Islamic society can be sustained and advanced only on 
the basis of Faith,knowledge and Education,the role of teacher 
assumes the highest importance both in the educational system 
and ir^ociety in general*. 105 Teadher in islamic society is 
not only a professional worker who has to implement within a 
frame-work the principles and policies formulated by the 
administrator.He, rather, comes forward as a committed person 
to implement educational programmes.He is free to develop 
educational plans and procedures.in the islamic system of 
education the functions of a teacher and the responsibilities 
of an educational administrator can not be segregated.Apart 
from an educational administrator, every educational worker of 
the institution takes care to implerrient the educational 
programmes.The greatest share of this responsibility,undoub-
tedly, goes to the teacher's shoulder.However the islamic system 
of education does not deny the office of the educational admi-
nistrator, but it is significant that every educational worker 
takes pain for smooth running of the institution, and this is 
because of their adherence and their loyality to Islam.^06 
10 5. Recommendations of committee on Teacher Education as quoted 
in curriculum and Teacher Education, p.209. 
106. Curriculum and Teacher Education,p. n6. 
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The duties of a teacher can be sununarized as 
follows:-
(1) Showing kindness to his students, {2)Following the 
example of the prophet in his daily life, (3)Paying full attenttion 
towards the inherent potentialities of students and trying to 
:jnpart the kind of knowledge suited to them, (4) preventing 
students from obtaining the amount of knowledge beyond their 
comprehension ,(5) watching minutely the conduct and character 
of the students.In case of indulgence in obscenity and mis-
conduct the students should be gently advised.( 6)Simple and easy 
problems should be introduced first.(7)The teachings should be 
corroborated by actions(8)Preparing students to use their senses. 
^S) Treating the poor and the rich alike.( lO) Fulfilling social 
responsibilities as far as possible.(ii)Realising himself 
accountable to God for every action specially for duties related 
to instruction and education of the new generation of the nation. 
in the educational set up the heavy responsibilities 
that lies on the teacher' s shoulder can not be properly discharged 
unless the students fulfil their own duties.in the ceaseless 
pursuit of knowledge they should come into closer contact with 
^he teachers to take direct advantage fronr. their multi-dimensional 
personality. This can not be achieved through the text-books only 
or through the formal stereotype lessons.The Quran records the 
story of prophet Moses who remained with his teacher and took pains 
of an arduous journey to acquire knowledge^^^. The choice of a 
107. Kahf: 61 
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coirpetent teacher is also a very serious affair. The students 
are expected to select their teacher from amongst persons who 
are advanced in age,pious in their personal life and learned 
in the discipline concerned•'•^ .^ After the selection of a 
teacher the student should not skip off to another teacher for 
guidance and advice.If they do so they will not see any bless-
ing in their studies. This will not only dishearten the teacher 
whom he has himself chosen, but his studies too would suffer. 
Showing lack of patience and perserverance, he will loose the 
opportunity cf gaining knowledge,^Q? The prophet enjoins 
that the teacher should be highly honoured and treated with 
great respect.^^^ At another place he says" This knowledge 
is a kind of religion;so consider from whom you receive 
your religion.-^^^ This Kadith indicates that knowledge in 
Islarr. is sacred and the person who imparts it, deserves honour. 
How much respect and reverence are due to the teacher is best 
expressed in the following words of Hazrat Ali,"! am a slave 
of the rran who taught me one letter of the alphabet.If he wishes 
he may sell me;if he so desires he may set me free;and if he 
cares he may use me as a slave, •'•l^  The ettiquatte from students 
108. Az-zamuji , o p . c i t . , p . 2 8 . 
109. I b i d . , p . 30. 
110. Al-jameus Sagheer, vide,Naeem Siddique, Muhsine Insania t 
bahasiat Moall i in- i - insaniat , Mahwer leieem Number, p . 17. 
111. Mishkat, p . 62. 
112. Az-zarnuji, o p . c i t , p . 3 2 . 
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considered essential aire innumerable and a few inportant ones 
have been discussed elsewhere.Here only one tradition of Islamic 
systeiTi of education is noted to show the gravity of the matter. 
It is reported that the reverence of teacher includes to respect 
the teacher's sons and his relatives also. Imam Burhanuddine, the 
author of Hidaya says that one of the imams of Bukhara used to 
lecture in a mosque and in the course of his lecture he sometimes 
stood up from his seat.It was due to the reverence and respect 
of the son of his professor who during his play time appeared 
at the gate of the mosque where the Imam used to lecture. 
It is evident from the present study that the prophet 
of Islam was a teacher in the truest and the widest sense of the 
word. Though he himself was a unimi unlettered he taught his 
followers the importance of literacy^learning and knowledge,Ke is 
reported to have said that 'he was sent only ^ s a teacher' .This 
is why the teacher in an Islamic society holds the most prestigious 
place and is realised to be the heir of the Prophet.in the early 
days d)f Islam the teacher made very remarkable services.Ke is 
considered superior to the devout.Cod,angels and the inhibitants 
of the heaven and earth send their blessings for him.He occupies 
the third position after God and His messenger.Kis reward in the 
hereafter continues as long as the influences of the knowledge -
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imparted by him remain on the horizons of the world.But at 
the same time his common mistakes are of great consequence,Ke is 
sentenced even after his death if he leaves bad influences on the 
society.Though the teacher under Islamic system required to be 
loyal to the Islamic idealogy,he is not expected to be a confor-
mist.He is required not to depend on conjecture (zann) but to be 
original in thinking and to rely on the knowledge acquired through 
the reliable sources.Before imparting something he should directly 
investigate its ins and outs.Apart from imparting formal instru-
ction, he is required to be a precedent setter for his students. 
Taqwa( fear of God) compels him to honestly transmit the knowledge. 
His forebearence, forgiveness,compassion and kindheartedness 
encourage students in the process of learning.Harsh treatment, 
bitter talk, vindicative retaliation and cruel persecution are 
not permissible,severity to the students is believed to harm them. 
So punishment in the islamic system of education is generally 
avoided.Teachers are advised not to be involved in recrimination 
or altercations.Accepting ignorance about the unknown is prais-
worthy.Saying La adri (I do not know) was a common practice in the 
early days of Islam.The teacher ,under the Islamic system is not 
only a professional worker but also an element of social change. 
He utilises his knowledge for the benefit of the common rr^ n.He 
enkindle the learner' s natural instincts.He believes in the 
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the covenant taken by God from the whole of the human beings 
a t the very beginning of creat ion.one may not be aware of t h i s 
covenant but i t i s always there in the sub-conscience.The ro le 
of the teacher i s to revive and refresh i t .He not only saves 
his s tudents from the doom of the hereaf te r but a l so searches 
the means of worldly p rosper i ty for h is students.He awakens 
in his s tudents a passion for research work to know the unknown 
(ma lam ya' lam) .The teacher i s expected to der ive the e te rna l 
p r i n c i p l e s , t o learn the es tabl ished f a c t s , t h e unchangeable laws 
of nature from the primary sources and to r e l a t e them with the 
different branches of modem science,He, in fact , serves, 
conserves and enr iches Islamic c u l t u r e . 
* * * 
I S L A M I C C O N C E P T 0 F C U R R I C U L U M . 
1. Traditional Background of Islamic Curricula. 
2. salient Features of Islamic Curricula. 
3. Principles for developing islamic Curricula. 
a. unity of knowledge. 
b. presumptions and conjectures should not be followed, 
c. God does not place burden beyond endurance, 
d. specialisation in Education. 
e. Tawheed- the Essence of Islamic Curricula. 
4. Content of Education, 
a. perennial knowledge. 
b. Acquired knowledge. 
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Traditional Background of Islamic Curricula:-
(a) Curriculum under the prophet. 
It would be too much to expect adoption of set-courses 
and fixed-syllabi in the educational institutions of those early 
days when education as a science and system had not as yet suffi-
ciently developed even outside Arabia.Evidences indicate that 
no uniform pattern was followed in the islamic educational insti-
tutions. However, some rough and general idea can be formed about 
the nature of the curriculum which was generally followed during 
those early days.Naturally in the Islamic scheme of education 
Quran occupied the central place of honour,as,it formed the 
source of all knowledge,Great care was taken and much emphasis 
laid on the correct reading and recitation of the Quran and on 
acquiring Quranic knowledge. This was closely followed by the 
teaching of sunnah which is in effect an elaboration and a 
practical demonstration of the Quran. Quran and Sunnah formed 
the two primary and basic subjects of study.It goes, however. 
1. "This is the scripture where of there is no doubt,a guidance 
unto those who ward-off(evil)*.Baqara; 2 English translation by 
Mormaduke pickthal. 
2. "With clear proof dnd writting; and we have revealed unto thee 
the Remembrance thot thou mayst explain to mankind that which 
hath been revealed for them,and that haply they may reflect". 
Nahl: 44, EnQ.tr.,by pickthal.Also see Aaraf: 157. 
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without saying that learning to read and write generally formed 
one of the main components of the curriculum, though ttere were 
also people who studied Quran and Sunnah orally and had no need 
•i 4 
to read and write.Rudiments of medicine"', astrology,astronomy 
genealogy^; the practical phonetic for correct recitation of 
the Quran° and,calligraphy' were some of the subjects included 
in the curriculum.some knowledge of mathematics^ was also 
desirable as it was required for the proper distribution of 
inherited wealth and properties to be shared. 
Fiqh ,as a distinct subject, had not yet emerged but 
its beginning can be discerned during the Prophet's own time. 
For all practical purposes, however,it was included in the study 
of Quran and Sunnah. There can be no doubt that the study of 
problems which were later to form the subject matter of fiqh 
was one of the main concerns of the Muslims^. Besides these 
intellectuals, emphasis was also laid on learning the necessary 
skills of the age such as riding and horsemanship-^^, shooting^ •'•, 
J. Suyuti, vide sayeed Akhter Hamar Nizam^e-Taleem. 
4. welmi: I b i d . 
5. s a h i h a l - B u k h a r i : I b i d . 
6. Abu Dawud: I b i d . 
7 . Abu Dawud: I b i d . 
8 . Tabrani : I b i d . 
9 . c f .Muniruddin; Muslim Educat ion and S c h o l a r s ' S o c i a l S t a t u s , 
p . 38 . 
lO.Jama-ul Jawame, v ide sayeed A k h t e r , o p . c i t . , p . 13. 
- | . l . jama-ul-Jawame, I b i d . 
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wrestling•'•^ , Swimitdng^^ and the like (archary, camel races etc.)* 
A perusal of the curriculum enumerated above would 
lead to the inpression that, it was quite adequate and baiance^d^ 
and served all the religious, intellectual and the physical 
needs and requirements of the people for whom it was designed. 
If we keep in mind the condition in which it was conceived and, 
iirplemented, it would appear to be a great achievement.lt may, 
however, be remembered that all these subjects were not taught 
at all in any single institution^^; they,in fact, constituted 
the total number of subjects taught at different institutions 
of the time. 
It would appear that a general criterion existed and 
the minimum qualification for passing out as a learned man — 
learned in the islamic law (fiqih),was recognised.According to 
one hadith the prophet laid down preservation of forty ahadith 
by a person as the minimum qualification for being recognised 
as a Faqih. 
It is evident from the above discussion that the 
different subjects taught in the educational institutions 
12. Abu Naeem, Ibid. 
13. Abu Naeem,Ibid. 
14. Sayeed Akhter,op.cit.,p.13. 
15. Abu Darda narrates,"If anyone preserves for my people forty 
traditions concerning their religion, God will raise him up 
in the next world as a fiqih "Mishkat al-Masabih,op.cit.p.59. 
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during the Brophet* s time were not given equal importance and 
status.There are evidences to show that the core of islamic 
education consisted of the learning of the Quran,Hadith,fiqh 
and the obligatory duties. This minimum and compulsory knowledge 
was expected of all those who wished to be known as practicing 
Muslim, of course, there was no bar to seeking further knowledge 
about other sciences but it was optional and desirable and not 
obligatory.^° 
Some of those who devoted themselves to these studies 
over a period of time developed particular interests in them 
which led to specialisation in various subjects of the curri-
culum, specialisation in different subjects had, thus,developed 
under the prophet and there were specialists available for 
imparting instruction in the various subjects of Islamic 
curricula such as Quranic knowledge, tajwid (method of correct 
recitation of the Holy Quran),mathematics needed for division 
of shares of inheritance among the members of the family of 
the deceased^and Islamic law.Alongwith specialisations,there 
was also diversification of courses in keeping with individual 
interest and aptitude.For the Prophet urged his people to 
15. Abdullah b.Amr reported God* s messenger as saying,"Knowledge 
has three categories: a precise verse or an established 
Sunnah or a firm obligatory duty.Anything else is an extra". 
Abu Dawud and Ibn Maja transmitted this hadith,see Mishkat 
al-Wasabih ,-op.cit.p,56-57, cf.sayeed Akhter, op.cit.,pril. 
choose any of the subjects according to their aptitude and, 
also indicated the persons who could guide them in that 
particular field. ^ ^ 
It is a well-known and accepted fact that the spread 
of literacy and education among the Muslims took place through 
the medium of religion- through their ever-increasing desire 
to know more and more about Quran and Sunnah. Most of the 
Islamic sciences which were developed later,were developed 
with a view to helping them understand the Quran and Sunnah 
in a better way. 
A study,in detail, of umar's educational policy shows 
that even in that early period,there was compulsory education 
in a rudementary form.Attainment of a certain level of knowledge 
was expected of every Muslim and steps were taken in that dire-
ction in right earnest.For example,we hear that caliph umar 
made it compulsory for every Muslim to learn atleast al-Baqara, 
an-Nisa, al-Maida, al-Haj j and an-Nur, ( chapters of the Quran) 
as these are mostly concerned with practical life and day-to-
day affairs^®. Apart from making arrangements for the education 
of grown-ups, umar also made special arrangements for the 
17. Hameedullah: Educational system in the Times of the 
prophet. Islamic Culture, p, 57. 
18. Kunzul ' ummal, vol.I,p.224. vide Shibli Nomani, al-Farooque, 
vol.II,p. 118: also Sayeed Akhter,op.cit.,p.21. 
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education of the children.schools were established for them 
throughout the islamic state and teachers were appointed on 
a salary of fifteen derhams each^ at Madina and other places, 
in addition to this*home and mosques also, served as places 
where children could receive education and training.Apart from 
reading and writing, parents were advised to teach their child-
ren the best pieces of poetic compositions and proverbs.Games 
and sports were also organised for physical training. Running, 
swiming, throwing of dart,horse-riding,etc., were learnt through 
rigorous practice.^0 
Sc^ lient Features of Islamic Curricula;-
Curriculum is laid down to achieve the aims and 
objects of education.In its wider perspective Islamic education 
aims to prepare and train the young generation in a manner that 
they may be able to shoulder the responsibilities of God' s 
vicegerency.This can be stated simply that the aim of education 
in Islam is to produce yood Muslim men and women.undoubtedly 
every educated and civilized person should be conscious of 
the prevailing circumstances and the happenings around him 
and in the surrounding he lives in.Thus the simple statement 
19. Shibili; al-Farooque, op.cit.,p. ns.cf .sayeed Akhter,op.citi?. 
20. Ahmad Shaiaby;History of Muslim Education, p.174. 
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regarding the aims and objects of Islamic education can be 
further elaborated as a system of education to produce Muslim 
men and women who may fulfil the requirements of modem society. 
This suggests instructions of formal stereotype lessons.The big 
aim which has been fixed for it can not be achieved through 
carrying forward of information of religious nature.it needs 
to change the concept and behaviour of young generation in 
the desired direction.For this onerous task proper curricula 
must be devised and elaborated on the basis of true Islamic 
spirit.''"^  
A student studying the contents formulated on 
Islamic spirits develops in him a kind of islamic insight. 
His attitude towards life becomes neither totally optimistic 
nor absolutely pessimistic.Ke remains in between the two.on 
the one hand .he extends hope from God and on the other he 
22 fears from His wrath. The idealogy of life he casts for 
himself, the system of thought he builds for his practice is 
founded on the love and fear of God.under the islamic curricula 
the student establishes a relation with God and this relation 
is further extended to his fellow-man.sincerety, love, co-opera 
-1ion, mercy, syirpathy, mutual understanding and universal 
21. Muhammad Qutub; The role of religion in Education. 
Aims and objective of Islamic Education, S.N.Al-Atta, 
op.cit.,p.55« 
22. Al-Isra: 57. 
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fraternity are the comer stones of his social dealings.He 
is protected from the evil desires and violent passions.His 
soul and heart is purified of shameful thought.All these are 
the outcome of Islamic curriculum practised in an islamic 
society.only the curricula of an institution,even if it has 
Islamic nature does not suffice to achieve the aims and objects 
of islamic education,unless the environment outside the insti-
tution is congenial to Islam.However, in absence of true islamic 
curriculum any claim of achieving the goals of Islamic educa-
tion is meaningless. 
Education is a life long process.Islam teaches its 
23 
followers to acquire knowledge from cradle to grave. This 
concept of education requires a comprehensive curriculum so 
that it may fulfil the demands of life in every aspect.such 
a curriculum would necessarily be able to bring a harmonious 
development in the personality of students.Islam does not 
bifurcate matter and spitit and takes human life as the union 
of these two.Hence the curriculum designed on islamic lines 
should be so evolved as to encompass the two aspect of material 
as well as spiritual life of human being.Fulfilment in life 
is possible only if a balance between the materials and 
spiritual aspects is maintained.Islamic curriculum, on the one 
hand stresses on character-building and provides nourishments 
23. Mishkat al-Masabih, Eng.tr.by james Robson,p.55. 
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for moral development ,and on the other hand,prepares the 
young generation for struggle in life.Art, craft,professional 
and technical training must be included in th«n so that the 
youny generation can be able to earn their livelihood. 
The most distinctive feature of an Islamic curriculum 
is to inculcate F^ith in the minds and hearts of the students 
ana thereoy to correct their behaviours and prepare them to 
lead life according to Islam.It ensures the learner not to be 
deviated from the path of Islam and prevents him from imitating 
the different ways of life other than islam. The curriculum 
of Islamic nature harmonises the minds and souls of learners 
and leads them towards eternal bliss.This privilege they get 
from their belief in the unity of God and in the unity of 
mankind, the two essentials of Islamic thought. 
Islamic curricula makes the young generation aware of 
their responsibilities as individuals.These responsibilities 
are introduced through different components of the curricula by 
familiarizing the individual with other creatures, with human 
25 
community with social relations and with Allah as a Greater, 
24. Bagara: 208? Zumart 11-14. 
25. Afendi Towards Islanfic Curr icula , Curriculum and teacher 
education, o p . c i t , , p . 6 . " 
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All these confirm that man is a responsible being,islam openly 
exhorts that man is individually accountable to God for his 
every action^^. No one would share the burden of another in 
the hereafter27. This and many other exhortatiohs of the Quran 
sug-^ est that Islamic curricula be evolved in such a form that 
it may be helpful in ascertaining the individual responsibili-
ties and thereby preparing the young generation for shouldering 
the greater responsibilities in the life ahead.Islamic curri-
culum is a means of preparing young males and females to lead 
a successful family life,The Quran says,"And among His signs 
is this, that He created for you mates from among yourselves, 
that ye may dwell in tranquility with them,and He has put love 
and mercy between your ( hearts): verily in that are signs for 
28 those who reflect! This family relation of male and female 
extends to different social relations.Though family is the 
smallest unit of the society,it influences the larger society 
out side it.The healthy traditions maintained in a family,the 
atmosphere of peace and love prevailing in it are further 
extended to the community on a larger scale.This is due to 
the concept of universal brotherhood,Islam stands for.The 
belief that all men and women have descended from one couple, 
prepares the students to treat the world community as their 
29 
own family, ^ Islamic curricula are devised to harness the 
26, Ankabut: 93-95. 
27, Anam; 164, I s ra i 13-14, 
28 . Rum; 21 
29. Afendi; towards Is lamic cur r icu la , o p . c i t . p , 1 2 . 
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maximum natural talents of the learner; his individuality 
is conserved and he is made aware of his responsibilities 
towards his society. 
The aim of Islamic curricula is supposed to build 
a society,members of which should be God-fearing and of high 
moral character.Leniency and kind-heartedness are the basis 
of mutual dealings and personal contacts of the members of 
such society.^° 
Islamic curricula enable the learner to distinguish 
between lawful and unlawful.But at the same time special care 
is taken to ensure the freedom of thought of the students. 
31 Islam declares that there is no compulsion in religion. 
Students have already he&ci made aware of the importance of 
shariah (laws). They know it well that whoever abides by 
these laws will never be misguided or deviated from the right 
path. 
30. Afendi/ Towards I s l a m i c c u r r i c u l a , p . 17, 
3 1 . Baqara; 256. 
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Principles of developing Islamic Curricula;-
(a) unity of Knowledge. 
Knowledge is commonly divided into two parts namely 
the religious and the secular.This division is accepted not 
only in non-Islamic countries but also in Islamic or Muslim 
countries.secular education has its own schools, colleges and 
universities and religious h^s its own religious institutions 
such as maktab ,madrasa and parul -uloom. The first world 
conference on Muslim Education,held in jeddah observed that 
the educational programmes of the secular educational insti-
tutions of Muslim countrL es and thought them devoid of true 
Islamic spirit.It had been unanimously accepted there that 
"the western classification of knowledge underlying the modern 
system of education prevalent in Muslim countries is based 
on a secular concept which ignores the necessity of faith as 
the basis of action required by Islam and which considers 
whatever training of feelings,imagination and reason Natural 
sciences,Social sciences,and Humanities can give is sufficient 
for the growth of human personality. The concept derived 
from the above shows that the existing curricula of Muslim 
countries follow the principle of duality in knowledge and on 
32. Recommendations of committee I of the first world 
Conference on Muslim Education, vide s.N. Al-rAttas, 
Aims and objectives of Islamic Education,p.158. 
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this very principle their curricula have been developed. 
This certainly is contrary to Islamic spirit.Islam does 
not allow any seggragation between religious and secular 
matters."^ "^  It commands its followers to enter the boundary 
of Islam with their total self ,with their emotions and 
passions* with their impulses and desires.And all these 
•m 
should be transformed according to the commandents and 
liking of God^^ Islam is not something alien to the 
worldly affairs.The seggrations between peen^^ and Puniya 
is not only un-lslamic, it is anti-Islamic,This is also 
evident from the fact that Islam has no priesthood.Every 
Muslim has the responsibility of religion in terms of the 
capability he acquired in his personality.Islamic education 
is to train younQ generation in such a way that faith is 
ingrained in their personality.This aim of education can not 
33. " In Islam there is no such terms as secular and religious 
for true religion includes the whole sphere of man' s acti-
vities. The distinction drawn in the Holy Quran is between 
good/that which is helpful to man's growth, and evil, that 
which is determintal and noxious to it" Marmaduke pickthal. 
Nature and importance of islamic education,Islamic Culture, 
Jan. 1927, p. 155. 
34. Baqarai 208. 
35. Simply the word peen is taken in the sense of religion but 
this has wider meaning than religion.The correct meaning of 
peen is system of life. 
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be achieved if duality in education is allowed and in the 
name of secular and religious education division is made. 
The above-mentioned view should not be considered an 
innovation in islam.in the golden age of Islam no such seggra-
gation in the name of knowledge was accepted.Even western 
scholar believe that Islam brought the different branches of 
knowledge into one fold.Pickthal quotes the following words 
of a European writer,"It was the glory of Islam that it gave 
to other sciences the same footing which it gave to the study 
of the Quran and the Hadith and Fiqh (that is Muslim juris-
prudence)- a place in the mosque,"36 m the e^ly days of 
Islam mosques were not only the centres of theological studies 
but there were arrangements of instructions of the subjects 
that today count as secular sciences.lt is reported that 
chemistry,physics. Botany, Medicines and Astronomy alongvi th 
the theological subjects were instructed in the vicinity of 
37 
mosques. Islam disregards the view that faith is an obstacle 
in the way of free thinking and that with the belief in God one 
cannot go through the process of scientific investigation.The 
intellectual history of Islam has falsified this notion and 
has already proved that a firm belief in God* s existence breaks 
36. Vide Marmaduke pickthal,Nature and importance of Islamic 
Education, Islamic Culture,January, 1927,p. 155. 
37. Marmaduke Pickthal,op.cit.,p.155. 
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the shackle of mental slavery and frees the individual from 
superstitions and presumptions.only the visualization of God 
is considered beyond the comprehension and intellect of human 
beiny.so,for the Muslim scholar, every thing except Him is a 
38 
subject of perusal and the matter of investigation and inquiry. 
The division of knowledge into various compartments 
is wrong not only from islamic point of view but from the point 
of view of purely secular education as well.Mawdoodi discusses 
this when he comments on the curriculum of theology implemented 
in Aligarh Muslim university.He is of the opinion that the 
existing curriculum of theology is of no use either for Islam 
3Q 
or for secularism. As far as islam is concerned it stands for 
life' s fulfilment.For this purpose it corrects the th»ought 
and view point of human being,teaches them good morals and 
shapes their behaviour in a particular pattern.It formulates 
the rights and duties for human being and thus lays down a 
system of life for their individual and social well being.its 
rules are applied in every compartment of life and only on 
these the establishment and organisation of a true islamic 
society is possible,This distinguishes Islamic culture from 
other cultures of the world,The aim of Islamic education is 
to serve and conserve the islamic culture,Thus, it has been 
rightly affirmed that the aim of Islamic education can not 
38. I b i d , , p . 156. 
39. cf.Musalmano Ki j a d i d Taleemi pa les i Aur Laeha Amal, 
Taleemat,p.26« 
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be fulfilled from a separate subject of theology while other 
subjects are alien or contrary to Islamic thoughtT^ To achieve 
this object, duality in education should be abolished and the 
curricula should be constructed on the principle of unity in 
knowledge, the principle affirmed and suggested by islam.The non-
Islamic curricula introduce the phenomena of nature and various 
happenings occuring in the different spheres of social life 
without relating them to God and His guidgnce.The interpre-
tations and explanations are made in such a way that they are 
indifferent to God,The concept of life and the concept of 
universe derived from the curricula ^irry'-udittJtron^ secular 
perceptions are certainly based on atheism.The young genera-
tion going through these explanations and interpretations will 
never be able to accept God as the originator, the designer, 
the controller and the sustainer of the universe and whatever 
41 
exists therein •^. This can be taken care of when the various 
subjects of social sciences,natural sciences and humanities 
are reconstructed on Islamic lines,Naturally in such a situation 
42 
no separate course of theology will be needed. But in the 
process of developing such curricula every possible care has 
to be taken to judge critically the nature of problem.scientific 
hypothesis, scientific theory and scientific facts need to be 
40. I b i d . , p . 2 7 . 
41. Mawdoodi ,Naya Nizam-e-Taleem, Taleemat ,p .7i . 
42. I b i d . , p . 7 2 . 
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treated separately.These should be given the place for what 
they actually stand.If their interpretation is not made in 
accordance with their nature, then the correct result cannot 
be obtained.Muhammad Qutub mourns on the plight of Muslim 
teachers who teach Darwinism as a scientific fact.As a matter 
of fact, Darwinism is not a proved scientific fact and even 
staunch atheists and disciples of Darwin donot swear by it. 
They do not take it as a final and infallible fact.Julian 
Huxely the founder of Neo-Darwinism declares that the distance 
between man and ape is not only of a missing links as Darwin 
believes.in fact the distance is much larger.Darwinism is 
undoubtedly an un-lslamic theory but this does not mean that 
it should be completely abolished from islamic curricula.lt 
should be included but with a proper criticism from purely 
Islamic point of view.^ -^  lislamic scholars who are of the opinion 
that the Islamic curricula should not be based on presumption 
44 
and guess work do not want to abolish every un-lslamic theory. 
They want to include them in the curricula but with a sound 
Islamic criticism. 
43. Muhammad Qutub; The role of religion in Education, 
Aims and Objectives of Islamic Education, 
op.cit.,p.52. 
44. Mawdoodi, Sirat-e-Sarwar-e-Alam,vol.II, p.667. 
45. Mawdoodi,Naya Nizam-i-Taleem, Taleemat, op.cit.p.72. 
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(b) presumptions and conjectures should not be followedt-
It is an open exhortation of the Holy Quran that people 
46 
should not follow that of which they have no knowledge. This 
injunction of the Holy Book touches both the aspects of life, 
the individual and the collective,This J/tnplies that people 
should follow that which are supported and fortified by knowledge 
(Ilm), Conjectures and presumptions are not knowledge;hence these 
should not be followed.This rule is applied in the moral system 
of Islam and prevents people from taking any action only on 
suspicion and without making proper investigation of things. 
In education such sciences which are founded only on presump-
tions are considered undesirable.Islam wants to develop a 
realistic out-look.Hence inclusion of irrational theories based 
on illusions is a"voided. 
Believers in Islam accept the solid values of 
perennial philosophy rooted in the belief of omnipotent,omni-
present, all-pervading,all-knowing supreme Being.They believe 
that these absolute values do not hinder progress,The ever-
changing moral values of western society affirm to them that 
tneir's are the values that are stable, valid and appropriate 
for all places and for all times. 
^6. Hani Israil; 36. 
47. Kawaoodi; Tafhimul Quran , vol,II, 
Ka rka zi Maktaba i si ami, Del hi, I984;p.6l6. 
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The moral degration and perversity prevailing in 
western society further suggest them to adhere to their values 
and that no modification in them is called for.Apart from these 
observations and experiences/their religicxi itself does not allow 
them to transgress its limit5® It is not due to any prejudice 
i3ut on account of the claim Islam makes that every system of 
thought and practice formulated by man is fallible,only God 
reserves the right to form such a system.There is an appropriate 
sindle in the Quran which would be helpful to understand the 
subject under discussion.lt has been said that ungodly works of 
disbelievers are as light and unsubstantial as the heap of ashes. 
Just as the ashes are blown about by wind,the words and deeds 
derived from falsehood are hollow and bound to worthless to solve 
the problems of life. The Quran says that the earth and the 
heavens are efficiently working because their creator has created 
50 them on the basis of Truth, their survival and functioning are 
not without firm basis.This confirms that any thing which is not 
based on Truth but on suspicion and guess-work cannot survive 
for a long time.Like the ashes it has to scatter very soon. 
Like the castle of sand it will crumble and will be reduced to 
nothingness.The fact is that man is not entirely independent in 
48. Bukhari transmits the Kadith,"If you Quran readers follow a 
straight course you will have attained great precedence,but 
if you go right and left you will have fallen into vast error" 
Mishkat al-Masabih, op.cit.,p.62. 
49. Ibrahim; 18. 
50. Ibrahim: 19. 
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this world nor he is the servant of any one^than cne supreme 
Being.Anyone who builds his system of life independently of Him 
proposes to follow presumptions.Acceptably the Quran, the last 
code of conduct for the whole of mankind provides the basis for 
formulating the well-integrated curricula of education.Quran 
gives paramount importance to the philosophy of education,it 
discusses the nature of man and criticises the social order 
built on falsehood.lt emphasises to formulate an educational 
system suited to the nature of man. According to Quran, the 
search for the bases of developing the Islamic curricula is 
quite justified particularly in the light of its following 
CO 
general affirmation,"Nothing have we omitted in the Book."-'* 
Now the question arises whether the Holy Book deals 
with all the existing sciences of modern times.The answer is 
certainly in negative.This Book is neither pertaining to science 
nor of technology but,of course, its author is one who has written 
the Book of universe in which His rules operate.He mentions in 
His Book( the Quran) these laws and rules of the universe and 
adduces them as the basis of His arguments to assert the truth. 
A profound study of the Holy Book develops an insight in an 
51. Afendi, Towards Islamic curricula. Curriculum and Teacher 
Education, op.cit.,p.3. 
52. ^^ Jnarn: -z g 
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investigator.This gives him the basis to initiate a scientific 
investigation. 53 itius the western investigation and the islandc 
investigation go on idealogical planes in two different dire-
ctions from their very initial stages.Apart from idealogical 
view point/as far as scientific pursuit is concerned there is 
no dichotomy between Islam and the west.All the western arts 
and sciences are useful and Islam has no enmity with them, 
rather it is their friend to the extent of scientific facts 
mentioned therein.The real dichotomy and enmity seems to be 
between Islam and westernisation.westernization is based on 
certain concepts.These according to the views of Islamic 
scholars are not the proved scientific facts but are the 
view point based on certain hypothesesl^ These are their 
intuitions ( (JJ'A^S) ). The western scholars mould the scien-
tific facts in their intuitional frame and thus they prepare 
a particular system of thought.Islam does not accept framing 
of any scientific fact in any other perspective for it has 
its own intuitional structure, the angle of visL on and the 
fundamental concept under which it arranges the scientific 
facts.55 Thus islamic perspective totally differs from western 
perspective.To Islam the most contemptuous point of western 
perspective is that the beliefs and ideas are born through 
the long process of history, they are self made and have no 
53 . Mawdoodi,Naya Kizarrt-i-Taleem, Taleemat, o p . c i t . 7 7 
54. Wawdoodi's Naya Nizam-i-Taleem, Taleemat, o p . c i t . p . 7 7 
55 . Mawdoodi/Musalmano Ki J a d i d , Taleeml P a l e s i Aur Laheya 
A m a l , o p . c i t . , p , 3 4 . 
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divine origin.The reality,the truth and the values are not things 
eternal, but man has created them and they developed and became 
more refined through the passing of time.Though westerners differ 
in the interpretation of history,some say it is dialectical,some 
say it is evolutionary.But all believe in historical perspective 
and also that all ideas and institutions are the creation of 
human being^^ Islam rejects this view .As far the observation 
of scientific fact is concerned,western sciences are appreciated 
but when these facts are arranged to form the idealogy of life 
independent of God and His guidance they become un-lslamic because 
of their beiny followed by whims and presumptions. 
G. God does not place burden beyond endurance;-
The Quran says that God does not place burden on human 
57 beings greater than their endurance. This should be applied as 
the guiding principle for developing Islamic curricula at the 
various stages of education.The course-content recommended to the 
students of * particular age-group must be decided in accordance 
with their mental standard and physical capability. This also 
suggests to consider the geographical atmosphere and social condi-
tion of a particular region which certainly effect the capabili-
ties of the students involved in studies.At another place the 
Quran asserts that God is kind and Merciful.He does not like to 
CO 
put man to hardship. This further stipulates that no hardship 
56. Abdul Haque Ansari, Transformation of the perspective. 
Aims and objective of Islamic Education, op.cit.,p. 118. 
57. Bacara: 286. 
58. Malda : 6. 
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Should be imposed on students,It is evident from the life of 
the prophet that he performed the task of the teacher through-
out his life but never imposed any hardship on his followers in 
course of this task.It is reported that he always taught the 
people according to their intellect. This is why none of his 
followers ever felt any burden and showed any averseness during 
the period when he used to impart teaching.Ghazali interprets 
the Quranic verse • donot spend your wealth on the foolish'^° 
to mean that it forbids the scholars not to give their wealth 
of knowledge to those who are foolish or who due to their low 
mental standard donot deserve to be transmitted the knowledge 
of high standard. Dorimi transmits a hadith in mursal |orm 
which declares that it is a waste of knowledge to impart it to 
those who are unworthy of it. 
The field of knowledge is very vast and no one can obtain 
63 
whole of it. Thus,it is necessary to chose a branch of knowledge 
64 
and one should endeavour to acquire it gradually. Those who try 
to take the whole of knowledge at once,will never succeed in their 
endevour.Besides the students, the teachers and the designers of 
the curriculum have to play very significant role in this regard. 
59• Abu Dawud Vide Ghazali Ahyaul uloom,op .cit.,p.l41. 
60. Nisa; 5 
61. Ghazali, op.cit.,p.142. 
62. Mishkat al-Masabih ,op.cit.,p.61. 
63. Abdullah bin Masood, vide, Ibn Abdul Bar op.cit.p.82. 
64. Ibn Shahab zuhri vide.ibid.p.Bl. 
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The susceptibility of over burdening of the young should be 
protected at all cost.Ibn Khuldun classifies knowledge into 
two parts.Firstly, the wanted (per se ) sciences and secondly 
the sciences which are auxiliary and instrumental in the acqui-
sition of the knowledge of wanted sciences.The wanted sciences 
are Quranic interpretations,prophetic traditions, jurisprudence 
and speculative theology and the physical and metaphysical 
sciences.The auxiliary sciences are those which are helpful 
in discussing and explaining the problems of wanted science. 
The list of the wanted sciences presented by Ibn-Khuldun can 
not be treated as final one,for there are many more subjects 
which are wanted now.At the same time the unwanted sciences 
are not to be given second preference,for they are not in any 
way,less useful.However,this stand of Ibn-i-Khuldun is strong 
that while the contents of courses are arranged for the students 
of a particular age-group every possible care should be taken 
to give full coverage of the subject concerned and the discu-
ssions of the aiociliary sciences should not be prolonged.The 
problems related to the auxiliary sciences should not be discussed 
in detail , for the endurance of the students does not allow to hav< 
65 
more burden other than the subject concerned. 
65. Ibn Khuldun, Muoadimah, vol.3,p.299. 
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(d) Specialisation in Education;-
•unity of knowledge* has earlier been discussed as one of 
the guiding principles of curriculum preparation. This does not 
mean that specialisation in education gets no place in Islamic 
curricula and the departmentalisation of knowledge is considered 
undesirable. The purpose behind the application of this principle 
m the development of Islamic curricula is to make the students 
aole to observe the unity of life and the unity of universe in 
the colourful diversity of the world. It is for giving an 
unified visualisation of life to the students. 
Muslims are deeply concerned with their religion.But 
unfortunately they are not fully aware of the methods and tech-
niques to be applied in the pursuit of Islamic knowledge.They 
want to impart and pursue Islamic knowledge but do not know how 
it should be done.on account of adopting wrong methodologies 
they do not achieve the desired results.in the class-room of 
the traditional educational institutions what the teacher imparts 
-s not something other than the sermon delivered by the imam 
67 from the pulpit of the mosques. The aim of such religious 
education is only to prepare maulana who may be entitled to 
circulate fatwa ( the guidance in the matter of religion)only.® 
It is frankly accepted by the scholars that the telJi^jj^e^jBt 
66. Khursheed Ahmad, Islam ka Nazaria-e- Taleem,Islami Nazria-e-
Heyat,p.43l-32. " 
67. Muhammad Qutub , The Role of Religion in Education,op.cit,p.48. 
68. Mawdoodi,Naya Nizam-e-Taleem, o p . c i t . , p . 7 2 . 
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relic^ ious educational institutions are isolated and alienated 
69 
froir. the real problems of life, on the other hand, those edu-
cational institutions of Muslims that have given proper place 
to modern sciences have badly suppressed Islamic spirit?their 
courses of studies have been arranged in such a way that they 
have completely lost their Islamic identity. Among other defects 
of the curriculum of traditional educational institutions,one 
is not following the method of specialisation in education and 
diversification of course.instead,they insist on providing a 
unified knowledge to the student.The underlying intention of 
the designers of such curricula is to make the students capable 
of discerning the problems of life and passing judgement on them 
from Islamic point of view.But the scope of knowledge has now 
become much more wide and every moment modifications, alterationp 
oHd advancements in it are continuously being made.There are 
innumerable departments of knowledge and each of it contaihs 
minute detail,it is not possible to acquire all kind of knowledge 
by a single person,If a student is to acquire only rudiments 
of various subjects,he would not be perfect in anyone of them. 
Thus specialisation in education is a must.This would appear 
necessary for obtaining fruitful result of the impdrting education. 
Besides diversification of the courses also seems necessary to be 
69. Muhammad Qutub, o p . c i t . , p , 4 8 . 
70, Mawdoodi, Hamare Nizam-e-Taleeni Ka Buniyadi Nuqs. 
o p . c i t , , p , 7 . 
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Introduced in the curricula of traditional educational 
institutions which do not provide opportunity to select 
the courses of studies according to the interest and aptitude 
of the students7^ 
in prophet' s time some of his companions devoted 
themselves to certain branches of Islamic sciences and deve-
loped in these their particular interest.This led to special-
isation in various subjects of curriculum.Specialisation in 
education had, thus,developed under the prophet.There were 
specialists available for irnparting instructions in the various 
subjects of Islamic curricula such as Quranic knowledge,tajwid 
(method of correct recitation of the Holy Quran),mathematics 
needed for distribution of shares of inheritance among the 
members of the deceased,and islamic law.Alongwith speciali-
sation there was also diversification of courses in keeping 
with individual interests and aptitude.For this purpose the 
Prophet urged his people to choose any of the subjects accor-
ding to their aptitude, and also pointed towards the persons 
72 
who could guide them in that particular field. 
71. Mawdoodi,Naya Nizam-e-Taleem,op.cit,,p.72-73. 
72. Hameedullah, Educational system in the Times of Prophet, 
Islamic Culture,op.cit.,p.57» 
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(E) Tawheed^the essence of islamic Curriculat-
The aim of education of a certain nation is set forth 
in the light of the idealogy of life it has chosen for its people, 
secularism and communism have their own educational policies and 
programmes which have no concern with God, His guidance and the 
life after death.As far as Islamic education is concerned,it has 
its own idealogical foundation,Hence islamic curricula should be 
designed with Islamic orientation.lt is accepted that the basic 
beliefs and ideals of Islam such as Tawheed (unity of God), 
Re sal a t( Prophet hood), Akhirat (life after death), and Khilafat( 
Vice^erency of God) are the basis to give Islamic orientation 
to education; undoubtedly these are the basic creeds of Islam 
but among them the most significant is Tawheed which is the 
essence of Islam,Hence the whole fountain of Islamic curriculum 
should ebb and flow from it,This is to inculcate in the minds 
and hearts of the young that God has no partner,He is above of 
all material characteristics and the only source of goodness 
and beauty,He is the fountainhead of knowledge, the knowledge 
74 
of matter (llmul Ashiya ) emanates from him. He transmits 
through His messengers the knowledge and guidance (Hidayat). 
The knowledge of matter is acquired through the sense organs. 
73. Afzalur Rahman,Islamic education of Muslim children in the 
west and the problems of curriculum and syllabuses. 
Curriculum and Teacher Education,p.9 6. 
74. Quran says that while God had created Adam, He taught him the 
names of all things.It is said that from the very knowledge 
given by God man became able to know the characteristics of 
matter.see Bagaras 31. 
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The five senses either from the help of instruments or without 
thero collect information but are unable to reach the ultimate 
cause.perception, reason and experience are the sources of know-
ledge but revelation75 is the highest of them.Islam suggests 
that education should not be restricted only to the requL rements 
of life but should be properly linked with the purpose of life, 
"7 6 
The purpose of life is determined by revelation . The spirit, 
that Islam proposes a goal of life, should always be potent in 
the curricula designed for the various stages of Islamic 
education. 
In view of the above discussion it might be thought 
that Islamic curriculum is something like a bundle of precepts 
and sermons.This is not correct.Religious sermons,are of course, 
the part of Islamic curriculum but do not constitute the whole 
of it.Religious sermon continues for a very small time,not more 
than ten minutes out of one day's educational programme.There 
is quite a clear direction in this regard as the following 
hadith points out: "Shaqiq said that Abdullah b.Masud used to 
exhort the people every Thursday,A man said,' I wish Abd or 
Rahman77 that you would give us a daily exhortation* .He 
replied, • My dislike of wearing you prevents me from that,so 
I am considerate in my exhortation to you as God* s messenger 
75. Alaq: 1-5. 
76. cf.Khursheed Ahmad; Islam ka Nazaria-e-Taleem, islami Nazria-e* 
Heyat, op.cit.p.427. 
77. This is Ibn Masud*s Kunya (title). 
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was to us for fear of causing us aversion?® This quite clearly 
encompasses the place of religious education in Islamic curri-
culum. The Islamic awareness and consciousness expected from 
Islamic curricula donot depend only on the formal religious 
education.Apart from religious, other subjects of the curriculum 
contribute too,to inculcate the Islamic ideals in the minds and 
souls of the students and their roles are certainly more signi-
ficant. 
How different subjects of Islamic curricula should 
be organised to create an islamic outlook in the students will 
be discussed somewhere else but here it appears necessary to 
underscore concepts to be used to inculcate the spirit of Tawheed 
in the students.in Islam it is accepted that God is the ultimate 
cause of all phehomena, while the non-Islamic aetheistic outlook 
is to attribute the same Divine characteristic to Nature.Muhammad 
Qutub observes as follows:"Nature is a pagan word used in Europe 
in place of the word God.A Capital •N* emphasizes its ideological 
significance and great esteem in which it is held.''^  jt is 
obviously un-islamic, rather anti-Islamic, to attribute an 
78. Mishkat al-Masabih, op.cit.,p, 52. 
79. Muhammad Qutub; The Role of Religion in Education, 
op.cit.,p.55. 
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indefinite creativity to Nature,islamic curricula donot 
include such hypothesis that universe is controlled and 
administered by Nature.An aetheist claims that "Nature creates 
every thing and there is no limit of its creativity." It appears 
quite comparable to the view the believers have in regard to God. 
The Quran says,"And if the trees on earth were pens and the 
ocean (were ink), with the seven oceans behind it to add to its 
(supply) yet would not the words of God be exhausted(in the 
writing): for God is exalted in power full of wisdom.81 Thus 
it appear somehow justified to remove the word Nature from 
Islamic curricula and use the word God in its place.Through 
this modification students will remain in an atmosphere conge-
nial to Islam.They will be fully aware of God's creativity. 
The atheists are relucant to differentiate between Nature and 
Super-Nature.They claim that super-Natural elements should not 
be included into the subjects of science,But the characteristic 
they altributs to Nature are actually of Super-Nature.if Nature 
is attributed with the limitless creativity,then being the sole 
DO 
creator of the universe Nature will become Super-Nature, It is 
also claimed that if the word God will be used in scientific 
discussions then the inportance of the law of causality will 
be badly affected.The minds of students would lose their 
80. Vide Ibid.,p,55. 
Bl. Luqman;27,Eng.tr.by Abdullah Yusuf Ali- in this verse the 
word Kalematullah has been used, which gives an idea of the 
wonders of God* s creations a lot of which are apparent and 
countless are hidden to human eyes, 
62. Muhammad Qutub, op.cit,,p.57. 
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critical capacities and will accept every thing as a faithful 
oeliever.This argument is not justified.Quran itself declares 
that only those, of God* s servants fear from Him who have know-
ledge?^ This is, therefore, clear that knowledge is an essential 
quality of God fearing people,Knowledge does not appreciate 
olind faith but accepts only that which are supported by reason 
or experience,one more important point,in this regard, should not 
oe forgotten that scientific information and scientific theo-
ries are not alike,Theory is that generalisation a scientist 
infers from the self-arranged body of the information: .scienti-
st* s imaginative power plays very significant role in arranging 
and generalising the scientific data. 
There is one more view, concerning the western 
sciences.lt is claimed that western sciences are not in sharp 
contrast to Islam,These care only to what are tangible,can be 
touched or measured?^ we have earlier noted that islam is not 
the enemy of western sciences but the islamic perspective 
differs from the western perspective.The first item of islamic 
education is to inculcate the concept of Tawheed in the students. 
If this prime purpose is not served, then there is no need to 
introduce a separate curriculum in the name of Islam. 
B3. Fatir: 28 
84, A.H,Khaldun kinnany. Producing Teacher for Islamic curricula. 
Curriculum and Teacher education, op,cit,,p,149. 
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Content of Education;-
wit h the assumption that school is an agency of 
formal education but does not possess full resources to 
impart knowledge, now we proceed to cast a glance at the 
various subjects of Islamic curricula.This assumption appears 
some what heavy particularly in respect of Islamic education, 
the spirit of which is mainly concerned to the innerself of 
man.Formal schooling is not considered equivalent to edu-
cation§^ However in an Islamic school, knowledge broadly 
classified into two parts,the perennial and the acquired,is 
tried to be imparted with honesty and traditional zeal, under 
perennial knowledge there are systematically organised disci-
plines which have been developed and enriched through the ages 
in accordance with the islamic spirit.under the acquired 
knowledge,modern sciences pertaining to the various discip-
lines of natural sciences,social sciences and humanities are 
suggested to be added in Islamic curricula at the various 
stages of education.The course-content or the subject matter 
should necessarily be arranged in such a way that they become 
relevant to the purpose for which an Islamic society is 
87 
organised. Thus it is a subject of investigation as to how the 
subject matters of modern sciences are given Islamic colour and 
85. John D.McNeil,principles of curriculum and instruction. 
Foundation of education, edited by George,F.kneeler,p.464. 
86. Recommendation of committee I of First world conference 
on Muslim Education,op.cit.,p.159. 
87. John, D.McNeil, op.cit.,p. 464. 
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Islamic orientation.AS far as the ingredients of the curriculum 
pertaining to perennial knowledge is concerned we have a corrplete 
chain of tradition the detail of which is not easy to discuss. 
However,some of its important items are briefly discussed here. 
perennial Knowledge: -
The Quran and the Traditions of the prophet are 
accepted as the basic source of knowledge.They provide the system 
of beliefs and values that ought to be implemented in the affairs 
of muslim life.Beliefs ( j ^ ) and injunctions ( ^\^i)f ) are 
the two essentials of Islamic knowledge.Ghazali classifies 
knowledge into two parts the obligatory knowledge and the meri-
torious knowledge?" This classification is justified because all 
knowledge concerning beliefs and injunctions are not possible to 
be acquired by every Muslim,Hence a part of them have been made 
obligatory to every Muslim.Islamic education in the beginning 
was based on Quran and Sunnah but later extended to ijmah( Muslim 
consensus) and Qiyas^^ (judging matter in the light of the Quran 
and the Sunnah). imam shafai also says that knowledge along with 
90 Quran and Sunnah includes Ijmah and Qiyas also, what must be 
88. Ghazali, Ahyaululoom. 
89• "Abdullah b.Amr reported God's messenger as saying,"Knowledge 
has three categories a precise verse, or an established Sunnah 
or a firm obligatory duty.Anything else is an extra"Abu Dawud 
Ibn Maja transmitted it, see Mishkat al~Masabih, op.cit.p.56-57. 
90. Ibn Abd al-Bar ,op.cit.p.145. 
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required to impart to all Muslim students at the different 
stages of education has best,been evolved in the world con-
ference on Muslim education in the following words."The core 
knowledge at the university level which first be formulated 
before that at any other level,must be composed of ingredients 
pertaining to the nature of man; of knowledge (.dU—^ •'^  
^ ) and wisdom( dU--^ ) and justice ( ^\j^ ) with 
respect to man and his religion; the nature of right action 
( ,|**;<w-^ l>' ).These will have to be referred to the concept of 
God.His Essence and attributes ( - ^ ^ ) ^^^ Revalation 
'( CJ^J-^^ ) ^ ^^ meaning and message; the Revealed law ( 
lC>JJ^i ) and what necessary follows: The prophet, his life, 
and sunnah and the history and message of the prophets before 
him, the arkan( xi,l-J,il(^,) ^'i ) the religious science ( *iw>-^'^^U ) 
and knowledge of Islamic ethics and moral principles and adab 
the knowledge of Arabic language and of the Islamic world view 
as a whole,«»^^ This is a very comprehensive programme for 
having a deep insight into islam.It,of course, touches every 
aspect of religion but unfortunately there is no detailed 
description of its gradual implementation,Before going through 
the curriculum of university it is necessary to cast a glance 
at the ingredients of the curricula of school and college.The 
essentials of Faith( ^ ^U'-), Islamic morality( /'••iJ-^'' ' ), Islamic 
9 1. Recommendation of committee i, op,cit,p, 158. 
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jurisprudende ( J^ ^{^ I ) and Islamic history should be 
taught at high school level?^ It is said that the system of 
belief is to be taught in such a way that they are admitted as 
the reality of life.This appears relevant because the whole 
structure of Islamic system is founded on its basic beliefs. 
It is also correct that if they are taught in such a way that 
neither they influence the natural intuition ( (ji^^-^oj^) of the 
child nor they appear to their reason, the ultimate result of 
educational endeavour would not be in favour of isl^m.The 
knowledge imparted without strong argument in favour of Islam 
are blindly accepted and do not last long.islam.ic morality is 
merely a concept if not presented in the light of events that 
occurred in prophet' s and his companions' life. Islamic juris-
prudence must be basically concerned with the rights of God 
( *^^ 'C'y^  ) ^^^ to the rights of man( ^^»'/^^«-'^ ) 
The aim of its teaching is to acquaint the students with the 
Programmes Islam proposes for the individual and collective 
life of man,Islamic history is the most important subject of 
Islamic curriculum.Different episodes from islamic history are 
suggested to be introduced.lt works as a link between the pec-t 
and the present.The solution of the present day problem is 
sought in the past experiences.The study of Islamic history 
is necessary with a view to impute lesEon( Jl^y^*^ ) end to 
g«.in aspiration from the past.^-^ 
9 3. Ibid.,p.31-32. 
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It is suggested that a separate and compulsory subject 
termed as Islamic studies be introduced throughout the college-
level education.Though it is not feasible to introduce in every 
faculty such as science and engineering, it, however,can fit in 
with every branch of social sciences and humanities.lt will 
help the students understand the whole islamic system, its 
fundamental ideas, the ethics on which it proposes to build 
moral character, the principles of social system, economic 
system,political system and international relationship.This 
subject is suggesteed in order to include the details of the 
nature of relation between individual and society and the 
factors which disintegrate Islamic society.The distingration 
is caused by the imbalance in the rights and duties of the 
individual and society.9^ 
Arabic language is undoubtedly the Islamic language. 
It is the medium through which one can go through the various 
aspects of Islamic culture, without having its proper knowledge 
one would h^ve to rely upon second hand information authenticity 
of which is always doubted.lt must be included in islamic 
curricula.But the question is from which standard it should 
be started ? Objection has been raised against the growing 
number of languages taught under islamic curricula.^^ The 
94. Ibid.,p.33. 
9 5. W^siullah Khan, Education and Society,p.20. 
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gravity of the problem also appears considerable when we 
examine it in our local context.An Indian Muslim child is 
supposed to be taught at least four languages from the very 
beginning.Arabic as an Islamic language ,urdu as mother tongue, 
Hindi as the national language and English as the international 
language are taught to the child.in educative process the role 
of the mother tongue is irost important.Hence it appears quite 
convincing that as in case of other subjects,islamic knowledge 
should also be imparted through the medium of mother language. 
Arabic as a language should be started from the secondary 
classes and should be continued up to the higher studies. 
But here an exceptional clause should not be lost sight of.This 
concerns Quranic instruction.Quran is nothing but the complete 
Islam,It is the identification of Islam.Hence,MusLims are accus-
tomed to manage its instruction for their children from the very 
beginning of their teaching.This provision is supported by the 
argument that things which are taught in the early age of the 
child is effectively retained for the rest part of the life. 
This first impression becomes the foundation-stone for all type 
of academic activities of future life?7 
In his Rihlah judge 
98 Abu Bakr b.al-Arabi passes very serious remark against the 
96. Mawdoodi,Musalmano Ki Taleem palesi Aur Leheya Amal, 
op.cit.p.32. 
97. Ibn Khuldun,Muqadimah, vol.3, p. 300. 
98. His views on education, from his Maraqi a2-2ulfa,are quoted 
by I,Goldziher in his article ,"Education" in Hasting*s 
Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics, v.206a", vide Ibn 
Khuldun,op.cit.,p.304. 
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prevalent custom of Quranic instruction.He is of the opinion 
that before instruction in the Quran, Arabic poetry, phillogy 
and arithmatics should be taught.To him it appears inevitable, 
for the better understanding of Quran and apparently without 
their proper understanding the instruction in Quran is futile. 
He worries on the loss of energy and time as follows" How 
thoughtless are our compatriots in that they teach children 
the Quran when they are first starting out.They read things 
they donot understand and work hard at something that is not 
as important for them as other matters*.^^ The above view of 
Al-Arabi is valuable indeed but in the general course the 
instruction in Quran is necessary to be imparted from the very 
lower classes.lt is quite possible that the student might miss 
the opportunity to learn the Quran in higher classes or due to 
some reason they are compelled to discontinue their study.So 
the suggestion that the students should be taught Quran in their 
early age is quite justified. Al-Arabi* s programme regarding 
the instruction of Quran should be suggested to those students 
who intend to choose a specialised course in the Quranic 
scieces.lOO Mawdoodi presents a very comprehensive programme 
for the teaching of Quran in the various stages of education. 
At initial level his programme of Quran iMiSf^mae^ 9fi tia-s 
99. Ibid. 
100. Ibid., p. 30 54 
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instruction has been separated from the teaching of Arabic 
language.In graduation, he, however suggests to merge the teaching 
101 
of Arabic language into the teaching of Quran. He says that up 
to the high school standard students are required to recite the 
Quran fluently and correctly.They should memorize some of its 
chapters and a few simple verses ought to be comprehended by 
102 them. At intermediate standard every type of doubt regarding 
the Quran shoiild be removed from the minds of the students so 
that they nay be certain of its historical authenticity. They 
should be taught what influences it made on human thought and 
behaviour. 
one of the most important subject of Islamic curricula 
is comparative studies of religions.The Quran says,"argue not 
104 
with the people of scripture unless it be in a way that is better. 
10!• Mawdoodi,Musalmano ki jadid Taleemi Palesi Aur Laheya Amal, 
op.cit.,p.32. 
102. Ibid.,p.32. 
103. Ibid.,p.34. 
10 4. Ankabut: 46 Eng.tr.by Marmaduka Pickthal. 
There are many verses which suggest to adopt an unbaised way 
of disputation.Some of them are quoted below:-
1. "Call unto the way of thy Lord with wisdom and fair 
exhortation and reason with them in the better way, 
Nahl: 125. 
2. "And who is better in speech than him who prayth into his 
Lord and doth right.... The good deed and the evil deed 
are not alike.Repel the evil deed with one which is better 
then lo he,between whom and thee there are enmity(will 
become) as though he was a bosom friend."Ham Min-Sajdat 
33-34. 
i. "Repel evil with that which is better,"Mominoont96. 
4. "And if ye (Muslim)call them to the guidance they hear not 
and thou (Muhammad)seests them looking toward thee,but 
they see not.Keep to forgiveness( O Muhammad),and enjoin 
kindness,and turn away from the ignorant.And if a slander 
• from the devil wound thee, then seek refuge in Allah"Araaf. 
198-200 Eng.tr.by M. Rickthal. 
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This spirit of Quran motivated the scholars to propound a 
separate subject which discusses the religious controversies. 
Any trace of the subject of such nature in the history before 
the emercjence of Islam is not known.Among those who contri-
buted in this field of knowledge Al-Maubakhti (died in 202 
A.H. ),A1 Masoodi (364 A.H.)/ Al-Masihi( 240 A.H. ),Al Baghdadi 
(429 A.H. ) ,Ibn Hazm ( 456 A.H.) and Al-Shahsistani (548 A.H.) 
are considered the great exponents of the subject, unfortu-
nately this unique discipline which was introduced to settle 
the problems and to remove the tensions caused by misunder-
standing cind to solve the complex issues such as divinity, 
revelation and prophecy has been discarded from Islamic curri-
cula, western institutions realised its importance hence there 
are not provision of its study. 
105. Ahmad Shalaby, curriculum of Muslim Education, 
Curriculum and Teacher Education,op.cit.,p.49. 
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b. Acquired Knowledge: -
After making a short study of the various branches 
pertaining to perennial knowledge now we proceed towards the 
disciplines that are termed as acquired knowledge.lt covers 
=11 the subjects of Humanities,Social sciences,Natural sciences 
and any other discipline which has been acquired by man. The 
exponents of islam throughout the world are strongly demanding 
Islamisation of knowledge.They suggest arranging of the data 
of the modem subjects within islamic frame of reference.only 
such a content of education, they claim would be isl-^ mic.As far 
as the content or subject matter is concerned it has been truly 
defined by John Neil in the following words:"Content and subject-
matter are interchangeable terms, representing knoWL edge that man 
nas acquired, skills, facts, theories, rules and values which arise 
from an event or the activity of an individual or social group 
constitute subject matter.Things,events or situations themselves 
are not subject matter but the meaning and interpretations derived 
106 from them or the relationship seen in them are subject matter. 
in view of the above,putting scientific data into Islamic moulds 
does not appear unjustified, for preparing curricula of Islamic 
nature.This is with a view to preparing student for the purpose 
106. John D.McNeil; principles of Curriculum and Instruction, 
Qp,cit.,p.464. 
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that they may examine with Islamic vision the nature of pheno-
mena occuring both in the society and in the nature.undoubt-
edly such curriculum is relevant to that society whose people 
have accepted Islam as their way of life and are desirous of 
educating their children within its confines.If such children 
are taught through the content other than that filled by Islamic 
spirit, then the result will be contrary to academic interest. 
The two diverse environments of school and home will create 
instability and imbalance in the child' s personality.From the 
point of view of education it is a must to maintain continuity 
in the atmosphere of home and in the programmes of school.To 
develop a unified personality of child and to save him from 
tension and complexity it is inevitable to bring conformity 
oetween the family traditions and the underlying spirit of the 
educative materials.Thus the claim that an alien'system of 
education and its content are injurious to Muslim children is 
not baseless,but of greater importance from the view point of 
107 
educational achievements. 
The content of education as stated above should be 
arranged in the islamic frame of reference.This is anyway 
evident from the study of Quran.we find in it three words, 
saroaa ( ^ ) Basar( ^ ; ) and Fawad ( y\y ) .in Quran these 
have not been used in their simple meaning of hearing, seeing, and 
thinking.Their scope of meaning is more wide.samaa means to 
107. Syed Altaf Gauhar, Education and Mass Media,Education 
and Society,op.cit.p,73. 
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collect the v^ hole academic heritage of past, Basar means the 
acquisition of knowledge through observation and Fawad means to 
arrange in an Islamic frame the data obtained through samaa and 
Basar v/ith a view to obtain new conclusions and inferences.-^ 
This also suggests that everything should not be accepted as it 
is,but when the past academic heritage passes through the process 
of keen observation from the islamic point of view and its unde-
sirable elements are discarded and desirable added into it, then 
it becomes fit to be accepted as the content of Islamic curricula. 
Islamic curricula, being comprehensive and diversified 
include the contents relevant and useful to man* s individual 
life and to the entire society as well.The^e are a number of 
verses in the Quran which throw full light on the content of 
education which ought to be included in Islamic curricula,For 
example take the beginning part of the Quranic chapter Nabaa which 
suggests the study of the space science,of the plants and stars 
and the laws governing and controlling them.This and others 
similarly indicate that the earth with its infinite resources 
and with the diverse types of plants ,creatures and beasts living 
on its surface and within it are the subjects of study .And above 
108. Mawdoodi,Naya Nizam-e-Taleon, op.cit. p.58. 
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all man of whom Quran states that God created him in good 
proportion and in the best of mould is also an important 
item of Islamic curricula. Man emerges from a little 
foetus and gradually develops into the complex and unique 
existence with wonderful faculties.Moreover there are 
differences between male and female on biological and 
psychological plane and also on the level of temprament, 
feelings and inherent potentialities.The society man forms 
and difierent sorts of relations he maintains therein are 
all the contents of Islamic curricula.Shalaby makes a survey 
of the various subjects of Islamic curricula and says that 
while curriculum is laid out for Islamic institutions proper 
attention is not paid to the contributions of Muslim scholars 
who performed wonderful teats in various fields of knowledge. 
In politics and administration,he says,the contribution of 
Islam is ignored whereas the political theory of Islam is 
more useful than that of anyother.in the faculties of commerce 
he suggests to include the Muslim economic theory as one of 
the essential parts of Islamic curriculum.in si:pport of this 
theory he argues that at one time a stable society was 
organised on its basis.In the faculty of education,he laments: 
Greek and British theory of education are taught but there is 
109. infitari 7 /Tin: 4. 
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no place of Islamic theory of education,He further says that 
this theory of education was introduced in such a situation 
when reading and writing was very rare but after its impleme-
ntation the rate of literacy became high and the intellectual 
horizon of people became wide.About the social theory of Islam 
he wants it to be introduced, particularly in the curriculum of 
social work institutions for improving the efficiency of social 
workers.His suggestion that Al-Jihad and Muslim military disci-
pline should be introduced in military schools is not relevant 
to be implemented everywhere.This must be restricted to Muslim 
countries only,However Islam emphasizes on good physical health. 
Hence the programme of physical growth and training must be a 
part of Islamic curriculaf^^ Shalaby discusses the role of 
Muslim scholars in the field of medicine,physical sciences, 
irathematics, astrology,music and geography and suggests to 
include their contributiohs in the curriculum of the subject 
111 
concerned, 
Shalaby s above mentl oned survey does not fully solve our 
purpose.The question as to how the contents pertaining to various 
110, The Quran says about Taloot (^\h ) that God granted him 
kingdom because he was superior in knowledge and in physical 
capabilities, see Baqa rat 2 47;The re is also a Hadith of the 
prophet that a Muslim physically strong is better than a 
Muslim with poor health, see Reazus Saleheen, Balfil Mujahida, 
Srinagar( PublicatL on date is not mentioned), vil.i,p.9 i( b), 
ill, Ahmad Shalaby,curriculum of Muslim Education, 
Curriculum and Teacher Education, op.cit.,p,51-53. 
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disciplines is influenced by islamic view,still needs its 
answer,The subjects pointed out by shalaby are undoubtedly 
important to be included in Islamic curricula.But they do not 
include the whole of the subjects of Islamic curricula.They are, 
infact,parts of the various subjects of it.The contents of the 
rest part of the subject either should be accepted as they are 
used in non-Islamic curricula or they should be' arranged to be 
reviewed with the Islamic orientation.The second alternative though 
d:.fficult is in conformity with Islamic spirit. The designer of such 
a curriculum must have a two fold competency, on the one hand he 
is expected to have full conr.and over the subject (X)ncemed and on 
tne other he should have a deep insight in islam.in the course of 
his work he encounters a difficulty when he touches the theories 
and concepts contrary to islaTr, and again when he deals with the 
general perspective in which the scion tifiGdata are arranged and 
presented.we have just seen that Islamic perspective differs from 
any other perspectives?-^^ The disciplines which are more or 
less concerned with ideas and beliefs are comparatively easy to 
be transformed into Islamic mould.But those pertaining to ideas 
and beliefs need two fold endeavour to serve the purpose.Change 
oi perspective is a must for both because islam wants to see 
everything in its own frame of reference.As far as the theories 
ana concepts contrary to Islam are concerned they should be properly 
112. M.Abdul Haque Ansari, Transformation of the perspective. 
Aims and objective of Islamic Education, op.cit.,p. 119. 
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scrutinized from islamic point of view so that the ideas 
contrary to Islamic ideals may be falsified.in the field of 
social sciences the same problem is faced when one tries to 
mould its different branches in the islamic mould.For example 
in psychology Fareud' s theory on sex and many others besides 
it are in sharp contrast to islamic ideals.It is claimed that 
there is no need of religion to understand and evaluate human 
psychology^^"^. in sociology it has been assumed that society 
took a start in ignorance without any spiritual guidance.Religion, 
morals, marriage and family are the social institutions formed by 
the group mind and are changeable with the passage of timeP^ 
The values underlying them are not permanent and innate.Likewise 
Anthropology,a new subject basically rests on Darwin's theory of 
evolution.we have earlier noted that it is an un-lslamic ,rather 
anti-religion theory and also the theory that man sprang from 
anthropoid ape is not a scientifically proved fact.Moreover, 
this subject also indicates the superiority of environmental 
influences over the fundamental belief of Islam.It is accepted 
in this subject that man gained vertical posture when he got an 
environment suited to himj^^ Contrary to the thesis that enviroh-
ment shapes behaviour, habit, thought and feeling of roan,Islam 
declares that F^ith is superior to all.It was this very element 
113. Muhammad Qutub , The Role of Religion in Education ,op.cit.p.5£ 
114. I b id .p .54 . 
115. I .Yurkovets; The philosophy of D i a l e c t i c a l Materialism, 
progress Publ isher Moscow, 1984,p.74. 
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which enabled Muslims to play a very constructive role through 
the length and breadth of the vorld.on acaount of their Faith 
Quran considers them the best of the people evolved for the good 
or nvankind.However, it is not fully justified to say that Islam 
rejects the fact that environment affects human behaviour and 
tnought.lt is a historical fact that wherever Islam reached,it 
acted to preserve and enrich the healthy traditions of the civi-
lisation concerned. 
Modem approach to the study of history is based on two 
points.It is believed that man started the journey of his life in 
the darkness of ignorance and secondly that the true creterion to 
judge human civilization is their material progress and architect-
ural development.Both are contrary to Islam.According to Quran 
man though created in the best stature has also the possibility to 
go to the lowest of the low. This lowest position he does not 
acquire due to the lack of material resources but because of the 
deviation from divine guidance.The material advancement he achieves 
tnrough which he enriches the civilization is not the true crete 
-non to judge a nation,The Quran urges human beings to observe 
the fate of those who though developed wonderful material civi-
lization but rejected the Truth presented by the prophet of their 
117 
time. The ancient civilization such as Pharonic, Greek, Roman, 
Eaoylonian and Assyrian were agnostic as we donot findL therein 
116. Tin: 4-6. 
117. Al-i-lmran; 137. 
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any trace of that kind of Truth as Islam propounds.what distin-
cjuishes Islamic civilization from the other is that it specified 
the purpose of human life and the whole activity of man revolves 
around it.The Quran teaches the believer,"Say: my worship and my 
sacrifice and my living and my dying are for Allah/the Lord of 
the worlds. As far as the material aspect of the civilization 
is concerned both the believers and the non-believers can build 
and enrich it but both have two diverse motives behind their 
activities.one will consciously try to win the pleasure of God 
while the other would have no concern with any super-natural 
element in the material endeavours. 
in view of the above mentioned facts now it is quite clear 
that the constituents of Islamic civilization are quite different. 
The civilization v»hich flourished under the pious guidance of 
God* s prophets are considered the ideal and their fundamental 
principles are suggested to be applied in the various branches 
of social sciences.This does not mean that each of the modern 
science,should be transformed into the outmoded form.islam provide 
the opportunity of ijtehad ( to interpret islamic law in a new 
situation) for the extension and enrichment of civilization.lt 
does not only permit but encourages to bring under Islamic fold 
119 
what man has acquired during his long journey of academic pursuit. 
118. Anam : 163 Eng.tr.by Pickthal. 
119. Mawdoodi,Naya Nezam-e-T'^leem, op.cit.p,76. 
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From Islamic point of view the purpose of the study of social 
sciences Is not only to explain man* s existence In relation 
to Individual and society but also guide him towards Truth and 
Goodness. 
Before the teaching of philosophical disciplines 
Quranic philosophy is suggested to be imparted to the students 
educated under Islamic curricula.This makes them aware of the 
facts which are beyond the perception of human senses and also 
discloses as to how the reality of the things which are felt by 
the human senses can really be examined.lt further specifies the 
limit beyond which human reason cannot reach.It also suggests as 
to what type of knowledge is essential to deal with metaphysical 
matter and how observation, induction and inference help in acqui-
sition of that kind of knowledge.After being fully conversant 
with the above basic principles of Quranic philosbphy different 
philosophical tthoughts are gradually introduced in Islamic curriculc 
so that the student can examine and evaluate every school of 
121 philosophical thought with purely Islamic vision. 
120. Azamatullah Khan,/JDdul Qadeer S^ l^eem; imrani Uloom ki Tadrees 
ka Nazriati Pahelu Institute of Policy Studies, Eslamabad, 1993, 
p.42. 
121. Mawdudi,Kaya Nizam-e-itileem, op.cit.,p.74-75. 
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in natural sciences ideas and beliefs are less involved 
BO its curricula are only required to be constructed in an islamic 
perspectivi?^ The teaching of its various branches is considered 
essential to help realise the miraculous wisdom of God as is 
evident from the forms and shapes of matter and energy and from 
natural phenomena occuring day and night in the universe.lt is 
further extended for the purpose of exploitation and utilization 
of natural resources and of exploration of physical and natural 
laws.This purpose when considered in the context of the particular 
status of man( i.e. Khalifatullah) suggests that to explore natural 
resources and physical law for the good and prosperity of human 
being is an important part of the duty of a Muslim, 
In primary classes a unified knowledge of science is 
provided.In an islamic setting it is arranged to make the students 
aware of God as the ultimate cause of all phenomena occuring before 
tnem.It is to express a profound appreciation of God's greatness, 
as the Uuran says"..• praise be to God Lord of the heavens and 
Lord of the earth...Lord and cherisher of all the worlds,to Him be 
the glory throughout the heavens and the earth and He is exalted in 
powec,full of wisdomJ^ The content of education should necessarily 
oe presented in the islamic perspective but it is not at all proper, 
122. M.Abdul Kaque Ansari, Transformation of the perspective, op, cit. 
p. 119. 
123. Mohammad Abdus Soini /Muslim sajjad: Planning curricula for Natu-
ral Sciences, institute of Policy Studies, Islamabad, 1983, p. 16, 
124. Jathiya; 36-37, Eng ,tr.by Abdullah Yusuf Ali, 
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to include the Arabic text of the Quranic verses ana of prophet* s 
saying.This, however,is suggested for higher classes.Meaning of 
the qaoted verses or traditions should also be given in the text 
125 books. After imparting an unified knowledge at primary level 
science education is further extended and distributed into its 
various branches.From Quranic point of view all the natural objects 
and natural phenomena are taken as the signs of God (Ayatullah). 
This methodology for science education is infered from the following 
verses of the Quran,"when Abraham said unto his father Azar: Takest 
thou idols for gods ? Lo I see thee and thy folk in error manifest. 
Thus did we show Ibraham the kingdom of the heavens and the earth 
that he might be of those possessing certainity.When the night 
grew dark upon him he behold a star.Ke said: This is my Lord.But 
when it set, he said: I love not things that set,And when he saw the 
moon uprising, he exclaimed.This is my Lord.But when it set he said: 
unless my Lord guide me,i surely shall become one of the folk who 
are astray.And when he saw the sun uprising, he cried: This is my 
Lord This is greater.And when it set he exclaimed: 0 my people LO 
I am free from all that ye associate (with Him)-^.These verses 
point to the angle of observation to be adapted when the objects 
125. Muhammad Abdus S^mi, Muslim Sajjad,op.cit.p.g. 
12 6. Anam : 75-79 Eng.tr.by Pickthol. 
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and phenomena are scientifically observed,This also suggests 
th*t whenever scientific knowledge is to be imparted the concer-
ning object or phenomena should be presented as the sign of God. 
For example if there is any lesson in the text book to give some 
information about sun and moon.,This should be started with the 
heading of the following verse: Ij/^^^U ^ ^^rJ^^LV^cV^i?^ 
(He it is who appointed the sun a splendour and the Moon a light). 
If a chapter deals with the heat the sun possesses it 
should be initiated with a deep appreciation of God' s kindness 
that through it He provided sufficient heat on earth for the 
existence of living being.These provisions in the text books 
protect students from atheism and polytheism and pave the way 
128 for better insight in Islamic monotheism, when energy is 
dealt with the cause of physical and chemical changes an Islamist 
quoting the verse, • God is Almighty and truly wise-^ '^ '' tries to 
give another colour to the content and makes it clear that energy 
is merely a means of change and behind the phenomena God* s will 
is the ultimate cause of change .It is He who endowed energy with 
such property.To measure the energy obtained in the form of 
electric , magnetic or any other power we have different sort of 
units.Before these units are discussed this verse is suggested to 
127. YUnus; 5 Eng.tr.by pickthal. 
128. Mohammad Abdus Sami,Muslim Sajjad,op.cit.p.14. 
129. Luqman. 
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to be mentioned first that God has given in MizanfBalance) to 
measure things correctly. •'•"^^ The chapter of light in physics 
is recommended to be started from the following verse:"praise 
be to Allah who hath created the heavens and the earth and hath 
131 
appointed darkness and lightl 
Science is limited to the five senses and anything 
beyond them does not come under the purview of science,But 
Islamic curricula to serve the purpose of islamic education 
take the mind of students towards God as the creater of all 
causes.Like other disciplines their approach is adopted in 
chemistry also.For example when water is dealt with as the 
dhemical compound of oxygen and hydrogen it is argued that 
hydrogen could burn in presence of oxygen but God proportioned 
these two elements of diverse characteristics and made useful 
compound from them.Thus as the following verse of the Quran 
indicates,it is claimed that besides the living being lifeless 
matter and powerful energy are also submissive to God/* all 
the creatures in the heavens and on the earth, have willingly or 
unwillingly bowed to His will. .. •• ^ "^ ^ in chemical reactions when 
the students observe changes in the form and properties of the 
substances they are told that these are due to the properties of 
130. Rahman; 7-9 
131. Anam : Eng.tr.by Pickthal. 
132. Al-i-lmran: 83,Eng.tr.by Abdullah YUsuf Ali. 
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the substances, God endowed in them.Thus in islamic curricula 
besides the observeable cause, God is also discussed as the 
ultimate cause of chemical phenomena. 
The contents of Botany and zoology under un-lslamic 
curricula are considered erroneous spiritually injurious from 
the Islamic point of view.They divert the mind of student towards 
atheism.The super-structure of these sciences are constructed upon 
the assumption that the growth of life is the end product of 
evolution processJ^^ As remedy of the above mentioned ailment 
some common biological terms are suggested to be interpreted from 
Islamic point of view.Man is termed as a quite distinct species 
having no biological link with animal as he started his life on 
the surface of earth in the full light of spiritual guidance, 
protoplasm, the living matter of vegetable, animal and man's cell is 
commonly considered the •physical basis of life* .But there exists 
a possibility on which basis Islamic view point can be instilled 
in the content concerned.Biologists do not say that protoplasm is 
the only physical basis of life. Thus,it is easily interpreted 
that God has chosen protoplasm to transmit life through it^^ . 
However, it is also claimed that biology is the most useful 
subject particularly to inculcate Islamic vision and wisdom 
provided it is taught in correct Islamic perspective.Qutub 
observes as follows: "Is there any lesson in Biology which does 
133. Mohammad Abdus S^mi ,Muslim Sajjad,op,cit,D.22. 
134. Ibid.p.23. 
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not draw our consciousness to God* s creativity when taught in 
proper scientific manner that attributes the act of creation to 
the true sole of creator ? what part of living organism does 
not stir consciousness ? who makes the seed sprout forth from 
the earth ? who pushes the stem upward, contrary to earth's 
gravitational pull ? who makes the flower blossom and bear 
fruit ? whu gives it colour,taste and smell ? can there be 
"135 
another God besides God. Astronomy is also imparted with 
this purpose,It is argued that the study of heavenly bodies and 
different sort of physical phenomena occuring therein disclose the 
miraculous creativity of God.The orderly precise movements of x 
stars and planets,their distance from the earth and with their 
huge size their motion in the space-all are core idered to be 
under the grip of a very wise and powerful Existence. The Quran 
s«iys;"It is not for the sun to overtake the moon,hor doth the 
137 
night outstrip the day.They float each in an orbit. It is Y 
ridiculous view that Grunebaum feels that the study of Astronomy 
is strictly forbidden in Islam because whatever it discloses is 
138 
contrary to Islamic belief.He however, does not cite any evidence. 
Contrary to his view we find that Astronomy was a subject of 
study in Muslim countries even in the period when the formal 
135. Muhanaiad Qutub, The Role of Religion in Education, op.cit, 56-57 
136. Ibid.,p.57. 
i37. Ya s in: 40 Eng. t r .by p i c k t h a l . 
138. G.E.Von.Grunebaum, in t roduct ion , Talim a l -Ku taa l l im ,op . c i t .D .3 . 
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139 
educational institution for higher learning was not founded. 
This study-shows that in the curriculum of the early 
Islamic period,main emphasis was laid on the Quran and Sunnah 
followed by other subjects relevant to the requirement of the 
community.Specialisation in different subjects had developed 
under the prophet.Specialists were available for imparting 
instruction in the various subjects.The spread of literacy 
and education among early Muslims took place through the medium 
of religion.Compulsory education was also initiated in that 
period.Caliph umar made it compulsary for eirery Muslim to learn 
at least al~Baqara, an-Nisa, al-Maida, al-Haj j and an-Nur chapters 
of the Quran. 
in Islam, the aigi of education is to produce Muslim men and 
Muslim women,who may fulfxl the requirements of modern society. 
Islamic curricula is not confined only to religious information 
but its entire contents are formulated in the spirit of lsl°m. 
It maintains a balance between the reqairements of material as 
139. "The first prominent institution for higher learning in 
Islam was Bayt al-Hikmah ( the house of wisdom)founded by 
al-Mamun (830) in his capital.Besides serving as a trans-
lation beaureau this institute functioned as an academy 
and public library and had an observatory connected with it. 
The observatories, which sprung up at this time, it should be 
remmbered, were also schools for teaching astronomy.,.,* 
see Hitti, The History of Arab ,p.4l0. 
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well OS spiritual aspects of life.It prepares the younger 
generation to accept both individual responsibility and the 
social obligation.Islam stands for the unity of knovi edge 
and does not allow segretation of knowledge into religious 
and secular.Thus, rejecting all sorts of contradictions it 
presents itself as a unified whole.The curricula though 
comprising the diversified courses and providing facilities 
to the students for specialisation of various disciplines,gives 
a unified visualisation of life.it is one of the important 
principles of the curriculum construction that "Presumption 
and guess work should not be followed".only the facts should 
DB accepted as elements of the curriculum, as guess and presump-
tion are not considered as fact.The islamic curriculum is a frame 
in which scientific facts are arranged in islamic perspective.The 
guiding principle for developing curricula at the various stages 
ot education is the Quranic injunction"God does not place burden 
on human being greater than their endurance," Tauheed is the 
essence of Islam, hence islamic curricula has to be its best 
reflection. 
under Islamic system of education,contents for both the 
perennial and the acquired knowledge represent no dichotomy. 
Humanities,social sciences and Natural sciences are not completel 
devoid of the essence of islamic faith and Islamic morality.The 
Islamic currictilum thus fully serves the aims and objectives of 
education as propounded by Islam, 
* * * 
1. Motivating the students for learning. 
2. Drawing student's attention towards the lesson. 
3. Explanation and Analysis o£ the Content. 
4. Receptivity to Instruction. 
5. Gradation and Continuity in Education. 
6. Conclusion o£ the lesson. 
7. Techniques for coverage of the content: 
I. Repetition 
II. Questioning. 
III. Discussion. 
IV. Note taking. 
8. Discipline. 
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The Aims of Islamic education and the aims of modem 
education are not similar. This difference as we have seen in the 
preceeding chapter inspires a muslim educationist to arrange the 
content of education in the frame of Islamic ideology.And natu-
rally he is justified to apply the proper means,materials and 
methods for having a desirable result of his endeavour.The islami 
system of education does not divorce modem disciplines from its 
curricula, even though as some of them are totally and some are 
partially in contrast with the islamic beliefs.Thus un-Islcmic 
end anti-Islamic elements are also accepted as parts of Islamic 
curricuia. It is not possible to eliminate the undesirable elemen 
totally from the curricula, for they are the part of the subjects 
concerned and in soirie cases they are the foundations on which 
the whole of the contents of the subject have been developed.For 
example take the Darwinian theory of Evolution,an anti-Islam 
theory in its essence and spirit.on its basis some subjects of 
modern times are based and some accept it as their important 
parts.This undesirable element is not easy to be discarded from 
the subject.Islamic curricula accept it as a necessary evil and 
not as a desirable thing.in view of the conditions unfavourable 
to Islam, method of teaching is rightly emphasized and given a 
significeint place in the Islamic system of education, ^  Every 
1. /^ fendi. Towards islamic curricula, curriculum and Teacher 
Education , p. 4.also seeMuhammad Qutub. The Role of religion 
in Education, Aims and objectives of Islamic Education,p.60. 
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educative effort in an Islamic setting is to instil Islamic 
beliefs and ideals in the hearts and minds of the students. 
History, sociology,psychology,economics,literature and physi-
cal and natural sciences are taught to mould the thought and 
behavioural pattern of the students according to the ideology 
of life which Islam propounds.Thus the adverse influence of 
the anti-Islamic contents of Islamic curricula are reduced 
and removed to some extent by the application of proper tea-
ching methods employed by a teacher who has firm belief in 
the Islamic ideals.The designer of Islamic curricula is compe-
lled to include in it the undesirable elements also which are 
contrary to his faith.But the teacher under the same system 
of education is not bound to apply those methods of teaching 
which Islam does not recognise.He is free to select the method 
of teachii^ g best suited to his ideas and beliefs .At the same 
time this fact is also accepted that modern system of education 
provides us many useful techniques and methods of teaching which 
the teacher,working under any system of education,must not shun. 
Islam does not under estimate the modem scientific methods of 
teaching which facilitate students in better learning? But 
certain psychological methods such as brain washing, indoctri-
nation, sublimal perception and oblitration of personality traits 
2. A.H.Khaldum Kinnany, producing Teacher for Islamic 
Education, Curriculum and Teacher Education, 
op. cit,, p. 149-50. ' 
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which are also used in leamiag process and gaining desirable 
results for certain causes are rejected by Islam,in fact,they 
harm the dignity of man whereas Islam proclaims and protects 
freedom of thought and conscience.^ 
The methods of teaching and the techniques of 
learning enployed in the educational institutions of Islamic 
nature are not quite unique and entirely different from those 
practised in modem secular educational institutions.However 
there are some salient feautres of Islamic method of teaching 
which are stated as follows:-(i) dividing students into groups 
and appointing monitors for each group.This tradition is very 
old as zahbi has given in his Tabqatul Qurra» an account of 
the teaching method of Abu Darda,one of the distinguished 
companions of the prophet.According to him Abu Darda used to 
sit back, in the mosque after fajr prayers to give lessons in 
the Qurin to the large crowd of eagerly waiting students,The 
students were divided into groups of ten each.Every group was 
placed under the charge and supervision of a monitor from 
among the students.^ (ii) presenting alien ideas and discussing 
3, Baqara; 256 cf.A.H.Khaldun Kinnany,op.cit.,p. 152, 
4. This system was after all run under the guidance of the 
learned teacher himself.As is reported that Abu Darda himsel; 
moved about between the groups rendering individual help, 
wherever necessary.As soon as a student completed memorizatic 
of the whole of the Quran he was taken into his personal 
discipleship, apparently, for higher studies in the Quran and 
Islamics.lt would appear that the person he appointed as 
monitors of his groups were those who had already conpleted 
their studies under his personal supervision.The appreciatioi 
of his teaching method of Quran may be gauged from the fact 
that when «i the order of the distinguished teacher, students 
were , counted, no less than 1600 were found to present. 
see shibli, al-Farooque, vol.II,p. 119, 
honestly the arguments behind them, although the underlying 
in ten t ion of the teacher i s to refute those a l i e n ideologies 
which are contrary to Islam ( i i i ) Focussing s tudents ' a t t en t i on 
on one item of knowledge in one per iod and proceeding gradually 
towards the des i red goal, ( iv) Motivating and preparing s tudents 
for se l f -educat ion throughout h is l i f e . ^ 
The oft-quoted Hadith, • acquire knowledge from the 
cradle to the grave ( cV^'ci ^c'^'c//^**!rr^') ^^ sometime i n t e r -
preted in such a way tha t i t gives a wrong not ion about the e n t i r e 
educational system of I s l am , i t would appear from such i n t e r p r e -
t a t ion tha t the i s lamic system of education lacks the provis ion 
of time-bound se t courses for the various s tages of education 
and keeping in view the ch i ld• psychology pe r t a in ing to d i f ferent 
s tages of chi ld development,suitable teaching techniques and 
learning methods are not applied and proper incent ives .are not 
provided t o the s tudents in the course of intparting a lesson,This 
suggests tha t Islam does not possess any system of education and 
i t has only some rudimentary procedure of acquir ing theological 
knowledge.6 The same misconception i s evident when i t i s s t ressed 
5. A.H.Khaldan Kinnany, o p , c i t . , p , 152. 
6. G.E.Von Grunebaum, Introduction/ Talim al-mutaal l im by 
Az-zamuji , o p , c i t , , p , 7 « 
that Islamic education is nothing but a method of self-education 
the details of which are apparent from the various schools of 
Islamic mysticism (T=tsawwuf). In mysticism a number of methods 
have been introduced to intensity the process of self-education. 
It is not our purpose here to discuss the various formalities, 
procedures and stages of spiritual development of mysticism.lt 
is a separate subject of investigation and the methods of self-
education employed in every sect of Islamic mysticism are clained 
to be Islamic in their origin and spirit.It is said that through 
the methods of self-education one can find the perfect Being, 
the ultimate goal of mystic effort. The Prophet of Isl=*m is said 
•7 
to have discovered this method of self-education , which is 
preserved in the Quran.The fundamental steps towards self-
education are said to offer prayer daily five times, to pay poor 
dues ( Zakah ),to observe fast in the month of Ramadhan and to 
perform Hajj at least once in life.None can dare to reduce the 
importance of these essential duties of Islam,But it is not at 
all justified to confine islamic education to self-education 
only,ordering of thought according to the islamic doctrine and 
shaping human behaviour accordingly is undoubtedly a very impor-
tant aspect of Islamic system of education but it should not be 
said to be the whole of the system Islam proposes for education 
and training,3 
7. M.A.Tawfiq, A sketch of the idea of Education in islam. 
Islamic Culture, July 1943,p.321. 
8. Ibid.,p.323. 
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A careful study of the sources makes it clear that 
Islam has its own method of teaching which is not less up-to-
date and scientific than that applied in any modem educational 
institution.lt touches every aspect of teaching and suggests 
to the teacher to adopt different techniques at different 
stages as the lesson proceeds..: .- We find in the sources 
instructions concerning the creation of interest and aspi-
ration in the students and producing in them a very high 
degree of motivation.Sources also discuss of the techniques 
adopted for drawing students attention towards the lesson. 
Useful advices to teacher regarding the presentation of the 
lesson can also be derived from them.Receptivity of the stu-
dents and gradation and continuity in teaching are also the 
important items of the islamic method of teaching.Explanation 
cf subject-matter,conclusion of the lesson and home assignment 
for student are also the significant aspects of the islamic 
method of teaching.Moreover we find clear indication in the 
sources about the methods of strengthening memory and about 
the enforcement of discipline throughout the education process. 
Motivating the students for learning: 
Before starting a lesson the teacher should try to 
create sincere desire and deep aspiration in the student.if 
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Students are not mentally prepared to grasp what the teacher 
wants to give them, teaching would be of no avail but simply-
waste of time and energy.This view is apparent from the study 
o± the very first lines of the Quran, The chapter al-Fatihah 
is in fact a preface to the Quran,It appears that it has been 
attached to the Quran with a view to creating desire and aspi-
ration in persons who turn to take guidance from the Quran, 
Ttiis chapter is a prayer on behalf of the student asking for 
Knowledge or guidance.This also suggests that learning is not 
possible only by external exhortc.tions but it can be acquired 
by the deep inward aspiration of the student.If the student 
is not mentally prepared to acquire the knowledge transmitted 
by the teacher he would not apply his intellectual faculties 
at the learning of the lesson taught by the teacher,Thus 
without having strong desire and inclination to study the 
student can not show assiduousness,The Quran inspires its 
readers to acquire more and more knowledge,The following of 
its verses are to create an urge for acquiring knowledge, 
9 
( i ) Are those equal / those who know and those who do not know ? 
( i i ) And he to whom wisdom i s granted receiveth indeed a benef i t 
overflowing 10. ( i i i )God wil l r a i s e up to ( su i t ab le ) ranks those 
of you who bel ieve and who have been granted real knowledgej^ 
9 . Zuman lo 
lO.Baqara: 269 
ll ,Mujadilas i i . 
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( i v ) Those t ru ly fear God, among His se rvants , who have 
knowledge. 12 
The above quoted verses provide proper incent ives t o 
the students to acquire more and more knowledge.Grunebaum evalu-
a t ing the educational ideas of Az-zarnuji, the great muslim edu-
c a t i o n i s t of the Medieval period says t ha t the p leasure which a 
l ea rner gains in the acqu i s i t ion of knowledge i s the best incen-
t i v e for him to acquire knowledge.He ru les out Az-zamuj i ' s 
view regarding the reward of knowledge in the l i f e a f t e r death. 
He, however, apprec ia tes Az-Zamuji* s idea t h a t the learned on 
account of h is knowledge and scholar ly t a l e n t s i s remembered 
even a f t e r h is death and i t i s a l so an incen t ive to make the 
students fond of knowledge.Grunebaum says t h a t i t i s the r e a l -
i s t i c approach of Az-zamuji tha t t o gain popular i ty and f^me 
students a r e prompted to acquire knowledge.But such a fame i s 
of no use for a scholar who passes away frorri t h i s t angib le world 
when Az-zarnuji ' s statement i s evaluated in the l i g h t of h i s 
former view, i t would appear tha t the reward of the scholarly 
work l e f t by a scholar reaches him even a f t e r h i s death.This 
i s the t r ue Is lamic approach and a l s o the co r rec t i n t e r p r e -
t a t i on of Azr-zamuji 's statement. ^ "^  
The above discussion makes i t c l e a r tha t before the lesson 
formally s t a r t s the teacher should give proper incent ive and creat« 
12. Fa t i r ; 28 
13. G.E.Von Grunebaum, o p . c i t . , p . 10. Also see Az-zarnuji, 
o p . c i t . , p . 4 4 and p .42 . 
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high aspiration and strony desire in the heart of the students 
tu prompt them to learning.Like the Quran the Prophet also used 
the same technique of imparting knowledge.AS long as a learner 
is not inwardly ready to yrasp something given by the teacher, 
the teacher should not start his discourse,in the following 
Hadith the prophet teaches the method of offering prayer(Salat) 
but before teaching he makes the learner' s mind prepared for 
acquisition.AS long as the learner himself did not demand the 
prophet did not initiate instruction."Abu Huraira said that a 
iTian entered the mosque when God* s messenger was sitting in it 
and prayed.Ke then came and said,"Peace be upon you," and God* s 
messenger replied,"And upon you be peace. Go back and pray, for 
you have not prayed. He returned and prayed, and then came and 
soia,"peace be upon you to which he replied,"And upon you 
be peace.Go back and pray,for you have not prayed." on the 
third and on the fourth occasions he said "Teach me, messenger 
of God, and he said: "When you get up to pray perform the abolution 
perfectly, then face the Qibla and say,"God is most great".Then 
recite a convenient portion from the Quran; then bow and remain 
quitly in that attitude,then raise yourself and stand erect; then 
postrate yourself and remain quitly in that state,then raise 
your head and sit quitly in that state and then raise yourself 
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and sit at ease.1^ 
one very common tradition among Muslims is to 
begin very worth with the pronouncement of the formula, 
Bismillah- ar-Rahman ar-Rahim^^ (in the name of Allah the 
compassionate, the Merciful).This practice is very rigidly 
maintained in the process of teaching and learning.Its imp-
ortance in the acquisition of knowledge is evident from this 
fact that every one of the Quranic chapters begins with this 
very formula^® .This provision is also to create an awakening 
ana consciousness among the learners to profit from the lesson 
started just before.Reading,in Islam,must begin with the name 
of God. It is quite explicitly mentioned in the first verse 
14. Bukhari and Muslim vide.Mishkat al-Masabih, op.cit., p. 159. 
15. Mctwdudi counts the advantages of its pronouncement as 
follows: * Islcimic culture required a man to commence 
everything with the name of Allah.If this is done con-
ciously and sinceredy,it will surely produce three good 
results.First it will keep him away from the evil, because 
the very name of Allah will impel him to consider whether 
he is justified in associating Kis name v.ith a wrong deed 
or an evil intention.Secondly, the very mention of the name 
o± Allah will create in him the straight attitude of mind 
and direct him to the right direction.Thirdly, he will 
receive Allah* s help and blessing and will be protected 
from the temptation of Satan,for Allah turns to a man 
when he turns to Him. Tafhim, vol.1,op.cit.,p.43. 
16. There is only one exception, the Quranic chapter tauba 
does not begin with it. — — 
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revealed to the prophet.The name of God is mentioned in the 
begininy o£ the lesson with a view to seek His help in the 
course of education.This is the positive approach but from 
the negative point of view it is expected from both the 
teacher and the student that they may seek refuge of God 
from the temptations of the Devil,This attitude would protect 
the learner and the learned from going astray and from making 
an useless mental exercise .Their teaching and learning would 
ce in accordance with the Islamic ideals.in this way knowledge 
would be utilised only for good purposes and would not be 
misused.^' 
The method of teaching, though,proper and pure would 
be of no use if the teacher does not prove his corrpetence 
and takes students in his confidence.lt is required of a 
teacher on the one hand to possess an extrs-ordinary knowledge 
of the subject and,on the other, he should come to his students 
as their true well-wisher.These two preconditions concerning 
17."when thou dost read the Quran, seek God's Protection 
from Satan the rejected one*, 
Nohi; 98" If a suggestion from Satan assail thy(mind)seek 
refuge with God; for He heareth and knoweth(all things)" 
^araf:200#"And if (at any time) an incitement to discord 
is made to thee by the Evil one, seek refuge in God.He is 
the one who bears and knows all things, "Fussilat or Ham 
Mim sajdat 36 Enc,lish translation by Abdullah Yusuf~Ari. 
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the-'teaching process have been widely discussed in the Quran. 
Time and again the Quran mentions that caily God has real and 
perfect knowledge and man should depend only on the knowledge 
transmitted by Him. ^® Quran presents the prophet as the true 
well-wisher of the humanity. ^  This attitude should be adop-
ted by the teacher for his students,He must possesses a big 
and tender heart and show forebearance, endurance and tolerance 
to his students.with a heart full of these emotions and noble 
feeling the teacher under the lsl«amic system of education is 
expected to begin his lesson.Here it appears quite appropriate 
to quote a few words of Ibn Khaldun which may be used by the 
teacher before he starts his lesson: "You, students,should 
realize that I am here giving you useful (hints) for your 
study.If you accept them and follow them assiduously you 
will find a great noble treasure.*20 
Drawing students' Attention Towards the Lesson:-
An efficient teacher before imparting a lesson and also 
sometimes in the course of the lesson tries to draw the attention 
of his students towards his teaching.various techniques are 
applied toCreate curiosity in the students.The Quranic method of 
18. "And God has full knowledge and well acquainted(with all 
things)" Hujrat: 13"God is full of knowledge and wisdom" 
Nur; 18,"My Lord comprehendeth in His knowledge all things" 
An' am:80 , Eng.tr. by Abdullah YUsuf Ali. 
19. Baqara: 151 
20. Ibn Khaldun,Muqadimah, vol.Ill,p.295. 
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creating curiosity appears different and distinct.Here a 
brief account of the Quranic techniques used for creating 
curiosity and drawing students attention towards, the lesson 
appeors justified.For this purpose somewhere the Quran uses 
21 Huroof-i-Muqattiyat/ while at other places it raises some 
questions of vital importance to draw the attention of its 
reader.For example take the following verses:" 0 ye who 
believe shall I lead you to a bargain that will save you 
from a grievous penalty"^^ and "shall we tell you of those 
who lose most in respect of their deeds."^ There are many 
21. Alif Lam Mim, Alif Lam Ra, Qaf, sad/ Taha, Ham Mim and 
Kaf Ha Ya Aain'sad are callecTHuroof Muqattiyat.About 
these words Mawdudi writes: " (They) were in common 
use in the Arabic literature of the period when the 
Quran was revealed. The poet and the rhetoricians made 
use of this style, and instances of this can even be 
found in the pre islamic prose and Poetry which has 
survi-ved.As their significance was appreciated by all 
concerned, none objected to or questioned about their 
use because it was no enigma to them.Even the bitterest 
oppoenents of the Quran, who never missed an opportunity 
did not raise any objection against their use,But as 
their use was abandoned with the passage of time, it 
became difficult for the commentators to determine 
their exact meaning and significance", 
Kawdudi, Tafhim, vol. I, p. 49 . 
22. Safft 10, Eng.tr.by Abdullah Yusuf Ali. 
23. Kahf: io3, Eng.tr.by Abdullah YUsuf Ali, 
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chapters in the Quran which first present the scene of an 
occurrence and thereby divert the learner* s mind to the main 
theme of the subject.The Quranic chapters zilzal and Infitar 
deal with the subject of Akhirah (the life after death) the 
description of which was initiated with the landscape of its 
occurrence,24 sometimes the Quran quotes the questions and 
the objections raised by its opponents and thereby tries to 
divert the mind of the learner towards their answers. -^  
Again the Quran uses the techniques to forecast something and 
to give all of & sudden an information about certain occu-
rrences so that they listen to and ponder over the discourse.^^ 
24. zilzal; 1-3, Infitar; 1-4 
25. " A questioner asked about a penalty to befall.The 
unbelievers the which there is none to word off." 
Ma* arij; i, tr.Abdullah ^suf Ali. 
• And said,"When we are reduced to bones and broken dust, 
should we really be raised u? (to be)a new creation ? 
Bani Israil;98/tr. Abdullah "JAisuf Ali."What kept men back 
from Belief when Guidance came to them, was nothing but 
this; they said^Has God sent a man(Like us) to be( His)Apostle:' 
"Say,"if there were settled on earth,angels walking about in 
peace and quite, we should certainly have sent them down from 
the heavens an angels for an apostle." Bani Israil;94-95, 
tr.Abdullah YXisuf Ali. 
26. "The Roman Empire has been defeated, in a land close by; But 
they even after(this) defeat of theirs will soon be victo-
rious" .Rum; 23," The( Day) of Noise and clamour, what is the 
Day of Noise and clamour ? and what will explain to thee 
what the(Day) of Noise and clamour is(It is)a Day whereon 
men will be like moths scattered about and mountain will 
be like carded wool."Al-Qaria; i-5.tr.by Abdullah Yusuf Ali. 
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one of the distinctive features of early Islamic 
method of teaching wcis the seating arrangement of students. 
They were advised to sit in semi circles (Halqa ) in the 
mosque and the sheikh/ the revered teacher took his seat 
leaning against the pillar of the mosque at a point in the 
very circumference of the circle,^'' Shibli refers to 
Tazkeratul Huffaz that the knowledge seeker used to gather 
in the courtyard of mosques and sit in the Halqa( circle) 
to be instructed from the Fuqaha ( one who is well acquainted 
with the religious sciences).^^ This seating arrangement 
appears very useful in focussing the students attention on 
a point thtt was the teacher himself. 
presentation: -
rtfter providing proper incent ive to the s tudent ,by 
crea t ing in them a strong des i re , deep a s p i r a t i o n and cu r ios i ty 
to l ea rn something new,the teacher proceeds towards the p re -
senta t ion of the l e s son . in t h i s regard the Quranic method of 
27. G.E.Von.Grunebaum, o p . c i t . , p . 1 6 . Also see Afendi and 
Baloch, Curriculum and Teacher Education; p . 142. 
28. Al-Farooque, o p . c i t . , p . 125. 
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presentation should be carefully noted by the teacher.As we 
know the Quran was revealed to the prophet in the form of 
speeches.And the prophet also used to present the Quranic 
message in the form of such.The Arabic speaking people in 
whose language the Quran was revealed were fully influenced 
by the oratory and rhetoric eloquence of the Quran.Even the 
greatest opponent of Islam accepted this fact,Being influenced 
of the Quranic oratory many of them embraced Islam.This suggests 
that teacher should irrpart the lesson with vim and vigour to 
influence the students around them.^^ Teachers should choose 
for and use in their lesson appropriate and suitable words 
conveying the conplete and true meaning of their lesson,Man 
has been gifted with the ability to think.His thought and 
ideas are expressed by means of word.The power of speech 
makes man a distinct animal.The Quran specially discusses 
the quality of man which makes it clear that the power of 
speech plays a very significant role in the perception of an 
idea,"^ ^ The underlying power of words pronounced by the tongue, 
may be imagined through the fact that by means of a pronounce-
ment God creates everything.The Quran says that for creating 
anything God need not use matter and means to mould the matter. 
He only orders a thing to be in existence and thing comes into 
existence.The proper use of the power hidden in the words can be 
29. Afzal Hussain, Fun-e-Taleerri-o^Tarbiyat^ op, cit., p, 2 69. 
30. Rahman: 3 - 4 . 
31 . Hameeduddine Farahi, Majmua Tafaseer-e-Farahi» o p . c i t . p . 174. 
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understood only when they are suitably used.A teacher must 
pay heed to this fact.He should properly think over his theme. 
The power ot speech (Nutq) is closely related to thinking and 
conterrplation what is contemplated and conceived by mind is 
expressed by means of tongue.so if the conception of the 
teacher regarding any problem is not clear,it would be 
difficult for him to use appropriate words to express 
properly the nature of the problem.32 
Explanation and Analysis:- It is a very common item of 
teaching thot the subject under study should be fully eluci-
dated and properly explained.But there is one limitation in 
the method of teaching propounded by Islam. Teachers, at any 
cost, are not allowed to lead the students into fallacy. 
Teachers are more mature and superior to their students in 
intellectual capacities.They have command to express them-
selves clearly.So they may easily delude their students,if 
they want. Islam forbids the teachers to have an attitude v;hich 
may create delusion in the students.The prophet of Islam 
prohibits to delude people by means of knowledge acquired."^ -^  
32. Hameeduddine Farahi,op.cit.,p, 172 also see Ibn Khaldun, op. 
cit.p.297. 
33. Mishkat,Kitabul ilm ,Hadith t ransmit ted py Muawiyah,vide-
Naeem siddique,Muhsin-e-lnsaniat Bahais ia t I4uaallim-i-
insaniat ,nahwer Taleem Number, op. c i t . , p . 16, Ghazali quotes 
the statement of Hazrat /J.i tha t two persons have caused 
hxm pain one who i s ignorant but poses himself as a scholar 
and thus deceives people.The other who i s scholar but due 
to h is bad conduct people doubt him and h i s knowledge. 
see Ahyaul-oloom , o p . c i t . p . 1 4 4 . 
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Teachers of early Islamic period, in this matter displayed 
honesty to a considerable extent.They never hesitated to 
accept their icjnorance, if they were not acquainted with a 
problem which was brought to their notice and were asked 
of it.34 
It is evident from the study of the Quran that 
the Quran not only presents its message with force and vigour 
out also elucidates and explains its statement to instil in 
the mind of the learner its messages.The Quran gives arguments 
in support of its statement from the phenomena occuring in 
nature, it seeks help from human observations and experiences 
and also from historical events.It quotes instances from 
the stores of past nations and from their remains and relics. 
It removes doubts and misconceptions from the mind of its 
readers and infers to necessary conclusions from every event 
occuring in the society.These techniques adopted by the Quran 
suggest the teacher employed under Islamic system of education 
to clearly elucidate and fully explain the subjects under 
study. "^ ^ 
we have earlier noted that when the content of 
education are in conflict with Islamic ideals teacher is 
expected to apply proper teaching method, explaining,analysing 
34. La adri ( I do not know) was very common to pronounce when 
teacher were not certain of any matter.see Ibn Abdul 
Bar,p.162. 
3 5. Afzal Hussain,op.cit.,p,270. 
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and evaluating the content in such a way that islamic beliefs, 
if no nourished are atleast protected from harm.in this regard 
the teacher's responsibility becomes significant.He is exhorted 
to increase his efficiency particularly when he deals with the 
subjects which contradict Islam.Among the modern subjects. 
Anthropology is one whose entire superstructure is founded 
on anti-Islamic ideas.It emerged from the Darwinian theory 
of evolution.Although it is no^accepted that Darwin* s 
theory is an admitted scientific fact,^^ under this subject 
the students are taught that man emerged from Anthropoid ape , 
his physical,mental and social development is due to the 
environmental changes and influences.lt is considered that 
man is the child of his environment.This interpretation 
36. "The D^ irwinian theory from its birth to the present day, 
has not achieved scientific absolutism.New-Darwinianism, 
Julian Huxely being one of its most outstanding writers, 
confirms the uniqueness of man mentally,psychologically 
and even biologically,Huxely, a devout Darwinist and a 
steadfast athiest has written a book entitled Man in the 
Modem world.He prefaces it with a lengthy chapter on"The 
uniquencess of Man" in which he says that he distance 
between man and the ape is much larger than the distance 
between an ant or criket and the ape. But he goes on to 
say that modem science h«s placed man on a level not 
very different basically from that of the ant" .Muhammad 
Qutub ,The Role of Religion in Education, Aims and 
Objectives of Islamic Education,p.52. 
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of man and environment Is directly in conflict with the 
Islamic thought.To lessen the adverse influence of the 
anti-Islamic theories,the teacher under Islamic system 
of education is suggested to avoid to transmit these 
theories as scientific facts and is advised to teach them 
as scientific hypothesis and also to try his best to reject 
the hypothesis and prove them to be wrong.in fact,it is to 
expect more from a teacher than his job's requirement.How 
a well-arranged subject conprising of strong arguments and 
convincing scientific evidences can be rejected by a teacher 
who has been simply assigned the work to impart the lesson 
with the help of the text book already prescribed for it. 
The problem is in fact related to the reconstruction of 
modern sciences on islamic principles.The role that the 
teaching method can play in this regard is small and insu-
fficient, ' The gravity of the problem may suggest to some 
devout muslims to discard such subjects from Islamic curri-
cula but would it be justified to do so ? It is an important 
questiaa that requires proper and satisfactory answer parti-
cularly from those who stand for Islamization of knowledge. 
During the instruction of psychology and sociology an Islamic 
approach in explanation and analysis of the content,is 
37. cf. Muhammad Qu tub, op.cit. ,p. 52. 
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conparatively easy to be adopted by an efficient teacher 
of the subject concerned.in psychology experiments are made 
on animals and the findings are generalised to apply to 
human being.As islam does not accept that man emerged from 
lower animals, it disapproves for human being the inferences 
drawn from the experiments made on animals.A teacher is quite 
Justified if he explains and analyses that the theories which 
are very commonly applied in learning donot apply to human 
psychology. "^^ An islamic explanation and interpretation of 
various social institutions is expected to be necessarily made 
by the teacher during the instruction of sociology.All the 
units of Islamic society are constituted under the Divine law 
and they function under laws considered pious and permanent. 
Hence the work of the teacher under the islamic system, includes 
to distinguish the social institutions of Islamic nature from 
those which man himself forms and manoges to regulate them 
according to his own desires and likings.-^ ^ Every branch of 
the social sciences wants to discuss that civilization and 
various of its aspect are judged in the light of the fundamental 
principles on which the prophets propounded, developed and 
enriched the civilization.These civilizations are considered 
not only sacred but claimed to contain healthy attitudes and 
constructive approaches required for human well-being.^'^ 
38. I b i d . , p . 5 5 
39 . I b i d . , p . 5 4 
40. Mawdudi/Naya Nlzam-e-Taleem, o p . c i t . , p . 7 6 . 
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in the teaching of history the teacher under Islamic system 
is expected to adept a particular approach to explain and 
evaluates the data concerning the subject.History of nations 
is commonly judged on the basis of the material progress 
and cultural refinement represented by fine art and by 
the architectural advancement.Pharaonic, Greek, Roman, Baby-
lonian and Assyrian civilizations are praised and admired 
on account of their materials progress and gigantic archi-
tectural monuments.The moral decay and the spiritual down-
fall are not considered as the basis of judging cultures 
and civilizations.But the teacher under Islamic system is 
required to explain and interpret the historical data of 
any civilization basing on the criterion of Divine reve-
lation as foundations of civilization.But at the same time, 
he is expected to take proper care and to maintain full 
justice in explaining the historical facts.Facts should 
not be undervalued.The architectural advancement of Pharaohs, 
the Greek' s contribution to philosophy and scieice, the 
Raman' s military discipline and organizational capabilities 
are not ignored by the teacher. "^  
41, Muhammad Qutub, op.cit.,p,60» 
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Receptivity to Instructlont* 
in explaining ,analysing and interpreting the 
textual pieces the teacher inust not ignore the student^ 
level of attainment and his receptivity to instruction. 
The teacher should not go beyond the general intellectual 
capacity o£ the students with whom he is involved in the 
task o£ teaching.I£ it is done so,it causes despair and 
dissatisfaction in the students,They become lazy and care-
less about their study and think that the acquisition of 
knowledge is beyond their capacity. This doubt is created 
only because of the wrong technique adopted by the teacher, 
Abdullah bin Masood used to say to his students that if they 
said something that was beyond the ccttinprehension of the people 
that would create discomfiture (fitna )^ 2 Abdullah bin Abbas 
was of the same opinion.He apprehended of the grave conser 
quences to those who were involved in the job of teaching 
to discuss only matters which people could understand. 
Moreover, the prophet,in this regard himself received a clear 
Divine instruction to talk to people according to their status 
and speak with them according to understanding.^^ The follow-
ing Hadith of the prophet makes it clear how he instructed 
42. Ibn Abdxjl Bar,p, lOO. 
43. Ibid. 
44. Abu Dawud, vide Ghazali, Ahyaul oloom,p. 141, 
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A man to grasp the teachings of the Quran,*Abdullah b.Abu 
Aufa relates about a man who came to the prophet and said, 
" I am unable to learn of the Quran, so teach me something 
which would help me,' He told him to say,"Glory be to God; 
praise be to God; There is no God but Allah; God is most great; 
There is no might and power except in God."He said Messenger 
of God, this is all for God; but what is there for me ? He told 
him to say, "O** God have mercy on me, heal me, guide me, and 
provide for me*.45 m this Hadith the prophet stated briefly 
the essence of the Quranic Teaching at the request of a man 
who expressed his inability to learn and understand the Quran. 
The Teacher must be cautious during his work of teaching,that 
the feelings of the students are not injured.Ghazali has 
rightly recommended to the teachers that they should not 
insult the students* intelligence.if the students are told 
that on account of their low intelligence something is not 
taught to them, they will be disheartened and their interest 
46 
and eagerness to study would be reduced. 
Gradation and Continuity in Education!-
one very important item of the Islamic method of teaching 
is to instruct the students gradually and step by step.some 
45. Abu Dawud transmitted it and Nasai' s transmission finishes 
with "except in God," see Mishkat al-Masablh,op.cit.p. 17 5. 
46. Ghazali, Ahya ul-oloom, p. 142. 
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teachers commit mistake,They begin instruction raising a 
number of complicated problems and expect students to solve 
them.Ibn Khaldun suggests that the teacher, at the very out-
set of the lesson, should not expose problems,but except 
those directly related to the topic concerned.This he can 
do when the topic taken up by him is properly explained 
and when the student has acquired scholarly mastery over 
the topic.Then it would be useful to evaluate and analyse 
the topic from every angle by posing questi ons and present-
ing proDlems about it.Such an effort in the beginning would 
confuse the students and they would avoid education and 
teaching,^^ The teacher should not expose the final conclu-
sions of the topic at the beginning of the lesson.This is 
not useful at all rather it is harmful.In the beginning the 
students are not prepared to understand.preparedness of 
the students grows gradually, hence the lesson should also 
proceed gradually and little by little.^ This is in acoor-
dance of the principle the prophet himself adopted in the 
process of education and training.He taught it to those who 
were appointed for training the people of various tribes.They 
were instructed to apply the principle of step by step advan-
cement in their work,They were asked not to frighten the people 
47. Ibn Khaldun, Kttqaddimah, vol.3, p.294, 
48. Ibid. ,p, 293. 
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by at once presenting all the problems and requirement of 
religion, itiey were asked to present at the beginning the 
fundamentals of Islam which includes Tawheed (oneness of God) 
and Risalat (prophet hook ) and thereafter people should be 
taught to perform salat(Prayer) then fasting, then to pay poor 
dues ( zakat) and to perform Haj j ^ (Pilgrimage).iBn Khaldun 
discusses in his muqaddimah the method of effective teaching 
under which teacher has been taught to present at first the 
principal problem of the chapter in the form of an easy and 
simple summary and then he is required to carefully note the 
preparedness and understanding capability of the student when 
the students become acquainted with the nature of the discipline, 
the teacher, in the second phase,is expected to ellaborate the 
lesson to a higher level.He should elucidate and comment on it 
and also compare it with other similar problems.At the third 
and the last round the teacher should try to fill up every 
sort of gap in the lesson.Thus, the teacher does not leave 
any item of the lesson vague,obscure and unexplained.^^ 
This method of teaching propounded by Ibn Khaldun runs 
through the process of step by step learning and represents 
the very effective principle of learning 'proceed from easy 
to the difficult'.This principle, that the instxruction should 
begin with matters that are easily understood has always been 
49. Mishkat Ketabuz zakat, Hadith transmitted by Ibn Abbas, 
see;Mahwer Taleem Number ,p.14. 
50. Ibn Khaldun, op.cit.,p.292. 
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considered important in the Islamic system of educat ion. 
Az-zarnuji, i n t h i s connection, quotes the view of the veoe-
rable imam sharf ad-Din a l ' u q a i l i ^ l as follows:" in my o p i -
nion the r igh t procedure ( in study ) i s what our e lde r s 
p rac t iced , for, ve r i ly they choose t o begin with a few subjects 
of broad content because they a re more read i ly understood 
and re ta ined, a r e l e s s fa t iguing and occur frequently amcxig 
men."52 This view of the learned Imam shows t h a t s tudents 
become indolent and loa th to occupy themselves with knowledge, 
i f they a re taught something t h a t i s not understandable.This 
does not mean tha t d i f f i c u l t problems should be ignored and 
they should not be included in the lesson but the purport 
of the statement i s t o prepare s tudents and teachers to 
proceed gradual ly and s tep by s tep in inpar t ing knowledge, 
Advising his student,yunus the renowned scholar Ibn shahab 
zahri says tho t one who t r i e s t o acquire knowledge in a 
s ingle a t t e n p t f inds nothing except fa t igue and depression.^^ 
This i n s t r u c t i o n in the i s lamic method of teaching i s for the 
sake of preparing the l e a r n e r to proceed slowly in the pursu i t 
of knowledge and t h a t they might not lose t h e i r pa t i ence in the 
course of l ea rn ing , z a m u j i has r i gh t l y observed t h i s fac t when 
he s^ys,"At low temperature a s t i c k can be s t ra ightened .^^ 
51. J u r i s t , d. 1180/1 see Az-zarnuji , o p . c i t . , p . 47. 
52. Az-zamuji , p . 47 . 
53. see Ibn Abdul Ba r ,p .81 . 
54. Az.zamuj i , p . 4 1 . 
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The slow but the natural speed of learning prevents 
the students from making unnecessary intermissions and breaks 
in learning, so that they might always remain fresh, untired and 
ready to proceed ahead in the acquisition of knowledge.inter-
mission in study has always proved harmful.On account of a 
break in the study the valuable time of the learner,on the one 
hand,is wasted and, on the other,he faces great difficulty to 
locate himself at the prc5>er place in the setting of education 
because of the intervening period.55 so the teacher should also 
avoid to give long intervals between the various components of 
the single subject.Disruption created by break in teaching 
produces disorder in the linked series of knowledge and the 
learner becomes unable to establish link between the different 
parts of the subject.This is of course a loss to which the 
teacher must not yield.56 without making any intermission a 
continuous pursuit of learning is praisworthy in islam.Many 
scholars have expressed tr^ eir personal view in regard to their 
superiority in Knowledge.57 Their excellence in learning was due 
55. G.E.Von.Graunebaum ,op.cit.,p.lo. 
56. Ibn Khaldun, op.cit.,p.29 4. 
57. Az-zamuji quotes the statement of h i s teacher the venerable 
Imam Burhanuddine,*verily I became super ior to my companiins 
s ince n e i t h e r re laxa t ion nor perturbance in te r fe red my study 
of knowledge,"Az-zamuji fu r ther s a y s , " I t was reported by 
venerable imam sa ih a l - I s lam Ali a l -Asbi jabi( Bahauddine Ali 
b.Muhammad b . Ismai l al-Asbiydbi as-Samar-qandi, famous Hanfi 
l e g i s t , d. 1140). That the re occured during the time of l e a rn -
ing of kr)owledge a break( in h is formal schooling)during a 
per iod of twelve years because of the overthrow of Govt.So, 
he l e f t the country with h is companions,with whom he 
went to debate mat ters , and did not cease his discuss ion.The 
two of them used t o s l t ( together) in order to hold a d i s -
cussion each day and they did not leave off ge t t ing together 
for the purpose of argumentation back and for th during t h i s 
period of twelve years .La te r h i s coirpanion became the vene-
rab le Saih a l - Is lara for safi» i t e s . " Taleem al Mutaallim., 
p . 54. 
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to their untiring and continuous involvement in learning. 
The zeal and enthusiasm showed by the learner in the cause 
of learning is quite proper at its place,But the continuity 
in education does not mean a very long and continuous pro-
cess of instruction without giving leisure periods to stu-
dents to be relaxed and refreshed.The teacher of the early 
Islamic period always provided sufficient time to their 
students for relaxation and recreation.lt is reported about 
Ibn Abbas that when he was tired of teaching and learning he 
CO 
used to enjoy poetry. Ibn shahab zuhri after transmitting 
a good number of Ahadith used to say to his students to 
recite Arabic poetry and used to chat with them.He is also 
reported to say that there must be an interval for relaxation 
in the time fixed for teaching and learning.^ Qasim bin 
Muhammad, the renowned teacher and scholar of the early 
Islamic period, whenever felt boredom and disgust during 
teaching of a lesson,used to allow his students to narrate 
stories of the olden times. ^'-' 
Conclusion; -
After explaining,elucidating and analysing the problem 
undertaken, the teacher must conclude the whole lesson in a few 
sentences.This technique is coirjnonly applied by the teachers. 
58. Az-zamuji, o p . c i t . , p . 58. 
59. Ibn Abdul Bar , p . 8 1 - 8 2 . 
60. Ibid . ,p .82. 
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The Quran also uses this useful and important item of 
teaching method.when we study the Quran we find in its 
beginning long chapters which discuss Islamic thought and 
behaviour in an elaborated form and quote suitable instances 
to elucidate its purport.But the same subjects have been 
narrated in the last part of the Quran in very short fojrm 
and in summary.In fact,these are conclusions of the various 
discussions of the Quran,For example we take the shortest 
chapter of the Quran named Ikhlas.The most important article 
of Islamic faith is the belief in the oneness of God.This 
has been widely discussed throughout the Quran but in this 
shortest chapter its summary has been presented.This is in 
fact the conclusion of the study made on the topic of Islamic 
monotheism. Likewise Akhirah (life after death) the second 
important subject of the Quran has been concluded in the 
last chapters such as zilzal^ Infitar and Inshiqaq. The 
chapter Asr of the Qurar^  is considered the conclusion of 
the whole of the Quran.^ All these suggest that at the 
end of the lesson teacher should summarise his lecture in 
a few sentences. 
61. Afzal Hussain ,op.cit.,p.27l. 
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Techniques for Coverage of the contents-
A distorted picture of the Islamic method of teaching 
is that it is nothing but the memorization of the coitents 
through repetation.The entire educative effort is said to listen 
the teacher's discourse, read the text and memorize it. It is 
said that the students are not encouraged to critically examine 
and analyse the material under study they are only advised to 
make the parrot-like recall of the content taught by the teacher. 
But the matter is not so simple as it is stated to be.Knowledge 
in Islam is a sacred thing and the way of its acquisition is not 
simple and easy,To have an idea of its gravity we must not forget 
the following remarks of Hazrat Ali,"The pursuit of knowledge is 
not carried on without six things which I shell indicate to you 
through words that are clear: Ingenious acumen, fervent desire, 
patience, sufficient sustenance,guidance of a teacher and the 
length of time",°2 This costly opinion of the venerable scholar 
makes it clear how the learner should be inwardly prepared for 
the acquisition of knovl edge and what tipe of help he should be 
given outwardly.In the acquisition of knowledge some stages have 
to be crossed gradually by theieerners.Fuzail bin Ayaz says that 
the first step in the process of learning is to keep silence.This 
would necessarily be meaningful and thoughtful as such silence 
62. see. Az-zarnuji, p.30. 
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has been praised in Islam.The second step according to him is 
to listen to the teacher' s discourse with full attention and 
the third is to memorise the lesson given by the teacher and 
thereafter the acquired knowledge is expected to be translated 
into action,The last stage is to transmit the acquired knowledge 
to other people.^^ Abdullah bin Mubark*s view in this regard 
appears more perfect.He says acquisition of knowledge begins 
with a sincere intention.This prepares the students to listen 
the teacher* s lecture with care and attention and consequently 
students understand the matter under study and their perception 
in this regard becomes correct and clear.After gaining full 
comprehension of the subject undertaken Abdullah bin i^barak 
advises the students to memorize its contents and then put 
therr. into practice and lastly to transmit,what has been 
acquired,to others.^^ 
The above discussion and also which has been said 
earlier are sufficient proofs to reject the absurd hypothesis 
that under Islamic method of teaching students are prepared to 
be only efficient in the parrot-like recall of the materials 
transmitted by tha. r teachers.There are a good number of 
infornation in the sources which throw full light how memory 
63. see Ibn. Abdul Bar.p.88 
64. Ibid. 
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should be strengthened and forgetfulness should be cured.^^ 
Besides the formal techniques ought to be applied for t h i s 
purpose there are some e t i q u e t t e s which a re expected to be 
followed by the l ea rne r t o s trengthen memory.Although these 
have been harshly c r i t i c i z e d and strongly objected t o by the 
so-ca l led o b j e c t i v i s t c r i t i c s . T h e s e are marked as fo lk - lo res 
and i l l o g i c a l and p r imi t ive ideas .^^ But in f a c t , t h e s e a re the 
general e t i q u e t t e s of the Muslim society.The s tudents , l ea rne r s 
and a l so the scholars are p a r t i c u l a r l y expected to adopt them. 
Az-zarnuji has given in the chapters 12 and 13 of his ' Talim -
al-Kutaallim' an account of the e t i q u e t t e s considered e s s e n t i a l 
for the l ea rne r s to strengthen the memory,He says tha t the 
use of honey, perfumes and tooth p icks increases memorial 
recal l ,67 Honey i s a l i g h t food which s u i t s those who 
are in the pursu i t of knowledge, perfume i n t e n s i f i e s thinking 
power and the regular use of tooth s t i c k makes a man refreshed. 
Thus the following view of Az-zarnuji regarding strengthening 
memory and removing forgetfulness appears something l i k e a 
medical presdription."Rubbing the t ee th clean drinking honey 
and eat ing or chewing incense p l a n t s ® with sugar as well as 
eating 21 r a i s i n s , r e d ones each day in empty stomach, c r ea t e 
65. Al-Amash repor t s God's messenger as saying" The calamity 
which a f fec t s knowledge i s forge t fu lness ,"see ; Mishkat, op, 
c i t , p , 61, 
66. G.E.Von.Gruneboum,op.cit.,p.12-13. 
67. Az-zarnuj i ,p .68. 
68. Perhaps(white) hel lebore ,Kundus, this being used in an t iqu i ty 
^ to cure headaches, insan i ty , e t c . t e x t has kunder,incense plant 
see; Az-zarnu j i , p . 68. 
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roenory* since (these things) cure one of a great many sickness 
and i l l nes s . "® Az-zamuji further says that care for wordly 
l i f e involves the learner into useless headaches while the 
concern for the l i f e after death broadens the mind and 
strengthen the meirory,^ *^ He however accepts that the most 
decisive factor in strengthening memory i s to take regular 
71 and well-planned exercise with sincerity and assiduity. 
Hence i t i s be t ter to note the various techniques which should 
69. Ib id . 
7 0 . Ib id . 
71. Az-zamuji /p.67- The rites and traditions helping in 
strengthening meirory have been stated by Az-zamuji as 
follows:" reduction of eating as well as praying at night 
and reading of the koran are among the causes of remember-
ing, it is said:there is nothing that increases memory more 
than reading the koran silently, and reading the Koran silen-
tly is the most excellent thing because of the word(of the 
prophet):"And the most excellent among the works of my 
community is the reading of the Koran silently*.And one 
should say while lifting the Koran,"in the name of God, 
and Glory be to God,and praise be to God, and there is no 
God but God,and God is greatest,and there is no power and 
strength except in God,the Exalted, the Mighty, who knows 
the numbers of all letters that every were and that ever 
shall be written throughout the centuries and ages."And 
let it be scJ,d after every written section( of the text): 
"I believe in one unique God, the sole truth who has no 
companion and I do not believe in any (deity)besides Him, 
"There also should be considerable praying to the prophet 
since he is mercy for the world." vide Ibid. 
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be applied by the teachers and adopted by the students. 
These techniques have been extensively discussed in the 
sources: 
1. Repetition;-
This technique is considered very effective in 
acquiring and irnparting knowledge.The Quran itself uses this 
techniques for the fuller comprehension of the matter with 
which it desires to fill the learners mind.we seldom find a 
page in the Quran in which its fundamental message has not been 
repeated.The noteable point is that the style of repetition is 
not uniform everywhere.The diversification of style and the 
proper expression with suitable words does not create boredom 
72 
and disgust* 
we have earlier given an account of the prophet' s 
personality as a teacher,In fact, he was basically a teacher and 
remained so throughout.The assunption of the responsibilities 
of the head of the islamic state,therefore could not prevent him 
from devoting a considerable portion of his time to teaching and 
instructing his followers.He used to lecture regularly to his 
conpanions who gathered round him after prayers to be instru-
cted in religion.They were free to question him on all matters, 
especially on faith and on human conduct.His method of teaching 
was based on « repetition.when he wanted to emphasize any thing, 
he used to repeat it three times in order to make sure that the-
72. cf.Afzal Hussain ,op.cit.p.272. 
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audience fully grasped and understood the inport and meaning 
of the teaching.''^ This technique has been described in the 
following Hadith ,''Anas said that when the prophet made a 
statement,he repeated it three times so that it would be 
understood, and that when he met a company and saluted them 
he did it three times.^* Repetition causes retention, and 
fuller comprehension. The prophet, however, took care not to 
tax his followers to the extent that it caused fatique or 
led to the loss of interest in the subject they were being 
taught.^^ This method was maintalLned by his followers after 
him as is evident from the following Hadith, "Shaqiq said that 
Abdullah bin Masood used to exhort the people every Thursday. 
A man said,•I wish Abu Abd ar Rahman^^ that you would give us 
a daily exhortation, • He replied,'my dislike of wearing you 
prevents me from that so I am considerate in my exhortations 
to you as God* s messenger was to us,for fear of causing us 
77 avension. 
Itie above suggests that the teacher must use the 
technique of repetition but at the same time he should not 
neglect the purpose of its application,the time at which it is 
used, its quality and also the proper place where it is required 
to be used.on the other side the learner and students are -
73. semaan K.H.Education in Islam from jahiliyyah to Ibn Khaludun, 
op.cit.p. 192. 
7 4. Mishkat,op.cit.p.52. 
75. Tritton,A.S.Materials on Muslim Education in the Middle Ages 
p. 66. 
7 6, This is the Kunneya (title) of Abdullah b.Masood. 
77. Mishkat,op.cit.p.52. 
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are advised to take help o£ It to grasp the content of the 
subject under their study.Scholars have suggested the amount 
of the matter to be given to the students in the beginning 
of their study so that the technique of repetition may be 
usefully applied for this purpose.Abu Hanifa quotes Imam 
Umar son of imam Abu Bakr as follows:"Our elders stated:It 
is necessary that the amount of study for the beginner be an 
amount he can retain in his memory after two repetitions. 
Everyday he should increase (the span of) his memorial recall 
by one word so that even if the duration and quantity of his 
study become large it would (still)remain possible for him to 
recall it( by repeating it) two times^and thus increase( his 
retention) gradually,"'° This plan for memorial recall is not 
the final and the single one.The amount of material taken to 
79 be memorized depends upon the ability of the student. If the 
learner wants to learn such an amount of material which requires 
ten repetitions he can do so but he should develop a habit to 
digest the matter learnt by him,®° It is interesting to note 
here the programme Az-zamuji proposes for the students to 
revise their past lesson for achieving strong retention of the 
knowledge acquired.He says,*It is further necessary to repeat 
the lesson of yesterday five times, and the lesson of preceeding 
78. see A2-zarnuji /p.46. 
79. see I b i d . , p . 5 3 . 
80. see I b i d . , p . 4 7 . 
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day four times, and the lesson of the day previous to that, 
three times, and the one which comes before, two times and that 
of the day before that once.^^ These rules and regulations 
propounded for repetition look like the mechanical exercise 
behind which a lack of understanding is felt.But is not proper 
to think so.Like the other educationists Az-zamuji also 
considers essential first to comprehend and understand the 
matter then memorize it.®^ Az-zamuji, in this regard, rather 
quotes the extreme idea by saying that understanding two 
letters is better than memorizing two "loads" of books.S3 
To minimize the mechanical aspect of repetition and to 
keep the student alert and concentrated in their task students 
are advised not to repeat in loud voice while they make exer-
cise of repetition.But this dees not mean making repetition 
silently.students must show zeal and alacrity in their 
exercise.S4 on account of giving vital importance to under-
standing the facts and comprehending the content some educati-
onists do not favour to apply the technique of repetition in 
teaching.They discuss the adverse effects of rote memory 
and say that this encourages students only to pass the exami-
nations of the set courses and does not enable them to have 
true insight into the subject. Among those who do not like 
81. Ibid.,p. 
82. Abdullah bin Mubark says t ha t s tudents should not be 
encouraged t o memorize any t ex t without understanding i t , 
see Ibn Abdul Bar,p.B8# 
83 . Az-zamuj i ,p .47 . 
84. I b i d . , p . 5 4 . 
85. wasiullah Khan, introduction, Educatictt and Society, 
op,cit.,p. 17. 
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to use repetition technique are Qitadah and Zuhri.They have 
expressed their personal feeling in this regard.Qitadah says 
that he never asked anyone to repeat the matter since repe-
tition destroys the true taste of the matter.^^ Zuhri says 
that to repeat something is more difficult for him than to 
an 
remove a heavy rock from its place.°' These statements of 
the scholars are for the gifted students as they themselves 
were.The importance of the repetition technique in the process 
of teaching and learning, however, can not be ignored. 
Questioning: - In the process of teaching and learning posing 
questions on the part of the teacher and also by students plays 
very significant role.The various aspects of the problem under 
study are apparently hidden ftom the common eyes and efficient 
teachers ana intelligent students bring them into light by 
posing relevant questions about it.Thus they provide oppor-
tunity to think over the problem and to search out its solution, 
The Holy Quran very extensively uses this technique.we have 
earlier noted how the Quran poses questions to create prepared-
ness and curiosity in the students.At nine places the Quran -
encourages its readers to ask about the unknown.^9 The prophet 
8 6. see.Ibn Abdul Bar; p. 105. 
87. Ibid. 
88. "Seest thou not how thy Lord dealt with the Ad( ;5U) people 
Faj r; 6. 
seest thou not how they Lord dealt with the companions of 
the Elephants* Fil: l"Do ye not see that God has'subjected 
to your(use)all things in the heavens and on the earth". 
Luqman: 20, If indeed thou ask them who it is that created 
the heavens and the earth, they would be sure to say,*God, 
Zumar:38* 
89. Afzal Kussain, op.cit.,p.273. 
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has said that the remedy of ignorance is to ask questions.^^ 
Abdullah bin Masood observes that Itnowledge increases by 
posing relevant questions.91 Moreover there is one very 
oft quoted saying of Ibn-i-shahab that knowledge is treasure 
and the wealth of this treasure can be obtained only through 
the key of the question.92 Hasan Basri says that one who 
feels ashamed in the acquisition of knowledge and does not 
raise questions remains ignorant.^-^ in this regard Ibrahim Ibn 
Mehdi*s view is very interesting as well as instructive.He 
advises the learner to ask questions like the foolish but 
commit to memorits answer like the wise.^ '^  dnce ibn Abbas 
was asked how he excelled in knowledge,His answer was," with 
the aid of tongue fond of asking and a heart full of good 
sense" .9 5 
we find a very nice exainple of questioning in a 
Hadith transmitted by Hazrat umar.It is stated that once Gabriel, 
the angel through whom the prophet used to receive the Divine 
message,appeared in the guise of a man at a time when the 
coiripanions of the prophet were around him. He asked certain 
89. Afzal Hussain, op.cit.,p.273. 
9 0. Ibn, Abdul Bar; p. 69. 
9 1. Ibid,,p.70. 
9 2. Ibid. 
9 3. Ibid., 
94. Ibid.,p.72. 
9 5. A2-2amuji.,p.50. 
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question regarding faith ( (^ 6^ 1 ) and action ( (^ ) and 
when the prophet answered the question, he certified that the 
prophet spoke the truth.^^ He infact appeared to instruct the 
conpanions of the prophet by raising some useful questions. 
This Hadith also suggests that questions can be asked even 
by those persons who are well acquainted with their answer 
they raise question in order to profit others and to pursue 
the discussion ahead. 
96. • uraar b.Khattab said tone day when we were with God's 
messenger/a man with very white clothing and very black 
hair came up to us.No mark of travel was visible on him 
and none of us recognised him.sitting down beside the 
Prophet,leaning his knees against his,and placing his 
hands on his thisshs, he said," Tell me, Muhamnnad, about 
Islam.He replied Islam means that you should testify 
that there is no god but God and that Muhamrr.ad is God' s 
messenger,that you should observe the prayer pay the 
zakat, fast during Rairdhan and make the pilgrimage to the 
House if you have the means to go," He said " You have 
spoken truth." we were surprised at his questioning him 
and then dedlaring that he spoke the truth.He said''i:>iOw 
tell me about faith," He replied,"It means that you should 
behove in God,His angels. His book. His apostles,and the last 
day, and that you should believe in the decreening both of 
good and evil.*Remarking that he had spoken the truth,he 
then said,"Now tell me about doing good." He replied, "Jit 
means that you should worship God as though you saw Him, 
for He sees you though you do not see Him," He said,"Now 
tell me about the Hour." He replied,"That one who is asking 
about it is not better informed than the one who is asking. 
"He said then tell me about its signs"He replied," That a 
maid-servant should beget her mistress and that you should 
see bare-footed naked poor men and shepherds exalting 
themselves in buildings." ( umar)said: He then went away, and 
after I had waited for a long time(the prophet) said to me 
"Do you know who the questioner was,' umar ? I replied,"God 
and His messenger know best,"He said,"He was Gabriel who 
came to you to teach your religion,"Vide Mishkat al-Kasabih, 
English translation by James Robson,vol.I,p.5. 
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Sources suggest that there are certain limitations in 
the matters of asking questions.The purpose of a question must 
be clear to questioner.He should raise the question in the proper 
manner and also at the proper time.it is better to avoid raising 
unnecessary questions.This is why the prophet expressed annoyance 
at irrelevant questions cind passed derogatory remarks against such 
a practice.97 jjan Abbas says that the companions of the prophet 
were very cautious and careful in asking question.He further says 
that they asked only thirteen questions throughout their lives and 
these are mentioned in the Qur^n^ in this context the saying of 
Hazrat umar appears very significant in which he advises the people 
to escbew irrelevant and unnecessary question,He hopes that when 
such issues will really arise in society,God will raise knowledge-
able persons to solve them,^^ Kasan Basri says that those who 
create mischief (fitna ) aniong people by raising mischievous 
issues are the worst creatures of God.^^^ 
The technique of questioning gives fruitful results 
only when it is properly applied.A good question always motivates 
the learner to acquire more and more knowledge.There are many Ah-
adith which show that the prophet sometimes raised interesting 
97. Hadith transmitted by sahail bin Saad/See ibn Abdul Bar,p.230. 
98. Ibid. 
99. Ibid.231. 
100.Ibid.,p.233. 
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questions and taught the people by means of these questions.^"^ 
DISCUSSION:- Allama Ibn Al-Akfani has discussed in his "Irshadul 
Qasid" certain conditions considering them essential for the 
learners in order to gain true insight which they wish to 
acquire,He has also quoted the well-known Arabic saying(/^ >->'^ y^ '' 
,^Ji^ )ji/) knowledge exists in the heart and not on the pages of 
books.After mentioning it Al-Akfani emphosizes the need to arrange 
debates and discussion,for these are the important means of purs-
uing knowledge.^^2 It is correct that every doubt and confusion 
of the learner cannot be solved by books nor through the instru-
ction of the teacher.There remain some perplexing questions and 
complicated problems in the mind of the learner concerning the 
subject under study which can be expressed and resolved by 
debates and discussion.Discussion also aims at arriving at 
truth,patticularly when there is dif f erai ce of opinion with 
regard to a problem.lt provides an opportunity of mutual 
understanding.But the proper result of such meetings are 
obtained if the problem is taken up sincerely and with prudence 
and thoughtful consideration.Acrimony and anger ha^e no place 
in discussions arranged for academic purposes.To express violent 
101. I b i d . p . 8 9 . 
102. Ibn Al-/Ocfani, I rshadul Qasid, p . 21/vide Abu Abdullah 
Muhammad bin yusuf a l - s u r i t i , Tazkiratus sam-e-
wal-l-ftitakellin Aur Fun-e-Taleemper ek Nazar, 
Maarif,Dec.i9 39, p . 414. 
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emotion and to show hostility either by the words or actions, 
are counted as demerits.Evasive replies and tricks should not 
be allowed in literary discussion.Az-zarnuji, however, observes 
that these devices can be applied if the opponent is a quibbler, 
an obstinate person or a petulanC, 
There are a good number of informations suggesting the 
manners and etiquettes to be adopted in the course of discussion. 
The first item of the conversation, according to the Quran is 
faimess.lt teaches "speak fair to the people-^^ when the 
discussion takes a turn where difference of opinion becomes 
apparent and the opponent emphasizes his view point,the Quran, 
in such d situation instructs muslims"to argue with them in 
"10 5 
manner that is best and most gracious. It again propounds a 
general rule which although true for other affairs, is more 
appropriate to be applied in education particularly in debate 
and discussion.The Quran says"word off evil with means that 
"' 10 6 
are the oest. The Quran at another place explains in the 
following words the result of such manner if adopted by a 
person who is opposed by his opponent,"then will be between 
whom and thee was hatred, become as it were thy friend and 
intimate." 10'' The technique to convert the opponent into 
103. A z - z a r n u j i , p . 4 9 . 
104. Baqaraj 83 E n g . t r . b y Abdullah YUsuf A l i . 
105. Nahl: 1 2 5 , E n g . t r . b y Abdullah YUsuf A l i . 
106. Mominum; 96 
107. F u s i l a t ; 34-35 E n g . t r . b y Abdullah YUsuf A l i 
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a f r i e n d i s n o t easy t o be s u c c e s s f u l l y app l i ed ,The Quran 
i t s e l f d i s c l o s e s the f a c t a s fal lows,"And no one w i l l be 
g r an t ed such goodness except those who e x e r c i s e p a t i e n c e 
and s e l f - r e s t r a i n t none except pe r sons of g r e a t e s t good and 
fortunef^® Thus, i t i s c l e a r from t h e s e ev idences t h a t t o p u r s u e 
a s c h o l a r l y d i s c u s s i o n i s p o s s i b l e only when t h e p a r t i c i p a n t s 
have endurance , fo rbea rance and s e l f - r e s t r a i n t . 
The impor tance of deba te and d i s c u s s i o n in I s l a m i c systen 
of educa t ion i s e v i d e n t from the f a c t t h a t eminent p e r s o n a l i t i e s 
of I s l a m i c world e x c e l l e d in knowledged and wisdom when they 
a p p l i e d t h i s t e c h n i q u e of l e a r n i n g . l t i s a well-known say ing 
t h a t Abu Hanifah, when he was a c lo th -merchan t , used t o d i s c u s s 
109 in h i s shop d i f f e r e n t academic problems with h i s cus tomers , 
i ^u YUsuf i s r e p o r t e d t h a t once he was hungry fo r f i v e days and 
ye t he was d i s c u s s i n g wi th someone academic problems wi th f u l l 
v igou r and en thus iasm. A l i a l - A s b i j a b i , dur ing h i s s t u d e n t -
s h i p , pas sed through a very c r i t i c a l pe r iod .Due t o the d i s t u r b a n c e 
in government t h e r e came a break in h i s formal schoo l ing so he 
l e f t t h e country wi th one of h i s f e l l o w s . l t was t h e r e g u l a r 
p r a c t i c e of t h e two f r i e n d s t o s i t and d i s c u s s problems w i th 
108. Ib id . 
109. A2-zamuji,p.50, From this practice of the learned imam, it 
is inferred that education can be linked with the earning 
of livelihood, 
110. I b id .p .54 . 
111. Saih a l - I s lam Baha ad -Din Ali b,Muhammad b . Ismai l a l -
Asbijabi (wrongly a l - l s t i j a b i ) as samarqandi, famous Hanafi 
l e g i s t . , d . 1 1 4 0 vide Ib id . 
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one another.They continued this practice for twelve years. 
That conpanioo of Asbijabi was later recognized as the learned 
scholar of shafiite jurisprudenceP 
Note Taking;- It is very commonly expressed that the method of 
teaching in Islam is mostly oral and based on repetition technique 
with a view to cram certain facts in the mind of the learners. 
This assumption does not appear to be justified when we study 
the sources for a verification of this idea,it is found that 
writing was not only common in the time of the prophet but 
also the learners were encouraged to take its use in the course 
of the acquisition of knowledge,The misunderstanding,however, 
arises from some Ahadith in which the prophet forbade to write 
113 
anything other than the Quran, in view ofthis instruction 
of the Prophet,some of his companions such as umar bin Khattab, 
Ali bin Ali Talib, Abu sayeed Khudhar, Ibn Abbas and Abdullah bin 
Masood are reported to be against writing anything except the 
114 
word of God. This precaution infact,was to maintain the 
in5>ortance of the Quran and also to safegua rd it from additions 
and perversions.AS far as writing itself is concerned,we have a 
number of Ahadith in which the prophet not only permitted but 
also encouraged to take notes of his discourses. Abu Huraira 
112. vide Ibid. 
113. Hadith Transmitted by Abu Sayeed Khudhari, see ibn Abdul Bar, 
p. 61. 
114. Ibid.,pp.6l, 62 & 63. 
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reports that when the prophet as a victorious ruler entered 
Mecca he delivered a lecture.After his lecture a Yamanite 
named Abu shamama stood up and requested him to give him the 
lecture in the written form.The prophet asked one of his 
conpanions to write the lecture for that gentlemanj^^ It is 
reported that Amr bin Hazam was granted by the prophet a 
parchment of the written rules of the obligatory duties in 
Islam, ^ ^^ Abu Huraira reports that Abdullah bin Amr was 
117 
allowed by the prophet to write Hadith. once some Quraishite 
raised objection to the practice of writing every word that 
was uttered by the prophet.so Abdullah bin Amr consulted the 
Prophet and asked for his verdict.He was not only permitted but 
also encouraged to continue the practicej-^^ Az-zarnuji quotes 
on the authority of imam al-Adib, Rukn al-Isl'^ m knovm as Adib 
al-Muhtar that Hilal bin Yasr^^^ said/"I saw the prophet giving 
his companions some words of knowledge and wisdom;and I said,•0 
Messenger of Goa repeat to me what you said to those people, 
'The Prophet replied; • Do you have ink with you 7 whereupon I 
said:' I donot have ink wi th me and he said:o Hilal, donot 
separate yourself from ink for it is good in itself and it 
is good for those who have it in their possession till the 
day of Resurection," 120 m the light of this information, 
115. Ibid.p.65. 
116. Ibid.p.66. 
117. Ibid.p.65, 
118. Ibid. 
119. G.E.Von,Grunebaun, editor ahd translator of Az-zarnuji* s 
book, Talim al Mutaallim, says that Hilal b. YSisir is not 
identified,see Taiim al Mutaallim, op.cit.p.62. 
120. Ibid. 
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it is clear that note taking was considered as a very 
important aid to learning in the early days of Islam.This 
also suggests that the teacher should properly apply it in 
the instruction.They are expected to dictate at the end of 
the lesson the abstracts of their teachings.But one care in 
this regard must be taken,writing down something without 
understanding it is of no use,it is rather a waste of time 
and energy.It will create confusion in the mind of the learner. 
Hence after gaining true insight and full conprehension of the 
subject,note should be taken.Revision after writing is also 
considered an irrportant item.Hisham quotes his father urwah bin 
Zubair, the well known companion of the prophet, that writing 
121 
without revision is worthless. Revision needs careful 
inquiry.lt is said that if a written material is revised 
even a hundred times it should not be considered free from 
122 flaws and mistakes. 
At the end of t h i s d i s c u s s i o n i t appea r s a p p r o p r i a t e t o 
quote some p a r t of t h e poem composed by judge a l - H i l a l b.Ahmad 
a s -Sa rohs i .The p a r t of t h e poem mentioned below may be taken a s 
the concluding word of t h e d i s c u s s i o n made on the review of t h e 
va r ious t e chn iques a p p l i e d t o mas t e r the c o n t e n t s of e d u c a t i o n : 
121. s e e . Ibn Abdul Bar. P. 67. 
122. Muammer, v i d e I b i d . , p . 6 8 . 
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• serve Knowledge in a way that it becomes a useful thing 
(to you) and keep its lesson alive by praisworthy action,And 
if you donot retain anything,repeat it,then affirm it in a 
most energetic manner.Then make notes about it in order that 
you may returg to it. Then when you are sure it will not slip 
out of your grasp, go after it to something new.But at the same 
time repeat what has proceeded (this new knowledge); and 
establish finnly ( in your mind) the inport of this increase 
( in knowledge),Discuss with people subject matter of the 
learning in order that you may grow.DO not keep yourself away 
from the enlightened,* ^^^ 
DISCIPLINE:- One of the important conditions for smooth 
running of teaching work is discipline,The method of teaching, 
however,perfect and proper can hardly $ive fruitful result, if 
the students are not well disciplined and are properly controller 
both by their inner self and by the external authority as well. 
Children want freedom to do something.But they are restrained 
when the system of teaching under which they are taught is 
expected to be disturbed.Discipline is required to foster 
creative attitude and to cultivate constructive approach in the 
students and also to help direct their energies with a view to 
achieve the objectives already fixed for them.Thus the purp ose 
of discipline is to make the students familiar with the 
123. Az-zamuji, p.47. 
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r e s t r a i n t s cons ide red e s s e n t i a l f o r the growth and promotion 
of l e a r n i n g . T h e c o r r e c t method in t h i s r egard i s t o shape t h e 
behav iou r of s t u d e n t s i n such a way t h a t t h e y , w i t h o u t any 
e x t e r n a l supervis ion ,may w i l l i n g l y adopt the d e s i r a b l e behaviour 
on t h e i r own accord . 
A p o s i t i v e approach i n d i s c i p l i n e always emphasizes 
main tenance of s e l f - r e s t r a i n t i n c h a r a c t e r in t h e s t u d e n t s whi le 
t h e n e g a t i v e approach sugges t s t o u s e p r e s s u r e and punishment 
i n o r d e r t o d e t e r the s t u d e n t s from u n d e s i r a b l e b e h a v i o u r . l t i s 
appa ren t from the s tudy of I s l a m i c sources t h a t even t h e prophet 
who was a s s igned with the work of i n s t r u c t i o n in r e l i g i o n d id 
n o t r e c e i v e t h e a u t h o r i t y t o compell t h e peop le in t h e m a t t e r of 
124 
r e l i g i o n o r t o apply any p r e s s u r e on them in t h i s r e g a r d . 
This c l e a r l y shows t h a t the s p i r i t of t each ing i s based on love* 
a f f e c t i o n ana good-wishes f o r t h e s t u d e n t s . T h e prophet who was 
l e n i e n t wi th theL r people has been p r a i s e d i n t h e Quran. The 
p r o p h e t h imself e x p l a i n s t h a t he has been sen t t o p rov ide peace 
126 
tu the people and not to put them into hardships. Moreover, 
the Prophet instructs those who are engaged in teaching,to 
provide case and to keep the learner away from hardship,This 
Hadith transmitted by Anas also shows that the teacher on account 
124. "Thou art not at all a warder over them"Ghashi a; 22 
"There is no ccmpulsion in religion"Al-i-Imran: 256 Eng. 
tr.by Pickthal. 
125. Al-i-Imran; 159 • 
12 6. Bukhar i ,Hadi th t r a n s m i t t e d by Abu Hura i r a v ide Naeem 
Sidd ique Kahwer Taleem Number. 
ii06 
of his kind and favourable treatment, is praised and loved. 
127 Students dcnot show aversion to him, Abu YUsuf quotes a 
saying of Hazrat Ali which indicates that teaching should be 
free from pressure and punishment.The fourth caliph of Islam 
is reported to have said,"Hearts of people have desires and 
aptitudes, sometimes they are ready to listen and at other 
times they are not.Enter into peoples hearts through their 
aptitudes.Ttilk to them when th^ are ready to listen, for the 
condition of the heart is such that if you force it to some-
128 thing then it becomes blind (and refuses to accept it),*-^ 
Ghazali has given the various functions and duties of a teacher, 
one important item, according to him is to constantly watch 
the conduct and behaviour of the students and whenever they 
are observed to indulge in miscan duct,they should be asked 
politely to correct their conduct.An outright rebuke and scold-
ing does not fulfil the purpose of education and training. 
Ghazali has reinforced this view from a Hadith recorded by Ibn 
ShaheenP^ He also infers the same conclusion from the story 
of Adair, and Eve that when they were directly forbidden to go 
to the restricted tree,they made a mistake. To quote the 
story of Adam and Eve appears here out of place,However,not 
to forbid directly is useful in the process of learning. 
Students feel pleasure and satisfaction when they understand the 
127. Reyazus Saleheen Babul ilm wal ana war Rafq vide Naee-n-
Siadique ,op.cit.,p,14, 
128. Kitab al-Khyraj ,Abu Yusuf,vide Afzalur Rahman, Islamic 
Education of Muslim Children in the west and the problem 
of curriculum and syllabus,Curriculum and Teacher Education, 
p.95. 
129. Ahya ul-ollom,p, 140. 
130. Ibid. 
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hint given by the teacher,Tiiey take the underlying purport of 
the teacher as an achievement and become pleased of their 
success and willingly divert themselves towards the direction 
131 
of the teacher. 
In Islam the e n t i r e process of education and t r a in ing 
•is based on love,compassion and wel l -wishing. in the course of 
i n s t ruc t ion the d i sc ip l ina ry punishment i s not suggested but 
in very exceptional cases . I f i t i s thought e s s e n t i a l s tudents 
a re assured tha t the punishment i s on account of t h e i r bad 
conduct. They should be tjold as to why some punishment was given 
to them.The teacher analyses t h e i r conduct and po in t s out to the 
mistakes committed by theirj^^ ;^s regard corporeal punishment, 
some po in t s a re drawn from the following Hadith, "Amr shu' a ib 
said on nis fa ther ' s au thor i ty that his grand-father reported 
a.s saying,"Corrirriand your chi ldren to observe prayer when they 
are seven years old,arid beat them( for not observing) i t when 
'133 they are ten years old. This Hadith shows tha t a chi ld of 
ten can be beaten for not observing s a l a t ( the obl igatory 
prayer performed f ive tiir.es a day),Though i t i s not proper to 
^Pply io education the ordinance given for a p a r t i c u l a r purpose 
but even i t i s acted upon no severe punishment should be given 
to the students,The Te<^cher should take every pos s ib l e , c a r e that 
131. Ib id , 
132. Az-zamuji has noted the following statement of Yusuf a l -
Hamadani,"send the man awciy,Donot punish him for the mis-
deed he committed.His charac ter and his deed wi l l be s u f f i -
c ient (punishment for him)".This does not appear proper to 
quote in the reference of the is lamic method of teaching 
and t ra ining.Teacher in Is lamic system i s the wt l l -wisher 
of the student and such a t t i t u d e towards the s tudents does 
not su i t him.see Talim a l Mutall im,p.60. 
133. Mishkat al-Masabih , o p . c i t . p , 1 1 5 , 
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the opportunity to give carporeal punishment to the students 
may not arise,He should preferably apply some techniques other 
than physical punishment. This punishment may be like the one 
that the (juran provides in the chapter Nisa, instructing the 
husbands that they ir^ y keep their wives apart from their bed, 
if their wives are not obedient to thel^^ Muhammad bin Abi 
zayd has formulated some rules in this regard.He says"If child-
ren must be beaten their educator must not strike them severely 
and more than three times sparing the faceP^ The method of 
teaching suggested by Haroon-al-Rasheed also indicates that 
punishment should only be used in the course of teaching when 
13 6 
it is unavoidable. 
134. Nisa: 34. 
135. see Ibn Khaldun,op.cit,p,3o5. 
136. The education in the palaces was quite different from the 
education arranged for the oomnon people.The teacher employed 
in the palaces were called muaddib.These teachers used to 
adept the method of teaching as the caliph himself sugc-ested. 
Khalf bin Ahmar says,"Ar-Rasheed told me to come to educate 
his son Kuhammad al-Amin^and he said to me:"0 Ahmar, the 
commander of Faithful is entrusting( his son) to you, the life 
of his soul and the fruit of his heart.Take firm hold of him 
and make him obey you.Occupy in relation to him the place 
that the commander of the Faithful has giyen to you. Teach 
him to read the Quran, instruct him in history.Let him trans-
mit poems and teach him the Sunnah of the Prophet.Give him 
full insight into the proper occasion for speech and how to 
begin a (speech) .Forbid him to laugh save at tim.es when it 
is proper,Accustom him to honour the Hashimite dignitaries 
when they come to his salon.Let no hour pass in which you 
donot seize the opportunity to teach him something useful. 
But do so without yexing,which would kill his mind.Donot 
always be too lenient with him, or he well get to kill leisure 
and become used to it.As much as possible correct him kindly 
and gently.If he does not want it that way, you must then use 
severity and harshness,"Ibn -i-Khaldun Megaddimah, vol.3,p. 
305. — 
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It is evident from the present study that through the 
applicatiai of the islamic method of teaching the adverse influence 
of the un-Islamic teaching is minimised and the islamic Faith is 
protected,Some of the psychological method such as brain-washing, 
indoctrination, sublimal perception and oblitration of personality 
traits are rejected by Islam and hence they can not be applied 
under islamic methodology.lt is wrong to confine the islamic 
method of education to self-education only.Islam has its own 
particular method of teaching,It covers every item considered 
essential in the process and method of teaching.lt suggests 
the teacher to adopt different techniques at different stages 
as the lesson proceed, " There are guidelines available in 
the sources regarding creation of interest and aspiration in 
the sources regarding creation of interest and aspiration in 
the students,producing in them a very high degree of motivation, 
drawing cheir attention towards the lesson and presenting the 
lesson to them in a suitable manner,Receptivity of the students 
to the instruction, gradation and continuity in teaching, explanation 
of the subject matter, conclusion of the lesson and home assignment 
etc., are the significant items of the islamic method of teaching. 
Moreover the method of strengthening memory and the enforcement 
of discipline throughout the educative process are the objectives 
to be followed for achieving better results from the education 
endeavour. 
* * * 
« * 
* 
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c o n c l u s i o n s : 
The present study has led to the following broad 
conclusions: 
( 1) in Islam the cause of the creation of the universe 
is God.He is the cause not only in the natural,philosophical 
and scientific sense but also in the sense of being primordial, 
wilful and spiritual in nature and character,He created universe 
with its infinite resources and placed man in it.The creation 
of universe was for the purpose of creation of man.Man is a 
unique piece among all God' s creation.He has been endowed with 
various faculties fpr God intends to test him whether or not he 
selects for himself by applying the faculties given to him,the 
right path shown by His messen^^ers.Before passing this test 
Adam, the pro^jenitor of the human race, was kept in the paradise 
for trial and training.He was kept in the paradise to be trained 
to assume the office of God's vicegerent on earth.And from this 
very inception a struggle between man and s^tan started and has 
been continuinc^.satan first beguiled Adam in the paradise.He 
and his whole progeny is active to take man away from the path 
of God.The motive behind this Satanic mission is to prove that 
man is ungrateful to God.To be safe from satanic attacks,the 
Quran instructs man to take recourse to zikr. This Quranic term 
is very comprehensive .in addition to the formal types of prayers, 
it also requires perpetual remembrance and following.The method 
by which one remembers that he is a full time servant of God and 
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to Him he would be withdrawn, is zikr. 
The principle of equality of man is an important 
article of Islamic faith.According to it the differences of 
colour, race and nationality are for the sake of recognition 
and identification and not to establish superiority,Islam 
confirms that the whole of mankind sprang up from Adam who 
was made of earth and hence all are equal.in the beginning, 
mankind was one single comnriunity and followed one way of life, 
based upon the belief of Tawheed (oneness of God). Later on 
men differed in opinion and adopted different ways of life. 
Then God sent His messengers to reform their thought and 
practice. 
The Islamic concept of individual responsibility 
gives to man the freedom of choice and action.it makes man 
responsible for his own deeds and informs him that no one 
would shoulder his burden in the life hereafter.This tenet of 
faith produces strong will power and makes a man able to keep 
under check his natural biological and psychological demands. 
Even though man is responsible he is not totally free to do 
so as he likes.He is in the grip of God,God possesses infinite 
power and absolute control over the entire universe and man is 
simply powerless.Man can achieve a lofty position and can be 
able to discharge the duties of God' s vicegerent only if he 
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cultivates the Divine virtues in himself.some of the most 
important Divine virtues and qualities are life,mercy,justice, 
creativity and knowledge.But cultivating these virtues does 
not medn sharing Godhood.Godhood is absolutely reserved for 
God only and no one else can share it. 
Islam takes human life as an unity and does not 
permit it to be divided into several compartments,Both the 
spiritual and the material aspects are guided by the same 
teaching as were revealed to the Prophet.Man is not believed 
to be free from flaws ana weakness; nor is he taken to be a 
born-wicked.Islam,on the one hand points out that man lacks 
constancy and is forgetful and,on the other, it elevates him 
to be God* s vecegerent on earth who is expected to conform to 
and to enforce the Divine will. 
According to Islam,dignity of man lies in the 
fact that he should completely surrender to God. This will make 
him free from the bondage of other men, their customs and tra-
ditions. Islam wants man to be universal in attitudes and not to 
oe confined in the narrow coteries of the race and nationality. 
Human life is sacred and valuable in the eyes of Islam.If a 
person takes a single life without justification,he proves 
himself to be the enemy of the whole mankind.And if he protects 
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a single life it means he cares for the entire humanity. 
This study also discloses that the story of Adam 
and Eve is in sharp contrast to Darwin' s Theory of man* s 
evolution.Islam says that the first man on earth was in the 
complete civilized form and was endowed with knowledge.He did 
not start his journey of life in the darkness of ignorance, 
Islam proclaims that the very purpose of man' s creation is 
that he should worship his creator,But at the same time it 
also suggests that worship is not possible in the absence 
of sound knowledge, 
Islam urges the believers to lead collective 
life.In an Islamic social order the Amir (leader) occupies a 
very significant place and supervises both the mundane and 
the spiritual affairs of the islamic society.The obligatory 
prayers Salat (worship), zakat (poor-due), Saum (fasting) and 
Hajj (pilgrimage) are the best reflection of the social spirit, 
Islam wants to infuse in the society.Islam does not constitute 
a society on the basis of race,colour,nationality or language. 
It gives prime importance to Iman (faith).The purpose of this 
society is to bear witness to Isl^m before other nations,to 
enforce right, to suppress evil and to establish Islam.The 
Islamic society provides ample opportunities to involve its 
n.embers in economic pursuits and political a ffairs.Fahsha 
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(indency), munkar (evils), Baghy (transgression), Sukhriyya 
(ridicule), Lamz (slandering and finding fault), Tanabuz-bil-
one 
alqab ( to give nicknames for defaming or calling some/conte-
mptuously), zann (conjecture or guess) and Tajassus (spying or 
trying to find out weaknesses) are considered the major causes 
of disintegration of the society.The integration of the Islamic 
Society on the other hand,is based upon the belief that Muslims 
are brothers and hence they must show mutual love,affection and 
con^ >assion for each other. The Islamic society is a body and its 
members are the limbs.It is also incumbent on Muslims to protect 
the honour,property and life of each other. Adl( justice) is the 
most important characteristic of Islamic society.Believers are 
instructed to maintain justice at all cost, even if it goes 
against their own interests or against that of parents or 
relatives.Evil trends should be suppressed and virtues encou-
raged .Moderation is praised and extravagency is criticised 
in order to keep life simple and easy.in an islamic society 
the bond of family life is Nikah ( marriage).Islam does not 
permit the life of celibacy.Husband is the supervisor and 
administrator of family and accepts greater responsibilities 
of the house-hold than the wife.parents, relatives, neighbours 
and the followers of other religions are treated with honour 
and dignity and are granted their rights as members of human 
family, 
(2) Islam consists of Iman (faith) and Amal(practice 
Amal is related to the various aspects of life i.e.social. 
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economic and political.Islam being a complete system of 
thought and practice appears in its sources as the truth 
unchangeable and eternal.This has been called Haque( truth) 
and what is contrary to it has been called as Batil ( false-
hood). And Batil like sciim has no permanency. 
To Islam the source and the end of all knowledge 
is Allah who is all-knowihg (al-Aleem).This knowledge has been 
transmitted to the mankind through His different successive 
Prophets,as the true teachers and educators,and has finally 
reached cul mination in the teaching of the propbet of Islam. 
The teaching of the prophets of God are eternal and a source 
of perennial bliss and can never be substituted or altered. 
Islam lays more emphasis on knowledge than on worship and 
regards the learned superior to the devout.Knowledge in Islam 
is so sacred that its acquisition and use for merely worldly 
gain is regarded highly objectionable, islam encourages the 
believers to spread the gospel of knowledge but at the same 
time it firmly believes in the imperative necessity of utility, 
honesty and purity in the cultivation and advancement of 
knowledge.lt enjoins every Muslim to seek and impart knowledge 
not for its own sake .but for a better living in this world 
and a more blissful and eternal life in the world hereafter. 
Revelation is considered the most reliable source 
of knowledge.The other sources of knowledge such as sensation. 
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perception and reason, though all of limited value, have not 
been ignored by islam.The Quran is the source of that revealed 
knowledge and contains two types of verses,the muhkamat and 
the matashabihat,The learner is urged to follow the Ayat-i-
Muhkamat .He is expected to pursue his study with purity of 
intention.in the start he should recite Bismillah and pray for 
knowledge and guidance.praising God and thanking Him in the 
course of the acquisition of knowledge is considered - .*an 
important item of the learning process and procecure.The 
learner' s will is strengthened and his attention focussed 
on knowledge as acquisition of knowledge is considered 
obligatory (talab al-ilm farizatun) .The learner removes 
every type of doubt by putting questions to his teacher.in 
the pursuit of knowledge he is inspired by the idea that 
the every word of wisdom is the missing property of the 
believer.He shows in the path of talab al-ilm, perserverance, 
assiduity and earnestness.Poverty or prosperity donot hinder 
his task.Journey for the sake of knowledge( Ar-rahila fi talab 
al-ilm) is encouraged.lt was the common practice of the learners 
in the early islamic period.The learners are expected to main-
tain external neatness as well as internal purity.The dress,the 
place of study,the educative materials and the heart of the 
learners should all be clear and devoid of negative erriotions 
such as anger,lascivousness,malice and haughtiness.Learning 
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in Islam is from the cradle to the grave.Intermission and 
break in learning are harmful.The learner is expected to 
ffdnimise his pre-occupations other than learning,Keeping 
silence is praised and posing unnecessary questions and 
speaking without the teacher* s permission is considered 
inprpper, rather dangerous, as is evident from the story of 
the prophet Moses.Learner in islamic epistemology does not 
appear greedy of wealth.islam does not favour delinking of 
education from means of livelihood.Rather it permits tagging 
of various professions with specialised education. 
(3) Islamic morality is deeply rooted in the fundamental 
beliefs of Islam.it brings a change in human conduct,and is 
directly related to the inner feelings of man.it is not a 
thing imposed from outside.This inner feeling becomes the 
basis of relationship between man and God between man and 
his fellowmen as well as the whole external world. Moral 
oclications in islam are of two categories,positive and negative^ 
The positive in addition to the belief in the oneness of God 
and its practical demands for the individual and social life, 
includes Salat, zakat, saum and Haj j. 
The negative or preventive ones, include keeping 
away from indecency in behaviour like gambling, intoxication, 
sexual relation without wedlock etc.It is believed that these 
prohibitions have been introduced in the interest of mankind. 
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because Allah is the creator of mankind,He properly knows 
the nature and needs of mankind and accordingly these rules 
of conduct have been framed by Him.Morality in Islam appears 
to surpass religious rites and encompasses the entire gamut 
of social problems with God's pleasure,as the ultimate end, 
and accountability to Him in the hereafter as a necessary 
warning. 
Islam has its own theory of beauty and art. 
Islamic aesthetics is deeply rooted in the belief that God 
Himself is Beautiful and whatever He creates is beautiful. 
Beauty, according to the Quran ,brings soroor(the pleasant 
experiences) to its beholder.lt gives satisfaction to the 
senses and joy to the heart.only those works of art are 
considered beautiful which gratify the senses and are blissful, 
According to Islam beauty is neither objective nor subjective. 
It appears in the external structure of the object as well as 
in the internal quality of the subject.Art should be beautiful 
and purposeful.Takhliq, Taswiya, Tadil and Tarkeeb-i~Sowari 
are considered the four stages in the process of artistic 
creation.Art and the matter of artistic creation must be in 
the knowledge of the artist before he starts to create some 
work of art. 
(4) In the system of education aims and objects 
receive prime importance,Every component of the system serves 
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to fulfil the aims which are always deeply rooted in the 
philosophy of life of a nation,islam demolishes the idea of 
segregation of secular and religious life and sets the goal 
of education for inculcating the beliefs and ideals of Islam 
in the heart and mind of the students.Education,in islam, 
aims to harmonize physical, mental, emotional and moral aspects 
of life of the educand,in order to enable him to shoulder the 
responsibility of Khilafat ( God's vicegerency).Moreover the 
Islamic society as a whole accepts the responsibility of 
disseminating the message of Islam and for this purpose upbrings 
its younger generation.In Islam,the ultimate aim of education 
is to win the pleasure of God.Its purpose is not to show osten-
tation or envying with the learned or disputing with the foolish 
or taking worldly advantages through dubious means.Education 
aims at inculcating Islamic values for creating in the eduand 
a pattern of behaviour based on the moral philosophy of Islam. 
The educand is expected to reflect Godly" virtues.Moreover, sabr 
(patience) , Tacpf^ a( fear of God) , Adl ( justice), Ihsan (generosity), 
Shukr (thankfulness) are the qualities considered essential to 
be instilled in the mind and heart of the educand. 
(5) The prophet of Islam was a teacher in the truest 
and the widest sense of the word.Though he himself was a ummi 
(unlettered) he taught his followers the importance of literacy. 
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learning and knowledge,He is reported to have said that he was 
sent only as a teacher.This is why the teacher in an islamic 
society holds the most prestigious place and is regarded to be 
the heir of the prophet.in the early days of Islam the teacher 
made very remarkable services,He is considered superior to the 
devout. God, angiels and the inhabitants of the heaven and earth 
send their blessings for him,He occupies the third position 
after God and His messenger.His reward in the hereafter conti-
nues as long as the influences of the knovi edge imparted by him 
remain on the horizons of world,But at the same time his common 
mistakes are of great consequences.He is sentenced even after 
his death if he leaves bad influences on the society.Though 
the teacher under the islamic system cf education required to 
be loyal to the Islamic idealogy/he is not expected to be a 
conformist,He is required not to depend on conjecture(zann) 
but to be original in thinking and to rely on the knowledge 
acquired through the reliable sources,Before imparting something 
he should directly investigate its ins and outs.Apart from 
imparting formal instiruction, he is required to be a model 
precedent-setter, for his students,Tagwe (fear of God)compels 
him to honestly transmit the knowledge.His forebearance,forgive-
ness, compassion and kindheartedness encourage students in the 
process of learning.Harsh treatment,bitter talk, vindicative 
relation and cruel persecution are not permissible.As severity 
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to the students is believed to harm them, and therefore,to be of 
not much consequence so punishment in the Islamic system of 
education is generally avoided.Teachers are advised not to be 
involved in recrimination or altercations.Accepting ignorance 
about the unknown is praiseworthy.Spying La adri (I do not know) 
was a common practice in the early days of Islam,The teacher 
under the islamic system is not only a professional worker but 
also an element of social change,He utilises his knowledge 
for the benefit of the common man.He enkindles the learner' s 
natural instincts.He believes in the covenant taken by God 
from the whole of the human beings at the very beginning of the 
creation,one may not be conscious of this covenant but it is 
always there in the subconscience,The role of the teacher is to 
revive and refresh it.He not only saves his students from the 
doom of the hereafter but also searches the means of worldly 
prosperity for his students,He awakens in his students a passion 
for research work to know the unknown (ma lam ya' lam). The 
teacher is expected to derive the eternal principles, to learn 
the established facts, the unchangeable laws of nature from the 
primary sources and to relate them with the different branches 
of modern sciences.He, infact, serves,conserves and enriches 
Islamic culture. 
(6) M^in emphasis in the curriculum of the early 
islamic period,was laid on the Quran and Sunnah followed by 
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Other subjec>s relevant to the requirement of the community. 
Specialisation in different subjects had developed under the 
prophet.specialists were available for imparting instruction 
in the various subjects.The spread of literacy and education 
among Muslims took place through the medium of religion. 
Compulsory education was also initiated in that period.Caliph 
umar made it compulsory for every Muslim to learn atleast al-
Baqara, An-Nisaa , al-Maida, al~Hajj and An-Nur chapters of 
the Quran. 
in Islam, the aim of education is to prepare Muslim 
men and Muslim women,who may fulfil the requirements of modem 
society.The Islamic curriculum is not confined only to religious 
information.Rather its entire contents are formulated in the 
spirit of islam.It maintains a balance between the requirements 
of material as well as spiritual life.It prepares the younger 
generation to accept both the individual responsibility and the 
social obligation,Islam stands for the unity of knowledge and 
gives no way to segregation of knowledge into the religious and 
the secular.Thus,rejecting all sorts of contradictions of the 
specialisation of various disciplines,it gives a unified visual-
isation of life,It is one of the important principles of curri-
culum construction that presum^otion and guess-work should not be 
followed.only the facts should be accepted as elements of the 
curriculum .The islamic curriculum is a frame in which scientific 
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facts are arranged in Islamic perspective.The guiding principle 
for devloping curricula at the various stages of education is 
the Quranic injugction.*God does not place burden on human 
beings heavier than their endurance* .Tawheed'J^unity of God) 
is the essence of Islam, hence islamic curricula is its best 
reflection. 
under Islamic system of education,content for both 
the perennial and the acquired knowledge represent no dichotomy. 
Hurjkanities, social sciences and Natural sciences are not fully 
devoid of the essence of Islamic faith and Islamic morality.Thus, 
the Islamic curriculum fully serves the aims and objects of 
education as propounded by islam, 
(7) Through the application of the islamic method 
of teaching the adverse influence of the un-Islamic course 
content is minimised and the islamic Faith is protected.lt is 
wrong to confine the islamic method of teaching to self educa-
tion only,It is its own particular method,which coders every 
item considered essential in the process and method of teaching. 
It suggests the teacher to adopt different techniques at diff-
erent stages as the lesson proceeds.There are guidelines 
available in the sources regarding creation of interest and 
aspiration in the students,producing in them a very high degree 
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of motivation,drawing their attention towards the lesson and 
presenting the lesson to them in a suitable manner.Receiptivity 
of the students to the instruction,gradation and continuity in 
teaching, explanation of the subject matter,conclusion of the 
lesson and home assignment etc.are the sicinificant items of the 
Islamic method of teaching.Moreover, the method of strengthening 
memory and the enforcement of discipline throughout the educative 
process ore the objectives to be followed for achieving better 
results from the educational endeavour. 
* * * 
* * 
* 
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